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Abstract 
 
This thesis uses dance as a method to explore and problematise young women’s embodiment 

from a feminist perspective. Drawing on a rich history of feminist research on the body (Grosz 

1994, 2017, Birke 1999, Bordo 1993, Bray & Colebrook 1998, Braidotti 2002, 2011, 2013), I 

seek to contribute to advancing a more inclusive perspective on the embodiment of 

womanhood by emphasising the potentiality of what young women sense, feel, think, imagine 

and do. In doing so, I develop a rhizomatic, diffractive and aesthetic exploration of the 

embodiment of womanhood that evolved through collaborative performance ethnography with 

a group of tertiary students interested in creative methods and feminist issues.  

 

Much has been said about embodiment, young womanhood and gender. Young women’s 

bodies are a prominent theme in the media, in public culture, and across a range of sciences. 

Across the wide range of perspectives and debates, a common presumption is that women’s 

bodies are a problem. They are objectified, sexualised, controlled, abused, gazed at, 

misrepresented, to name just a few most prevalent descriptors. In contemporary discourses on 

women’s embodiment, women’s bodies are portrayed as fixed, passive objects subject to socio-

cultural-historical inscription. Young women’s bodies I engage with and explore in this 

research are neither finished nor passive, and the meanings that inform, challenge or produce 

them are not static. To explore ways in which young women create their embodied beings, I 

draw from relational materialist ontologies (Spinozian, Deleuzo-Guattarian, Baradian and 

Braidottian) to inform dance as a way of knowing and as a method in this research, with 

creative writing as a means of sense-making. 

 

In this research, I borrow from Braidotti (2011) to consider women’s bodies as complex 

assemblages that cut across natural and cultural domains and that can be seen as flows of 

becoming. To explore this complex entanglement of the natural and cultural in young women’s 

becomings, a group of non-dancers danced together to produce and explore feelings, thoughts, 

ideas, sensations and/or creative artefacts about embodied womanhood. To this end, this thesis 

presents an exploration of the embodiment of womanhood as a series of multidirectional 

processes of connecting to, and disconnecting from, different material and virtual bodies, the 

effects of which were sometimes complimentary and sometimes conflicting. I suggest that 
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young womanhood is actively produced (and provoked) through events of becoming, in a range 

of ways, often simultaneously contradicting its own production. Gendering, as a complex 

socio-material process, informed and limited young women’s becomings in this research, as 

much as it kindled and provoked their further unpredictable becomings. This conception of 

womanhood as a movement towards and away from social avoids seeing gender only in 

segmented, striated spaces; instead it invites conceptualisation of gendering as a purposeful but 

also free-flowing process. To this end, by moving away from simplistic notions of passive, 

gendered bodies, this thesis offers a look at how bodies, things, concepts, and energies 

continuously make and remake possibilities for embodiment and gendering.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Prologue  
 

This thesis presents a rhizomatic, diffractive and aesthetic exploration of the embodiment of 

womanhood that evolved through a collaborative performance ethnography conducted at the 

University of Melbourne in the spring of 2016. In this research which focuses on embodiment 

and gender, I employ a Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy of becoming and difference together 

with feminist materialist methodologies. Borrowing from posthuman feminist Rosi Braidotti 

(2011), I consider women’s bodies as complex assemblages that cut across natural and cultural 

domains and that can be seen as flows of becoming. To explore this complex entanglement of 

the natural and cultural in young women’s bodily becomings, I conducted a theoretically 

informed, collaborative performance ethnography with a group of university students 

interested in creative methods and feminist issues. We were a group of non-dancers who 

danced to produce and explore feelings, thoughts, ideas, sensations and/or creative artefacts 

about embodied womanhood. 

 

Much has been said about embodiment, young womanhood and gender. Young women’s 

bodies are a prominent theme in the media, in public culture, and across a range of sciences 

(education, psychology, health sciences, social and cultural sciences, gender studies and many 

more). Across the wide range of perspectives and debates, a common presumption is that 

women’s bodies are a problem. They are objectified, sexualised, controlled, abused, gazed at, 

misrepresented, to name just a few most prevalent descriptors. In contemporary discourses 

about women’s embodiment, women’s bodies are portrayed as fixed, passive objects subject 

to socio-cultural-historical inscription. Some would say they are even produced through socio-

cultural-historical inscription (see for example, Bordo 1993, APA 2007).  

 

Young women’s bodies as I imagine and encounter them in this research are neither finished 

nor passive, and the meanings that inform, challenge or produce them are not static. I 

understand the bodies of young women who participated in this research to be creative, 

productive and enabling, working through an assemblage of matter, meanings, relations, 

knowledge, and actions. To explore ways in which young women create their bodily beings, I 

draw from relational materialist ontologies (Spinozian, Deleuzo-Guattarian, Baradian and 
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Braidottian) to inform dance as a way of knowing and as a method in this research, with 

creative writing as a means of sense-making. 

 

 

 

Photo no. 1 – Dancing with the strata 

 

The intention behind this research is to problematise women’s embodiment from a feminist 

perspective. Drawing on a rich history of research on the body within feminist philosophy and 

theory (Grosz 1994, 2017, Birke 1999, Bordo 1993, Bray & Colebrook 1998, Braidotti 2002, 

2011, 2013), I seek to contribute to advancing a more inclusive perspective on the embodiment 

of womanhood by emphasising the potential of what young women sense, feel, think and do 

(see Renold & Ivinson 2014, Ivinson & Renold 2016). This is not to say that embodiment or 

womanhood are all about positives and potentials; rather it is shift the focus from 

problematisation to a more inclusive analysis where often chaotic multiplicities participate in 

shaping people’s realities. In doing so, I aim to unsettle the dominant understandings of 

embodiment and gender that revolve around fixity and binary thinking (body-mind, women-

men, nature-culture, and interiority-exteriority) and to propose a fluid and relational way of 

looking at the embodiment of womanhood. I aspire to integrate elusive, intangible, sensory and 

affective dimensions of embodiment of gender, and thus of being in the world, into the social. 

I respond to Coleman’s call for sensory sociology (2017), a growing attempt to recognise the 

significance of the intangible, sensory and affective to everyday life (p. 3), and to Hage’s appeal 
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for a sociology and anthropology of being (Hage 2002), an inquiry into how being is enabled, 

negotiated and challenged in the everyday.  

 

Research question 
 
The question that inspired this research is:  

 

What knowledge about bodies and gender can be created through creative research that 

focuses on fleeting, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment?  

 

More specifically:  

 

How can researching through dance and movement enable investigation of the fleeting, 

sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment and gendering?  

 

How can fleeting, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment facilitate a better 

understanding of the embodiment of gender?  

 

The motive behind a feminist materialist exploration of the body  
 

To illustrate the significance of relational, open-ended, materialist approaches for 

understanding how women’s bodies materialise and come to matter, I point to a recently 

published Australian documentary ‘Embrace’, that explores the issue of body image 

(https://bodyimagemovement.com/embrace/). ‘Embrace’ is a tool in body-positivity campaign 

developed by an Australian body-diversity activist, Taryn Brumfitt. The documentary reveals 

Taryn Brumfitt’s perspectives as she travels the world talking about body image issues with 

women in the street, various celebrities and experts. She is inspired by her own experience of 

struggling to accept her post-childbirth changing body and by her accidental discovery of the 

pervasiveness of such experience when she published unusual before-and-after images on the 

internet. Taryn’s ‘before’ image was an image of her competing in body building for women 

after the birth of her first child, looking toned, muscly and strong. Taryn’s ‘after’ image was 

an image of her after giving birth to her other two children, sitting naked, less muscly and 

significantly heavier than before, smiling peacefully, radiating calm and happiness. According 

to Taryn’s website, the image was seen by over 100 million people worldwide; it has led to her 
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taking an active role in advocating for body positivity 

(https://bodyimagemovement.com/embrace/about-the-film/). The direct outcome of this 

activism is the ‘Embrace’ documentary in which Taryn explores a range of factors contributing 

to body image dysmorphia – and in which she strives for solutions. ‘Embrace’ calls for the 

promotion of body diversity across various industries, especially popular media, fashion and 

beauty industries, encouraging women to learn how to love their bodies as they are instead of 

subordinating them to regimes of control, often inhuman ones, in order to achieve standards of 

fit and slim hyper-femininity. Taryn (in the picture below) has a message for the women with 

whom she works: ‘Your body is not an ornament, it’s the vehicle to your dreams…’  

 

 

Photo no. 2 - Taryn Brumfitt’s message to women (photo taken from The Body Image 

Movement website) 

  

The documentary ‘Embrace’ was almost as successful as the original images that provoked 

Taryn’s interest in exploring the global phenomenon of body dissatisfaction among women, 

yet, poignant as it is, the documentary fails to account for its own doing in the production of a 

body dissatisfaction narrative. It asks significant questions, such as why women across the 

globe are often unhappy with their bodies, how that unhappiness plays out in their lives, and 

how public culture, the beauty industry and media contribute to producing this ongoing 

unhappiness; however, these exact questions might be a part of the problem. By focusing on 

body image and body dissatisfaction, and by framing the body as simply a product of the 

dominant culture, they call for objectification of the body while tending to reduce women’s 

bodies to matters of body image and related issues.  
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In a way, the documentary becomes part of a narrative of passivisation of women’s bodies and 

the negation of women’s creative capacities to manage their lives. Bodies that participate in 

the documentary are positioned as subjects of control of women’s minds informed by pervasive 

cultural messages about desirable femininity. These bodies are envisioned as individual 

projects managed by more or less agentless individuals. To this end, the ‘Embrace’ 

documentary while pointing to the growing phenomenon of body image dissatisfaction among 

women worldwide, at the same time participates in the objectification and passivisation of 

women’s bodies. It does not acknowledge the relationality, productive differences and richness 

in how women might experience their bodies at different times, or in different places, spaces, 

moods, and across various assemblages (for example, how differently they might experience 

their bodies after spending a day at the desk or after listening to music they like, or going for a 

walk, or laughing with a friend). Nor does it account for the creative bodily capacity to surprise, 

bring joy, feel flows of aliveness, or resist, provoke and challenge how one might imagine 

going on about their lives.  

 

Creative, non-representational research on the embodiment of womanhood  
 
A recent turn in social research toward methodologies that allow exploration of relationality 

and entanglements of the world in its becoming - how things, events, subjects come to be in an 

entangled and often unpredictable manner, and why that matters - is known as non-

representational turn (see Lorimer 2005, Zembylas 2017, Vannini 2015). Its invaluable 

contribution to research on embodiment and gender is perhaps best summarised by the shift it 

brings from analysing meanings of representations (such as meanings and effects of 

representations of ideal femininity) towards looking at the materiality and relationality of 

things (how women’s bodies come to be through complex relations between matter, meanings, 

knowledges, and actions). To explore women’s bodies in a non-representational manner means 

to move away from the passivisation of the body (and women) and to look at the multiplicity 

of ways in which bodies, gender and subjectivities come to be and continue to become. To 

facilitate this creative engagement with the world in its ongoing becoming, non-

representational research calls for inventive methods that not only explore the world but also 

engage with it (Lury & Wakeford 2012). 

 

To explore the ongoing becomings of young women’s bodies and the dynamic, often 

intangible, ways in which bodies get to produce each other, I turned to creative methods. I 
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suggest creative, aesthetic methods as a potent mode of social inquiry that provides a space for 

moving through and between perceptions, emotions, images and thoughts, and, thus, provokes 

bodies to think, feel and act in new ways. Creative methods allow a certain freshness of 

experience, taking one by surprise, shocking, confusing, touching, nourishing, provoking, and, 

in doing so, inviting one to rethink their ideas about themselves, the other and the world.  

 

Hickey-Moody suggests that ‘working with aesthetic sensibilities can become new core to how 

research in the humanities and social sciences is able to effect changes in research landscapes’ 

(2007, p. 85). This is possible because creative and aesthetic methods can disrupt how we feel 

and think about something. For Hickey-Moody, ‘creativity challenges ready-made perceptions. 

It slips between cracks in consciousness, assumption and the ‘known’ through making new 

bodies and creating accompanying original ways of knowing’ (2007, p. 86). By surprising us 

with new sensations, feelings and thoughts about a phenomenon, aesthetic methods open up a 

liminal space for imagining what was previously unimaginable. They can surprise, challenge 

or expand our reactions to particular phenomena. Davies draws from Cixous to suggest an 

ethical task of finding ways to think the unthinkable so that we are not caught in the same old 

places, solving the same old problems (2016, p. 7).  

 

In this research on the embodiment of gender, creative methods provoked a reimagining of 

how bodies come to be and how gender comes to be. They facilitated a look at the ways bodies 

affect each other and produce each other. By sensing with our bodies and thinking about gender 

in movement (while dancing), the participants of this research, myself included, were invited 

to ‘think outside the boundaries of “majoritarian” thought’ (Hickey-Moody 2007, p. 93) - in 

other words, to think beyond the binary categories that understand the body and gender in fixed, 

dualist terms (body-mind, women-men, thought-emotion, and interiority-exteriority). The 

creative aesthetic method created a space where we could move away from simplistic notions 

of passive, gendered bodies (bodies that are produced by the world), to reimagine what a body 

can do, and how things, bodies, concepts, and energies continuously make and remake 

possibilities for embodiment and gendering (active bodies). To this end, creative embodied 

methodologies create space for working with the plurality of visceral information, not because 

it is more important than any other information but because it is an alternative (and often 

missed) way to learn about oneself and the world.  
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Attuning to moving bodies and bodily reactions, with which the participants in this 

performance ethnography and I experimented, brought forth the multiplicity of sensory, 

emotional and affective bodily responses and capacities that shape the experience of being a 

human and of womanhood. This multiplicity, cultivated by the open-endedness of my creative 

methods, mediated an exploration of embodiment as a series of processes only one element of 

which is gendering. In this research I explore the embodiment of gender beyond the notion of 

static, agentless bodies. I suggest that when the body is experienced as a series of processes, 

embodiment is simultaneously about gender, sexuality, race, class, ethnicity, belonging, 

longing, ability, vitality, talents and choices, economy, ecology, and so much more. 

Embodiment can then be explored as a multidirectional reversible process of connecting to and 

disconnecting from different material and virtual bodies which sometimes have 

complementary and sometimes conflicting effects. In that sense, one could say, bodying and 

gendering never stop. We are never done.  

 

 

 

Photo no. 3 - Dance as a way of knowing  

 
 

Researching intangible, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment and gender 
 

The relational, open-ended approach to exploring the embodiment of gender that I developed 

for this research is founded on key contributions made by materialist ontologies. A materialist 
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take on social phenomena, inspired by Spinoza, Deleuze and Guattari, Barad, Braidotti and 

others, has made visible matter that is fluid, open-ended, permeable and relational (see Bennett 

2010, Barad 2007, Braidotti 2013, Deleuze 1988). This kind of matter has the capacity to form 

relations and connections, to transform and be transformed by various other things and 

virtualities. The same goes for the human body; in relational materialist ontology, the human 

body is not a bounded system endlessly working toward preserving its equilibrium (biological 

body), but an open-ended system in constant intra-action with its environment where each gets 

to produce the other (the body produces its environment as much as the environment produces 

the body). Borrowing from Spinoza, Deleuze and Guattari (2011) define the body as a series 

of processes, or a fluid assemblage of things (but not a finite thing by itself), constantly being 

shaped and redefined depending on their relations with other bodies and forces in the world.  

 

Drawing largely on the Deleuzo-Guattarian reading of Spinoza, I explore the embodiment of 

gender as a continuous, dynamic, fluid and relational process. My approach is built on the 

ontology of social research that focuses on how things come together to produce certain 

relations and capacities, and what these relations and capacities can do. In this kind of research, 

the focus is on socio-material production rather than the social construction of the world (see 

Coffey 2012, 2016, Coleman 2008, Fox 2002, 2011, Hickey-Moody & Malins 2007, Hickey-

Moody 2009, 2013, Renold & Ringrose, 2008, Coleman & Ringrose 2013).  

 

To this end, I take a feminist materialist approach that suggests a focus on capacities and 

relations through which the body and gender are continuously made. I follow how gender is 

bodied and the body is gendered through relations with numerous virtual and real things that 

were assembled in this creative, non-representational research (sensations, memories, feelings, 

ideas, affects, movements, energies, and actions). I draw on Braidotti’s notion of subjectivity 

as neither a continuum nor an identity, but as ‘complexity, embodied and embedded diversity 

and multiple becomings’ (2018, p. 7) to explore how young women, the participants in this 

collaborative performance ethnography, produce their embodied subjectivities through a 

multiplicity of relations and in continuous negotiation between perceptions, emotions, 

knowledges, ideas, desires, energies, memories and actions. Becoming woman, for the 

participants of this research, seems to happen simultaneously with becoming a body and with 

a number of other multidirectional, reversible processes of becoming (becoming student, 

becoming adult, becoming friend, becoming sexual, becoming surprised/angry/joyful);  Protevi 
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(2012) frames this as ‘a range of gendering practices that are distributed in a society at various 

sites with variable goals, intensities and efficacies’ (p. 30). 

 

The diffractive methodology  
 

The diffractive approach I used in this research, borrowing from Haraway (1997) and Barad 

(2007), suggests that I do not approach this research as an independent researcher exploring 

the world from which she is separate. Diffractive methodology is different from reflection in 

that it is productive of its object. In Donna Haraway’s words, ‘diffraction is an optical metaphor 

for making difference in the world (Haraway 1997, p. 16). In Barad’s proposal for a research 

that is an ethico-onto-epistemological engagement with the world, ‘reflection is insufficient; 

intervention is the key’ (2007, p. 50). In my diffractive orientation, I follow Davies’ (2014) 

advice to attune to differences as they emerge in research encounters and to follow how they 

come to be, what they open and close, and for whom, and why that matters.  

 

By choosing to work with creative methods, I could follow how things come to be in the 

research process. I could trace what Davies (2014) frames as ‘difference as an emergent 

process’, a process ‘in which subjects and objects become different in the encounters through 

which they emerge and go on emerging differently’ (p. 740). This conceptualisation of 

difference diverges from categorical difference in which things are in some definite way 

different from how they used to be, or different from other things. The difference of interest in 

this research is an ‘emergent process’; it is a process that brings something new to the research 

encounter and follows its transformation into something else (that is, in this research I explore 

angry responses to some of the elements of the embodiment of womanhood that transformed 

into strength, power, numbness, confusion, rigidity, energetic flows and much more). 

 

Diffractive methodology brings forth the concept of an encounter, an onto-epistemological 

space where subjective truth (partial knowledge of the active world) is being produced in the 

moment of encounter (Davies 2014). This truth does not exist prior to or independent of an 

encounter; thus, the researcher’s task is not to tell the world of this truth but to ‘become with’ 

it. Relational materialist onto-epistemology shows that things and knowledge of them do not 

exist separate from each other, but are produced in an intra-action of an encounter, thing and 

knowledge at the same time (Barad 2007). This means that I as researcher will always be 

entangled in the production of the event and in the meaning-making processes. 
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 In this research, I apply in a practical way a feminist materialist epistemology to look at how 

things (moving/dancing women’s bodies, bodily capacities, flows of affect, ideas about bodies 

and becoming) come to be in each of the research events. Throughout the thesis, I shift between 

writing in the first and third person to highlight my complex entanglement with the research 

process, even in producing a rigorous analysis of the data of which I was part. Simultaneously, 

this shift emphasises the open-endedness, permeability and dynamic nature of the collective of 

young women this research has gathered together (the assemblage of permeable, open-ended, 

dynamic subjectivities). When writing about the ‘we’ of this research, I do not wish to propose 

an assumed uniformity of individual experiences, but to highlight the flows of intra-acting 

intensities, connections and relations that were continuously (re)assembled in the research 

process.  

 

The discussion I will present in following chapters, comes therefore from my sensing-thinking-

feeling and becoming-with the relational materialist ontologies and the material I have 

collaboratively produced with a group of young women in this performance ethnography. My 

choice of dance as a method (a form of inquiry) is a response to Weaver and Snaza’s (2016) 

call for challenging ‘methodocentrism’ in social science and for seeking methods that respond 

to the messiness of life. It is simultaneously a response to a call from post-qualitative, post-

human scholars’ - such as Mazzei (2013) and Lather (2013) - for creative experimentation with 

methods. Central to my becoming-with the data is my process of writing which, borrowing 

from Richardson (1994, 1997, 2000) and Lorde (1984), I understand as a dynamic and 

unpredictable process of creative discovery.  

 

Dance and writing as processes of creative discovery 
 

In choosing to work with creative embodied methods, I seek to bring the elusive, intangible, 

sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment, and thus of being in the world, to an analysis 

of womanhood. I aim to create a space for exploring the fluidity and relationality of being 

(including gendered being). Both dance and creative writing as open-ended, intuitive forms of 

creation, offer a way of looking at the relationality and messiness of embodiment (and gender) 

while recognising sedimented and stuck states, as well as flows of becoming. Sensing with our 

moving bodies in order to understand our embodied ways of being and, especially, our ways 

of embodying womanhood, from a Deleuzo-Spinozian materialist perspective is a movement 
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toward understanding the ways of the world. In thinking with our moving bodies in this 

research we practised attuning to flows of sensory, emotional, cognitive, imaginative and other 

information that taught us something about our bodies, our ways of being (including our ways 

of gendering) and our ways of relating to others and to the world at large. Feeling sudden 

goose-bumps, confusion, or bursts of anger, or falling asleep on the dance floor, when brought 

to our awareness (consciousness), have the capacity to enhance our comprehension of 

ourselves and the socio-material world to which we belong. A part of this understanding is also 

an understanding of how bodies and gender come to be.  

 

In creating and writing this research I employ dance and writing as processes of creative 

discovery. Dance method facilitated the inquiry into the relationality of becoming, and into the 

ways in which bodies get to produce each other. It provided an entry into an apprehension, 

rather than a comprehension, of rich non-verbal processes that are part of the ongoing 

production of bodies and gender. Finally, it facilitated a collaborative exploration of the 

messiness of embodiment (of gender, and of living). Creative writing, on the other hand, 

supported the dynamic, rhizomatic, visceral nature of this research and allowed me to attend to 

various sometimes incomprehensible ‘happenings’ in our dance inquiries. Both of these 

practices are rich in possibilities, while neither is easily done. To this end, dance enabled the 

production of multiple, open-ended data events that I had to further develop through written 

expression. Creative writing, particularly poetic analysis that emerged as a mode through which 

to share data, made the exploration of the asynchronous, multisensory becomings that we 

experienced in dance inquiries possible and perhaps more palpable. In writing poetry, I work 

with the traces of affect that were left on participants bodies, and on my own. Poetry offered 

itself as a way of simultaneously working with multiple data and of bringing into my analysis 

the elements of aesthetics that were produced in our dance workshops.  

 

For Deleuze and Guattari, writing has little to do with representing; it is about mapping and 

contemplating ‘even realms that are yet to come’ (2004, p. 5). Following their advice, I wrote 

this thesis as an open-ended inquiry and rhizomatic intervention into the embodiment of 

womanhood. The motive behind this was not so much to provide answers about the 

embodiment of womanhood as it is in opening a discussion on the multiplicity of relations and 

capacities through which embodiment (and gender) is continually made and remade.  
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To this end, I feel courageous enough to suggest creative innovative methods as a way of 

working with the fleeting, intangible and affective dimensions of socio-material worlds, 

particularly as a way of provoking bodies (those of researchers, participants, and audiences) to 

feel, think and act in ways previously unimaginable. In this performance ethnography, creative 

methods contributed to imagining the ongoing becoming of young women’s bodies, and to 

imagining the dynamic, often intangible, ways in which bodies get to produce each other. If 

social sciences are to explore the dynamics of being (becoming), experimenting with methods 

that acknowledge the unpredictability and unsettledness of research processes seems pivotal.  

 

Dancer before researcher 
 

For Deans and Wright (2018), dance, particularly spontaneous or improvisational dance, 

always takes a dancer into creative and imaginative realm of discovery. Though this discovery 

often begins with the known (feelings, thoughts, and movements that are familiar), it often 

takes a dancer into the unknown, into discovering new realms that were unfamiliar a moment 

ago. My interest in dance as a form of inquiry comes from years of practising various forms of 

movement meditation and, more recently, from teaching Open Floor movement meditation. 

This experience has largely inspired and informed the method I developed in this research. 

Movement meditation, in simplest terms, can be defined as the practice of attuning to one’s 

body-mind and learning to express in dance one’s moods, feelings, thoughts, and ideas. Open 

Floor movement meditation is defined as a lively dance inquiry that teaches dancers how to 

expand their movement vocabularies in order to experience more, and express more fully, with 

their moving bodies (Open Floor Teacher Training Manual 2016). 

 

From a Spinozian perspective, the Open Floor modality utilises an embodied practice such as 

dance to contribute to enriching individuals’ capacities for sensing, thinking, feeling and acting 

in the world: in an endeavor toward increasing our individual and collective powers to act. It 

is a dance practice that has nothing to do with steps and choreographies, but with giving 

physical expression to one’s individual world in its ongoing dynamics in order to feel it, live 

it, witness it, and, occasionally, transform it. Because dance is a fun practice, the transformation 

that happens on a dance floor is almost effortless, spontaneous and enjoyable. Because dance 

is an elusive and ephemeral practice, the transformation is often invisible or difficult to 

verbalise. Dance de-stabilises what was previously stable and produces a multiplicity of senses 

and forces that only sometimes, upon organising, make sense.  
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It is exactly this elusive quality of dance practice that makes it challenging to work it as a 

research method, yet, years on the dance floor have made me sensitive to the potentiality of 

what a body senses, feels and does when in movement, and to the richness and originality of 

this experience. In dance as a form of inquiry, the focus is not on what a body does, though 

that can be informative too; the focus is rather on how one can learn from their moving body 

and expand the range of movements that are available to them at any one time. The Open Floor 

dance modality that informed my method draws on recent studies in neuroscience (see for 

example Bonnie Badenoch’s ‘A symphony of gifts from relational neuroscience’) to suggest 

the relational nature of the embodied being. Recent research into neuroplasticity seems to 

confirm the decades-old suggestions of some of the materialist philosophers on whom I have 

drawn in this research (such as Spinoza, Deleuze&Guattari, Braidotti, Grosz) - that our 

experiences, connections, and relations keep (re)shaping who we are. That we are relationally 

co-constituted.  

 

My motive in utilising dance as a method in this research was in its ability to produce 

multisensory, fleeting, open-ended, and dynamic knowledges on ways of being in the world. 

Over the years of practising dance inquiry, I have discovered that I cannot move my body 

without moving a flux of sensory, emotional and cognitive information that form my reality at 

the moment of dance. To dance, in this sense, is to sense, feel, think and move with desirable 

and less desirable aspects of one’s world and to learn how to expand beyond it, open up toward 

embodying new moves, ideas, thoughts, feelings, choreographies, and so on. Though I had 

never specifically explored womanhood in dance, my sense was that dance inquiry could 

produce interesting insights into how embodiment and gender produce each other and into what 

these productions make possible (or impossible) in young women’s lives.  

 

The poem below comes from my numerous attempts to describe the potentiality of dance 

inquiry without overstressing the unpredictability of this kind of an inquiry, and thus perhaps 

mystifying it, or trying to make it sound logical and transparent by oversimplifying it.  
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- To dance - 

 

To dance 

is to dwell in the unknown  

 

of a moment 

 

To be present 

 in movement  

 

just as you are 

 

To rip your heart open 

Sit still with tears and blood 

Make room for harmony  

Make room for mess 

let all of that shape the dance of you 

 

In the uncertainly of your twisting bones 

You meet a moment  

just as it is 

You make yourself 

again 

and again 

tomorrow you’ll do it one more time 

 

To dance is to learn what you care about 

And discover that which can destroy your world 

To become who you were not 

And unbecome who you never were 

To move with the world 

And stay still in the quietness of your breath 

One breath at a time 
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One thought at a time 

 

Dissolving into a dance 

 

Into you becoming a dance becoming a dancer becoming something 

Dissolving into nothing 

 

To dance is to discover yourself a fresh 

Exposed 

Naked 

Beyond familiarity of words 

Beyond silent comforts of routines 

To become with your sweat and songs 

And unbecome with the unfamiliar wisdom 

 

A wisdom that is there and is not there 

 

As if there ever was such a thing 

 

A wisdom in the songlines of your body 

 

Defining dance as a way of knowing is far from easy. Different forms of dance will assume 

different forms of knowing. I follow Deleuzian philosophers Rothfield (2011) and Manning 

(2013) who suggest that dance affirms relationality, multiplicity and the potentiality of the 

body. A dancing body is always engaged in becoming of a kind.  Whether it is by plugging 

into music, into an intuitive communication with another dancer or into its own inner 

sensorium, it is always in a process of becoming of a kind. Dance made it possible for our 

collective to move toward something that had more power to make us sense, feel and imagine 

more of life. Most often it was not a cognitive orientation toward something that made more 

sense, but an unpredictable, bodily turn towards a place where there was more to move with (a 

richer and a more productive terrain to explore). 
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Thesis outline 
 

Chapter 1 – The work of the thesis 
 

In this chapter, I introduce the thesis with an overview of its aim to produce a rhizomatic, 

diffractive and aesthetic exploration of the embodiment of womanhood that evolved through a 

collaborative performance ethnography conducted at the University of Melbourne. I begin by 

outlining the research questions that have guided this creative, open-ended exploration of the 

body and gender before I proceed to outline the motive behind this feminist materialist research 

into embodiment. Having set the scene in this way, I begin building the case for creative, 

embodied, non-representational research as I discuss the ways it can enhance an understanding 

of the embodiment of gender by moving the discussion beyond the simplistic dualist notions 

of body-mind, sex-gender, and nature- culture that still dominate research landscapes. 

 

Chapters 2 and 3 - Theorising embodiment: feminist materialist conceptualisations of the 
body 
 

Chapters two and three discuss the Spinozo-Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophical approaches that 

have become known as materialist philosophies as they underpin my approach to exploring the 

body and gender. I begin chapter two with a short discussion of the Cartesian dualism, showing 

how it has informed social research into gender and embodiment. I particularly focus on the 

feminist critique of dualism and the feminist orientation toward exploring complexity of being, 

including the complexity of embodiment. Following the work of feminist philosophers and 

researchers (Grosz 1994, 2017; Bray & Colebrook 1998; Budgeon 2003; Coleman 2008; 

Renold & Ringrose, 2008; Coleman & Ringrose 2013; Coffey 2013, 2016), I turn to Spinoza’s 

monism, the Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy of difference and becoming and feminist new 

materialist thinking to conceptualise embodiment and gender in this research. I discuss how 

these theories inform my thinking outside the constraints of Cartesian dualism.  

 

In chapter three, I introduce feminist (new) materialism(s) (Barad 2007, Bennett 2010, 

Braidotti 2013) and its serious interest in materiality of all kinds, but most specifically in the 

materiality of women’s bodies that has had profound consequences for feminist scholarship. In 

conceptualising the body as simultaneously productive of its environment and being produced 

by it, feminist materialism(s) stresses the focus on the capacities of women’s bodies to produce 
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things in their lives. This chapter outlines my engagement with a feminist materialist 

conceptualisation of the material-discursive to resist situating gender within a socio-cultural 

realm that is neglectful of materiality and individual specificity.  

 

Chapter 4 - Methodology  
 

In this chapter, I elaborate on my approach to this diffractive, aesthetic research on the 

embodiment of womanhood and on why theoretically-informed performance ethnography 

offered a fruitful avenue for collaborative, open-ended exploration of embodiment. I discuss 

my onto-epistemological approach to problematising women’s embodiment from a feminist 

perspective, outlining the details of the embodied methodology and creative methods I 

developed in this theoretically-informed performance ethnography. Drawing on feminist 

materialist epistemology, I suggest creative innovative methods (dance and creative writing in 

this research) as ways of working with the fleeting, intangible and affective dimensions of 

socio-material worlds.  

 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 - Creative investigation into the embodiment of womanhood 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 explore the key research questions, outline how experiences, meanings and 

knowledges of bodies and gender were produced in this research, and present my becoming-

with the data created throughout this project. My diffractive orientation meant that in 

becoming-with this research, I searched for data that surprised, challenged or sparked my 

imagination. I followed MacLure (2013) in attuning to bits of data that glowed in distinctive 

ways. To this end, the three data analysis chapters present my becoming-with the data that is 

rhizomatically and perhaps incidentally linked across the workshops. In the analysis, I move 

from one workshop to another, guided by rhizomatic connections between various affects, 

movements, shapes, sounds, words, and themes; hence, the analysis chapters do not present a 

clear picture of what was happening in each of the workshops sequentially from first to last; 

rather they introduce glowing segments from different workshops that caught my attention and 

led my rhizomatic, diffractive analysis to another segment that somehow spoke to it.  

Chapter 5, ‘Dancing the strata - affective flows of dancing bodies in the exploration of bodily 

(un)becoming’, grew mostly from the third workshop where we analysed stratification of our 

bodies and how it limits or enforces our possibilities for becoming. In this chapter, I take up 

the research question How can fleeing, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment 
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facilitate a better understanding of the embodiment of gender as I explore the fleeting, sensory 

and affective flows that emerged in encounters between our dancing bodies and the elements 

of stratification. I particularly look at how anger triggered by certain strata (sex, gender, race, 

or class) travelled across the room and affected each of us, though everyone slightly differently, 

and what these encounters with transversal anger produced for our dance collective. Chapter 

6, ‘Material assemblages of womanhood: sticky objects and stuck feelings‘ explores the 

affectivity of stuckness, confusion and ambivalence that emerged in our exploration of the 

material assemblage of womanhood. Again, I examine how boredom, heaviness and confusion 

travelled across the room and affected each of us, connecting us to each other but affecting 

each participant in a slightly different manner, leading us to intuitively reject this exploration 

and turn toward where there was more possibility. Finally, the last data chapter, ‘On being and 

womanhood’ reads together the data generated in the second and fourth workshops to discuss 

the unpredictable resistance to gendering that this research was producing, and to explore the 

dynamic relation opened up in out collaborative work between the open-endedness of 

becoming and becoming with the constraints of gender. Toward the end of this chapter, I begin 

puzzling out the doings of my open-ended, aesthetic, diffractive methodology, and particularly 

of my methods.  

Chapters 8 and 9 - In conclusion  
 

Chapter 8 offers a review of what this theoretically-informed performance ethnography has 

enabled me to do in the exploration of the embodiment of womanhood, as well as considering 

what remained unattainable. In reflecting on the methodology and methods of this research, I 

give form to an emergent embodied methodology developed within it. The cartography of this 

embodied methodology grows primarily from the analysis of the doings of my methods, some 

of which became evident in previous chapters. I discuss how dance as a method and poetic 

analysis as an embodied form of writing emerged in this project as forms through which to 

develop, communicate and share meanings of the body and gender. In reflecting on the 

contributions and limitations of this emergent embodied methodology, I discuss the potentiality 

of creative methods and build the case for a wider use of creativity and aesthetics in social 

research.  

 

The chapter 9 offers a summary of ideas and knowledges about the body and gender that my 

creative, open-ended and relational approach has facilitated. In this chapter, I discuss where 
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my becoming-with this performance ethnography has taken me in terms of understanding 

gender and the body. In the way that the previous chapter outlines the ‘doings’ of the method, 

this chapter attempts to build on those ‘doings’ in outlining the conceptualisation of the body 

and gender that this inquiry has assembled. In ending this chapter, and the thesis, I call for 

research landscapes that embrace the unpredictability, relationality and self-organising force 

of the world (in all of its multiplications of worlding) (see Braidotti 2013) as embodied and 

embedded in active and productive human and non-human subjects.  
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Chapter 2: Theorising embodiment: feminist, posthuman, materialist 
conceptualisations of the body 
 

The body has been a topic of growing interest in humanities and social sciences in the past few 

decades. Since Turner’s (1996) call for the recognition of implicit assumptions about bodies in 

the sociological imagination and for a more substantial engagement with the body, social 

inquiry into the body has flourished. The sociology of the body has grown into a vibrant 

discipline, with the body becoming a prominent theme in a variety of fields and disciplines 

(education, youth studies, gender studies, and affect studies).  Early research on bodies tended 

to predominantly focus on the social dimensions of embodiment, looking at how bodies come 

to be as immersed in the world (as gendered, classed, or raced bodies); for example, the well-

known work of Susan Bordo in ‘Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture and the 

Body’ (1993) explores how women’s bodies are controlled and manipulated through societal 

pressures. Bordo poignantly discusses how societal influences produce women’s bodies that 

are so heavily controlled that they need to resist in often unproductive ways, such as through 

mood or eating disorders (1993). As significant as it was and continues to be, Bordo’s approach 

to understanding women’s embodiment conceptualises the body as a singular, bounded and 

passive object upon which culture writes the meanings, and it is these meanings that are of 

scholarly interest, not the bodies. This early work did focus on bodies, but it kept in place 

deeply rooted dualisms which always situate the body as subordinate to the mind.  

 

I begin this chapter with a short discussion of the Cartesian dualism of body and mind, 

examining how it informed social research into gender and embodiment. I particularly focus 

on the feminist critique of dualism and feminist orientation to exploring complexity or being, 

including the complexity of embodiment. Following the work of feminist philosophers and 

researchers (Grosz 1994, 2017, Bray & Colebrook 1998, Budgeon 2003, Coleman 2008, 

Renold & Ringrose, 2008, Coleman & Ringrose 2013, Coffey 2013, 2016), I turn to Spinoza’s 

monism, Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy of difference and becoming and feminist new 

materialist thinking, to conceptualise embodiment and gender in this research. I rely on these 

theories to help me think outside the constraints of Cartesian dualism. In my research on the 

embodiment of womanhood through a feminist lens, the body is imagined not as a thing but as 

an open-ended, fluid, relational assemblage. To this end, in this chapter I discuss philosophical 

approaches that have become known as materialist philosophies as they underpin my approach 

to exploring the body and gender.  
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Feminist critique of dualist thinking 

 
Dualism is the belief that there are two mutually exclusive types of ‘thing’, physical 

and mental, body and mind, that compose the universe in general and subjectivity in 

particular. (Grosz 1994, p. vvi) 

 

In her groundbreaking book ‘Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism’, Elizabeth Grosz 

(1994) begins with a notion that, like most philosophers, feminists too have tended to ignore 

the body or to place it on unequal ground with everything that is considered to be appealing 

about human lives, such as mind, consciousness, language, and social or cultural signification. 

Grosz understands this omission to be twofold, partly deriving from Cartesian dualism and its 

long-standing domination of thought and consciousness over anything corporeal, and partly 

from feminist disinterest in the essentialised (and naturalised) sexed/gendered body that has 

historically been used as a rationalisation for oppression and inequality. Despite these prevalent 

positions, Grosz suggests that bodies are at least as interesting as minds, and have at least the 

same explanatory power. 

 

The body is a most peculiar “thing”, for it is never quite reducible to being merely a 

thing; nor does it ever quite manage to rise above the status of thing. Thus it is both a 

thing and a nothing, an object, but an object which somehow contains or coexists with 

an interiority, an object able to take itself and others as subjects, a unique kind of object 

not reducible to other objects… Bodies are not inert; they function interactively and 

productively. They act and react. They generate what is new, surprising, unpredictable. 

(Grosz 1994, p. xi) 

 

The long-standing bifurcation of being into two distinct categories (body and mind), inspired 

by Greek and Cartesian philosophies, was not a neutral act, given that all binary thinking 

invokes immediate ranking of polarised phenomena into a dominant (privileged) one, and a 

subordinate (less-than) one. The body thus became less-than, a negation of, and defined by the 

privileged mind (Grosz 1994). Centuries of privileging the mind and rationality has led to a 

disregard for the oppositional categories - body, sensibility, emotion, matter – and to an 

essentialising of bodies as inert, brute, passive, naturalistic, and in the need for control by an 

active mind. The body is, in that sense, often regarded as ‘the last refuge from language… and 

the last bastion of the natural’ (Farnell 1999, p. 346), building on the assumption that the body 
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somehow remains unaffected by a culture. If however the body is affected, it is only the outside 

that is affected, in relation to a culture, while the inside of the body is considered to be in the 

domain of the natural. 

 

Judith Butler’s seminal work exposes how historical and cultural associations of mind with 

masculinity, and body with femininity, were critical to the naturalisation of sex and gender 

(Butler 1990) and to maintaining a gender hierarchy, from its production to its justification 

(Budgeon 2003). A number of feminist scholars have discussed this system of binaries and its 

consequences (Bordo 1986, Braidotti 2011, Butler 1990, Budgeon 2003), among the most 

important, according to Budgeon (2003), being the negation of the feminine and the situating 

of women outside the realm of the subject.  

 

Critiques of inequalities based on sexual difference have led feminists to tackle what was 

believed to be a justifiable reason for these inequalities – the natural order. The analysis of 

social inequalities that were historically justified by biological essentialism (a belief that 

women and men are essentially different because their bodies differ, and that women are 

defined by their bodies, particularly by its reproductive function and emotionality) was 

particularly crucial during the second wave of feminism. This analysis has led feminists to 

conclude that women’s bodies are a product of, and not the source of, gender inequalities. 

Presumably, exactly because of the important work of dissecting biological essentialism, Birke 

(1999) and more recently Wilson (2016) believe that feminists have perhaps unintentionally 

developed - what these authors frame as a disregard for biology or corporeality.  

 

Budgeon (2003, p. 39) argues that claims about the ‘body as a site through which oppressive 

cultural norms of femininity are articulated’ were crucial in the history of feminist politics. 

These claims facilitated critical engagement with the question of how bodies come to acquire 

their particular meaning, and especially how women’s bodies come to mean something entirely 

different from men’s bodies. These critiques were crucial in challenging patriarchal norms and 

destabilising gender hierarchy; however, these kinds of analyses have often been at the expense 

of recognising women’s capacities to shape their experiences of womanhood. Continuous 

emphasis on the social construction of femininity, its pervasive nature and societal pressures 

to conform to idealised femininity (see Bordo 1993), has contributed to ignoring female 

creativity in navigating and managing these environments. Simultaneously, the feminist 

disregard for biology and corporeality enabled the persistence of the idea that the body is an 
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object upon which culture writes its meanings. Somehow, unintentionally, feminists too have 

contributed to further essentialisation and passivisation of the body and, more broadly, of 

womanhood.  

 

To break with this tradition of the intended and unintended dualism of being, Braidotti (2002, 

2011), Grosz (1994), Gatens & Lloyd (1999) and Gatens (1996) among others, suggest turning 

to the radical ideas of a ‘handful of anomalous philosophers’ (Grosz 1994, p.10) such as 

Spinoza and Nietzsche, and post-structural thinkers such as Foucault and Deleuze. What 

characterises the ideas of these thinkers is a definite break with a dualist, essentialist tradition. 

This break has enabled an apparent shift from earlier feminist critiques that perceived the body 

as a site of constraint, disorder and alienation, to a more active, continuous and irreducible 

characterisation of the self-body relation, which sees the body as a site of possibility and 

transformation (Budgeon, 2015, p. 244). Some of the new approaches are theories of bodies in 

becoming (Bray & Colebrook 1998, Grosz 1994, Budgeon 2003, Coleman 2008, Renold & 

Ringrose 2008, Coleman & Ringrose 2013, Ringrose 2011, Gonick & Gannon 2014, Coffey 

2013, Rice 2014), feminist (new) materialism(s) (Grosz 1994, Birke, 1999, Bennett 2010, 

Barad 2007), and posthuman feminism (Braidotti 2011, 2013). In searching for a more 

productive understanding of body-self relation, a growing number of feminists are turning to 

Deleuze and Guattari’s ontology of becoming in which bodies are not seen as static entities but 

as changeable assemblages, or a series of events, in constant interaction with the context.  

 

In the pages to come I introduce Deleuzo-Guattarian thinking about the body, affect and 

becoming, because these concepts permeate feminist materialist approaches to exploring the 

body and gender that I develop in this research. I also explore Spinoza’s ideas about the body 

and examine the unusual (non-dualistic) parallelism of the body and mind that he offers as a 

way of moving beyond dualist thinking. Spinozo-Deleuzo-Guattarian thinking has made a key 

contribution to ontology in social research that focuses on how things come together to produce 

certain relations and capacities, and what these relations and capacities can do. In this kind of 

a research, the focus is on socio-material production rather than social construction of the 

world. These ideas, introduced more thoroughly on the following pages, inform my 

conceptualisation of the body and gender and my creative, emergent approach to exploring the 

embodiment of womanhood.  
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Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy of immanence, multiplicity and becoming 
 
Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy is perhaps best known as a philosophy of immanence and 

multiplicity. Deleuze’s thinking, when working individually and in his collaborative work with 

Guattari, is characterised by movement away from dualities, oppositions, linear or system-

oriented thinking, centering on events, multiplicities, relationality and becoming. Their 

philosophy builds on connectedness and (un)predictable flows in(between) elements and 

energies of the world in continuous production. This kind of thinking about the world, as a site 

of constant action and production, has inspired a wide range of feminist and social researchers 

to draw on Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology and to explore how things come to be through their 

connections, disconnections and relations. In this way, Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology has 

enabled social researchers to explore socio-material production rather than social construction 

of the world. I take up this approach to explore how bodies and gender are produced while 

simultaneously producing individuals, collectives, and the world.  

 

Amongst the rich contributions made by Deleuze’s and Guattari’s ideas to this research, 

perhaps the most essential is my use of their definition of the body. Borrowing from Spinoza 

and Deleuze and Guattari, I imagine the body as a series of processes, or a fluid assemblage of 

things (but not a finite thing by itself) which are constantly being shaped and redefined 

depending on their relations with other bodies and forces in the world. The exploration of 

embodiment as a continuous, dynamic, fluid and relational process which I embark on with 

this research is built on key contributions made by Deleuzo-Guattarian and other materialist 

ontologies. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 I will elaborate in much more detail on how Deleuzo-

Guattarian concepts have enabled me to explore young women’s embodiment beyond the 

biology versus sociology or agency versus structure debates, and to instead focus on the 

relationality and dynamic potentiality of embodiment. To begin with, I need to lay the 

foundations by introducing key elements of Deleuzo-Guattarian thinking.  

 

Deleuze and Guattari did not develop a systematic, cohesive philosophy, but rather offer an 

unpredictable, rhizomatic sets of ideas that often contradict each other. The rhizomatic thinking 

they develop is characterised by unpredictable connections - unlike a tree or its roots, a rhizome 

spreads in all possible directions and forms all kinds of (non-hierarchical) connections. In a 

similar manner, Deleuze, in his work with Guattari, proposes a philosophy that starts in the 
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middle (of what they call immanence) and leads in all possible directions without any need to 

be consistent or systematic (Deleuze & Guattari 2011).  

 

The plane of immanence Deleuze and Guattari imagine is somewhat similar to Spinoza’s 

Substance (Nature, or God), one plane from which everything originates and to where 

everything returns. For Deleuze and Guattari, the plane of immanence is a plane where 

 

There are no longer any forms or development of forms; nor are there subjects or 

formations of subjects. There is no structure, any more than there is genesis. There are 

only relations of movement and rest, speed and slowness between unformed elements, 

or at least between elements that are relatively unformed, molecules and particles of all 

kinds. There are only haecceities, affects, subjectless individuations that constitute 

collective assemblages… It is necessarily a plane of immanence and univocality. We 

therefore call it the plane of Nature, although nature has nothing to do with it, since on 

this plane there is no distinction between the natural and the artificial… (2011, pp. 293-

294). 

 

This plane of immanence is an orientation of Deleuze’s and Guattari’s ethical project; it exists 

when life is experienced to its maximum. It is characterised by flows of energies, forces and 

bodies, and by the continuous expansion of relations, transformations and capacities of all 

bodies. I understand Deleuze’s term ‘haecceity’ as a moment when binaries such as subject-

object, you- me, body-mind, and being-doing ceise to exist, and what remains is what Davies 

calls ‘a just-thisness of the moment’ (Davies 2011), a life experiencing itself. This is a moment 

when dancers experience losing themselves in a dance, becoming one with the music, other 

dancers, and the world, a moment when a dancer can experience herself as a pure flow of 

movement.  

 

This plane, however, where everything is in movement and continuous becoming, co-exists 

with another plane which Deleuze and Guattari call the plane of organisation. While the plane 

of immanence is characterised by desubjectification and deterritorialisation (freeing of all kinds 

of forms and becoming pure affect, pure becoming), the plane of organization is characterised 

by subjectification, territorialisation and reconstitution of forms (such as various forms of art 

and science). Interestingly, these two planes co-exist and while ‘the plane of organisation is 

consistently working away at the plane of consistency, always trying to plug the lines of flight, 
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stop or interrupt the movements of deterritorialization’, the plane of immanence is 

simultaneously ‘extricating itself from the plane of organization, causing particles to spin off 

the strata, scrambling forms by dint of speed or slowness’ (Deleuze &Guattari 2011, pp. 297 – 

298). It is through the (en)folding movement of these two planes that Deleuze and Guattari 

imagine the world in continuous movement, and while the plane of immanence is richer in 

possibilities and powers, we are left with a question, is a pure plane of immanence ever fully 

possible (or even necessary)? 

 

Deleuze’s philosophy and his collaborative work with Guattari were deeply influenced by their 

reading of Spinoza’s monist philosophy, Nietzsche’s revolutionary thinking, and Bergson’s 

vitalist philosophy. Drawing on these provocative philosophies, Deleuze (occasionally 

working with Guattari) conceptualised a way of thinking that moves away from dualities (such 

as body-mind, subject-object, in-out, and nature-culture) and centres around events, 

multiplicities, relationality and becoming. Their philosophy builds on connectedness and 

unpredictable flows in(between) elements and energies of the world, offering a way to, in 

Davies’s words, think the unthinkable (2014) – a world made of ‘infinite bits of impalpable 

matter’ (Deleuze & Guattari 2011, p. 282) dynamically and unpredictably connected. I will 

come back to the Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy and concepts I have drawn on in this research 

later in this chapter. For now, I would like to focus on Spinoza’s monist ideas and the way his 

radical rethinking of the world has informed the Deleuzo-Guattarian approach to understanding 

materiality (the body).  

 

Spinoza’s concepts have recently been taken up in empirical social inquiry because of their 

capacity to facilitate new understandings of well-researched social phenomena, such as 

embodiment, gender and well-being. I draw heavily on Spinoza’s understanding of the body as 

a nexus of complex relations and events that is defined by its capacities. These capacities can 

vary and change as new relations enter the nexus and new events occur. In my research, for 

example, I invited a group of young women interested in feminist issues to participate in a 

series of workshops, and taught them how to explore the embodiment of gender in 

movement/dance. In this collaborative exploration of socio-material dimensions of young 

women’s embodiment, we practised attuning to a flow of fleeting, sensory, emotional and 

affective information that was generated in movement. The exploration of these various bodily 

assemblages and capacities enabled me to look at the embodiment of womanhood beyond well-

worn concepts usually associated with women’s embodiment (such as body image, body 
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dissatisfaction, objectification and so on). Additionally, this exploration of the embodiment of 

gender opened up a space for exploring various ways in which bodies and gender assemble and 

reassemble, ways that are often inseparable from numerous other dimensions of life (such as 

aspirations, intimate relations, belonging, well-being and so on). 

 

Spinoza’s monism and interconnectedness of the world 
 

In his reading of Spinoza (elaborated in the book ‘Spinoza: Practical Philosophy’), Deleuze 

reintroduces the main ideas of Spinozism to challenge well-established Cartesian dualist 

thought (1988). Spinoza’s key ideas revolve around monist understandings of the world (made 

of one substance with an infinity of attributes) and a new philosophical model for thinking – 

the body. These ideas are significant as they form key features of the Deleuzo-Guattarian 

reconceptualisation of the body which has resonated widely in recent feminist (Grosz 1994, 

Braidotti 2011, 2013) and sociological theories of the body (Coleman 2008, Blackman 2012, 

Coffey 2016).  

 

Spinoza did not believe in the hierarchical organisation of the world that dominated thinking 

in his time and perhaps still dominates Western thought; instead, he proposed a world made of 

one Substance in its infinite variations. For Spinoza, every-thing and every-body is a 

manifestation of the self-organising force of living matter. This self-organizing force of living 

matter, that Spinoza also calls Substance, Nature, or God, is perhaps best understood if we 

follow Williams’ advice to think of it as ‘an immanent structure of complex relations and events 

through which finite being is constituted’ (Williams 2010, p. 249). In that sense, all individual 

things in this world, regardless of whether they are of human or non-human nature, could be 

understood ‘as modifications of the infinite variability of substance’ (p. 249). The infinite 

variability of the world is then produced through diverse relations and interactions between 

individual things in their unique composition, which then generate specific effects, new 

relations and formations; thus, even though every thing flows from one Substance, its power 

to act is mediated by its connections and relations. In other words, ‘to be an individual is always 

to be composed of other bodies’ (Williams 2010, p. 250). The individual can be an atom, an 

object, an idea, a human body or a collective of human bodies. ‘The more complex a body, the 

more relations it will have with other bodies ...’, and, finally, ’the greater the order of 

complexity of a body, the greater the power to interact with the rest of Nature’ (Williams 

2010, p. 250). 
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In this flat ontology, human and non-human things (bodies) are equally vital (emanating from 

one Substance), as much as material and ideal (virtual) bodies are equally significant. The 

former statement earned Spinoza the reputation of heretic, a dangerous philosopher (by 

religious and aristocratic elites in 17th century Netherlands), almost costing him his life, but his 

ideas also inspired a rich lineage of materialist thinking which, contrary to Cartesian (and 

religious) fascination with mind and consciousness, evolves around the new philosophical 

model – the body.  

 

Spinoza’s body and the parallelism of modes of being 
 

A Deleuzo-Guattarian reading of Spinoza to reconceptualise the body suggests that the body (like 

the mind, consciousness and knowledge) is not an organism or a thing but is in fact a philosophical 

problem (Buchanan 1997). In Spinoza’s words, ‘we do not know what the body can do’ (Deleuze 

1988, p. 17) and so we attempt to understand the mind. But neither can be understood without 

the other: for Spinoza, ‘what is an action in the mind is necessarily an action in the body as 

well, and what is passion in the body is necessarily a passion in the mind’ (p. 18). His 

philosophical focus on the body aims to provoke hierarchical dualism where the body is 

subordinate to thought because ‘the body surpasses the knowledge that we have of it, and 

thought likewise surpasses the consciousness that we have of it’ (p. 18). This idea is known as 

Spinoza’s parallelism of various modes of being where neither causes or determines the other 

(neither is subordinate to the other), but, as Deleuze points out, they have parallel powers so 

that any increased knowledge of what the body can do would increase understanding of 

consciousness (Deleuze 1988, p. 18), and vice versa. If, for example, a person can understand 

why they feel goose-pumps every time they hear a certain song, their knowledge of themselves 

will increase and their capacities to understand themselves and others will perhaps increase. 

For Spinoza, the knowledge itself is not more important than goose-bumps; both are simply 

different manifestations of the same life force.  

 

In simpler words, Spinozian parallelism of material and ideal is not to say that material (or 

ideal) is more important than the other, but to illustrate that as much as we do not know what 

a body can do before we know its affects, connections and relations, so we cannot know what 

the thought can do until we open it up for further rethinking (open it to the unconscious). To 
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this end, the material and ideal worlds are made of, and connected through, multiple 

connections and relations.  

 

Deleuze and Guattari draw on Spinoza’s notion of the body when they envision a body as a 

changeable assemblage in constant interaction with its context (Deleuze & Guattari 2011). For 

Spinoza, all bodies are firstly composed of an infinite number of various kinds of particles, and 

secondly, are defined by their capacity to affect and to be affected (Deleuze 1988). The first 

proposition speaks about relations between particles which define the body; it is not a form or 

a function that defines the body but ‘relations of motion and rest, of slowness and speed 

between particles’ (p. 123); therefore, the body is not equal to its organic function (as a 

biological organism would be) but to a complex flow of movement between its particles. This 

means that the body is not an entity but rather an assemblage of things that come together, such 

as a physical body with its specific constitution and metabolism, the immediate environment it 

inhabits, the air it breathes, the food and liquids it takes in: it also includes the social, cultural, 

religious, political, economic and aesthetic forces that circulate around it and mediate bodily 

possibilities and capacities. Perhaps the most illustrative examples of this are different 

possibilities and capacities that are available to women in different parts of the world that 

inevitably mediate how gender is embodied in various geographies, cultures, and economies.  

 

Spinoza’s second proposition means that all bodies are defined by their affective capacity: what 

this relational dynamic of elements is capable of affecting and being affected by. The capacity 

to affect and be affected relates to powers a body might have; increased capacity to affect and 

be affected leads to increased powers. The capacity to affect and be affected can perhaps be 

best explained as a capacity to think, feel, act and be in ways that were not available before the 

experience. When a body is affected by something, its capacity to think, feel and act is changed. 

When a body is affecting another body, it is changing that body’s capacity to think, feel and 

act.  

 

For Spinoza ‘you don’t know beforehand what a body or a mind can do, in a given encounter, 

a given arrangement, a given combination’ (Deleuze 1988, p. 125). Deleuze concludes that this 

relation of ‘speed and slowness of metabolisms, perceptions, actions, and reactions link 

together to constitute particular individual in the world’ (1988, p. 125). This kind of perception 

of the individual does not prioritise a subject, the form, or an identity, but instead focuses on 

connections and relations that continuously make and remake a subject or a body. Deleuze 
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suggests that this body is not only a human, corporeal body, but it can also mean an artificial 

or animal body, a body of ideas or knowledge, or a collective body. What defines it is the 

dynamic relation of its elements (particles) and its capacity to affect and be affected. Still, this 

relational dynamic of elements that Spinoza frames as a body does not imply that everybody 

is capable of everything at any point in time. The relation of speed and slowness among the 

elements and particles, that Spinoza calls an individual or a subject, depends on circumstances 

and particular affects. While some affects are increasing bodily capacities, others are 

diminishing them. Deleuze and Guattari (2011) take up Spinoza’s conceptualisation of the 

body to argue that 

We know nothing about a body until we know what it can do, in other words, what its 

affects are, how they can or cannot enter into composition with other affects, with the 

affects of another body, either to destroy that body or to be destroyed by it, either to 

exchange actions and passions with it or to join with it in composing a more powerful 

body (2011, p. 284). 

 

The relational understanding of the body has significant implications for social research into 

embodiment. If the body is constantly in intra-action with its environment, then there cannot 

be a ‘universal’ or ‘normal’ body existing prior to the intra-action (Bray & Colebrook 1998, 

Frost 2011), such as, for example, an essentially female body (with predetermined dynamics 

and capacities); nor there can be a passive body upon which culture writes its meanings. 

Because bodily capacities, or ‘what a body can do’, cannot be known in advance, the 

exploration of embodiment needs to take account of various affects that affect the body and 

that a body is capable of producing. Coffey takes up this idea in her research on youth health 

and body-work practices (2016) to explore how body-work practices produce various, often 

unpredictable, bodily capacities for young people, and thus cannot be defined in simple terms 

as healthy or unhealthy. When observed in terms of how body-work practices affect (increase 

or decrease) bodily capacities, they become mediators through which bodies are produced and 

through which other bodily relations (such as gender and health) are assembled (Coffey 2016). 

This approach to exploring body, gender and health, challenges the idea that either of these 

concepts can be defined or known in advance (in universalistic terms).  

 

In this research, I problematise narrow conceptions of (women’s) embodiment which often 

define women’s bodies as inert. Women’s bodies as I envisage them are not passive objects 

upon which culture writes meanings, while the meanings themselves are neither stable nor 
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consistent. Practices of objectification, sexualisation and sexual violence are often related to 

women’s experiences of embodiment, yet they do not exhaust the complexities of women’s 

embodiment. I explore various bodily capacities and affects that were triggered in my creative 

exploration of the embodiment of womanhood with a group of young women. I focus on the 

ways bodily relations, capacities and affects emerged in our collaborative exploration of 

different elements of womanhood and circulated among the participants of this research, 

producing various, often unpredictable, effects, some of which are increasing and some 

decreasing bodily capacities. This approach offers a more in-depth insight than traditional 

approaches which explore young women’s bodies as fixed, bounded objects of thought or 

consciousness (such as studies that focus on body image or body dysmorphic disorder). 

Because affect is one of the key concepts in this research, I will now turn to a more detailed 

elaboration of it. 

 

Body and affect 
 

In recent years, affect has become a ‘buzz’ word in academic conversations, but it is not an 

easily-defined concept. Two notable lines of thought define affect as either an elemental 

(emotional) state (as in psychological and neurological theories by Tomkins and Damasio) or 

as an intensity or field of intensities (as in Spinoza-inspired thinking of Deleuze and Guattari, 

Massumi, Clough and others). Because I am not interested in the skin-bounded human body 

which the first line of thinking implies, I follow a Spinozist understanding of affect as a force 

(or field of intensities) that affects the body and changes it in some way, increasing or 

decreasing the body’s capacity to affect and be affected (Clough, 2008).  

 

Spinoza differentiates between affect and affectus, where the former is a force that acts on a 

body and the latter refers to material change in a body caused by an affect. Drawing on this, 

Deleuze defines affectus as ‘an increase or decrease of the power of acting, for the body and 

the mind alike’ (1988, p. 49) that comes as a result of affect and is a visible/palpable element 

of affect. Imagine, for example, walking down an extremely busy street on a day full of 

responsibilities. As you are finding your way through the crowd, occasionally bumping into 

other bodies and feeling your body tighten with tension and discomfort in anticipation of 

running late or failing to complete your ‘to do’ list, a sudden smell from a bakery/cake 

shop/restaurant reminds you of your favourite childhood food and a special person who was 

making it for you. The smell suddenly takes you to another time and place where you had been 
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less busy and perhaps happier. Memories rush through your mind before you become aware of 

them. Even though you are still on the same street, your body softens and some of the tension 

is gone. You continue walking but in a different manner, perhaps slower, perhaps gentler, and 

perhaps nothing changes on the outside but something on the inside feels different. You feel 

slightly different from a moment before. That change in the body you feel but cannot always 

understand or verbalise (or do not need to), is what Spinoza terms affectus ‘the passage or 

movement from one state to another’ (Deleuze 1988, p. 49), a ‘material and virtual change’ in 

a body prompted by an affect (Hickey-Moody 2013, p. 81). This affectivity is not universal; it 

is enabled by individual experiences and social histories, possibly because of previous patterns 

of experience (having an experience of enjoying a certain food at perhaps happier/less stressful 

time in life). 

 

Massumi notes that exactly because affects ‘affect’ the body they get carried by facial 

expressions, the tone of voice, breath and sounds, movements of the body, meaning they are 

registered on the body; they can be transmitted, making them intimately social (interview with 

Massumi, in Zournazi 2002). If you happen to run into a friend while still feeling some of the 

change in your bodily organisation caused by that sudden and heart-warming smell, you will 

most likely pass on some of that feeling (in the tone of your voice, in your body posture, in the 

musicality of your laughter). Despite its focus on the sociality of being, this understanding has 

been criticised in affect theory by Blackman (2012) as it assumes that affect needs a human 

subject to be captured (Blackman 2012). For Spinoza, affects circulate and pass between bodies 

(human and non-human) on a plane of immanence (where everything is placed and organised 

in a non-hierarchical manner). While Spinoza does not specifically say if affect is subjective 

or a-subjective, Deleuze’s reading of Spinoza implies that affect is an a-subjective but 

relational force because it occurs in relation to connection or disconnection with other bodies 

and things leading to more connection and disconnection.  

 

In Thrift’s reading of Spinoza through Deleuze, ‘affects … are becomings that go beyond those 

who live through them (they become other)’ (Thrift 2008); therefore, affects are not to be 

considered as individual qualities but as ‘intensities, sensations or energies that can be 

discharged through objects and spaces’ (Mulcahy 2015, p.108). Spinozist political scholar, 

Williams, holds a similar view imagining affect as something that ‘passes through, between 

and beyond the subject who remain to all intents and purposes its effects, anchoring identity 
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through its normative displays and often compelling the subject towards a certain course of 

action’ (2010, p. 251). 

 

Though affect is often imagined as a force, it can be as gentle as a long-forgotten song or a 

smell that holds affective capacity (as in the example above), as much as it can be an intensive 

or violent encounter. The affected body feels the affect (usually as a bodily reaction or emotion) 

and responds to it, often prior to being able to name it or make any sense of it. Affect therefore 

takes us by surprise and has a capacity to disturb our habitual ways of being in the world. 

According to Clough (2008), exactly because it is a force that can be discharged and can travel 

through bodies (material or immaterial) and spaces, affect opens up a space for studying change 

that travels across bodies, objects, and technologies, and affects them in ways that are often 

indescribable or beyond understanding. 

 

Thus, Clough (2008) notes, the affective turn in social sciences points to the indeterminacy of 

the body as well as to an unpredictable capacity for bodily self-organisation. Still, this does not 

mean that everybody is capable of everything at any point in time, as some affects are 

increasing and some are diminishing bodily capacities. Fox and Alldred (2015) argue that 

aggregation of particular kinds of affects contributes to the spatiotemporal constitution of 

particular subjectivity or materiality; for example, someone whose rights have been repeatedly 

denied might aggregate anger, rage or powerlessness. Seyfert (2012) defines this varying 

bodily capacity to respond to affect as ‘affective configuration of the participant’ (Seyfert, 

2012, p. 30) which results in different, unpredictable, effects of the affect. This ‘affective 

configuration’ is similar to subjectivity but a subjectivity that is always open to further 

becoming. Further on, Fox (2015) notes that affects can also be effects of affect, such as a 

feeling or emotion that produces different bodily capacities, and thus triggers further flows of 

affect. In this research, for example, I follow affective flows triggered by sensory and emotional 

responses to elements of womanhood, which often led from joy to anger or vice versa and then 

to a number of different bodily capacities (strength, power, rigidity, ease, or pleasure).  

 

Knudsen and Stage (2015) note that because of numerous ways affect can affect the body and 

the elusive nature of affect itself, most research looking at affect has been theoretical rather 

than empirical. This means that studying affect empirically comes with challenges. Blackman 

and Venn (2010) recognize this challenge in questioning how to research sensations, feelings, 

memory and listening (p. 8). Although complex, the idea of affect has brought an important 
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innovation to the social exploration of embodiment; because affect does not reside in an 

individual body, but is embodied, it enables exploration of the ways bodies relate to each other 

and produce each other (Knudsen & Stage, 2015). The relational understanding of bodies 

breaks with the idea of the body as bounded by skin enabling different kinds of imagining of 

bodies, the body as an assemblage or network of material and immaterial forces, or the body 

as an open- ended system in constant dynamic relation with its environment, for example. This 

point is crucial for social research into gender and embodiment, as neither body, nor gender 

nor embodiment can be explored as isolated phenomena any longer. The affective turn in social 

science, thus, calls for exploring how things and phenomena relate to each other and how they 

produce each other, with a predominant focus on ways of increasing capacities for affecting 

and being affected.  

 

Recent studies of embodiment and gender enabled by utilising affect throw up important 

questions about the social and relational production of embodiment. The above-mentioned 

Julia Coffey’s research on youth, health and body-work practices (2016) is an illustration of 

how affect can be mobilised in gender and embodiment research as is are Rebecca Coleman’s 

research on girls, media effects and body image (2008), and Anna Hickey-Moody’s research 

on the embodiment of disability (2009). I have already discussed in this chapter how Coffey’s 

research on youth health and body-work practices challenges binary understandings of health 

and health-related practices as either good or bad. Instead of taking up this moralist approach, 

Coffey analyses various body-work practices that her participants undertook as mediators 

through which their bodies are produced and through which other bodily relations (such as 

gender and health) are assembled (Coffey 2016). In this way, Coffey challenges the idea that 

any of these concepts - the body, health, body-work - can be defined or known in advance (in 

universalistic terms), instead proposing relational understanding of these concepts.  

 

Similarly, Coleman’s research challenges dominant ideas about body image as the effect of 

media pressures that inform young women’s understandings of their bodies and of the visual 

image itself as a representation (reflection) of a body (2008). Instead, Coleman proposes an 

understanding of bodies and images as not separate and separable (subject and object) but as 

constituted through their relationality; thus she explores how girl’s bodies are produced through 

their relations with visual images, where an image affects the body while the body affects how 

the image is experienced. The focus of this work is on exploring the ways bodies become 

through relations with images in ways which extend or limit possibilities for becoming. 
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Coleman argues that, even though visual images are a particular temporal and spatial recording 

of a body, they ‘produce specific possibilities for becoming’; they ‘produce knowledges, 

understandings, and experiences of bodies through which these bodies become’ (2008, p. 157). 

In this way, Coleman does not neglect limiting (and problematic) effects that visual images can 

have on bodily possibilities for becoming, but rather opens up an exploration of a multiplicity 

of effects and a multiplicity of bodies produced through relation with visual images.  

 

In similar vein, Hickey- Moody (2009) explores how the disabled body is affectively produced 

and reproduced through dynamic relations and in different environments. Hickey-Moody 

discusses ways in which medical and even sociological discourses on disability produce 

limiting possibilities for becoming of disabled bodies, making them abnormal, less-than, 

limited and fixed objects, often reducing a subject to its bodily disability. Drawing from her 

experience of working with Restless, a dance company that develops dance performances with, 

and performed by, young people with and without intellectual disability, Hickey-Moody opens 

up possibilities for experiencing and producing disability in open-ended and more productive 

ways. An affective encounter with a disabled body that dances, performs and creates art 

challenges a limiting construction of disability and opens up new possibilities for imagining 

disability, as well as for understanding ethics and the micro-politics of aesthetics. In her more 

recent work, Hickey- Moody (2013) develops affective pedagogy where she works affect as a 

method and draws on the potentiality of aesthetics (art and popular culture) to provoke (affect) 

bodies to think and feel differently. This kind of work, in her words, ‘is a political agenda 

which acknowledges that the critical agency of human feeling is choreographed by the 

aesthetics of existence’ (2013, p. 94). In simpler words, Hickey-Moody seeks to pay attention 

to various affects and affections (changes in bodily powers) produced in the aesthetics of the 

everyday as well as to those that are produced in research. How we feel about something, will 

affect how we think and act in relation to that something, and this is where Hickey-Moody sees 

the ethical and political potential of research practices, particularly those that are drawing on 

aesthetics.  

 

In my research I have drawn from Coffey’s (2016) and Coleman’s (2008) work on relationality 

and the potentiality of embodiment to inform my conceptual tools. I was particularly inspired 

by Coffey’s feminist materialist exploration of how bodies get to be produced through various 

practices (such as dieting, weight lifting, and beautifying practices, to name a few) and 

assembled in various relations (such as gender, health, and beauty), thus stressing the dynamic 
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and open-ended ways in which bodies come to be. Similarly, I was inspired by Coleman’s 

mobilisation of affect to explore the co-constitutive relation between bodies and body image. 

Both Coffey and Coleman utilize the philosophical work of Spinoza and Deleuze in their 

sociological empirical work, offering a fresh perspective on some of the key themes related to 

the body, such as gender, health and body-image. In addition to this, Hickey-Moody’s 

philosophical and aesthetic work has informed my conceptual tools, but it has also inspired my 

approach to imagining research method possibilities, particularly the possibilities that arise 

with weaving aesthetic elements into a research method, provoking research participants to 

think, feel and act in ways previously unimaginable. In this research I conducted a 

theoretically-informed performance ethnography where a group of young women danced to 

generate and explore sensations, thoughts, feelings and creative artefacts about their bodies and 

womanhood in order to potentially, open themselves to further flows of becoming.  

 

In the paragraphs above I have introduced Spinozian and Deleuzo-Guattarian concepts that 

have recently been taken up in empirical social science and that have enabled a fresh look at 

the body. In this research I take a feminist look at sensory, emotional and affective dimensions 

of the embodiment of womanhood. In the following paragraphs I will introduce Deleuzo-

Guattarian concepts that have informed my understanding of womanhood and enabled me to 

explore womanhood as series of micro and macro processes that inform possibilities for young 

women’s becomings.  

 

Rethinking the body through becoming - territorialisation, subjectivity and becoming-woman 
 

Borrowing from Spinoza, Deleuze and Guattari define the body in terms of what it can do, 

connections it can make, transformations and becomings it can undergo, and in terms of the 

proliferation of capacities of which it is capable (Grosz 1994), this body is not however a 

subject or an object of actions. For Deleuze and Guattari, subject and object cannot be 

understood as separate or discrete entities but rather as a series of flows, movements, energies, 

intensities, segments, that can come together in potentially infinite ways (Deleuze and Guattari 

2011). This coming together of disparate particles they frame as assemblage. Assemblages are 

heterogeneous networks or constellations of relations between material and immaterial things 

which come together for amounts of time and produce certain possibilities. The assemblages 

have multiple emergent powers to act, and, according to Bennett (2010), these emergent 

properties are more than the sum of their distinct elements’ powers. Some capacities that an 
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assemblage has come from each member, while some capacities come from their relationality 

and the powers that emerge from a specific ‘coming together’ of distinct elements. As 

assemblages connect and disconnect, reach back in time and into the future, they keep moving 

and evolving; however, some assemblages are more stable than others, subjectivity or gender 

hierarchy for instance.  

 

Assemblages produce possibilities for becoming. Grosz suggests that ‘becomings are always 

specific movements, specific forms of motion and rest, speed and slowness, points and flows 

of intensity; they are always a multiplicity, the movement or transformation of one “thing” to 

another that in no way resembles it’ (1994, p. 173). Bodily becomings are processes through 

which bodies (imagined as assemblages of material and immaterial objects) are continuously 

remaking themselves. Deleuze & Guattari propose that, as bodies are in a state of continuous 

change, in order to make sense of this they become stratified - arranged in categories such as 

sex, gender, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, age, and ability. 

 

Strata are Layers, Belts. They consist of giving form to matters, of imprisoning 

intensities or locking singularities into systems of resonance and redundancy, of 

producing upon the body of the earth molecules large and small and organizing them 

into molar aggregates… (Deleuze & Guattari 2011, p. 45). 

 

This process of organising becoming, which they call stratification, is not completely without 

merit as it helps in creating a sense of ‘self’ and enables the production of the subject. It creates 

a reference point for relating to the self, other and the world. Yet these categories are also 

limiting; as Hickey-Moody and Malins (2007, p. 5) note, they reduce the body to particular 

modes of being and interacting, affecting not only how the body is understood, but its 

potentiality - its future capacity to affect and be affected. It is also limiting as it produces a 

stabilised identity, what Deleuze and Guattari call ‘molar’ identity, and therefore can seriously 

limit our capacity to understand the world and ourselves due to its being assigned from the 

‘outside’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 2011). Experiencing the world from a firm subject position 

(such as heterosexual man), for example, might limit the extent of possibilities, producing a 

more or less narrow picture of the world (defined by heterosexual and masculinity regimes). 

Such ‘molar’ or stratified identity is an opposite of becoming; it is ‘what separates us from the 

place of consistency’ (p. 147), from the plane of immanence which is abundant with 

possibilities (from being able to assimilate new ideas, behaviour, and identity).  
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Now, even though Deleuze and Guattari recognise that a certain level of stratification (social 

organisation) is necessary for functioning in the social world, as ‘outside the strata or in the 

absence of the strata we no longer have forms or substances, organization or development, 

content of expression’ (2011, p. 554), they advise against holding on to molar identities, and 

for finding spaces to open up molar identities to produce more molecular becomings. This 

means destabilising predetermined categories, such as men-women, masculinity-femininity, 

sex-gender, and finding flows of movements between and across these categories that produce 

a multiplicity of minoritarian or molecular identities: ‘a thousand sexes, which are so many 

uncontrollable becomings’ (p. 307). Minor or molecular identities are those that are created 

through processes of becoming, as ‘all becomings are molecular’ (2011, p. 306), a movement 

away from the ‘plane of organization’ and toward experimenting with possibilities. Molecular 

becomings are thus all those becomings that lead away from predetermined, limited ways of 

being, such as gendered identities, and toward increased possibilities for relating with the 

world, for affecting and being affected. They can happen instantaneously or over a period of 

time. In this research, I have used dance as a form of inquiry to help us experience our gendered 

bodies as series of flows. We danced and sensed with our moving bodies in order to track how 

sensations, feelings, thoughts and ideas about our embodied ways of being come and go, 

transform, transmute or dissolve into something else. We observed how certain dimensions of 

the embodiment of womanhood affected each of us in different ways and triggered different 

responses (from ease, joy and power, to anger, confusion and ambiguity).  

 

We can be thrown into becoming by anything at all, by the most unexpected, most 

insignificant of things. You don’t deviate from the majority unless there is a little detail 

that starts to swell and carries you off (Deleuze and Guattari 2011, p. 322). 

 

Territorialisation is the moving force behind stratification, subjectification and formation of 

majoritarian structures. Deleuze and Guattari see territorialisation as simultaneously an active 

process and an outcome of physical, psychological and social forces that work toward 

regulating or producing something (Deleuze& Guattari 1994, see also Coffey & Ringrose 2016, 

Fox 2002). Social construction of gender (and hence gendered identities) is an example of 

forces of territorialisation that work toward regulating processes of becoming. Race and class 

could be seen as territories too. Importantly, Fox (2002) notes that territorialisation is not a top-

down force because it consists of both social (physical, cultural) forces and active Self as it 
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becomes other (territorialised or deterritorialised). This means that sex or gender are not 

externally imposed (as social constructionist theories would suggest) or internally revealed (as 

a biological function) but come to be through a dynamic relation of interiority and exteriority. 

In this sense, subjectification happens through processes of territorialisation and stratification, 

the making of a majoritarian subject, as much as it happens through processes of 

deterritorialisation, the making of minoritarian identities. Minoritarian identities are those that 

are less elaborated or defined, less structured and, thus, more open to experimentation. Because 

becomings are processes without a destination or final orientation, minoritarian identities are 

not defined by who they are but by relations, connections and the transformations of which 

they are capable. The more relations, connections and transformations of which a subject is 

capable, the more that subject contributes to the ongoing movement of the plane of immanence. 

For example, the more thoughts, feelings and actions of which one is capable (especially those 

thoughts, feelings and actions that provoke, conflict or do not sit well with their previous 

capacities), the more prone they are to various becomings. On the other hand, the fewer 

thoughts, feelings and actions of which a person is capable, the more territorialised they are. 

Deleuze and Guattari find that men are majoritarian subjects par excellence exactly because of 

the long history of gender hierarchy.  

 

To dismantle majoritarian assemblages and identities (subject, gender, heterosexual regimes, 

and so on), Deleuze and Guattari advise several specific types of becomings that according to 

them are crucial. Those are becoming-animal, becoming-child (girl), becoming-woman and 

becoming-imperceptible. All of these becomings lead toward dismantling some of the 

dominant ways of being/thinking and toward affirming life as a flow of intensities. Grosz 

(1994) summarises these becomings in terms of what they challenge: becoming animal 

challenges anthropocentrism of humanist philosophy and thus human identity; becoming-child 

challenges adult-centric modes of domination and control; becoming-imperceptible 

problematises the notion of entity, materiality, or a thing; and, finally, becoming-woman 

challenges the masculinity of identity (p. 179). To open oneself up for any of these becomings 

necessarily means opening oneself up for a certain kind of undoing whether it is undoing a 

humanist privilege that makes us believe humans are at the top of hierarchy in the organisation 

of the world, or undoing thingness of a being, and instead of a firm (human) body seeing 

connections and relations that form a body. Deleuze and Guattari (2011) suggest undoing 

masculinity as a dominant or privileged identity as an essential step in allowing further 

becoming. This does not mean negation or ridicule of masculinity, but rather challenging a 
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binary conceptualisation of gender. It means troubling what we believe gender is and how it 

should be performed or lived.  

 

Significantly, it is exactly this idea - that ‘all becomings begin and pass through becoming-

woman’, because becoming-woman is ‘the key to all other becomings’ and ‘the law to other 

becomings’ (Deleuze & Guattari 2011, p. 306) - that has caused a number of feminists to 

challenge or reject Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy. The reason behind this rejection is their 

(assumed) ignorance of sexual difference and persistent gender inequalities caused by it (sexual 

difference). Indeed, if one fails to note the symbolic, non-representational language Deleuze 

and Guattari develop in their work, the idea that all becomings pass through becoming-woman 

(and that all women and men should go through this process of becoming) must sound 

dangerous.  

 

Not only might this idea seem dangerous, but it can appear worryingly similar to other 

denigrating strategies developed over the history of patriarchal thought that have built 

masculine power on the back of feminine subjection. Grosz (1994) points out however that it 

is not because of the gender privilege they hold in modern societies, that men are advised to 

become-woman and women are not advised to become-man, but because becoming-woman 

symbolises a line of flight from dominant, predetermined, molar (gender) identities. Becoming-

woman thus means movement toward undoing gender structures.  

 

Grosz suggests that in the Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology of becoming, becoming-woman 

‘represents the dismantling of molar sexualities, molar identities, definite sexual positions as 

the prevailing social order defines them’ (1994, p. 177). Becoming-woman as a process is 

inspired by women’s unprivileged, minoritarian status in patriarchal societies and not by the 

qualities or what might be interpreted as the essence of womanhood. Grosz understands 

becoming-woman as  

 

a series of processes and movements beyond the fixity of subjectivity and the structure 

of stable unities. It is an escape from the systems of binary polarisation of unities that 

privilege men at the expanse of women (1994, p. 177). 

 

In that sense, while becomings are not meant to lead anywhere in particular, several kinds of 

specific becomings are crucial as a challenge to domineering ways of being/thinking. 
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Becoming-woman desediments the masculinity of identity; becoming-child, the modes 

of cohesion and control of the adult; becoming-animal, the anthropocentrism of 

philosophical thought; and becoming-imperceptible replaces, dismantles, 

problematizes the most elementary notions of entity, thingness. Indiscernibility, 

imperceptibility, and impersonality remain the end points of becoming, their immanent 

orientation or internal impetus, the freeing of absolutely miniscule micro-intensities to 

the nth degree (Grosz 1994, p. 179). 

 

What becomes evident now is that all becoming leads to dissolution of the entities and to 

increased relations and transformations. Grosz summarises Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology as a 

harsh dissolution of the body and consequently of subjectivity (p. 179). Instead of focusing on 

subjects and objects, they propose a philosophy that focuses on events, multiplicities, 

connections and relations, particularly those that increase bodily powers, that is bodily 

capacities for connection, relation and transformation. This is why their philosophy has become 

known as a philosophy affirmative of life and Deleuze and Guattari known as philosophers of 

hope. This is also why their philosophy has been seen as simultaneously philosophy, politics 

and ethics (see Grosz 2017). Their ethics has nothing to do with morality, with norms and 

moral laws, with propositions about good and bad; this ethics revolves around a continuous 

increase in our powers to act in and to understand the world.  

 

In the following section, I will elaborate on Deleuzo-Guattarian ethics, discussing the ways it 

can support or advance social inquiry into the body. More specifically, I will elaborate how 

their ethical project has enabled me to approach the exploration of embodiment of womanhood 

beyond essentialising embodiment of womanhood.  

 

Deleuzian ethics and possibilities for exploring gender and the body 

 
In her recent writing on Deleuze and Guattari, Grosz summarises their ethical project as ‘an 

ethics that is an elaboration, a maximization, of the ontological forces which support and enable 

life’ (2017, p. 172). There is no distinction or hierarchy between various forms of living 

(material and ideal, human and non-human) and there are no assumptions about what life 

should be or how it should be lived. Colebrook suggests that the concept that best captures the 

power to think the whole of life, for Deleuze, is difference. In that sense, for Deleuze and 
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Guattari, ‘life is the difference, the power to think differently, to become different and to create 

differences’ (Colebrook 2002, p. 13).  

 

This ethics based on difference and becoming, is also known as ethology (the study of animal 

relations), because of its focus on relationality and differences (action and effect) rather than 

on definitions and norms (cause and effect). It shifts the understanding of things as ‘pre-given’ 

or ‘factual’ towards understanding every-thing as a matter of relations and forces. Hickey-

Moody and Malins (2007) describe ethology as an affirmation of differences and an ‘immanent 

form of ethics: one which resides within (rather than above or outside) matter and practice, and 

seeks to evaluate relations as they emerge, rather than judge them apriori’ (Hickey-Moody & 

Malins 2007, p. 2). Moving beyond predefined entities and subjectivities, this ethics looks at 

how things emerge and at connections, relations and transformations of which they are part. 

The interest of Deleuzo-Guattarian ethics is in maximising capacities of all bodies to affect and 

be affected, but not in a moralist way (what should happen/be done); rather, this ethics is about 

exploring joyous encounters between bodies (those that increase bodily capacities) and the 

possibilities that evolve through these encounters. In Coffey’s words, Deleuzo-Guattarian 

ethics ‘prioritises a focus on change and possibility, rather than on what is already known’ 

(2016, p. 123) and thus calls for exploration of possibilities for becoming.  

 

My research problematises young women’s embodiment from a feminist perspective. To do 

this, I apply Deleuzo-Guattarian ethics in order to explore the embodiment of womanhood in 

relation to becoming. This means that I imagine neither womanhood nor bodies as separate, 

predefined entities (even though it is often difficult not to see human bodies as separate ‘things’ 

because of the ways we experience and see others), but rather as assemblages of disparate 

things, forces and energies that produce certain possibilities. In that sense, I do not imagine 

womanhood as a discursive concept that exists externally to a subject (as applied from above), 

nor as a concept that symbolises opposition to manhood and masculinity, or any other way of 

being; rather, I explore womanhood as a set of events that produce possibilities for certain ways 

of being and, at the same time, can limit some other possibilities. While it is reinforced through 

knowledge that participants of my research have gained about the ways of being and acting as 

a woman, it is continuously embodied, challenged and rejected in disparate events and in a 

multiplicity of ways.  
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In Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology, the physical, psychological, social and cultural are not 

foregrounded as separate, opposed or even parallel dimensions, but seen as forces that run into 

and through each other (Grosz 1994), producing different effects through different relations. 

This means that subjectivity is produced through direct encounters with local, global, social, 

cultural, economic, aesthetic, spiritual, and numerous other dimensions. The subject is not 

mediated by systems of representation or any other central apparatus but assembled directly 

through numerous relations and connections and everyday encounters. Thus, to be a young 

woman (as participants in this research were) might mean nothing or everything in different 

contexts and in different relations. Exactly because of the flatness of this ontology, Grosz 

stresses that femininity can be conceptualised not as a symptom or result of patriarchal culture, 

but as a force, an intensity of its own (Grosz 1994, see also Markula 2006). Womanhood can 

then be imagined as a multitude of forces, movements, and intensities that come into existence 

through encounters of various bodies, some of which are socially interpreted as women’s 

bodies. Markula (2006) suggests that Deleuzo-Guattarian problematisation of representational 

logic allows feminists to imagine femininity not only as something limiting and oppressing (as 

dualist philosophy infers) but also as something positive and enabling, as a force exercising its 

own power (to comply, resist, or otherwise).  

 

In a similar manner, my exploration of embodiment, grounded in Deleuzo-Guattarian reading 

of Spinoza, does not rest on a conceptualisation of the body as a bounded entity, separate from, 

opposed to, or as a vehicle of the mind or the Self. The body in this research is imagined as a 

changeable assemblage in constant intra-action with its environment; it is an event of/in 

becoming. To this end, I imagine women’s bodies as assemblages that cut across cultural and 

natural domains. The body, or to borrow Carla Rice’s term ‘body-self’ (2014), is made through 

connections and relations of which it is capable, some increasing and some diminishing bodily 

capacities. It is defined not by what it is but by what it does, and, because we cannot know 

what a body can do (as its relations and connections constantly change), we cannot define it in 

advance. This approach destabilises distinction between sex and gender that originates from 

situating one within the realm of nature (sex) and the other in the realm of culture (gender). If 

there is no static or fixed nature or culture, but rather nature and culture made of flows, 

movements, energies, intensities, segments that can come together in potentially infinite ways, 

then sex and gender can be produced and embodied in a multitude of ways (not as two distinct 

categories). Thus, Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology destabilises the binary of two separate sexes 

and genders, and hence two distinctive ways of being in the world (feminine and masculine) 
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while encouraging an exploration of possibilities for connecting and relating in new ways. If 

we do not know what the body can do in advance, we cannot possibly know what its capacities 

and powers are. Advised by their interpretations of Spinoza, Nietzsche and Bergson, Deleuze 

and Guattari propose this exploration of bodily powers and actions that maximise bodily 

capacities and affirm life as a universal task. To this end, and together with the participants of 

this research, I look for ways to create joyous encounters and to explore bodily capacities that 

get to be assembled in those encounters (capacity to affect and be affected). 

 

Becoming incorporeal – Becoming and Body-Without- Organs (BwO) 
 

Whilst Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy revolves around the question ‘what a body can do’ and 

the philosophical problem that the body presents, it is not the human body they have in mind 

(Buchanan 1997) or a corporeal entity in any sense. It is, in fact, any body (atomic, individual, 

social, virtual), defined by flows, intensities, and connections, in-between its elements and 

within its milieu. As I have discussed above, drawing mainly on Grosz’s (1994, 2017) 

Buchanan’s (1997), Coffey’s (2012), and Fox’s (2002) interpretations of Deleuze’s and 

Guattari’s work, the body they discuss could be understood as an assemblage of material and 

virtual elements made through the connections, relations and the transformations of which it is 

capable. In that sense, any-body (including a human body) could be imagined as an open-

ended, permeable system that is defined through relations and connections it can enter. The 

more connections a body can enter (especially those that will lead to other connections), the 

greater its powers are, and the less able we are to define it in clear terms (by its substance or 

function). Eventually, it becomes more closely aligned with the plane of immanence where 

‘only haecceities, affects, subjectless individuations that constitute collective assemblages’ 

exists (2011, pp. 293-294). Finally, it becomes palpably obvious here that the body they discuss 

is quite incorporeal.  

 

To further challenge any remaining ideas about the body informed by dualist thinking which 

would see it as distinctive from the mind or consciousness, Deleuze and Guattari (2011) 

propose the term Body-without-Organs when writing about human embodiment. The term 

Body-without-Organs, usually known as BwO, serves as a distinction between the body as 

philosophical concept and the body as distinctively human. By emptying the body of its organs, 

they suggest that the human body is the nexus at which physiological, psychological, social, 

cultural and aesthetic meet to produce various outcomes. The BwO is thus a term that serves 
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to illustrate that the human body is never only an organism (defined by its biological function), 

even though it is a biological organism (but only as far as it is a social, cultural and political 

one). Within the BwO assemblage, organs are an element, but not a privileged one, as BwO is 

‘in direct relation with flows or particles of other bodies and things’ (Grosz 1994, p. 168). Fox 

(2002) stresses that the BwO ‘is the outcome of what might be described as the ‘in-folding’ of 

the social and natural world’ (p. 351). Neither social not natural dimensions will determine the 

other, which means that the BwO will be affected by ‘both the physicality of embodied 

subjectivity, and the sense making processes which enable the establishment of reflexivity and 

thus a ‘self’ (Fox 2002, p. 351).  

 

In so far as the BwO is different from the psychological and psychoanalytical ideas about the 

bounded, individual body that reveals itself through language, dreams, and fantasies, it 

produces a milieu for reimagining embodiment. Fox stresses that BwO emerges from a nexus 

of relations that may be physical, psychological or cultural (Fox 2011) and thus could challenge 

the way embodiment (as well as health and illness) are conceptualised and researched.  

 

In that sense, the BwO is not without organs, because the organs are problematic, but because, 

for Deleuze and Guattari, the organisation of organs into the organism is what is problematic. 

The crystallization of desires, flows and intensities in the form of a (biological) organism 

defined by its form and function (such as survival and reproduction), is troubling. On the 

contrary, the BwO they propose is ‘necessarily a Place, necessarily a Plane and a Collectivity’ 

(2011, p. 179), and even as an individual and distinctly human body it should not be understood 

as only that. It is simultaneously an orientation, ‘a tendency to which all bodies, whatever their 

organization’, aspire (Grosz 1994, p. 169). To reach a BwO, a body needs to de-subjectify, 

destratify, deterritorialise, and gradually increase its desires and production. To empty a body 

too suddenly, would mean to destroy it (Deleuze and Guattari use the example of drug addiction 

as a way of deadening the body in a rushed attempt to increase its powers resulting in a 

complete loss of bodily powers). The slow release of bodily organisation is another ethical task 

Deleuze and Guattari propose. In Buchanan’s words, a body emptied of organs is ‘the 

unreachable limit of what a body is capable of’, a body can (and will) never reach it but it ‘must 

forever grapple with the BwO as its conduit to the real’ (1997, p. 88). 

 

Where to next… 
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I began this chapter by outlining a feminist critique of dualism and a feminist orientation to 

exploring the complexity of being, including the complexity of embodiment and of the 

embodiment of gender in particular. I followed the work of feminist philosophers and 

researchers (Grosz 1994, 2017, Bray & Colebrook 1998, Braidotti 2011, Budgeon 2003, 

Coleman 2008, Renold & Ringrose, 2008, Coleman & Ringrose 2013, Coffey 2013, 2016) as 

I turned to Spinoza’s flat ontology of being and the Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy of 

difference and becoming. Among the rich contributions these philosophies have recently made 

to social research, I have identified a particular interest in their ontology of social research that 

focuses on the socio-material production of the world. This ontology suggests an exploration 

of how things emerge and the connections, relations and transformations of which they are a 

part. In this research, I worked with Spinozo-Deleuzo-Guattarian concepts including the body, 

affect and becoming, to explore how bodies come together to produce each other (including 

their gender) and to examine the capacities, relations and transformations of which they are 

capable. In my research on the embodiment of womanhood through a feminist lens, I explore 

young women’s bodies as open-ended, fluid, relational assemblages with certain capacities and 

certain incapacities. I follow Spinoza’s ethics and explore womanhood as a set of events that 

can produce possibilities for certain ways of being and, at the same time, can limit other 

possibilities. This exploration is largely enabled by concepts such as affect, assemblage, 

stratification, becoming, territorialisation and deterritorialisation, differentiation and line of 

flight, that are introduced and put to work throughout this chapter. 

 

In the following chapter, I introduce feminist (new) materialism(s) and its serious interest in 

materiality of all kinds but most specifically in the materiality of women’s bodies that has had 

profound consequences for feminist scholarship. I am particularly interested in feminist 

materialist reframing of the body from universal or generalisable to particular bodies produced 

through a dynamic relationship between their history and future, micro and macro, interiority 

and exteriority.  
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Chapter 3: Feminist materialist contribution to reimagining 
embodiment 
 

In my reading of Deleuze’s philosophy, through the work of Grosz (1994, 2017), Buchanan 

(1997), Coffey (2013, 2016), Fox (2002, 2011) and others, elaborated in the preceding pages, 

I have traced the Deleuzian philosophy of multiplicity and difference through its focus on 

flows, intensities, difference and the ultimately chaos(mos) of existence, which for Deleuze is 

a life itself, a continuous flow of becoming. In my reading of this work, I have begun to 

understand the Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy of transcendental empiricism as a philosophy 

that conceptualises predictable and unpredictable connections among material and immaterial 

things. It is a philosophy that focuses on creation and difference, posing as its ethical task an 

exploration of connections, transformations and flows of affect that eventually increase powers 

and capacities of every body.  

 

Deleuze and Guattari are perhaps best known for their philosophy’s contribution to extending 

ontological understandings of materiality, placing it on a horizontal plane with every other 

body and force (that is, not making an ontological distinction between a thing such as school 

uniform, on the one hand, and power regimes that govern its presence in certain environments, 

on the other hand). Recently this rather flat and provocative philosophy has inspired a wave of 

thinking which places different types of materialities (things, bodies, and technology) and 

material effects (of immaterial things such as memory, thought, or idea) directly at its center. 

Perhaps the most notable strands of this work are Karen Barad’s agential realism (2007), Rosi 

Braidotti’s posthuman materialism (2013), Jane Bennett’s vital materialism (2010) and a 

diverse field of feminist work often aggregated as new or feminist materialism(s) (Alaimo 

&Heckman 2008, Coole & Frost 2010, Grosz 1994, 2017, Van der Tuin & Dolphijn 2010, 

Taylor & Ivinson 2013, to name a few) and (feminist) new materialist research (Fox & Alldred 

2015, 2016, Davies 2017, 2018, Renold &Ivinson 2015, Ivinson &Renold 2016, Wolfe 2017). 

Though not all of the above-mentioned approaches link their work with that of Deleuze and 

Guattari (or Spinoza), many similarities in terms of flatness of the ontology and reconfiguration 

of materiality suggest familial links.  

 

Feminist new materialisms have taken the focus on materiality rather seriously. They propose 

a focus on socio-material production of the world (rather than social construction) which allows 

an exploration of how various things (bodies, things and ideas) provoke, inform, challenge or 
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produce each other. What is different from social constructionist approaches is that feminist 

new materialisms consider matter (all kinds of matter) not only as something that gets to be 

formed by the forces of language, culture and politics, but as something that is formative by 

itself. This serious interest in materiality of women’s bodies, for example, has had profound 

consequences for feminist scholarship. Not only has it provided a platform for non-dualist 

thinking about body-mind, sex-gender, femininity- masculinity, but, as Alaimo and Hekman 

(2010) suggest, it has also provided a new way of thinking about the materiality of the body 

‘as itself an active, sometimes recalcitrant, force’ (p. 4). In Van der Tuin’s words (2011), 

feminist materialisms are exploring agential matter (agential bodies) rather than passive matter 

(that is, gendered bodies). Women’s bodies are thus theorised and researched in terms of the 

capacities they have to produce things in women’s lives. Frost (2011) similarly suggests the 

way feminist materialisms conceptualise matter or the body as ‘having a peculiar and 

distinctive kind of agency, one that is not direct, not an incidental outgrowth of human 

intentionality, but rather one with its own impetus and trajectory’ (p. 70) has had profound 

reverberations in feminist scholarship.  

 

For one thing, Alaimo and Hekman (2010) stress, feminist materialisms provided a platform 

for acknowledging that ‘women have bodies’ (p. 4) and that those bodies experience pain and 

pleasure, interact with various social and cultural institutions and structures (such as 

educational or medical institutions), and continuously produce various outcomes for women’s 

lives (think, for example, of gendered school uniforms). While feminist scholarship has been 

successful in understanding how social structures and institutions produce women’s bodies (for 

example, in gendered roles and expectations), it has mostly failed to recognise the role 

materiality of the body plays in producing womanhood. This critique does not imply that 

understanding how discourse produces womanhood was not enormously valuable for 

providing an informed critique of gender hierarchy and inequality; rather it aims to include 

materiality in further analyses and, following Donna Haraway’s concept of material-discursive 

(as cited in Alaimo- Hekman 2010), to explore how materiality and discourse (nature and 

culture) work together. In that sense, it provides a platform for reintroducing biology in 

analyses of the social world, without essentialising biology (fixing it, making it independent 

from social) or reducing it to a consequence of social influences (making it passive). This 

approach is radically different from politically-inspired biological essentialism which has, 

throughout the history of civilisation, caused numerous harms to women, people of colour, 

indigenous cultures, and many others. 
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Entanglement of embodiment – Barad’s entanglement of matter and meaning and 
agency of materiality 
 

Biologist Anne Fausto-Sterling (2000, 2012) and feminist psychologist Elizabeth Wilson 

(2004, 2015) are among the feminist scientists who call for serious attention to be given to 

entanglements of nature and culture in the production of women’s lives. Fausto-Sterling (2005) 

argues that ‘the body is simultaneously composed of genes, hormones, cells and organs – all 

of which shape health and behaviour – and of culture and history’ (p. 1495). She stresses that 

neither (genes, hormones and organs or culture and history) determine or exclude the other. 

Fausto-Sterling and other feminist materialists suggest, as do Deleuzian scholars, that the 

relationship between interiority and exteriority of the body is not causal but complex, 

multilinear and, for the most part, unpredictable. Elizabeth Wilson also critiques feminist 

disregard for the biological body by calling it an essentialist mantra that wrongly argues 

biology is an inert mass (Wilson 2004); she asks how many feminists or ‘those conducting 

social analysis of eating disorders or anxiety have paid serious (or any) attention to digestive 

system (guts) or neurological data’ (Wilson 2004, p. 8) before situating eating disorders or 

anxiety into the realm of social. Wilson analyses complex sets of data behind a number of 

predominantly women’s disorders (depression, anxiety, and eating disorders) to argue that 

human biology is far from inert; on the contrary, it is an active participant in social production. 

There is nothing essential or inert about the biological body for Wilson when she concludes 

that ‘right from beginning, I am impurely, relationally, enterically constituted’ (2015, p. 39). 

The body is a breathing, sensing, doing, living organism that is in constant becoming through 

the relation with other material and immaterial bodies. To this end, there is no ‘human body’ 

in general, nor ‘women’s bodies’ in general, only particular bodies produced through the 

dynamic relationship between their history, interiority and exteriority.  

 

Agential realism 
 
Feminist scientist Donna Haraway (1997) and more recently quantum physicist Karen Barad 

(2007) have both argued that any distinction between materiality and discourse must be 

artificial. For Barad, matter and meaning are not separate elements but always entangled, fused 

together (just as, she shows, in quantum physics, apparatuses of measurement cannot be 

separated from the measuring, measured and the measurement they produce). Materiality is 
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always ‘simultaneously a matter of substance and significance’ (2007, p. 3); it never pre-exists 

the meanings that are attached to it nor does it depend on them. For Barad then, as for Deleuze 

and Guattari, human being is ‘neither pure cause nor pure effect but part of the world in its 

open-ended becoming’ (2011, p. 150).  

 

To expand on the idea of entanglement of material-discursive and ongoing reconfiguration of 

the world, Barad writes that: 

 

Matter is a dynamic intra-active becoming that is implicated and enfolded in its 

iterative becoming. Matter(ing) is a dynamic articulation/configuration of the world. 

In other words, materiality is discursive (i.e., material phenomena are inseparable from 

the apparatuses of bodily production; matter emerges out of, and includes as part of its 

being, the ongoing reconfiguration of boundaries), just as discursive practices are 

already material (i.e., they are ongoing material (re)configurations of the world). 

Discursive practices and material phenomena do not stand in a relationship of 

externality to each other; rather, the material and the discursive are mutually implicated 

in the dynamics of intra-activity. Neither discursive practices nor material phenomena 

are ontologically or epistemologically prior. Neither can be explained in terms of the 

other. Neither is reducible to the other. Neither has a privileged status in determining 

the other. Neither is articulated in the absence of the other; matter and meaning are 

mutually articulated (Barad 2007, p. 152, original emphasis). 

 

For both Haraway and Barad, understanding the entangled nature of matter and meaning echoes 

other phenomena previously understood as separate, such as nature and culture, body and mind, 

sex and gender, inside and outside. From a materialist perspective, there is no nature that is 

separate from culture, and no culture that exists independently of nature; rather, nature and 

culture, organisms and contexts, are co-emergent - they don’t limit, pre-determine or over-

write each other, but rather provoke, challenge, and consequently shape one another (Frost 

2011). For Frost, this means that to understand the body in the social world feminists need to 

attend to both the agency of social or cultural upon the natural and the agency of the natural 

upon the human or cultural. Similarly, Grosz argues that the natural does not enable as its 

condition of possibility or limit the cultural, but that ‘the natural world prefigures, contains, 

and opens up social and cultural existence to endless becoming; in turn, cultural transformation 

provides further impetus for biological becoming’ (Grosz 2004, p. 2). Neither Frost nor Grosz 
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imagine nature and culture as existing separately in dualistic terms; they consider them 

separately to address how humanity is thought to think about and experience the world (as 

consisting of things that belong to natural worlds and of things that are culturally created). To 

avoid further bifurcation, Braidotti (2013) posits the nature-culture continuum, a term she uses 

to address the radical relationality and productivity of the self-organising force of Life (zoe) 

beyond the well-known binaries of natural and cultural. The nature-culture continuum is 

another way of displacing human subjectivity and agency from the centre of world’s becoming. 

 

This entangled understanding of the world has enabled feminist materialists to ‘explore how 

forces of matter and the processes of organic life contribute to the play of power or provide 

elements or modes of resistance to it’ (Frost 2011, p. 70). For Barad, ‘embodiment is a matter 

not of being specifically situated in the world, but rather of being of the world in its dynamic 

specificity’ (p. 377). Her project is concerned with dynamic entanglements through which 

things and human beings come to be and continue to become. Barad (2003) poignantly 

questions ‘how the body’s materiality and other material forces actively matter to the processes 

of materialization’ (p. 809), and especially ‘how the body in its very materiality’, for example, 

its anatomy, physiology and neurology, ‘plays an active role in the workings of power’ (p. 

809); such questions invite an exploration of how forces of matter (body) and organic life 

interact (intra-act in Karen Barad’ words) in the play of power. Frost calls this shift ‘an exciting 

and provocative development in interdisciplinary feminist scholarship’ (2011, p. 70) because 

it brings (and reads) together disciplinary knowledges that were previously clearly bounded 

(such as biology, neurology, psychology, cultural studies, social studies and politics, to name 

a few). Barad’s questions remind us to rethink how women’s bodies become materialised and 

how particular kinds of materialisation matter (or do not matter).  

 

This question has recently been taken up by obesity scholars such as Warin (2015) and Probyn 

(2008) who point to limitations in the disciplinary understanding (only medical or only 

sociological) of phenomena such as obesity, and who call for cross-disciplinary and feminist 

materialist understandings of fat. Warin (2015) stresses that in obesity studies fat is framed in 

binary terms. In medical discourse it is made to matter as a medical crisis, defined by biological 

factors (mostly genes), and recently understood in terms of early foetal development and poor 

nutrition of mothers. In contrast to critical studies where fat is framed as a socially-constructed 

phenomenon, made to matter only because of its discursive meanings, in this case rejection of 

the neoliberal ideal of health and wellbeing and the focus on increased health care costs. Instead 
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of these separate and limited approaches, Warin suggests that fat should be explored as it is 

produced at the intersection of biology, genetics, culture, history, economy, ethics and politics 

(2015). In this way, obesity is made to matter as a complex phenomenon that exists in the real 

world (is real) and is produced through encounters between genes, hormones, metabolism, fat 

tissues, food, social inequalities, power, history, market economy, ecological crises, and local 

and global politics. 

 

In this sense, feminist materialism is not a politically disinterested project as it is sometimes 

interpreted by those who favour critical approaches. Because of their interest in social 

production, in doings, and in the entangled nature of how things come to be, feminist 

materialists are deeply concerned with the ethics and politics of everyday actions, including 

research. Barad frames this interest as ethico-onto-epistem-ology, stressing that questions of 

ethics, knowing and being cannot be separated, because, as researchers, we and our knowledge 

making practices ‘are part of the world’s differential becoming’ (p. 90).  

 

Agency as a matter of intra-acting  
 
In Barad’s understanding of the entangled nature of the universe, where nothing, not even 

space, time, and matter, pre-exist entanglements through which they are constituted, materiality 

is defined in terms of its capacities or doings.  Any matter (including human bodies) 'is a 

substance in its intra-active becoming – not a thing but a doing, a congealing of agency' (2007, 

p. 151). The agency, for Barad, is conceptualised significantly differently than in dominant 

social discourse: ‘agency is not aligned with human intentionality or subjectivity’. It is not an 

attribute of humans or things, not something they have or have not, but rather an enactment. 

‘Agency is a doing or being in its intra-activity. It is the enactment of iterative changes to 

particular practices – iterative reconfigurings of topological manifolds of spacetimematter 

relations – through the dynamics of intra-activity’ (Barad 2007, pp. 177 - 178). Thus, when 

Barad states that a matter is not a thing but a doing, she refers to the entangled nature of the 

world where things produce each other intra-actively, materiality being one of them. Barad 

defines intra-action similarly to how Deleuze and Guattari conceptualise becoming, as an 

encounter (an event) through which phenomena gets to be produced; it is not an encounter of 

two separate phenomena (as interaction would be) but an encounter through which phenomena 

and their coming together iteratively become (all at once). Phenomena are ‘specific material 

configurations of the world’s becoming’ (p. 91). Agency then comes through intra-action of 
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various phenomena; it is not something they have or have not prior to the event of intra-action. 

In that sense, assemblages of material and immaterial bodies can enact various forms of agency. 

Human beings, too, through various dynamic intra-actions, can and do enact agency; that is, 

they can generate capacity to affect and be affected.  

 

In this materialist ontology, a human body is not a self-contained entity but, as Mol and Law 

(2004) frame it, a semi-porous becoming. For Norman and Moola (2017), ‘the body is a site of 

ongoing exchange’ (p. 5); it changes, evolves and continuously intra-actively becomes in 

relation to physical, social, cultural and political elements, be it the air it breathes, the food it 

eats, the sounds it listens to, or the activities it undertakes. A body that takes music lessons, for 

example, will change throughout the class in a different way from a body that undertakes 

physical activity (goes to a gym for instance). A body that takes a dance class will probably 

feel different to a body that goes through cardio training. Norman and Moola argue that even 

these small changes are significant as they point to ‘the degree to which the body is both intra-

actively enacted and connected to its surroundings’ (p. 5).  

 

To explore women’s bodily agency, Norman and Moola take up Barad’s question - ‘how matter 

makes itself felt’ - to explore how bodies of women who self-identity as thin or fat make 

themselves feel (2017). They focus on bodily sensations of hunger, fullness, dizziness, feeling 

trapped in skin or clothing, feeling bodily fat rubbing against other surfaces, and argue that 

processes of becoming (of fat or thin body-selves) happen at the nexus of material and 

discursive (p. 9). The way that bodies of anorexic or obese women make themselves feel is not 

only a material doing, though it is strongly materially formed (that is, feeling how fat tissue 

moves and rubes against clothing or other people), and it is not created through discursively 

informed meanings (such as feelings of control and pleasure from losing weight or failure from 

overeating) even though they are inevitably important. Women’s bodies, these authors argue, 

come to be through the continuous intra-action of the material (action within bodies and 

between bodies and objects) and the discursive (meanings, values and knowledges about 

bodies, health, femininity, aesthetics, and power). In that sense, these authors argue, ‘bodies 

are always already becoming through complex material-discursive relations’ (2017, p. 16), and 

their agency is enacted through this entanglement. 

 

In a similar manner, Carla Rice, another obesity researcher and body-becoming theorist, 

stresses that bodies do not come to be before their entanglements with their active 
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environments, but emerge through these interactions (Rice uses the term interaction with a 

similar meaning to the Baradian term ‘intra-action’) (Rice, 2015). Rice points to the open-

endedness of bodily becoming, to argue that everything about embodiment is subject to change 

(both material and discursive). In terms of understanding obesity, she suggests that ‘neither 

genetics nor health habits nor social structures alone determine weight; instead, the relation 

between weight and health would vary depending on how people’s bodily selves are perceived 

and treated in the world’. Further on, drawing on her participants’ descriptions of how being 

big (child) transforms into being fat (adult) and what this transformation produces in their lives 

in terms of their embodiment and health, Rice adds that ‘size emerges through the interplay of 

broader contexts with people’s psyches and the biological agency of their bodies’ (2015, p. 

389). 

 

The studies done by Warin (2015), Norman and Moola (2017) and Rice (2015) illustrate the 

kinds of understandings (or problematisations) of embodiment that (new) feminist materialist 

approaches afford. These authors take up the challenge to think material-discursive as an 

entangled phenomenon and to follow what specific entanglements produce. In the examples 

discussed above, the authors discuss the ways in which the capacities and agency of 

women’s/overweight bodies get to be produced through an interaction of biology, genetics, 

culture, history, economy, ethics and politics in various ways. This approach is not oblivious 

to cultural meanings attached to certain forms of embodiment (such as fatness), nor to the risks 

and consequences of being embodied in a way that draws so much ‘negative’ attention 

(stereotyping and discrimination); however, a feminist materialist approach is also not limited 

to critical analyses of social and cultural meanings, but goes beyond to include how the social 

and cultural intra-act with the material and biological to produce certain capacities and certain 

limitations in people’s lives. 

 

Ethico-onto-epistemology of meaning-making practices and the limits of knowing 

 
Barad’s concept of intra-activity has drawn attention not only to entanglements within 

researched phenomena but also to entanglements within the research itself and the implications 

of meaning-making practices. As every phenomenon we might be looking at is already 

entangled with other phenomena in their continuous becoming, so our ‘look’ becomes 

entangled with what we see. In the onto-epistemological position Barad is proposing, knowing 

as a material practice is inseparable from being. The material and the discursive are always 
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dynamically enmeshed. Reality and our understanding of it do not exist separately from each 

other, while knowledge cannot be produced independently of a vortex of elements. Knowing 

is a specific practice of engagement with the world, or producing something that was not there 

before, even though the observed phenomena were always part of the world. Here she does not 

argue for Haraway’s situated knowledge, or for the feminist political position of speaking from 

where you are embodied, because for Barad we are not placed somewhere in the world but we 

are of the world. ‘We don’t obtain knowledge by standing outside the world; we know because 

we are of the world’ (2007, p. 185), which means not just that knowledge is saturated by 

specific knowledge making practices and by ‘knowledge maker’s specificities’, but also that it 

(the knowledge) is already a world in its making. In that sense, the kinds of knowledge we 

create, or the practices we enact, matter and materialise.  

 

Barad argues that creating (scientific) knowledge is not about making facts, nor representing 

some kind of objective reality, but is always already about making specific worldly 

configurations (p. 91). Inevitably, there is a responsibility associated with producing 

knowledge (what she calls responsibility for making specific agential cuts into material reality), 

not only responsibility to various audiences and institution, but also to the world in its ongoing 

making. By exposing ways in which critical analysis of patriarchal societies inevitably (and 

unintentionally) results in reducing and limiting women and womanhood (Budgeon 2003), as 

necessary as it was and perhaps still is, feminist scholarship has been dealing with the question 

of what various forms of research and knowledges do. Making knowledge in that sense means 

producing certain iterative enactments that matter in the world’s ongoing becoming and that 

become part of the world. To this end, Barad calls for practices that recognise and take 

responsibility for the role they play in the world’s ongoing becoming. 

 

There is no getting away from ethics – mattering is an integral part of the ontology of 

the world in its dynamic presencing. Not even a moment exists on its own. … The 

world and its possibilities for becoming are remade with each moment. If we hold on 

to the belief that the world is made of individual entities, it is hard to see how our even 

best, most well- intentioned calculations for right action can avoid tearing holes in the 

delicate tissue structure of entanglements that the life blood of the world runs through. 

Intra-acting responsibly as part of the world means taking account of the entangled 

phenomena that are intrinsic to the world’s vitality and being responsive to the 
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possibilities that might help us flourish. Meeting each moment, being alive to the 

possibilities of becoming, is an ethical call, an invitation that is written into the very 

matter of all being and becoming. We need to meet the universe halfway, to take the 

responsibility for the role that we play in the world’s differential becoming (Barad 

2007, p. 396). 

 

In addition to being aware of the role research practices are playing in the world’s becoming, 

Frost (2011) raises another compelling question - the question of the limits of knowing. To 

follow new materialist thinking about the dynamic and unpredictable entanglements of 

phenomena in their becoming means to abandon simplistic understandings of causality for 

complex, dynamic, open-ended and even serendipitous causal relations. Frost suggests that 

acknowledging this complex dynamic causality of the world might mean that feminists and 

other social researchers need to embrace ‘the possibility of an impossibility of knowing’ (p. 

79) that is not linked to limits of technology or conceptual apparatuses but is intrinsic to the 

complexity of things and relations by themselves.  

 

To fully understand the body in the social world may be an impossible task. Frost instead 

advises ‘epistemological and political humility in the face of organic and inorganic world’ and 

willingness to surrender ‘teleological assumption that we might possible, as some future point, 

achieve full mastery over ourselves and the world around us’ (p. 79). This epistemological and 

political humility might mean recognising the limits of knowing what human bodies (beings) 

can do, the limits to the capacities and transformations of which they are capable, and the limits 

to our knowing about the role of nature-culture entanglements in producing those doings. This 

takes us right back to Grosz’s quote from the beginning of this chapter on the peculiar and 

puzzling thingness of the body: 

 

The body is a most peculiar “thing”, for it’s never quite reducible to being merely a 

thing; not does it ever quite manage to rise above the status of thing. (Grosz 1994, p. 

xi) 
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Critiques of vital, materialist approaches to embodiment 
 

There are several strands of critique directed at feminist (new) materialist approaches, 

including Deleuzo-Guattarian materialism. Detailed analysis of all critical points encompasses 

the work of this chapter. Some criticism needs to be taken into account however.  

 

Recently, Hein’s article on the compatibility of Deleuzian and Baradian approaches in 

qualitative inquiry (2016) has caused controversy around the social and educational research 

that draws from these two philosophies. Hein’s main argument is that the Deleuzian philosophy 

of immanence and difference is ontologically incompatible with Baradian philosophy, which 

he frames as a philosophy of transcendence and identity. Hein suggests that the central tenets 

of the two philosophies carry different assumptions – for Deleuze, the immanent world, active 

and chaotic, from which everything is produced, and for Barad, the materially-discursively 

produced world where things and humans equally enact agency and produce the world; hence 

they cannot work together. For Hein, ‘Deleuze’s philosophy can be seen as emphasizing the 

inherent instability of all structures and the need to open them up and create new concepts and 

forms of life, whereas Barad’s philosophy can be seen as emphasizing the important role of 

matter in inquiry and offering the concept of intra-action or entanglement as an important 

alternative to the conventional concept of interaction’ (2016, p. 137). As similar as they might 

appear, Hein concludes that the two approaches are ontologically incongruent and, thus, 

theoretically unworkable. Hein does not specify what are the risks of utilising the two 

philosophies in social inquiry, but warns about the risks of borrowing concepts from one 

ontology and applying them in another without a full contextual understanding of the ontology. 

 

The discussion of risks and limitations of research practices that have informed feminist (new) 

materialisms has been taken upon by Gerrard, Rudolph and Sriprakash (2017) in their recent 

article on the politics of post-qualitative inquiry. While these authors direct their critical lenses 

to a particular strand of inquiry situated within the new materialist theoretical field (that is, 

post-qualitative research) some of the issues they raise have relevance for a broader field of 

feminist materialist social research. Drawing on postcolonial theory, Gerrard, Rudolph and 

Sriprakash (2017) pose a number of questions and challenges to postqualitative inquiry 

informed by feminist (new) materialisms.  
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Firstly, the authors point to the specific boundary-making politics of postqualitative research, 

in which an ontological orientation toward decentering the human subject (including more than 

human world) results in positioning itself as humanism’s Other’ (2017, p. 386), thus 

establishing these new research practices as different from or opposed to (but always defined 

in relation to) other forms of qualitative research. The newness of postqualitative research then 

lies in abandoning humanist, representational logic, and focusing instead on unpredictability, 

materiality and the movement of all life. This is often done, as Gerrard, Rudolph and Sriprakash 

(2017) note, in dense theorisations that are difficult to untangle and perhaps even bewildering 

to those outside this theoretical field. While drawing on openings and expansion of 

possibilities, postqualitative research, thus, perhaps inadvertently, creates its own boundaries. 

These boundaries can lead to the exclusion of those to whom the research is meant to talk or 

represent. The authors warn that without explicit attention to power relations and history new 

materialisms-inspired research philosophies, such as postqualitative, are at risk of ‘operating 

less as “new” mechanisms for generative and subversive post-humanist research and more as 

processes of closure and erasure: closed-off from the worlds and people being researched, 

whose histories and voices are obfuscated, displaced, and, at worst, erased’ (p. 393). 

 

The second point of Gerrard’s, Rudolph’s and Sriprakash’s critique, concerns the perpetuation 

of dichotomies which the authors argue, does not end with the binary of new and old of 

humanist or qualitative research, but continues that binary with insistence on prioritising 

ontology over epistemology, materiality over discourse, body over mind. The authors draw on 

Sara Ahmed’s critique of new materialisms (2008) to point to the unintentional perpetuation of 

dualisms that new materialisms risk. 

 

I would argue that the very claim that matter is missing can actually work to reify matter 

as if it could be an object that is absent or present. By turning matter into an object or 

theoretical category, in this way, the new materialism reintroduces the binarism 

between materiality and culture that much work in science studies has helped to 

challenge (2008, p. 35). 

 

Ahmed (2015) and Gerrard, Rudolph and Sriprakash (2017) point out that, despite their 

intention to challenge pervasive dualisms in Western philosophy, new materialisms are at risk 

of inadvertently strengthening them. Not only that, but in insisting on breaking-off from the 

old (humanist, representational logic), new materialisms are also at risk of failing to understand 
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‘the past in relationship with the present and future’ (p. 388), or at risk of failing to understand 

how matter mattered in various historical contexts, and how their work matters in producing 

further dichotomies/exclusions.  

 

Matter(ing) of a creative exploration of the embodiment of womanhood  
 

Critiques of any ontological or empirical approach, if taken seriously, serve to enhance the 

possibilities of the approach. In considering previous critiques of vital, materialist approaches, 

I turn to what appears to be a common position developed by Spinozo-Deleuzo-Guattarian 

philosophy and by feminist new materialism(s) – the focus on socio-material production of the 

world. I follow Spinoza’s ethical project in orienting this research toward exploring the 

possibilities for becoming (Deleuze 1988) while taking up Barad’s (2007) invitation to rethink 

how women’s bodies become materialised and how particular kinds of materialisation matter 

(or do not matter).  

 

Feminist materialist approaches suggest a focus on matter as unpredictable and productive 

(Barad 2007, Frost 2010). This is similar to the Deleuzo-Guattarian understanding of the body 

(material or immaterial) as being defined by the connections it can make and the 

transformations it can undergo (Deleuze & Guattari 2011). When referring to the distinctly 

human body, Deleuze and Guattari use the term Body-without-Organs to suggest that the body 

(or BwO) emerges from a complex nexus of relations that may be physical, psychological or 

cultural (Fox 2011). I build on this conceptualisation of the body to suggest an exploration of 

the embodiment of gender as a series of multidirectional variable processes or events of 

connecting to and disconnecting from different material and virtual bodies. In this performance 

ethnography, I explore young women’s bodies as agential flows of diverse lines of becoming 

(some that enhance and some that limit their capacities).  

 

This exploration is not a politically disinterested project. Because of the interest in social 

production, in doings, and in the entangled nature of how things come to be, feminist 

materialisms suggest a serious concern with ethics and the politics of everyday actions, 

including research. To this end, together with young women who took part in this research, I 

explore womanhood as a set of events that produce possibilities for certain ways of being and, 

at the same time, limit some other possibilities. While this understanding was reinforced 

through the knowledge that participants of my research have gained about the ways of being 
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and acting as a woman, collaboratively we have explored how it was continuously embodied, 

challenged and rejected in disparate events and in a multiplicity of ways throughout the 

research process. By focusing on the (dancing) body and the flows of sensory, emotional, 

cognitive and other information we encountered when exploring various elements of 

womanhood assemblage, we could explore ‘how forces of matter and the processes of organic 

life contribute to the play of power or provide elements or modes of resistance to it’ (Frost 

2011, p. 70). We could explore how our bodies continuously surprise, annoy, frustrate, resist, 

provoke, enliven, vibrate, enjoy, resonate, challenge or enhance our ways of being (including 

the ways we gender ourselves).  

 

This kind of research is deeply political as it moves the focus away from passivisation and 

problematisation of the body (and womanhood) – a move numerous feminist philosophers and 

researchers have been making (Grosz 1994, 2017, Bray & Colebrook 1998, Budgeon 2003, 

Coleman 2008, Renold & Ringrose 2008, Coleman & Ringrose 2013, Braidotti 2011). It orients 

social research toward more inclusive analysis where, often chaotic multiplicities participate 

in shaping young women’s realities. By emphasising the potential of what young women sense, 

feel, think and do (see Renold & Ivinson 2014, Ivinson & Renold 2016), I follow Grosz’s 

advice to imagine womanhood not as an outcome of patriarchal culture, but as an intensity of 

its own (1994). To this end, even though my focus is on the body particularly on the 

embodiment of gender, I do not approach womanhood as an attribute of individual bodies but 

as a project of becoming that some participants in this research enjoyed more than some others, 

though they all spoke about their efforts and their struggle to find more potential and enabling 

ways to live their gender. In that sense, I am working with a feminist materialist 

conceptualisation of the material-discursive to resist situating gender within a socio-cultural 

realm that is neglectful of materiality and individual specificity. In other words, how my 

gendering body and the gendering bodies of my participants came to be in this creative 

collaborative research, evolved from the affective encounters we experienced and the meaning-

making processes that they ignited.  

 

In the following methodology chapter, I will speak more extensively about the methodology 

and the method of this research. I will discuss benefits and concerns associated with this kind 

of theoretically-informed, creative, open-ended research as I outline the evolving nature of this 

particular research in much more detail.  
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Chapter 4: Methodology  
 

Introduction  

This research on bodily becoming is informed by a Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy of 

becoming, and difference and by feminist materialist methodology. Borrowing from Braidotti 

(2011), I   consider women’s bodies as complex assemblages that cut across natural and cultural 

domains, assemblages that can be seen as flows of becoming. To explore this complex 

entanglement of natural and cultural in young women’s bodily becomings, I conducted a 

theoretically-informed performance ethnography with a group of university students interested 

in creative methods and feminist issues. We were a collective of non-dancers (or amateur 

dancers) who danced to produce and explore feelings, thoughts, ideas, sensations and/or 

creative artefacts about embodied womanhood.  

I set out to problematise women’s embodiment from a feminist perspective. Drawing on a rich 

history of research on the body within feminist philosophy and theory (Grosz 1994, Birke 1999, 

Bordo 1993, Bray& Colebrook 1998, Braidotti 2002, 2011, 2013), I seek to contribute to 

advancing a more inclusive perspective on the embodiment of womanhood by emphasising the 

potential of what young women sense, feel, think and do (see Renold & Ivinson 2014, Ivinson 

& Renold 2016). This is not to say that embodiment or womanhood are all about positives and 

potentials; it is rather to move the focus from problematisation to a more inclusive analysis 

where often chaotic multiplicities participate in shaping people’s realities. In doing so, I aim to 

unsettle more dominant understandings of embodiment and gender that evolve around fixity 

and binary thinking (body-mind, women-men, interiority-exteriority) and to propose a fluid 

and relational way of looking at the embodiment of womanhood. In doing so, I wish to bring 

elusive, intangible, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment, and thus of being in the 

world, into the social. I respond to Coleman’s call for sensory sociology (2017) - a growing 

attempt to recognise the significance of the intangible, sensory and affective to everyday life 

(p. 3) - and to Hage’s appeal for a sociology and anthropology of being (Hage 2002) - an 

inquiry into how being is enabled, negotiated and challenged in the everyday.  

 

In this chapter, I elaborate my approach to this exploration and why theoretically informed 

performance ethnography offered a fruitful avenue for a collaborative, open-ended exploration 

of embodiment.  
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Onto-epistemological groundings  

Using the key contributions made by materialist ontologies as elaborated in the previous 

chapters, I set out to explore embodiment as a continuous, dynamic, fluid and relational 

process. A materialist take on social phenomena, inspired by Deleuze and Guattari, Barad, 

Braidotti and others, presents the opportunity to conduct a research presuming a different kind 

of a matter – one that is fluid, open-ended, permeable and relational (see Bennett 2010, Barad 

2007, Braidotti 2013). The same applied to the human body: in relational materialist ontology, 

the human body is not a bounded system endlessly working toward preserving its equilibrium 

(biological body), but an open-ended system in constant intra-action with its environment 

where each gets to produce the other (the body produces its environment as much as the 

environment produces the body). The process of intra-action (Barad 2007), where things come 

to be as they relate to, provoke or inform each other (that is, the interiority and exteriority of a 

body), is similar to the Deleuzo-Guattarian concept of becoming. Deleuze and Guattari have 

famously argued that bodies are made of relations and forces; thus, there is nothing passive and 

static about human bodies as they are consistently re-making themselves through processes of 

becoming. In this sense, the body can be defined as a complex network of material and 

immaterial things that have the capacity to do something. This ontology of the body (or being) 

provides a framework for exploring embodiment as a continuous, dynamic, fluid and relational 

processes as much as it opens the space for imagining new ways of inquiring into being.  

To unsettle more dominant understandings of embodiment and gender that evolve around fixity 

and binary thinking (body-mind, women-men, thought-emotion, interiority-exteriority, and 

individual-collective), I employ dance as a way of knowing that can facilitate fluid and 

relational ways of looking at the embodiment of womanhood as a series of processes of 

becoming and un-becoming, processes that are situated in socio-material and historical 

contexts but never fully limited by them. To this end, I seek to explore embodiment as flows 

of becomings with gendering understood to be a significant but only partial dimension of 

embodiment. The exploration of relational dimensions of embodiment opens up a space for 

analysing active, affective and unpredictable processes of the making of gender, in this case of 

womanhood. 

 

Three questions inspired this research:  

What knowledge about bodies and gender can be created through creative research that 

focuses on fleeting, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment (and of being)?  
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More specifically:  

How can researching through dance and movement enable investigation of the fleeting, 

sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment and gendering?  

 

How can fleeting, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment facilitate a better 

understanding of the embodiment of gender?  

 

 

Research and knowledge making practices 

Relational materialist ontologies introduce a complex and dynamic take on the world, including 

on social phenomena and social research. They point to the entangled nature of the world where 

things produce each other intra-actively, researcher and research among them. For Barad 

(2007), every phenomenon we might be looking at is already entangled with other phenomena 

in their continuous becoming, so our ‘look’ becomes entangled with what we see. In this onto-

epistemological position, knowing as a material practice is inseparable from being. Reality and 

our understanding of it do not exist separately from each other, while knowledge cannot be 

produced independently of a vortex of elements. Knowing is a specific practice of engagement 

with the world, or producing something that was not there before, even though observed 

phenomena were always part of the world. Here Barad does not argue for Haraway’s situated 

knowledge, or for the feminist political perspective of speaking from where you are embodied, 

because for Barad we are not placed somewhere in the world but we are of the world. According 

to Barad, ‘we don’t obtain knowledge by standing outside the world; we know because we are 

of the world’ (2007, p. 185), which means not just that knowledge is saturated by specific 

knowledge-making practices and by ‘knowledge maker’s specificities’, but also that it (the 

knowledge) is already a world in its making.  

My quest to follow spontaneous, dynamic, fluid, ever-changing moments of embodiment 

meant turning away from representational thinking which aims to capture meaningful, typical 

elements and seeks to understand what they represent. It requires a turn toward non-

representational thinking where research does not aim to capture reality ‘as it is’ but to attend 

to what comes to be in/through research events. Relational materialist onto-epistemology 

shows that things and knowledge of them do not exist separate from each other, but are 

produced in the intra-action of an encounter between the thing and the knowledge at the same 
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time. This means that I as researcher will be always entangled in the production of the event 

and in meaning-making processes. In this research, I attempt to practically apply materialist 

epistemology and to look at how things (moving/dancing women’s bodies, bodily capacities, 

flows of affect, ideas about bodies and becoming) come to be in each of the research events. 

Reimagining social research 

Recent forays in social inquiry (post-qualitative, post-human, non-representational, to name a 

few) have led to questioning many of the ‘certainties’ of how and why we do social research, 

including how and why we conceptualise methodology and methods, what counts as data, and 

what is a method, to name a few. Weaver and Snaza (2017) came up with a term the 

‘methodocentrism’ of Western science to address numerous attempts aimed at reducing the 

complexity of the world in order to make a measurement of specific qualities a possibility. 

They understand ‘methodocentrism’ as ‘the belief that the method one chooses to guide 

research determines its truth, its legitimacy, its validity, and its trustworthiness’ (Weaver & 

Snaza 2017, p. 2). Critiques of the ‘methodocentrism’ of social sciences question the belief that 

certain, pre-determined and ‘adequate’ methods can promise the validity of our inquiry into the 

messy, complex, entangled, unstable and incalculable social world. Instead of relying on 

methods and methodocentrism, Weaver and Snaza propose that we ‘learn to take the risk of 

attuning ourselves to the bodies, encounters, networks, and affects that have always already 

made the world what it is’, but which have been neglected by our attempts to simplify, classify, 

organise and order (Weaver & Snaza 2017, p. 4). 

These critiques do not call for leaving methods of social inquiry behind, however, even if that 

were possible; rather they call for re-imagining methods of social inquiry (social science as 

well) and for acknowledging the fact that ‘methods are not innocent’. In so many ways ‘they 

enact whatever it is they describe into reality’ (Law & Urry 2004, p. 403). Rather than 

excluding anything they call for including the unmeasurable, indescribable, incalculable, 

entangled and complex into whatever kind of research we are doing and accepting the risk that 

comes with this kind of research. What this means, according to Weaver and Snaza, is that 

‘every investigation, to count as research, has to attune to the world in ways that take account 

of the complexity of the task in formalizing its approach’ (2017, p. 9). For a researcher to 

conduct research which takes the account of this complexity, borrowing from Springgay (2014) 

Weaver and Snaza advise moving away from methodocentrism to ‘find ways to play with new 

methods, methods that are not pre-planned or predetermined before the encounter, but are 
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instead emergent with the research’ (Weaver & Snaza 2017, p. 9). With such an approach, each 

study will be different and imagined differently, which eventually ‘returns research to the risk 

of letting the world speak (Weaver & Snaza 2017, p. 9) and brings us closer to listening to the 

(multiple) world(s). 

Movement and dance have not been amongst the dominant research methods or research tools 

employed in social inquiry; however, critiques of the absence of the fleeting, the distributed, 

the multiple, the non-causal, the chaotic, the complex, as well as of the sensory, emotional and 

kinaesthetic (Law & Urry 2004, Coleman 2017) have recently led to what has become known 

as ‘mobilities turn’ (Büscher et al. 2010) and to the recognition of what Rebecca Coleman calls 

sensory sociology (2017). These new approaches to exploring dynamic, fleeting, sensory and 

affective dimensions of social life have enabled a focus on partial and multiple knowledge of 

the multitude of ways of being in the world. Such approaches draw on recent onto-

epistemological approaches, such as the affective and non-representational turn, both of which 

foreground the relationality and indeterminacy of the world in its making.   

Movement-based research foregrounds the importance of investigating how knowledge, 

meanings, networks, bodies, and powers are made in and through movement (Büscher et al. 

2010). This kind of research, therefore, aims to contribute to understanding and learning from 

the fleeting, the distributed, the multiple, the chaotic, the complex, and the non-causal by 

allowing researchers to immerse themselves in all kinds of movements and moves while 

observing or moving with their research participants. Creative research similarly foregrounds 

the significance of exploring multisensory, affective, intuitive, indescribable dimensions of 

being in the world. McNiff (1998) considers that the defining qualities of arts-based research 

is the openness of its design and the researchers’ willingness to start the work with a question, 

designing their method in response to the particular situation. Creative artefacts of arts-based 

research do not serve to illustrate, present or portray what was discovered in the process, but 

are part of a research process. They pose questions, facilitate an inquiry, and often contribute 

to new directions in a research process. 

In this research, creative movement and dance are imagined as ways of thinking, creating, 

provoking, questioning and discovering. I draw from both mobile methods and arts-based 

methods, to inform creative movement/dance as a method in this research, and as a creative 

process of thinking and discovering in motion and intra-acting with the materiality of the world 

(bodies, objects, spaces, memories, and knowledges). Creative movement/dance in my dance 
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workshops is central to the research. It does not aim to illustrate or present inherent knowledge 

trapped inside the female body (and individual self), but rather to facilitate engagement in 

creative production with other bodies (human and non-human) where the process of production 

is as important as that which gets to be produced.  

I propose creative, playful movement/dance as a research method that provokes bodies to think, 

feel and act in new ways. To this end, I ‘listen’ to moving/dancing bodies, attuning to flows of 

affect that come to be in facilitated encounters among young women’s dancing bodies. The 

listening I am referring to is ‘listening’ as a bodily practice, open to whatever might come up 

in a movement encounter - flows of movement, sounds, words, sighs, silences, looks, 

resonances, sensations, and atmospheres. This listening is not limited to human subjects either. 

It is listening to what might come up in an encounter of dancing body with the space, objects 

in the space, or other elements of the setting (sounds and music, song lyrics, or the architecture 

of workshops). This listening is a collaborative practice; not only is the researcher’s body 

undertaking it, but all other bodies in the room are invited to listen to their own and to other 

moving bodies, and to create dialogues from what happens on and off the dance floor.  

 

Methodology and methods - Performance Ethnography  
 

To explore the complex entanglement of natural and cultural in young women’s bodily 

becomings, I conducted a performance ethnography with a group of 15 university students 

interested in creative methods and feminist issues. The participants and I formed a collective 

of what I call non-dancers (amateur dancers) who danced to produce and explore feelings, 

thoughts, ideas, sensations and/or creative artefacts about embodied womanhood. The 

performance ethnography I conducted at The University of Melbourne in 2016 consisted of six 

movement/dance workshops for young women interested in exploring embodiment of 

womanhood in creative ways, followed by a series of small group conversations. The 

movement workshops provided an opportunity for this small group of women to gather every 

two weeks to move and dance for two hours in a facilitated environment. My diffractive 

orientation formed the basis of our collaborative work; while I facilitated our dance inquiries 

in each workshop, what was collaboratively produced in each of the workshops became a 

provocation for the next one.   
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Workshops usually began with a long, guided warm-up to create internal (bodily) and external 

heat (in the room), to ease our bodies into movement, and to help us transition from thinking 

about movement to a flow of emergent, improvised dance. The aim of the warm-up was to 

enable participants to attune to whatever there is, in our bodyminds and our surroundings, and 

move with those invitations. Finally, a topic would be introduced, usually by myself as 

researcher and facilitator of these encounters, and we would move, dance and sense our bodily 

responses to various elements of the embodiment. Some of the topics we explored were 

women’s bodies and womanhood, bodies in space and place, stratification/categorisation of 

women’s bodies, socio-material production of womanhood, and women’s bodies across the life 

span. The question we always danced with asked what this particular dance/question/activity 

is producing for you? then came an invitation to follow whatever comes up (that is, perceptions, 

feelings, images, ideas, or creative actions). Whatever was produced and brought into our 

collective work led us to a further inquiry.  

Close to the end of each workshop we would sit in a circle on the floor and talk about what 

happened. Consistent with my non-directive style of facilitating movement workshops, I did 

not direct our conversations much but would rather follow the themes that emerged and provide 

space for everyone to say what they wanted to say. The question that we always began with 

was: What emerged for you today? Occasionally I would also ask: What emerged for you in a 

particular activity? or What was surprising today?  

 

Smooth and striated space of movement workshops 

To illustrate how dance operated as a method in this research, I will use Deleuze and Guattari’s 

concepts of smooth and striated spaces. Deleuze and Guattari (2011) differentiate smooth and 

striated spaces to illustrate the inevitability of change and the flow of life. Smooth space is a 

space full of possibilities in existence at the moment before possibilities become a reality; it is 

a space of chaotic, immeasurable, ‘rhizomatic multiplicity’ (Deleuze & Guattari 2011, p. 409). 

When certain possibilities become a reality, and a smooth space becomes organised, structured 

or formed, that is when a striated space takes its place; however, these two spaces do not exist 

separately from each other but are in a constant movement of differentiation, folding and 

unfolding. ‘Smooth space is constantly being translated, transversed into a striated space; 

striated space is constantly being reversed, returned to a smooth space’ (p. 524). Thus, neither 

exists separately from the other but always holds a promise of the other within itself.  
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The movement of movement workshops is similar in a way to that of smooth and striated 

spaces. While I invited young women to join a fun and playful dance exploration of 

womanhood, some of the work we did was not fun. While we danced for an hour each time to 

attune to our bodymind faculties and get into the flow of dance, each time we faced some 

provocations and worked through them in the second hour. There was a spontaneous and free 

dance, and a dance that was organised and purposeful. There was play with flow and 

potentiality, and there was play with repetitions, anger, confusion, and ambiguity. My thinking 

and becoming with the material we collaboratively produced mirrors the dance between that 

which smooth space enabled and that which striated space enabled, interweaving them and 

reading them together-apart (inspired by the diffractive thinking of Haraway 1997, Barad 2007, 

Lenz Taguchi 2012, 2014, Davies 2014, 2018). The smooth space of a workshop was 

spontaneous, liminal, free of form, intuitive, difficult to map, open to flows of forces and 

unpredictable encounters, full of potentials and empty of content. We would collectively move 

with the music I played and follow the instruction to play with the feet for example, and to 

meet other feet on the dance floor, or play with contracting and expanding bodies, moving 

towards and away from other dancers in the room. The striated space of a workshop was full 

of investigation, structured movement and content; it was organised by provocations in order 

to unpack and question the machinic assemblage of womanhood; it was plugging us in and out 

of different assemblages sometimes as individual and sometimes as a collective body. It is 

through the continuous movement between these two spaces that I will look at the materiality 

of our dancing bodies while attuning to movement, rhythm, fluidity, multiplicity and flows. It 

is through the movement between these two spaces that I will speak about dynamic bodily 

potentiality and multiple becomings while accounting for fixation, habit, repetition, 

accumulation and willingness to break free (or not). I will come back to this later in data 

analysis chapters.  

 

Movement/ dance as a method 

Creative movement and dance make possible an exploration of fleeting, sensory experiences, 

and relational, affective dimensions of embodiment. I use both terms, ‘creative movement’ and 

‘dance’, sometimes together and sometimes interchangeably, to break from common 

understandings of both dance and movement. Movement as my research method does not refer 

to displacement of static bodies and objects, just as dance here does not necessarily mean an 
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aesthetic form that first comes to mind upon hearing the word. Creative movement, as 

understood in this study, is imagined in accordance with Massumi’s understanding of it, as an 

embodied, emergent expression (De Brabandere, 2014). This understanding of movement is 

critical in my study of moving bodies. Creative, playful movement is not only about changing 

places and poses, it is  about discovering through motion. 

 I follow Massumi (2002) in his understanding of movement as always in its becoming, 

immersed in occupying its field of potential (p. 7), and his understading of a moving body as a 

body in an unfolding relation to its potential to differ. Likewise, I understand and use dance as 

a form of inquiry in this research. A very blurred line (if there is one) separates movement from 

dance in how I imagine and worked with these two modalities. Still, I find it useful to stress 

both as not all we did was dance; nor was it all moving around the room. Some activities 

involved more play with movement: walking around, changing speeds, meeting other people 

while walking around, walking and noticing, or playing different improvisational games. Other 

activities involved emergent creative dance. 

Metaphorically speaking, movement or the ability to move, is understood as the opposite of 

being static or stuck. Being stuck is defined as being unable to move from a particular position 

or place, or unable to change a situation, while feeling stuck is associated with being unable to 

act, being resistant to movement, or experiencing a hopeless situation. Movement, as the 

alternative to passivity, stillness or fixation, could be seen as a political feminist act and ethical 

practice that contributes to change and flow. Borrowing Grosz’s (2010) vision of feminism as 

a practice that works toward enabling women to participate in the creation of a future unlike 

the present (p. 154), I posit movement as a research method in this study to be a political, 

ethical, practical act of resisting fixation and contributing to possibilities for becoming 

minoritarian. 

 

Dance as a form of inquiry 

Although dance has received limited attention in the field of social research, it has drawn the 

attention of scholars studying gender and embodiment (McRobbie 1994, Blume 2003, Gard 

2003) who were keen to explore how different dance practices enable experimentation with 

‘risky’ ways of being (especially which dance practices enable young people, depending on 

their gender). In most of these studies, dance was a research subject, not a method. More 
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recently, dance has been theorised as a mode of being/doing that assembles significant potential 

for exploring processes of becoming and deterritorialisation (Rothfield 2011; Manning 2013). 

Rothfield (2011) proposes dance as a field which affirms relationality, multiplicity and 

potentiality of the body, as the dancing body inevitably connects and disconnects from other 

bodies (including music, space, other dancers, and choreography) and is always engaged in 

becoming of some kind: 

‘To be in movement is to generate a series of shifts or changes, manifested through the 

flow of sensible becomings. Dancing is the movement from state to state, body to body, 

the passage of the passing moment. The dancer’s body, like posture itself, must be 

conceived as a mobile state of affairs, a plurality of bodies that make and re-make 

themselves through the passage of time.’ (2011, p. 215) 

Manning (2013) suggests that movement or dance has a capacity to say something, not only 

about the moving body but about the world too. For Manning, ‘to move is to think-with a 

bodying in act’ (p. 15); it is to discover in a particular movement the vibration of what Deleuze 

and Guattari call an absolute movement. The absolute movement is a flow of energies and 

intensities of the world prior to shapes or subjectivities which Deleuze and Guattari imagine as 

a collective assemblage of forces and relations (2011). Manning proposes that a dancing body 

has a capacity for attuning to this field of immanence (perhaps the closest a dancer can come 

to this is when losing a sense of self in dance) and thus opening itself for flows of becoming.  

‘What dance gives us are techniques for distilling from the weave of total movement a 

quality that composes a bodying in motion. This quality is a vibration that exists as a 

movement of thought. Not a thinking that is outside, beyond movement-moving, but a 

thinking that composes-with movement, with-body-in-the-making.’ (2013, p. 14) 

Both Rothfield and Manning write about dance as a mode of being that enables exploration of 

the world, of its relationality, potentiality and continuous becoming. On a more practical note, 

Rouhiainen (2008) draws from Merleau-Ponty to point to the ‘felt-sense of the body’, or the 

body’s sensuous, proprioceptive, emotional and affective capacities, that get to be ‘heightened 

through movement’ (p. 245). This, according to Rouhiainen, is because a moving/dancing body 

is more oriented toward perceiving how it feels internally that to engaging in its usual social 

functions (like talking to people at a work party, or commuting). In a similar manner, Block 

and Kissel (2001) write about dance as ‘an embodied way of being in the world’ (p. 5) because 
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its internal orientation enhances health and wellbeing. While it cannot be said that this is the 

case for all kinds of movement and dance, Rouhiainen argues that certain kinds of 

movement/dance that focus more on learning and wellbeing than on aesthetics (what I will call 

dance as a form of inquiry) can open bodily assemblage in interesting ways, enabling us ‘to 

learn about ourselves, others and the world in a manner that offers us a chance to live with 

diversity and maintain personal integrity’ (2008, p. 242).  

In this sense, dance is proposed as a method that can help us attune to unpredictable processes 

of de-territorialisation, such as when a subject assemblage opens to new flows or lines of flight 

(such as when an amateur dancer joins another dancer, overcoming the vulnerability of being 

in the unknown to create a dance together). Thus, dance can support an exploration of sensory, 

intangible and affective dimensions of being. In choosing dance as a research method, I have 

followed suggestions from previous research on embodiment to search for methods that do not 

fall into the old humanist habit (Coffey 2012, p. 251), and indulged my own fascination with 

the creative potential that dance, in my experience, can assemble. In the following section, I 

will elaborate in more detail on how movement and dance worked as my research method in 

this study. 

 

Open Floor and Creative Improvisation  

When writing about dance, both Manning and Rothfield discuss particular styles of dance, 

tango and contemporary dance respectively, for which a dancer has to be trained and which 

involve a set of movement techniques and dance philosophies. My interest in dance as a form 

of inquiry comes from years of dancing various movement meditation modalities, where 

spontaneous or emergent dance was a tool for learning about the self, the other and the world. 

None of these modalities require any previous training; rather they provide a venue for dance 

enthusiasts to explore and play in movement. In movement meditation, the focus is not on how 

the body moves (certainly not on particular styles and techniques of movement) but on what 

movement enables, which is often an exploration of embodiment, of embodied ways of being 

in the world, of the emotional and relational self, or of emotional catharsis. I was particularly 

drawn to a school of movement meditation called Open Floor because of its primary focus on 

relationality of being. The creative movement/dance I have used as a method in this research 

is a form of inquiry rather than an aesthetic practice. This is not to say that what was created 

has no aesthetic quality, but that the focus was on what it enabled us to explore.  
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Before I say more about the nature of Open Floor dance and how it informed this research, I 

need to say that I did not teach Open Floor to my participants but borrowed some of its 

resources and techniques that are used to enable non-dancers to move and become familiar 

with spontaneous improvisational dance. Had I been trained in other dance modalities, I might 

have drawn on them. Since Open Floor dance was my avenue into exploring dance more 

seriously, it formed a backdrop for my approach to using movement/dance as a research 

method. I also borrowed techniques and games from Improvisational Theatre to make our work 

more collaborative and fun.  

The Open Floor Teacher Training manual (2015, 2016) defines Open Floor as: 

‘A healing movement meditation practice and lively dance inquiry…with an emphasis 

to awaken sensate experience, emotional intelligence, relational skills and a mindful, 

imaginative and spiritual awareness…. Open Floor is designed to support us in moving 

beyond how we have been taught to move (or not). Using our bodies, we learn to move 

along the continuum from fixed/blocked to fluid. We discover how to move from 

shadow and habit to choice and creative possibility.’ (2015, p. 11) 

To achieve its goals, Open Floor has developed a set of tools and resources that support a dance 

inquiry. While most Open Floor classes would teach participants how to apply those 

principles/resources to their embodied inquiry and to individual projects of moving on a 

continuum from fixed to fluid, I have used the same resources to teach participants in this study 

how to spontaneously move/dance - that is, to help them develop some familiarity with dance 

and to give them something to work with while exploring their bodies and gender in this 

research. This style of teaching movement is similar to what Open Floor Manual (2016) defines 

as an Open Inquiry: a style of teaching movement that supports movers in following awareness 

of whatever is present, allowing the time for individual exploration and emergent expression 

(p. 11). The focus is on an individual mover or a group of movers, rather than on a teaching 

per se. In this sense, I have used elements of Open Inquiry in my research workshops given my 

interest in allowing a space for exploration of embodiment of womanhood and not in teaching 

Open Floor as a movement meditation practice. I have drawn on Open Floor’s teaching tools 

because they guide new movers into a dance and facilitate movement inquiry of various 

dimensions of embodiment. Nevertheless, some teaching inevitably happened when we 

explored Open Floor movement resources, when for example we practised attuning to our 

bodies and giving a kinesthetic expression to the flow of sensory, emotional and affective 
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information one might encounter. This skill will inevitably be one of the outcomes of this 

research. I will return to this observation in the concluding chapters of this thesis.  

At the heart of Open Floor dance practice are Core Movement Resources (Teacher Training 

Manual 2016) which are defined as anchors, or tools for navigating movement exploration. 

Core Movement Resources (CMR) include the following: Ground, Centre, Activate & Settle, 

Release, Dissolve, Contract & Expand, Vector, Towards & Away, Pause and Spatial 

Awareness. Rather than going into much detail about the CMR’s, I would like to define them 

in simple terms as basic forms of movement that exist in the world that can be used as tools for 

exploring ways of being in the world. Ground, for instance, is a movement toward the earth, 

feeling the weight of a body and how it connects with the earth. Metaphorically, it also speaks 

about grounding and having roots, thus about belonging. Towards and Away is movement 

toward something (hopefully, but not necessarily, toward something we like) and, inevitably, 

away from something else. Metaphorically, it can be a movement toward something we avoid 

(like unpleasant feelings), away from our comfort zone, so that we expand the relations we are 

able to make. In this research, I have used CMR in their literal meaning as tools for getting my 

participants to dance; for example, I used CMR Ground in the first workshop to support those 

who felt unpleasantly exposed when seen in spontaneous dance. We walked, stomped and ran 

around the room with a focus on our feet; we played with different kinds of movements of feet, 

met other feet on the dance floor, and said Hi with our feet (anxious Hi, shy Hi, Happy Hi, 

flirty Hi, determined Hi, and so on). I kept group attention on the feet while slowly introducing 

other body parts into movement until we were a room full of playfully dancing bodies. That is 

when I introduced the theme for that workshop and led us into a dance inquiry of the embodied 

womanhood in public versus private spaces. At the end of this (and each) workshop, we sat 

together to make some sense of what we experienced individually and collaboratively. In 

another workshop, I used Towards and Away to get us moving towards and away from the 

floor, windows, folding doors, and each other, as well as towards and away with the arms (like 

wings) then with arms and legs (expanded, lengthy movements) to help us get over self-

consciousness and into the dance. In this way I was also introducing tools we could continue 

using in our collaborative explorations (that is, moving towards and away from different 

elements of womanhood assemblage, different stratification categories and so on). 

And finally, I have used Open Floor’s techniques for expanding participants’ movement 

vocabulary, giving them more tools for sensing and expressing with their moving bodies. Some 
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of the movement vocabulary-building techniques are exploring polarities (heavy/light, 

stable/mobile, dense/spacious), textures (slippery, rigid, sticky, liquid) and flavours (sweet, 

spicy or emotional flavours such as awkward, cheerful, excited), and witnessing (to seek a 

feedback on how you move and to find ways to enrich your dance). Witnessing was a 

particularly interesting, often commented upon activity that somehow created a sense of unity 

in the group.  Most of the participants who joined this research were drawn by the curiosity; 

they did not feel at ease as dancers; thus, being exposed and seen in this way created a 

vulnerable experience that generated new flows of connection in the group.  

 

Improvisation Theatre  

Improvisational Theatre or Improv is a form of theatre or group work in which most of what 

happens is unplanned or unscripted. As a form of theatre, is it mostly comedy without a script 

wherein actors build their characters and the plot on stage following several simple rules, such 

as always say yes and add something, think collectively rather than individually, and do 

something instead of asking questions. Because improvisation forces people to take risks and 

build collectively from what is available (Lobman& Lundquist, 2007), Improv is often used in 

education, youth work, psychotherapy and many other fields. Lobman and Lundquist (2007) 

draw from Vygotskian theory on the zone of proximal development to argue for wider use of 

Improv games in education, because, these authors argue, a collective of improvisators can do 

things than none of the members would know how to do individually. Thus, Improv games 

support collaboration and learning.  

In the early workshops, I used Improv techniques and games to support building a collective/ 

group spirit and to create an atmosphere where doing things we do not know how to do was 

accepted. All the games I used in this research are adapted from Lobman and Linquist (2007) 

book ‘Unscripted learning: Using improv activities across the K-8 curriculum’. At the 

beginning of each game/activity, I would remind everyone that the reason we play 

improvisation games is to get to know each other and to become comfortable with working 

with each other, even when the work we do is messy and potentially risky.  
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Possibilities and limitations of the method  

To choose meditation-inspired creative movement as a method in social research on 

embodiment is perhaps risky and a less than logical choice. First, meditation comes with a 

philosophy and a set of implicit beliefs; therefore, it can hardly be imagined as a productive 

research tool in social research. Secondly, movement meditation is a particular way of 

experiencing oneself and the world, a way that builds on one’s attunement to their movement 

patterns and visceral stimulus, which makes it a challenging choice for any research with non-

practitioners. So why did I decide to use meditation inspired movement to explore young 

women’s embodiment?  

In the article on ‘Intersection between Zen Buddhism and Deleuzian philosophy’, Bronwyn 

Davies (2011) notes that Deleuzian thought, as an approach to ‘generate movement beyond 

fixed places by finding ways to think the unthinkable’ (p. 29), has many similarities to Buddhist 

teachings on mindful ways of being in the world. Mindful attention to the present moment aims 

to expand one’s capacity to sense, feel, think and act free from judgement in any moment; in 

that sense it aims to generate movement beyond the individual’s fixed places. Deleuze imagines 

this movement away from habitual, repetitive, authoritarian ways of being as a line of flight 

that destabilises well-established patterns and opens up a space for new things to emerge. 

Buddhist philosophy sees this place where new things can emerge as a place of judgement-free 

observation of the world and our place in it, as a loving attention to whatever there is – painful 

or not – and as a way to expand our capacities to experience the world more fully (Thich Nhat 

Hanh 1987, 2008).  This is not the only similarity between Deleuzian and Buddhist 

philosophies, according to Davies (2011). Both philosophies further challenge a conception of 

the world based on opposing binaries (self-the other, woman-man, body-mind, being-doing), 

pointing rather to the entangled nature of the world (as in yin and yang - an example of 

opposing qualities that always hold an element of each other). Similarly, both philosophies 

challenge the idea of the separated, bounded self or self-as-an-entity (2011, p. 32), embracing 

instead the world imagined as an interconnectedness of all kinds of forces and materials. A 

human being that practises meditation or reads Deleuze is thus faced with an illusion of its 

separateness from the rest of the world.  

Movement meditation practices such as Open Floor, that inspired me when imagining this 

research draw from Buddhist philosophy and mindfulness teachings to support people to 

physically, emotionally and mentally move in ways as yet unknown to them, to move on a 
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continuum from fixed to fluid. While Deleuze builds on Spinoza’s spiritual monism, Bergson’s 

vital philosophy and Nietzsche’s vital nihilism, Open Floor borrows from other movement 

practices (such as yoga), the neuro sciences, anatomy and physiology, and eastern spiritual 

philosophies of life such as Buddhism to teach about compassion and the intra-connections of 

all life. Resonances between the Deleuzian philosophy of becoming and difference and Open 

Floor movement meditation are numerous, mostly summarised in Davies’ writing about 

intersections between Deleuzian philosophy and Zen Buddhism.  

Deleuze does not consider a subject as a bounded, singular individual; rather he imagines 

subjectivity as a more or less open assemblage of flows, energies, territories and lines of flights. 

Open Floor movement meditation does not challenge the idea of a subject, but it does recognize 

the intra-connectedness of Being and resonant capacities between all kinds of subjects 

(humans, music, works of art, mindful teachings) that can open up an individual to further 

flows of movement. Davies recognises that both Deleuzian and Buddhist thought (which 

informs most meditation practices including Open Floor) see the construction of an individual 

self as an entity, or as an ego, as a move that ‘closes down capacities for seeing the world in 

oneself and the other’ (2011, p. 32). In her reading of Deleuze, Davies sees fixity of a subject 

as a way of teaching an individual to move in limited and predictable ways (to be controllable 

and manageable by governments) (p. 32). According to Deleuze and Davies, this needs to be 

challenged to enable an individual to experience moving beyond habitual ways. There are at 

least two ways in which Open Floor contributes to challenging self-as-an-entity. Firstly, Open 

Floor teaches that mindless repetitions of physical movement often come together with 

repetitious thoughts, feelings, moods and actions, so the task of Open Floor teachers is to 

support mindful exploration of various new ways of moving and being in the world. Often that 

exploration means attuning to whatever is present for an individual and moving ‘with it’ - 

giving it a physical expression, a movement form - and learning from it. Learning from 

previously invisible aspects of a self is then expected to contribute to expanding individual’s 

‘window of presence’ (Teacher Training Manual 2016) and moving away from habitual 

patterns of responses (such as freeze, fight or flight). Inevitably this learning leads to creating 

new ways of being and acting in the world. The second way in which Open Floor troubles the 

idea of separate subjectivity is perhaps even more important. By using spontaneous dance as a 

form of exploration and expression, Open Floor teaches about experiencing the world in a 

moment. When a dancer experiences losing herself in a dance - becoming one with the music, 

other dancers, and the world - she is experiencing what Deleuze terms a ‘haecceity’ - a moment 
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of pure speed and intensity in which everything dissolves and only Being remains (Davies 

2011). This is the moment when binaries such as subject-object, you-me, being-doing cease to 

exist, and only just-thisness of the moment/pure Being remains. Thus, this is the moment when 

a dancer can experience herself as a pure flow of movement.  

Returning to my question of why I selected a meditation-inspired research method, it seems 

that my experience of practising various forms of movement meditation and creative dance 

before reading Deleuze’s philosophy made me prone to imaginining the possibilities of 

bringing them together. As I was reading Deleuze’s often impenetrable writing about 

difference and becoming, about plane of immanence, territories and lines of flights, the 

experience of losing myself in the dance and exploring various new ways of moving when I 

felt ‘in the zone’, or at one with the dance, provided a space for imagining what becoming or 

deterritorializing might look like. This was more an intuitive understanding and an intuitive 

move toward experimenting with methods rather than an informed decision about a choice of 

methodology and methods. Early in this research, I still thought of creative movement/dance 

as part of the warm-up phase with ‘more serious’ drama/group work as the ‘real research’ on 

embodiment. From my own dance practice, I knew how much information attuning to 

movement can produce and how powerfully it can teach me about my ways of being in the 

world. I also knew how differently and often how blissful my body feels after a movement 

meditation class. Though I could see that my participants were keen to explore their moving 

bodies and eager to learn from attuning to the elusive, sensory and affective, I still found it 

scary to conduct research in which I had so little control of the outcomes, not to mention having 

so little insight into what the research process might reveal to participants. Combining drama 

work and dance as an inquiry seemed like safe ground where we would have time to attune to 

our bodies and explore them in movement (dance as a form of inquiry), while still producing 

something more intelligible in drama work. In the second workshop, however, it became 

obvious that these two approaches did not work together the way I had imagined. The second 

workshop revealed problem with my approach to utilising dance and drama as methods (still 

largely representational), and helped me to embrace unknowingness that I had to face when 

relying on dance as a form of inquiry. Further workshops were fully organised around creative 

movement/dance as a form of exploration and creation. Looking back now at how this research 

evolved, I can see how the movement practitioner in me knew about the knowing potentials of 

creative emergent movement, while the researcher in me dreaded having so little insight into 

what the research was producing for participants. Nevertheless, the research I will present in 
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the following chapters grows from a movement-based, arts-based approach where we danced 

to produce and explore feelings, thoughts, ideas, sensations and/or creative artefacts about 

embodied womanhood. 

The limitations of this slowly evolving methodology were numerous and complex. Among the 

leading obstacles were the unfamiliarity of this kind of movement exploration to some young 

women who were initially interested in this project, and the difficulties inherent in talking 

about/making-sense of what emerged in dance. Dance was appealing, but improvisational non-

choreographed dance was less appealing to some. This resulted in a small decrease in the 

number of participants from the first workshop to the third. Another challenge was that, even 

though this kind of approach to research sounded intriguing, it was not fun in the usual sense 

such that a number of young women who were initially keen to join decided against it. My 

unconscious expectations of participants’ willingness to experiment and learn seem rather 

significant now and I am immensely grateful to all the young women who participated in this 

research. A challenge we all struggled with involved our discussions on the dynamic 

multiplicity of things that emerged in dance explorations and finding words for what often felt 

‘beyond words’. A different kind of movement/dance might have been easier to decipher and 

analyse for the sake of research; nevertheless, I sensed that collaboratively we could help each 

other make sense of creative, spontaneous, attentive dance in this exploration of embodiment. 

To some degree, I needed that help. 

 

Recruitment 

Participants in this research were 15 young women, students at the Melbourne University. I 

used various information platforms such as Melbourne university online and offline 

information boards for students, Facebook pages of student organisations and dance 

communities in Melbourne, finally using my email contacts at the University to spread the 

information and invite young women to come to one of two information meetings held prior to 

the movement/dance workshops. I created an aesthetically pleasing poster with several pictures 

of Beyoncé in dancing poses, alongside carefully crafted text to appeal to young women, aged 

between18 and 25, who were interested in creative exploration of women’s experiences of 

bodies. Because I did not want to recruit only young women with dance or drama training and 

who felt comfortable in similar kinds of inquiry, I had to craft an invitation that would 

encourage young women without any artistic skills to join this research. I addressed the 
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invitation to young women interested in exploring questions about bodies, in topics related to 

gender and feminism (though no background knowledge was needed, only curiosity), movers 

and non-movers, dancers and non-dancers, creatives and creatives-in-progress, who were 

looking for something fun to do in their spare time. This broad call resonated with a wider 

group of young women, out of which fifteen showed up for the first movement/dance workshop 

and ten remained engaged until the end of the project. Because the focus of this research was 

on imagining new and creative ways of doing research on embodiment, I was particularly keen 

to gather a group of young women with various interests and arts-related experiences. To 

illustrate the importance of investing effort in recruitment, I share an email I received from 

Nitika, a participant in my research, upon seeing my call for participants: 

Hi Tamara, 

… I'm 25, just started a PhD, student in computer science, a bit of a feminist, definitely not 

a dancer, and I like that you use creatives-in-progress instead of non-creative and shall go 

with that. 

Nitika was not the only participant who had no prior dance experience but who remained 

engaged throughout this research. In fact, the majority of young women who decided to join 

this research were beginners in creative movement/dance. Nevertheless, we did manage to play 

and explore embodiment in creative and often unpredictable ways. 

 

Sample 

The participants in this collaborative performance ethnography were young women, students 

at the University of Melbourne, who decided to join the study because of their interest in 

creative methods and feminist issues. We were a mixed group of local and international 

students, coming from various cultural and class backgrounds, and with various levels of dance 

experience and knowledge of gender issues. Most participants were aged between 18 and 25. I 

decided to work with this age group because of growing interest young women, and particularly 

their bodies, were getting in media, public culture and social sciences. I was keen to explore 

with young women how they understood their bodies beyond the more dominant emphasis on 

body dissatisfaction or objectification.  
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The non-representational nature of this empirical work did not call for a ‘representational’ 

sample as this research does not aim to create a representational picture of some kind of 

objective reality. The point of non-representational research, such as this one, is to redirect 

attention from meanings of representations towards the materiality and relationality of things, 

to look at what things and events (or assemblages of things and events) do, produce or enable, 

rather than what there is and what it means. In that sense, the participants in this research and 

I have collaboratively engaged in developing open-ended and partial ways of understanding 

our bodies and gender.  

 

Situating the field- work site 

The decision to conduct this research on University of Melbourne premises and with 

Melbourne university students was made for practical reasons. A high population of 

international students (36.4% in 2016, according to university statistics) and the density of 

student housing close to the University made it possible for a mixed group of young women 

who looked for quality in their pastimes, to join this project. Perhaps due to the convenience 

of the location, the majority of my participants were international students from a range of 

backgrounds (India, China, Sweden, Singapore) who were housed in the neighborhood. While 

convenient, the location inevitably affected what was possible in this research and what was 

not; for example, sexuality never came up as an important topic in our work, perhaps due to 

the scope of the work and the relative irrelevance of sexuality in wider exploration of 

embodiment, but also perhaps due to unspoken codes of behaviour on the University’s 

premises.  

Movement/dance workshops were conducted in the Melbourne Graduate School of 

Education’s new Arts Space, a learning space designed for teaching arts. The Music Studio we 

danced in belongs to Music Education and was therefore full of large and small instruments 

and music-making equipment. It is a large L-shaped room with folding doors to separate two 

units, if needed. The room is aesthetically dominated by a grey, geometrically-patterned carpet, 

low ceilings and large windows overlooking Melbourne’s CBD. The grey carpet especially 

dominates visual images created throughout the project (apparent in the photo below). 
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Photo no. 4 - Grey carpet 

 

Research events 

Even though the content of the research events (workshops) was not fully predetermined, as 

my intention was to co-create this study with young women, each workshop began with my 

proposal for how it would work. We did not fully follow those plans, especially in later 

workshops when there was a sense of trust and organic following of whatever was emerging. 

Still, for most part of our collaborative work, I managed the facilitation, my proposals for what 

to explore and how being embraced. To create space for different contributions, I introduced 

the collaborative nature of this project in our pre-workshop information meetings, speaking 

about it again at the first workshop. In the two weeks between each of the workshops, I would 

send a group email to see how participants were doing post-workshop and to ask if there was 

anything they wanted to suggest for the next workshop. Most suggestions that came from the 

participants referred to music: the music they liked, the music they would like me to play next 

time. There were no explicitly stated suggestions for themes to explore.  

 

Workshop 1 – My Body in Public and Private Space. 

The first part of this initial workshop was dedicated to getting to know each other and the nature 

of this research. I introduced participants to the collaborative concept of this research, inviting 

them to suggest ideas for themes they would like us to explore.  After a long, guided movement 
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warm-up, where I facilitated a shift from walking around the room and moving in different 

ways to a spontaneous, playful dance, we played several improvisation games to build the trust 

in the group. I choose Improv games that involve bodily movement or sound to keep the fluidity 

we achieved in the warm-up and to keep embodiment as a focus.  Finally, we did a collaborative 

exploration of ‘My Body in the Public/Private Space’ in which we looked at how different 

spaces affect our bodies and make us think/feel/act differently. The workshop ended with a 

discussion on what was produced for each of us or what resonated.  

Workshop 2 – The Movement of Womanhood. 

The beginning of this workshop was dedicated to continuing to get to know each other and 

building the group. The second part of the workshop was organised around individual and large 

group exploration of womanhood, how it feels to be embodied and seen as a woman. Firstly, 

each participant got to ‘find’ their own movement of womanhood and then to teach it to others. 

Each participant led the group travelling around the room while replicating their individual 

movements of womanhood. Finally, we did a group exhibition of static frames that ‘spoke to’ 

something about womanhood for each person. Half of the group was ‘the exhibition’, while 

the other half observed the static frames, trying to translate some of their qualities into words. 

After a while, the groups changed roles. The workshop ended with a discussion on what was 

produced for each of us or what resonated.  

Workshop 3 – Dance with Stratification. 

Following exercises to further build the group (by using various bodily Improv games), we 

continued the work on building the movement vocabulary. The work on movement vocabulary 

was done in small groups of three with one person dancing while the other two were silently 

witnessing and noticing how the body was moving, where the movement was fluid and where 

it was less fluid or even stuck; the observers gave a brief feedback to a dancer who then had a 

chance to play with the feedback, and incorporate as much as they feel like into their dance. 

Each person had a chance to be ‘witnessed’ in their dance. The second part of the workshop 

was dedicated to exploring how different categories, such as sex, gender, class, and race, are 

intra-acting with our bodies, what they are enabling and how they are limiting our bodily 

becomings.  I called this activity ‘Dancing with the strata’ based on the Deleuzo-Guattarian 

notion of stratification. The workshop ended with a long discussion. 

Workshop 4 – Gendered Body across Life Phases. 
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The first part of the workshop was dedicated to further building the group and the movement 

vocabulary. To work on movement vocabulary, we explored each person’s comfort dance, a 

dance we retreat to when we are under- or overstimulated. It is usually a simple and repetitive 

dance which is easy to identify. While often boring and uninteresting, I have found that comfort 

dance can be an avenue for taking lines of flight. My intention was to lead everyone to discover 

that they have a comfort dance and to recognise it. Following this, we danced the investigation 

of how bodies and gender change (or not) across life phases: childhood, youth, womanhood 

and beyond. The workshop ended with a discussion on how bodies change across the life span 

and how freeing it was to ‘move beyond the gender’. 

Workshop 5 – The Embodiment of Womanhood Assemblage. 

In the first part, we continued working on building our movement vocabulary. The group 

formed a closely-held circle, each dancing an exploration of moving towards and away from 

it. We gave each other feedback on what we witnessed, then moved toward exploring the dance 

of a self-identified strongest body part for each person while still in the same circle. Each 

person entered the circle and danced their strongest body part (without the need to inform the 

group about it). After this we explored a womanhood assemblage across natural and cultural 

domains. For this activity, everyone brought and placed somewhere in the room objects that 

contribute to creating womanhood for each of us (some of the objects were tampons and razors, 

friendship jewellery or just jewellery, make-up, and scarves with ethnic decorations/prints). 

We then danced the movement of the self-identified strongest body part in a closed circle held 

by all participants including myself. Next we danced with the objects that each person brought, 

and followed bodily intra-action with those who were particularly stimulating.  

Workshop 6 – Bodily Desires and Capacities. 

After a long, guided warm-up and leaving some space for spontaneous group formations on 

the dance floor, we explored bodily capacities and bodily desires. To do this, each person 

brought a photo of themselves doing the thing they loved, and placed it somewhere in the room. 

I had also printed and placed around the room a number of photos of each participant that I had 

taken during the workshops. Firstly, we danced individually with each of the photos while 

attuning to ideas about our desires. Then each person shared a short conversation with a partner 

about the things they desire and were given the task of creating a collaborative dance on desire. 

The rest of the group observed ‘the desire dance’ and tried to feed back what they saw, sensed, 
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felt was going on in the dance. The point of feedback was not to see what ‘dance with desires’ 

represented, but to offer additional information to the dancers (such as, ‘I see playfulness’, ‘I 

sense curiosity’). Everyone was able to ‘perform’ their unscripted dance of desire and to receive 

feedback on it. The workshop ended with a long discussion.  

Small group conversations  

Small group conversations were not a part of the original plan for this research. They happened 

incidentally when a few participants suggested they come to my office and look at photos and 

videos taken during the workshops. These conversations were only lightly facilitated as I was 

aware that their main interest was in looking at the visual materials we created. As different 

participants came to different meetings, we spoke about a range of topics in various small group 

formations, mostly about what we see when we look at our dancing bodies and how this affects 

us. From reading Coleman’s (2009) and Coleman and Ringrose’s (2013) work on how images 

and bodies affectively produce each other, and especially how images ‘produce the ways in 

which it is possible for bodies to become’ (2009, p. 94), I knew that video and photo images 

produced in our workshops were more than representations of our dancing bodies. I was 

curious to see what would be made possible in close encounters between participants and visual 

images of their dancing bodies. 

 

Diffractive analysis – Mapping differences that matter  
 

The diffractive approach I develop in this research, as suggested by Barad (2007) and Davies 

(2014, 2017, 2018) among others, infers that a researcher does not approach the research 

independent of the world she is exploring. The discussion on the embodiment of gender I will 

present in the data analysis chapters comes from my sensing-thinking-feeling and becoming-

with the relational materialist ontologies and the material I have collaboratively produced with 

a group of young women in this collaborative performance ethnography. In creating and 

writing this research, I employ dance and creative writing as processes of creative discovery. 

By working with emergent, creative methods, I follow how things come to be in the research 

process. I trace what Davies (2014) frames as ‘difference as an emergent process’, a process 

‘in which subjects and objects become different in the encounters through which they emerge 

and go on emerging differently’ (p. 740). The difference I am interested in, in this research, is 
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a process that brings into focus something that matters and follows its transformation into 

something else (that is, in this thesis I write about angry responses to some of the elements of 

the embodiment of womanhood that soon transformed into strength, power, numbness, 

confusion and much more). On the pages to come, I discuss in more details how I approached 

diffractive sense-making with collaboratively-produced, multisensory, open-ended data.  

 

What can data do? 

In her recent diffractive writing, Davies (2017) warns about risks and contradictions associated 

with researchers’ often unconscious attempts to find ways to represent a reality that is 

independent of a researcher’s gaze, her tools and meaning-making practices, even when 

developing post-representational and post-human research. Searching for ways of representing 

‘objective’ reality was at the heart of social research for many decades, which mostly means 

that conducting research that moves beyond representation often requires a certain amount of 

un-doing. Davies stresses the need for undoing ‘objectivity’ and subject-object divide in any 

research that takes entanglement of material and discursive seriously:  

Insofar as representation is an act of mirroring a reality that is thought to exist 

independent of the researcher, it creates a complex methodological puzzle in the context 

of poststructuralist and new materialist theorizing. Representationalism obscures the 

constitutive work being done in the act of representation itself, mobilizing repetitive 

modes of enunciation that place categories prior to the subject, and assuming that the 

individual being represented exists as an entity with clear boundaries prior to, and 

independent of, the act of representation. (Davies 2017, p. 267). 

A number of post-human, materialist researchers (Lenz Taguchi 2012, Lenz Tagichi & Palmer 

2014; Mazzei 2013; Hickey- Moody, Palmer & Sayers 2016; Ivinson & Renold 2016), 

including Davies (2014, 2017, 2018), have found a solution to this puzzle in diffractive 

methodology inspired by Donna Haraway (1997) and Karen Barad (2007). Both Haraway and 

Barad propose diffractive thinking, a critical practice for making a difference in the world 

(Haraway 1997, as cited in Barad 2007, p. 90), as an alternative to reflexive research. In Barad’s 

proposal for a research that is an ethico-onto-epistemological engagement with the world, 

‘reflection is insufficient; intervention is the key’ (2007, p. 50). Diffraction is different from 

reflexion in that it does not reflect an objective image of what is already present/known/visible 

but is actually involved in the ongoing production. Now, even though primarily concerned with 
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the world in its ongoing differentiation and production of differences, the diffractive 

methodology is not merely about this. It is especially not about differences in any absolute 

sense. To put it simply, diffraction is about the entangled nature of differences that matter. It 

is a critical practice of engagement, a commitment to understanding which differences matter, 

how they matter, and for whom.  

Within an agential-realist account (Barad’s proposal for materialist ethico-onto-epistemology), 

what matters and what is excluded from mattering is an ethical and political question. Barad 

draws from physics, especially Newtonian optics, to illustrate how meaning-making 

apparatuses co-create what is possible to be known and, similarly, what is excluded from 

knowing. She points to the agential capacity of things, such as experimental tools and 

machines, to intra-act with meaning making practices in producing what we might call data or 

knowledge. Barad stresses that agency is not aligned with subjectivity; it is rather a ‘matter of 

intra-acting; it is an enactment, not something that someone or something has’; it is ‘a doing 

or being in its intra-activity’ (p. 178). Thus, when Barad states that a matter is not a thing but 

a doing, she refers to the entangled nature of the world where things produce each other intra-

actively, materiality being one of them. This has significant repercussions for how knowledge 

and meaning-making practices are understood. As every phenomenon we might be looking at 

is already entangled with other phenomena in their continuous becoming, so our ‘look’ 

becomes entangled with what we see. From the onto-epistemological position Barad is 

proposing, knowing as a material practice is inseparable from being. The material and the 

discursive are always dynamically enmeshed. Reality and our understanding of it do not exist 

separately from each other, while knowledge cannot be produced independently of a vortex of 

elements. Knowing is a specific practice of engagement with the world, or producing 

something that was not there before, even though observed phenomena were always part of the 

world. 

In that sense, whatever meaning emerges from this performance ethnography is inseparable 

from the assemblage of material and discursive elements that form this research - such as 

participants, researcher, the theme and objectives of the reseach, methods, epistemological and 

ontological foundations, previous knowledges on the theme of the research, various objects 

that took part in the research process, and numerous other predictable and unpredictable forces 

that directed, informed and shaped words on these pages.  
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Diffracting emergent differences 

Davies, in her reading of Barad, imagines diffractive methodology as an attempt to ‘illuminate 

differences as they emerge: how different differences get made, what gets excluded, and how 

these exclusions matter” (Barad 2007: 30, as cited in Davies 2014). This attuning to emergent 

differences assumes following what they open and what they close, how they matter, when and 

for whom. It means looking for what differences do, rather than what they mean or signify. It 

also means looking for captivating differences rather than for meaningful sameness, and 

following how differences continue to emerge differently (how something surprising emerges 

and then changes or blends with something else). Davies applies this kind of analytical thinking 

in her reading of children’s anger (2014) and in animating her family genealogy (2017). In her 

diffractive reading of children’s anger, Davies notes that diffractive methodology is in line with 

Deleuzo-Guattarian thought as it challenges traditional understanding of subjectivity. 

Subjectivity in diffractive thinking (and Deleuzo-Guattarian philosophy) is not a clearly 

bounded, independent (or co-dependent) entity (as it is mostly conceived in Western thought), 

but a permeable, open-ended, fluid assemblage, open to flows of affect and lines of forces 

(Davies 2014). Thus, diffractive methodology strives to set a research subject free from 

‘repetitive, discursive practices’ that would make her appear as a bounded, singular subject. 

The diffractive subject is relational and continuously co-produced through an intra-action of 

material and discursive forces. This subject is in constant intra-action with her environments 

(geographical, ecological, social, and cultural), both producing it and being produced by it. 

Hence, its agency is not a predetermined set of actions or possibilities, but always an open-

ended equation.  

Lenz Taguchi applies diffraction to analysing interview data (2012) and with Palmer (2013, 

2014) to exploring girls’ school-related ill/well-being, suggesting a diffractive approach as ‘an 

embodied engagement with the materiality of research data: a becoming-with the data as 

researcher’ (Lenz Taguchi 2012, p. 265). Thus, diffraction for Lez Taguchi means investigating 

the entanglement of ideas and other materialities in ways that reflexive methodologies do not 

(Barad 2007, p. 74, as cited in Lenz Taguchi 2012, p. 271). The obvious difference from 

reflexive thinking is in its stressing that the researcher is not an objective observer, but a part 

of the entanglement. Both Haraway and Barad argue that diffractive analysis requires 

researchers’ engagement in an event of reading and ‘becoming-with’ (Haraway 2008) the data, 

rather than reading it from a distance and as separate or apart from it’ (Lenz Taguchi 2012, p. 

272). Another difference lies in stressing the agentive capacities of materiality. To put it 
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differently, diffraction works toward ‘making matter intelligible in new ways’ by attuning to 

multiple ‘possible realities presented in the data’ (p. 267). This is similar to what Ivinson and 

Renold (2016) propose to be the determining quality of diffractive analysis: an attention to 

‘patterns of difference whereby small processes can have consequential effects’ (p. 171). This 

paying attention does not happen from afar, but from within the research process. The 

researcher’s focus is on making and marking differences from within the research event, while 

accounting for their effects. To this end, I explore how various materialities (participants’ 

bodies and various objects they, or I, have brought into the research) inform, shape and provoke 

how bodies and gender come to be in this research. I follow singular, surprising, unpredictable 

events and search for intuitive, rhizomatic links between various events produced in the 

research. In my rigorous, intuitive sense-making, I look for the effects of emergent differences 

in order to understand how and why they matter in advancing social science’s comprehension 

of embodiment and gender. Whatever knowledge emerges from this process is inseparable 

from my (unpredictable) becoming-with the numerous data produced throughout the research.  

To this end, diffractive methodology seems to tackle some of the already open dilemmas of the 

social sciences such as agency versus structure, or nature versus culture debates. It provides a 

framework for problematising what a research subject is, what a research event is, and finally 

what is the nature of knowledge-making. In the following paragraphs, I will elaborate on my 

understanding of diffractive thinking in relation to research subject, event and knowledge.  

First, diffractive methodology frees subjectivity from the too familiar agency-structure debate 

by opening its boundaries and focusing on relationality and entanglements. The diffractive 

subject has no agency by itself; it is not an outcome of structural conditions that it inhabits per 

se. This subject is in a constant intra-action with material and discursive structures, producing 

them and being produced by them. This does not mean that issues of social difference and 

inequalities are non-existent; it rather puts them in an assemblage with numerous other 

elements which co-produce a relational, open-ended subjectivity with certain possibilities and 

certain impossibilities (for example, embodiment becomes entangled not only with gender but 

with sex, sexuality, class, race, ethnicity, ability, age, talents, longings, contexts and so on). In 

my analysis, I have worked toward placing various elements of a research assemblage on level 

ground from which what was possible for each individual (and our collective) to become has 

emerged. Some of the elements of the assemblage were participants’ visceral, emotional, 

affective and other bodily capacities, our experiences of embodiment, our knowledges about 
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womanhood and ways of being a woman, music, space and place of research encounters, 

theories and philosophies that informed my approach, as well as my ethics and politics as a 

graduate researcher at the University of Melbourne.  

Second, diffractive methodology reintroduces materiality, placing it as equal to discursive 

elements. This means that all materiality (human and more-than-human) participates in 

producing research events. Recognising that human and more-than-human bodies and objects 

are active and agentive elements of research assemblage changes the way whatever counts as 

‘data’ is produced. The place and space of the research event, the numerous objects in it, the 

relationships between various subjects in research assemblage, including the researcher, all 

become vital to what counts as data and how that data is made intelligible.  

Third, it places the researcher directly into a research assemblage by arguing that the 

researcher’s gaze is always already entangled with an observed phenomenon. Her body (or 

body-mind) thus becomes another data-producing machine, and her entanglement with the 

materiality of the data is how new knowledge is being produced. This knowledge is multiple 

and always open to transformation. This is not the knowledge of grand theories but knowledge 

of how the active world transforms itself continuously. In a way, this proposition makes a 

demand for objectivity in social research obsolete, leaving space for questioning what counts 

as data, how that data is made intelligible and why, and how and for whom it matters. 

In the following section, I will discuss in more detail how I employed a diffractive approach to 

working with multidirectional, multisensory, open-ended data that was and continues to be 

produced in this research.   

 

Noting 

Following each workshop/conversation, I took notes on what I observed or what emerged for 

me during an encounter. Sometimes it was a theme to be further explored in the research, a 

puzzling moment with someone/something in a research encounter, an affective atmosphere I 

wanted to detail and remember, or a resistance that was not voiced but could be felt. Some of 

my notes were very brief, while others consisted of several pages of detail from a workshop 

that I felt were significant and would not be captured in the visual materials produced there. 

These notes became a forum for my ongoing becoming-with complexity of each of the 
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workshops and of the themes that we collaboratively explored in this research. For example, I 

felt particularly puzzled by the silent resistance I felt in the second workshop where we 

explored ‘womanhood’, hence my notes on this workshop produced a ground for re-thinking 

my approach to the method of research (see chapter 7). Further on, I was surprised by the 

discordance between my sense of a fragmented, difficult atmosphere within the fifth workshop 

and the gentle ease of movement I discovered in visual images from this workshop. The notes 

from this workshop and my sense-making of this discordance, created an avenue for further 

becoming-with this project (see chapter 6).  

 

Transcribing 

I audio- and video-recorded all movement/dance workshop and most conversations with 

participants (all conversations were audio-recorded but only some also video-recorded). 

Transcription was a complex process because of the richness of detail each workshop offered. 

I watched videos of each workshop numerous times, taking notes on whatever caught my 

attention. I looked for creative movements (or their lack), facial expressions, group formations, 

patterns of connection or disconnection, sights or words and anything that drew my attention 

among the multiplicity of things happening simultaneously on the screen in front of me. I used 

audio-recordings to make detailed transcripts of conversations following each workshop 

(because the sound was better captured in audio recordings), then I would look at video 

recordings to add detail about how someone spoke and what they spoke about to my transcript 

and eventually to my analysis. This was a long and laborious process but it formed a basis for 

my diffractive analysis. When writing, I enriched my working space with photo images taken 

during workshops, often writing while listening to the music playlists that I created for this 

project. In doing this, I wanted to immerse the fullness of my body in thinking-feeling-creating 

the analysis. In some sense, my multiple transcribing formed a rigorous play with the 

multisensory data and an early experimenting with what the data could do.  

 

Emergent mapping  

In her work on reading children’s anger diffractively, Davies (2014) notes that ‘a diffractive 

approach opens an onto-epistemological space of encounter’, a space where the researcher is 

becoming-with the research, not to report on something that exists in an independent reality but 
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‘to open up an immanent subjective truth – that which becomes true, ontologically and 

epistemologically, in the moment of encounter’ (p. 734). In that sense, my diffractive 

entanglement with the multisensory, open-ended data produced throughout this research is a 

set of encounters ‘among meaning, matter and ethics’ which are always ‘already affecting and 

being affected by meanings and mattering that I am analysing’ (p. 735). It is also an 

entanglement that was possible at the spatial-temporal moment of my becoming-with the data. 

At a different time, in different circumstances, this entanglement would look more or less 

different. In a Baradian sense (2007), a researcher is an intra-active apparatus of meaning-

making. To this end, the ‘I’ of this research, and of this writing, is not a separate, bounded, 

humanist subject but rather a flow of intensities, connections and relations that were possible 

at a certain time.  

Davies observes that, ‘In Deleuzian thought, the self is a matter of the intra-acting intensities 

that run through one, rather than a separate material subject who ‘thinks’ or ‘experiences’ the 

intensities’ (2014, p. 738). Similarly, the ‘we’ of this research, that I often use when discussing 

the research events, is not a collective of bounded and stable identities, but an assemblage of 

permeable, dynamic, open-ended bodily-selves. The ‘we’ in my analysis does not speak about 

the assumed uniformity of individual experiences of this research; on the contrary, the ‘we’ I 

write about is a flow of intra-acting intensities, connections and relations that were assembled 

and re-assembled through the research processes. 

 

Beginning of a rhizome 

My early entanglement with the outcomes of this research started spontaneously by following 

participants’ fascination with photographic images of our moving/dancing bodies. Following 

each workshop, I looked at photo images taken while listening to the music with which we 

danced. MacLure (2013) calls this kind of post-qualitative analysis, which avoids coding and 

looks for hot-spots or data that glows in unpredictable ways, a slow analysis, a fascination, or 

a wonder. I often shared via email images that I found particularly powerful or affective with 

participants who were in them. The images usually contained one dancing body, or a small 

group of them, engaged in dance exploration. Most images were taken while in movement to 

stress the movement of and between bodies rather than to capture still bodies. Because of this 

movement, contours of bodies are blurred in most of the images that I will work with, reflecting 
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my ethical decision to steer away from ‘gazing’ at young women’s bodies and to look at various 

capacities of moving bodies instead. 

 In an early phase of this rhizomatic mapping, as I took extensive notes on research encounters 

while looking at visual materials, I found that I could feel, remember and write much more 

when looking at photos than when watching videos. Videos captured too much and were useful 

for mapping movement across the room and noticing when something started to emerge. Photos 

showed in much more detail how dancing to various questions/tasks affected individuals or 

small groups of participants. They showed bodily capacities, flows of intensities, and small 

assemblage formations in more detail.  

 

Photo no. 5: Small group formation 

In my rhizomatic mapping of emergent data, I looked for anything striking, surprising and 

unexpected. In doing this, I followed MacLure (2013) and other posthuman, postqualitative 

researchers (Mazzei 2013, Davies 2014, 2017) who advised paying attention to singularities, 

irregularities, emergent differences, entanglements of matter and meaning, and anything 

surprising, with a sense of wonder. I wrote poetry and took long pages of very short notes (a 

few words per observation) to keep my thinking-feeling-becoming-with this analysis as open 

as possible. I worked hard to overcome my need (and previous training) to make meaning of 

the data that captured my imagination and to follow instead where it took me next.  
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Working with the non-verbal 

Working with the non-verbal data presented a significant challenge. I had to remind myself 

over and over again to create a space for becoming-with the nonverbal data, exactly because 

mapping this kind of data presented a much bigger challenge than working with language. I 

made it a demand on myself to respect but not to overuse verbal data coming from the 

collaborative analysis at the end of each of the workshops, and to read together-apart data from 

various sources (movement, sensory reactions, atmospheres, sounds, and words). In some of 

the analysis chapters (chapter 5 for instance) I deliberately centre my analysis on the rich non-

verbal data generated in our dances, focusing on the puzzling possibilities triggered by attuning 

to non-verbal bodily processes (what we often called ‘the more of it’ that was felt in dance but 

could not be described in words). In doing so, I sought to open up the discussion on the 

potentialities in what bodies think, feel and do, even when these thoughts, feelings and doings 

evade the translation from the non-verbal processes and knowledge into language. I do so to 

suggest that intangible and elusive elements of the embodiment of gender speak about the 

complex entanglement of relational, sensory, affective and knowing dimensions of our bodily 

selves.  

 

Slow coding and data that glows 

Early in the project, I noticed that despite my commitment to an open-ended, multidirectional, 

diffractive approach about which I was passionate, still I had somehow dedicated a whole 

second movement/dance workshop to creating representations of ‘womanhood’. I write more 

about this disruption of my method in Chapter 7. This realisation made me rethink my approach 

to facilitating creative movement/dance workshop and group conversations. I decided (again) 

to focus on ‘what a body can do’ and on capacities that bodies can assemble as part of various 

assemblages, instead of representations of various elements of young women’s embodiment. 

This rupture to my method made me think and puzzle over what was produced in the particular 

workshop with a dilemma whether to include it in my analysis or not. While looking closely at 

this workshop, I noticed interesting contradiction in how one of the research participants, Ida, 

moved, felt and spoke about her womanhood. At the end of workshop 2 (the rupture one), Ida 

surprised us all when she said that womanhood is easy for her because she is a woman; for her 

that is the sole criterion of womanhood. There were no more words, only brief laughter 

following Ida’s words, and we separated in silence following a difficult and, for the most part, 

troubling workshop. A month later, in the fourth workshop, Ida found herself unable to enter a 
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‘Womanhood’ field during a dance exploration of life phases, sharing at the end that she felt 

uncomfortable with this realisation. After Renold and Ringrose’s Deleuzian analysis of girls’ 

becoming (2011), I will frame Ida’s easy acceptance and then painful rejection of womanhood 

as her antilinear becoming. Wondering about things that emerge from research and that keep 

glowing or growing, like Ida’s antilinear becoming in this case, is what MacLure (2013) calls 

slow coding, a kind of rigorous multisensory attuning to difference, to irregularities, to what 

was emergent and perhaps unclear. Instead of focusing on what appeared to be clear, well-

rounded and firm, I rather took Davies’ advice to look for differences that emerge, why they 

matter, and for whom (2014). In my diffractive analysis of Ida’s antilinear becoming, I will 

look at how it became possible, why it matters, and for whom else it matters apart from Ida. I 

will also look for ways to entangle various multisensory data in this assemblage by following 

Deleuze and Guattari’s (2011) ideas that assemblages consist of a hodgepodge of things, 

bodies, modes of expression and even regimes of signs that are continuously arranged and 

rearranged in a non-hierarchical way.  

 

Becoming with the data in writing 

Deleuze & Guattari define writing as always a measure of something else. ‘Writing has nothing 

to do with signifying. It has to do with surveying, mapping, even realms that are yet to come’ 

(2011, p. 5). Their advice to writers is to 

‘Write, form a rhizome, increase your territory by reterritorialization, extend the line of 

flight to the point where it becomes an abstract machine covering the entire plane of 

consistency’ (2011, p. 12) 

Writing is an endeavor of becoming rather than representing, but it is also an endeavor that a 

writer does not take by herself. Deleuze says that we never write on our own, that even when 

we think we’re writing on our own, there’s always someone else present whom we cannot 

always name (Deleuze 1994). Who are the beings, becomings, and forces visible on this page? 

I often wrote while listening to music playlists I created for this research. I also surrounded 

myself with photo images produced during workshops. I did this for all kinds of research-

related writing, not only when I wrote about the products of this research. I wrote on my laptop 

with videos from workshops playing mute on my desktop screen. I experimented with different 
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styles and forms of writing, sometimes writing about things that emerged for me during my 

Open Floor training when I danced mindfully for days. I decided not to include the majority of 

this writing in the thesis, simply because this research is not only about myself. I made 

numerous short breaks in writing to dance for a few minutes and refresh my thinking-feeling-

writing. I wanted to be as open as I could to the complexity of becoming that emerged 

throughout this research and to remain attentive to anything that might be missing.  

Creative movement and dance make possible an exploration into fleeting, sensory experiences, 

and into relational, affective dimensions of embodiment. The question that remained was how 

to deal methodologically with the fleeting, the non-causal, the chaotic, the multiple, the 

sensory, the emotional and the kinaesthetic in the social research. A particularly poignant 

question for me was how to write about the embodied, the multi-sensory, kinesthetic, aesthetic, 

the indescribable, and the fleeting? How to write about movement and embodiment in an 

attempt to make young women’s bodies more intelligible while respecting non-verbal and 

emergent character of what we have created in this research? How to make meanings and create 

knowledge from ‘the world in its making’ and for whom?  

 

Poetic analysis  

In exploring multiple ways to do this, I started writing poetry. Some of the poems emerged 

from my notes after workshops, from my attempts to make some sense of this research. I did 

not plan to include those in the thesis; however, poetry offered itself as a way of simultaneously 

working with the multiplicities that emerged in all of the workshops. Even though dancing in 

this research was not intended to create aesthetic artefacts, but rather to explore and inquire, I 

felt compelled to somehow bring the aesthetics into the analysis. With the poetic analysis, I 

also aim to touch a reader as I was being repeatedly touched and moved by participants 

creations in this research. There was, for example, a particularly difficult workshop where, due 

to a number of factors, including my tiredness, we could not create a sense of a collective 

moving body or focus on the theme of the workshop. The workshop felt slow, fragmented and 

even boring. I tried checking in to see what was going on and changing the course of 

exploration several times but without much success. That is how I felt. Yet, the next morning 

when I took my camera to look at photographs taken during the workshop, I was deeply moved 

to see the moments of spontaneous play and curiosity that were emerging across the room, 

moments that I had not recognised the previous night. The workshop was not how I saw it. In 
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an intuitive move to honour the beauty and potentiality of those moments captured in 

photographs, I wrote a poem. That was the first poem to come out of this research. 

 

Photo no. 6: Dancing feet 

 

Dancing feet – 

 

Our bodies in flow in that room 

Our small bodies exploring the corners of that big room 

Our stiff bodies finding ways to move fluidly 

To the centre, in and out of the room. 

 

Feet, hips, elbows, head 

Feet, hips, elbows, and the rest 

The feel of your substance disappearing in moment 

The moment you know you’ve become something else 

 

This music in your bones 

Makes you search for places unknown 
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The search that never ends 

The places un-placeable on any map 

 

You meet another body 

With a look that touches your heart 

You feel what was never felt before 

From the skin to your heart 

 

Your skin is suddenly talking 

This language is so rare 

It speaks about the beat, rhythm and sweat 

It says everything with the words unsaid 

 

Your feet are suddenly talking 

The world unravels through them 

They spoke of freedom and play 

How touching that their invitation was met 

 

The body that is finished and limited 

But was never only that 

While it moves, flows and re-assembles 

The world reassembles itself 

 

The body that is always more than it is 

Expanding while it moves 

Shares the stories of (post)humanity 

In a language still unknown 

 

So it is dancing the best it can 

With its fears, doubts, shyness and play 

The becoming of a different body 

Yet to a naïve eye 

It will look pretty much the same. 
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Poetry, with its rhythm, cadence, rhymes and repetitions, responds not only to the aesthetic 

qualities of dance but also to the chaotic and multidirectional nature of our conversations about 

what dance produced for us. In most poems written throughout this research, I have interwoven 

various sets of data while using participants’ words as they were shared with me (written in 

separate lines in italic). Richardson draws from Tedlock to argue that human speech is closer 

to poetry than to prose because it naturally builds on some of poetic strategies: we breathe as 

we speak and inevitably make all kinds of pauses and bring rhythm to our speech (Richardson 

1992). In her argument for a literary writing of sociology, Richardson argues that poetry, much 

more easily than prose, ‘can touch us where we live, in our bodies (1992, p. 26).  

Poetic analysis also responds to the asynchronous experience of time that dance as a method 

affords; time in dance is experienced as interrupted, alinear, contingent on past and future 

together with presence; often there is no sense of time (losing yourself in dance), or at least the 

time you experience when you drop in the flow of movement is different from your usual time.  

Through the poetic analysis I aim to bring some of the fleeting, sensory and affective 

dimensions of embodiment we have touched upon in our explorations, closer to language, and 

to readers’ bodies. I intuitively and unpredictably assemble multiple sets of data produced 

throughout and following movement workshops, data including maps of movement based on 

my notes and visual data, transcripts of discussion following the dance, music with which we 

danced, lyrics of particularly activating songs, my notes, and my sensory and affective 

memories of workshops. I use participants’ words as they were shared with me, sometimes 

extracting key themes from longer quotes but generally using the exact words that were in the 

quote. I interweave my observations and sense-making with other ‘data’, ‘playing’ with what 

is available to produce something that will ‘speak’ about the multiple qualities of the work in 

which we have engaged together. In her famous appeal for emotional poetic expression, Audre 

Lorde (1984) states that poetry is an unpredictable process through which we transform 

unnamed elements of our existence ‘into language, then into idea, then into more tangible 

action’, it is ‘the way we help give name to the nameless so it can be thought’ (p. 38). Lorde 

affirms poetry ‘not a luxury’, but as ‘a vital necessity of our existence’ (1984, p. 38).  

Poetry is not a luxury. For the quality of light by which we scrutinize our lives has 

direct bearing upon the product which we live, and upon those changes which we hope 

to bring about through those lives. This is poetry as illumination, for it is through poetry 
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that we give name to those ideas which are, until the poem, nameless and formless, 

about to be birthed, but already felt. That distillation of experience from which true 

poetry springs births thought as dreams birth concepts, as feeling births ideas, as 

knowledge births or precedes understanding. 

Poetry is the way we help give name to the nameless so it can be thought. The farthest 

external horizons of our hopes and fears are cobbled by our poems, carved from the 

rock experiences of our daily lives, honestly felt. For our feelings are the sanctuaries 

and spawning grounds for the most radical and daring of our ideas. Right now I could 

mention at least ten ideas I might have once found intolerable or frightening except as 

they came after dreams or poems. For poetry is not only dream and vision, it is the 

skeleton architect of our lives. (Lorde 2009, pp. 185-186) 

Poetry that I produced in the process of writing this thesis is nowhere near as compelling as the 

poetry to which Lorde refers; nevertheless the process of writing it provided a luxurious avenue 

for my becoming-with the nameless, confusing, affective and perhaps even frightening 

elements of this collaborative work. 

 

Visual images  
 
Earlier in this chapter I briefly mentioned visual images that were created in research 

encounters and that provided a venue for my early becoming-with the research. Following 

MacLure’s (2013) notion of hot-spots or data that glows, I began my analysis of each of the 

workshops by looking at visual images taken during them while listening to the accompanying 

music. I soon found that video materials were useful for mapping movement across the room 

and noticing when something started to emerge. Photographic images, on the other hand, were 

more productive in following what that something was and mapping nuances (in expression, 

body posture, or group formation). Photographs captured in greater detail how dancing to 

various questions/tasks affected individuals or small groups of participants. They showed 

bodily capacities, flows of intensities and small assemblage formations with more subtlety. 

 

Because of the nature of this research, I choose to work with the images that stress the 

movement of and between bodies rather than with images of still bodies. Because of movement, 

contours of bodies are blurred in most images with which I have decided to work. This is partly 
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because of my ethical decision to steer away from ‘gazing’ at young women’s bodies and to 

look at various capacities of moving bodies instead. Additionally, this is a response to the 

relational and open-ended onto-epistemology of this research in which an individual is 

conceptualised as a permeable, open-ended, fluid assemblage, open to flows of affect and lines 

of forces (Davies 2017). In that sense, I have further worked on most photo images presented 

in this thesis, to deepen the depersonalising aspect and accentuate the movement of intensities. 

I have blurred the photos that were not blurry enough and applied random filters to further 

depersonalise each image. 

 

Visual images that are to be found in this thesis are imagined as ‘an affective encounter’ with 

the research ‘that enables an expanded understanding referenced in the text’ (Wolfe 2015). I 

deliberately do not refer to them in the text and do not work with them as a proxy of analysis. 

They do not work as a representation of what was going on in the research encounter. The 

images, as another creative artefact of this research, are a provocation for further thinking, an 

invitation into a research event and an affective encounter with ‘bodies’ produced in this 

research. They complement the text and work as what Renold (2018) frames as ‘da(r)ta’ (p. 6), 

data events that are crafted from participants’ experiences and further developed through arts-

based methods to open up the space for further becoming with the experience.  

 

Ethics  
 

The University of Melbourne’s Human Research Ethics Committee has granted approval for 

this research in February 2016. The ethics ID number under which this research was conducted 

1545813.1. In conformity with the University’s ethics, each participant was provided with 

detailed information about the research (verbally in information meetings prior to the ‘field 

work’ and in written Plain Language Statements) and was asked to consent to their participation 

prior to joining the research. Detailed Plain Language Statement and Consent Forms are 

provided in the Appendices section. A significant part of the consent was participants’ 

agreement to be audio- and video- recorded and to allow the researcher (myself) to use this 

material for purposes relevant to the research process (writing a thesis, publishing papers, and 

presenting at conferences). Later on, participants were asked if they preferred to use 

pseudonyms or real names; they are named in this research according to their preferences. As 

a component of ethical care for participants’ well being, each participant was asked to identify 

one reliable support person they could turn to in case taking part in this research triggered 
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complex emotional or physical reactions. In addition to this, each person was provided with a 

list of easily-accessible counselling services for students, in case they needed to talk to a 

professional.  

The collaborative exploration of embodiment described above, grows from my understanding 

of young women as holders of critical knowledge on their lives. To value their knowledge and 

ability to contribute to research in ways they find appropriate, I have designed this research 

predominantly with an open inquiry approach. Open inquiry as a style of movement facilitation 

means opening space for whatever comes up and allowing it to change, transform or become 

irrelevant. In this sense, things have emerged, grown and disappeared from our inquiry, both 

kinaesthetic and verbal ones. In my diffractive analytical approach, I looked for emergent 

differences, how and why they matter - rather than to what things mean per se - and what they 

reveal about bounded individuals. I intentionally avoided problematising young women and 

their embodiment, which dominant discourses around embodiment already do so well (with 

key themes such as sexualisation and objectification, eating disorders and body image issues). 

To this end, while I was attentive to difficult themes when they emerged, I did not prioritise 

them above any other theme brought into this exploration.  

In accordance with my reading of ethical feminist research (Kirsch 1999), I often spoke quite 

openly about my bodily experiences and different things that emerged for me throughout this 

research. I did it both in discussions following each workshop and in small group 

conversations. While I occasionally worried that my inputs would direct the research in ways 

that might not be of particular interest to other participants and that my sharing might have 

more weight than that of others (not only because I was the researcher in this group but also 

because I facilitated our encounters and was therefore perceived as a group leader), I also felt 

quite strongly the need to disturb ‘the power dynamics’ by speaking openly about things I was 

struggling with. I did not do it to ‘give permission’ to others to share, but to challenge the idea 

of a neutral researcher who observes the world from an objective position and to foreground 

my ‘humanness’ as part of this research. In one of the small group conversations, for example, 

I spoke with a participant about disorder with which I struggled in my early twenties and the 

feeling of boredom I remember from that period, after she had shared her experience of living 

with a body dysmorphic disorder and the boredom that comes from being obsessed with 

thinking about food. I had no particular agenda with this sharing; it felt like the right thing to 

do after Polly mentioned her constant struggles with body dysmorphic disorder, and I caught 
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myself thinking that I know something about it. Voicing my ‘knowing something about it’ felt 

more genuine than keeping it to myself, though I did not want to lead her into a further sharing, 

and our conversation soon shifted direction. In other workshops, I talked about the challenges 

of navigating feminist life across multiple locales, about my experience of womanhood as 

something at which I constantly fail, about the sense of ease I found in dance and many other 

themes.  

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have elaborated my emergent, intuitive approach to creating theoretically-

informed performance ethnography with a group of young women as a means of 

collaboratively exploring young women’s embodiment. My intention with this research was to 

challenge what I think I know about bodies and what I think I know about doing research in 

the hope that in doing so I could make the messy corporeality of bodies participating in this 

research (mine and those of my participants) intelligible in a new way. This chapter presents a 

nexus of the epistemological, methodological and ethical decisions I needed to make to be able 

to attune to elusive, intangible, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment, and thus of 

being in the world. The collaborative, open inquiry approach I develop in this research offers 

a respectful way to research the ‘experiential authority’ of participants. My diffractive 

approach to understanding theory, the participants and the data we collaboratively created 

fosters focus on difference and becoming rather than on sameness; it thus resists categorising 

and constraining participants’ experiences. Creative movement/dance as a method comes from 

my choice to challenge ‘methodocentrism’ in social science (as identified by Weaver & Snaza 

2017) and to accept the invitation of post-qualitative, post-human scholars to experiment with 

methods (Mazzei 2013, Lather 2013) and to creatively re-imagine what counts as data (Mazzei, 

McCoy 2010). In creating and writing this research I employed dance and writing as processes 

of creative discovery. Dance as a way of knowing enabled the participants of this research, 

including myself, to attend to our sensory, emotional and affective responses to various 

elements of embodiment of womanhood. Creative writing, on the other hand, supported the 

dynamic, rhizomatic, visceral nature of this research, allowing me to attend to various, 

sometimes incomprehensible, ‘happenings’ in our dance inquiries.  
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Following Davies (2014, 2017) and Barad (2007), I do not approach this research as an 

independent researcher exploring a world she is separate from. The data I will present in the 

following chapters comes from my sensing-thinking-feeling and becoming-with the material 

we collaboratively produced in this performance ethnography. Central to my becoming-with 

the data is the process of writing which I understand, borrowing from Richardson (1992, 1994, 

2000) and Lorde (1984, 2009), as a dynamic and unpredictable process of creative discovery. 

In the following chapters, I will show where rigorous intuitive writing took me in the process 

of becoming-with this research.  

 

Where to next… 

The following three chapters present my becoming-with the data created throughout this 

project. My diffractive orientation meant that I was not looking for data that could be easily 

coded, categorised and interpreted. On the contrary, I searched for data that surprised, 

challenged or sparked my imagination. Following MacLure (2013), I attuned to bits of data 

that glowed in distinctive ways (such as Ida’s antilinear becoming introduced earlier in this 

chapter). In that sense, I did not analyse dance workshops in a linear manner or based on the 

progression of themes. I did not analyse all workshops nor every conversation we had; rather, 

I followed irregularities, singularities and emergent differences with a sense of wonder. I read 

data from multiple sources (movement, sensory reactions, atmospheres, and words) together-

apart and followed the trace of this rigorous emergent exploration.  

To this end, the three following chapters present my becoming-with the data primarily 

generated in the third, fifth, second and fourth dance workshops (in this particular order). In 

the analysis, I move from one workshop to the other, guided by rhizomatic connections 

between various affects, movements, shapes, sounds, words, and themes. The following 

chapters do not therefore present a clear description of what was happening in each of the 

workshops from beginning to an end; rather they introduce segments from different workshops 

that caught my attention and lead my rhizomatic analysis somewhere, usually to another 

segment that somehow spoke to it. The first analysis chapter grew mostly from the third 

workshop where we analysed stratification of our bodies and how it limits or reinforces our 

possibilities for becoming. The second analysis chapter draws from several workshops but 

mostly from the fifth one, where we looked at the material assemblages of womanhood and 

faced stuckness, resistance and confusion in this exploration. Finally, the last data chapter 
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brings together the data generated in the second and fourth workshops, examining the relation 

between gender and being, and reflecting on the development and doings of my method.   
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Chapter 5: Dancing the strata- affective flows of dancing bodies in the 
exploration of bodily (un)becoming 
 

Introduction - Dancing the strata 
 

Dancing the strata is a metaphor I develop in this chapter to introduce the notion of affective 

flows between dancing bodies (those that took part in this research) and the social processes 

that inform, organise and provoke ways of being. To ‘dance with the strata’ we attuned to our 

bodies and had, literally, danced and sensed how different ‘strata’, meaning different social 

categories, affect how we feel, think, and move. In the chapter ahead, I draw on the Deleuzian 

concept of stratification (which suggests an ongoing segmentation of subjectivity through 

socio-material categories such as class, race, age, and gender), to problematise narrow 

conceptions of embodiment which often define women’s bodies as inert and agentless (see, for 

example, Bordo 1993, APA 2007, Tolman et al. 2006, Impett et al. 2006). Women’s bodies, as 

I position them in this research and discuss in this chapter, are not passive objects upon which 

culture writes meanings, and the meanings themselves are neither stable nor consistent. 

Practices of objectification, sexualisation and sexual violence are often related to women’s 

experiences of embodiment, yet, as is shown here, they do not exhaust the complexities of 

women’s embodiment. The intention behind this research is to contribute to advancing a more 

inclusive perspective on the embodiment of womanhood by moving the focus from 

problematisation to a more inclusive analysis, in which often chaotic multiplicities participate 

in shaping people’s realities. That is, by emphasizing the potential of what young women sense, 

feel, think and do (see Renold & Ivinson 2014, Ivinson & Renold 2016). In this chapter, I take 

up the research question How can fleeting, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment 

facilitate a better understanding of the embodiment of gender, as I look at fleeting, sensory and 

affective flows that emerged in encounters between our dancing bodies and the elements of 

stratification.  

 

It happened that I began the analysis of the rich, multisensory data that was created throughout 

this project with an analysis of the third dance workshop. In doing so, I responded to the 

powerful affective magnetism of the third dance workshop and followed its lead. In this 

workshop, we looked at how stratification works on bodies, what it produces and how it limits 

and/or enforces bodily potentials. We explored stratification and bodily becoming by attuning 

ourselves to intangible, sensory and affective flows that emerged in our encounters with various 
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socio-material codifications to which we are subject (such as gender, class, race, ability, age). 

We danced with these categories in mind, attuned to the doings of our dancing bodies, to get 

some sense of what it means to be experienced, and to experience oneself, in relation to these 

socio-material categories. We danced with various kinds of anger, frustration, power, 

ambivalence, joy, and much more. Flows of affects, energies and stories, travelled across the 

room affecting each participant individually and collectively (illustrated in the poem ‘This was 

so powerful’). My imagination was captured by this exploration the minute the workshop 

ended. It felt powerful; it felt compelling; it felt troubling; and was yet potent and energising. 

The dances we created in this workshop, were, to say the least, evocative. Yet, it was in 

lightness, sweetness and laughter that we ended this powerful exploration, reluctant to leave 

the space and each other’s company, reluctant to leave the potency of this exploration behind.  

 

In this chapter, I set out to explore fleeting, sensory and affective flows between young 

women’s dancing bodies and the unpredictable processes of bodily becoming. I deliberately 

centre my analysis on the rich non-verbal data generated in our dances with stratification, 

focusing on the puzzling possibilities triggered by attuning to non-verbal bodily processes 

(what we often called ‘the more of it’ that was felt in dance but could not be described in 

words). My discussion aims to reveal the potentialities of what bodies think, feel and do, even 

when those thoughts, feelings and doings evade the translation from non-verbal processes into 

language and into thought (as was often shared in our discussions following each workshop). 

I suggest that the intangible and elusive elements of the embodiment of strata that we 

collectively explored in this workshop, speak about the complex entanglement of relational, 

sensory, affective and knowing dimensions of the bodily selves.  

 

Stratification and becoming 
 

A common thread in Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology of difference and becoming, and the 

feminist materialism(s) that draws on the work of Donna Haraway and Karen Barad, is 

imagining materiality (all kinds of materiality) as active, vital and agential. While this 

recognition of the vitality and agential capacities of bodies might not be new to life sciences, 

it has arisen more recently in social and cultural sciences. The relational (new) materialist take 

on social phenomena has introduced a different conception of matter – one that is fluid, open-

ended, permeable and relational (see Barad, 2007; Bennett, 2010; Braidotti, 2013). As I have 

discussed in previous chapters (particularly in chapters 2 and 3), the human body in relational 
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materialist ontology is not a bounded system endlessly working towards preserving its 

equilibrium (biological body), but an open-ended system in constant intra-action with its 

environment. This means that the body produces its environment as much as the environment 

produces the body. The process of intra-action (Barad, 2007), where things come to be as they 

relate to, provoke or inform each other, is similar to the Deleuzo-Guattarian concept of 

becoming. Bodily becomings, as defined in the Deleuzo-Guattarian ontology of difference and 

becoming, are processes through which bodies (imagined as assemblages of material and 

immaterial objects) are continuously remaking themselves (Deleuze, 1988). Some of this 

becoming is easily recognisable (as in acquiring a new skill, such as becoming a dancer or a 

researcher) but mostly it is not. Becomings do not necessarily lead anywhere; often they just 

happen. Perhaps in a way that is similar to how inspiration for writing happens in odd hours 

and often in quite unexpected places, but always incited by something – a memory, a thought, 

an image, someone’s words or the right question at the right time. 

 

Exactly because the bodies are in a state of continuous change, Deleuze & Guattari (2011) 

suggest that, in order to make sense of this, they become stratified. They become co-produced 

through categories such as sex, gender, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, age, and ability. 

 

Strata are Layers, Belts. They consist of giving form to matters, of imprisoning 

intensities or locking singularities into systems of resonance and redundancy, of 

producing upon the body of the earth molecules large and small and organising them 

into molar aggregates…The strata are judgements of God; stratification, in general, is 

the entire system of the judgement of God (but the earth, or the body without organs, 

constantly eludes that judgement, flees and becomes destratified, decoded, 

deterritorialised) (Deleuze & Guattari, 2011, p. 45). 

 

As limiting as it might seem, stratification is not completely without merit. It creates a degree 

of coherence in understanding the world, a cartography of the world useful for navigating 

unfamiliar, and even familiar, terrains. It helps in creating a sense of ‘self’ and enables the 

production of the subject (an individual, or personhood). I know who I am because I can 

describe myself in familiar terms: I am a woman, in her late thirties, Caucasian, able-bodied, 

cis-gendered and heterosexual, of Serbo-Croatian ethnic origin, Serbian by nationality. Upon 

reading these simple words, others will know something about me. 
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These categories might be useful to a degree (such as when you need a new ID or travel 

document), yet they are also dangerously limiting. Often they are taken as if they speak for an 

individual (saying who and how we are), when in fact they speak only about some elements of 

subjectivity assemblage. Hickey-Moody and Malins (2007, p. 5) point out that the risk of 

stratification is not only in reducing the body to particular modes of being and interacting (cis-

gendered, heterosexual), thus affecting how the body is understood, but the risk is also in 

affecting the body’s potentiality, its future capacity to affect and be affected. It can limit one’s 

possibilities for further becoming. Further, strata categories are limiting as they can lock us 

into a stabilised identity (raced, classed, gendered) and therefore seriously limit our capacities 

to understand the world and ourselves, due to that identity being assigned from the ‘outside’ 

(Deleuze&Guattari, 2011). I know who I am, hence I know how to act and relate.  

 

Deleuze and Guattari (2011, p. 275) suggest that part of the problem is that ‘molar’ identities, 

which get to be formed through the processes of stratification, are organised in terms of the 

division into dualistic, oppositional differences, such as men/women, white/black, self/other, 

abled/disabled, attractive/unattractive, fit/unfit and so on. In this way, the ontology of the 

unified subject is productive of inequalities which seem natural (Markula, 2006) and thus 

reduces bodily potentialities for further becoming (Massumi, 2002). It especially reduces 

bodily potentialities for becomings that lead away from ‘molar identities’, those becomings 

that provoke, trouble or rearrange preconceived ideas about ourselves, others and the world. 

 

Stratification thus works toward decreasing bodily intensities and potentialities, its relations 

and actions. To create a space for further becoming, one needs to grapple with the strata. To 

look for possibilities beyond the strata (what if I can act and relate in other ways, beyond who 

I think I am). Deleuze and Guattari suggest that to see how the strata work and to open up the 

possibility of further bodily self-becoming one needs to question the strata (2011). To question 

the strata one needs to look at what it does, and how we can work with the strata to see our 

molar or stable identity as fluid rather than static. Stratification needs to be opened up to 

thought, to thinking the unthinkable, in order to allow further corporeal becoming. Deleuze and 

Guattari advise us to be cautious with this move to the unthinkable. 

 

Outside the strata or in the absence of the strata we no longer have forms or substances, 

organization or development, content or expression. We are disarticulated; we no 
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longer even seem to be sustained by rhythms. How could unformed matter, anorganic 

life, nonhuman becoming be anything but chaos pure and simple? (2011, p. 554).  

 

In the absence of universal categories, how would I experience and describe myself? If I am 

not a woman of a certain age, background, belonging, how do I make myself knowable to 

others? How do I relate to the world without knowing who I am and to whom I relate?  

 

A too sudden destratification, Deleuze and Guattari warn, can end in chaos and destruction, or 

lock us back into the strata with a renewed rigidity and immobility, making its grip even tighter. 

Instead of throwing the strata away, they advise that we ‘Mimic the strata’, question it without 

destroying it, but loosen the grip of molar (stable or fixed, attached from the outside) identity 

and look for flows of movement:  

 

Staying stratified – organized, signified, subjected - is not the worst that can happen; 

the worst that can happen is if you throw the strata into demented or suicidal collapse, 

which brings them back down on us heavier than ever. This is how it should be done: 

Lodge yourself on a stratum, experiment with the opportunities it offers, find an 

adventurous place on it, find potential movements of deterritorialization, possible lines 

of flight, experience them, produce flow conjunctions here and there, try out 

continuums of intensities segment by segment, have a small plot of new land at all times 

(2011, p.178). 

 

In other words, unpacking the strata ‘has never meant killing yourself’ (2011, p. 177) or 

completely rejecting your identity; rather it means troubling or destabilising aggregated strata 

(subjectivity or organism) and opening up the body to new connections and intensities, new 

flows of movement, new possibilities, feelings, ideas and actions. We do not do that only to 

see or experience ourselves differently but also to relate to the world in new ways. 

 

In that sense, I am still a woman of a certain age with a certain background and belonging, 

but I am also more than just these categories. I am, and I continue to become, a different kind 

of human with every day I live, whenever I allow myself to be thrown into a becoming of a kind. 

I am and I continue to become someone I was not a moment ago, whenever I allow myself to 

connect to things and ideas that do not fit well with my subjectivity assemblage, that poke and 
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provoke my ways of being. On the days I do not feel particularly prone to risks, I remain 

comfortably familiar to myself.  

 

 

Photo no. 7 - Dancing with the strata 2 

 

In this research, we danced to explore stratification and its affect on our embodiment. We 

looked at stratification as a multidirectional process that affects the body and is equally affected 

by the body. We attuned to the doings of our bodies as we danced and felt what it meant to be 

experienced, and to experience oneself, in relation to these socio-material categories. As a 

dancer, I knew too well that my body always does its bodying as much as it gets to be bodied 

by the environment. This knowing was a provocation I brought to this exploration. My 

invitation for us was to look at what dancing with some of the strata produces for our bodily 

becomings, and how whatever they produce informs our understanding of ourselves, 

embodiment and gender.  

 

 

Bringing theory to method: Dancing with stratification 
 

To explore how stratification works on bodies, what it produces, and how it limits and/or 

enforces bodily potentials, I follow affective flows between young women’s dancing bodies in 

this creative, collaborative exploration of embodiment. To look at what Braidotti frames as a 

complex entanglement of natural and cultural forces in young women’s bodily becomings 

(Braidotti, 2011), I follow multiple rhizomatic data produced in our dance inquiry and in the 
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discussion following it. In this chapter, I make a particular effort not to prioritise verbal data 

but to read multiple visceral and cerebral information together-apart. I set out to make sense of 

sensory, emotional and affective reaction triggered by our collaborative exploration of 

stratification, which often led from anger to power, strength, confusion, joy, and more. I work 

with a multiplicity of kinaesthetic, visceral and verbal data, some of which only fleetingly 

appeared in our dances and some of which we kept stumbling upon.  

 

Dancing with stratification workshop 
 

To warm up and find flow in movement, 

we danced with the space around us  

while imagining it becoming fluid as water.  

 

We moved simultaneously and softly through the water, 

and searched for fluidity in our movements.  

 

Limbs and torsos swam through the room, 

Each making a dance of its own. 

 

In small groups of three, we danced and witnessed each other,  

Sharing feedback on what we saw,  

what was moving and what was not moving  

in each dance,  

in each dancer’s practice of a fuller bodily expression.  

 

We faced the vulnerability of being witnessed while creating your dance on the spot, 

 

and the vulnerability of hearing how others perceived our dances.  

 

Once there was enough fluidity and heat in the bodies and in the room,  

I called attention to posters scattered around the room with the words:  

SEX, GENDER, SEXUALITY, ABILITY, AGE, CLASS, RACE, ETHNICITY, and 

NATIONALITY.  
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The invitation was to dance with each of the strata,   

the space between them,  

and to follow whatever came up – sensations, feelings, images, thoughts, actions.  

 

In the spirit of our inquiry, my invitation was to meet whatever came up when dancing with 

strata, and to give it a physical expression; to give it a shape, a movement, a sound, a dance. 

Once we had spent enough time with each of the strata, I invited everyone to dance with the 

strata that resonated most positively with their body, and then, after a while, to dance with the 

strata that annoyed or angered them.   

 

At the end of the workshop, we sat together and spoke about what had happened, how we felt, 

and what was produced for us in this dance. We kept sitting together way past the ending time 

of the workshop in an elevated spirit.  

 

The room was full of laughter.  

 

No-one wanted to leave. 

 

Poetic analysis of dance and becoming 
 

My thinking and becoming with the material we collaboratively produced mirrors the dance 

between what smooth space enabled and what striated space enabled, interweaving them and 

reading them together-apart (inspired by the diffractive thinking of Haraway, 1997; Barad, 

2007; Lenz Taguchi, 2012; Davies, 2014, 2017). The smooth space of a workshop was 

spontaneous, liminal, free of form, intuitive, difficult to map, open to flows of forces and 

unpredictable encounters, full of potentialities, and empty of content. We collectively moved 

with the music I played, and followed instructions to, for example, play with the feet and meet 

other feet on the dance floor, move as if moving through water and allow the fluidity to inform 

your dance, dance as if muscles and joints are soft and fluid. The striated space of the workshop 

was full of investigation, structured movement and content; it was organised by provocations 

to unpack and question the womanhood assemblage; it was plugging us in and out of different 

assemblages, sometimes as individuals and sometimes as a collective body. It is through the 

continuous movement between these two spaces that I look at the becomings and un-becomings 

of dancing bodies while attuning to movement, rhythm, fluidity, multiplicity and flows. It is 
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through the movement between these two spaces that I will speak about dynamic bodily 

potentiality and multiple becomings while accounting for fixation, habit, repetition, 

accumulation, and willingness to break free (or not).  

 

In my becoming-with this data, I draw from Barad’s (2007) co-constitutive and intertwined 

relationship between material and discursive, where matter and meaning are continuously 

provoking, shaping and producing each other. In the following section, I present my poetic 

analysis of the data produced in this workshop. The poem below comes from my becoming-

with the data (Haraway 2008; Lenz Taguchi 2012) we produced when exploring stratification 

and becoming. It intuitively and unpredictably assembles several sets of data produced 

throughout and following this workshop, some of which are maps of movement based on my 

notes and visual data, transcript of our discussion following the dance, music we danced with, 

and the lyrics of particularly activating songs, and my notes and sensory and affective 

memories of the workshop, particularly my notes capturing the fluctuating affective 

atmosphere throughout it. My choice of poetry responds to what a well-known science fiction 

writer and poet, Ursula le Guin (2015), identifies as different celebratory qualities of science 

and poetry:  

 

Science describes accurately from outside, poetry describes accurately from inside. 

Science explicates, poetry implicates. Both celebrate what they describe. We need the 

languages of both science and poetry to save us from merely stockpiling endless 

“information” that fails to inform our ignorance or our irresponsibility. (Le Guin 2015, 

n.p.) 

 

Poetry with its rhythm, cadence, rhymes and repetitions responds not only to aesthetic qualities 

of dance but also to the chaotic and multidirectional nature of our conversations about what 

dance produced for us.  For Lorde, poetry is explication as ‘it is through poetry that we give 

name to those ideas which are, until the poem, nameless and formless, about to be birthed, but 

already felt’ (Lorde 2009, p.185). 

 

In the poem below I have interwoven various sets of data while using participants’ words as 

they were shared with me (written in separate lines in italic). In her argument for a literary 

writing of sociology, Richardson argues that poetry much more easily than prose ‘can touch us 

where we live, in our bodies (1992, p. 26). Poetic analysis also responds to the asynchronous 
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experience of time that dance as a method affords; time in dance is experienced as interrupted, 

alinear, pluripotential, contingent on past and future together with presence. Often there is no 

sense of time (losing yourself in dance) or at least the time you experience when you drop in 

the flow of movement is different from your usual time. To this end, the poetic analysis I 

present here aims to bring some of the fleeting, sensory and affective dimensions of 

embodiment, touched upon in our exploration of stratification and becoming, closer to 

language, and to reader’s bodies. 

 

 

- This was so powerful – 
 

 

Photo no. 8 - Dancing with the strata 3 

 

Gray carpet gathers the feet 

As weight shifts a body high and low 

Slow feet fly on gentle arms 

Space in-between us dances us to above and below 

Do try touching it with the soft skin of your palms 

It keeps disappearing right through my flowing arms 

 

50 states 50 lines 50 crying all the times 

we were young we were young we were young we didn't care 

is it gone is it gone is it floating in the air? 
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Corners of the room take these bodies in 

Each might be a universe in its own 

Let sleepiness of your body swim 

As torsos in the room flow 

 

Staccato moves on jumping running feet 

Floor offers resistance to music speeding up 

A tender body stutters around 

Tiptoes puppet like 

 

I fly like paper, get high like planes 

If you catch me at the border I got visas in my name 

If you come around here, I make ‘em all day 

I get one down in a second if you wait 

 

Geometry on the carpet is pattern in movement 

A simple shape of give and take 

A body meets another to play with 

A small orchestra is taking place 

 

All substance disappears in a beat 

As passionate arms and heads spin around 

Snake-like body lingers through the room 

a wave carries some of us through 

 

 

Big words come up on the wall 

Dance with and in- between them she said 

Different words different qualities 

I could feel it when I moved 

 

A puppet-like body stammers around 

Attracted and repelled at the same time 

Someone was throwing their feet in the air 
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Something was shifting a few of us felt 

 

Wild dances erupt in corners 

Concerned faces explore the space 

I enjoyed dancing and didn’t feel much anger 

Should I? 

 

Floor is rolling some body around 

Energy bursts, spins and flows 

Do I really need that anger in my life 

I don’t like it, it disturbs 

 

Sudden laughter surprises us all 

So much anger 

I rubbed my ankle and fell 

I am not an angry person 

Laughs to herself 

 

Sex calls for chaos in her dance 

A body that is able to dances moonwalk at ability 

There’s a value in anger, a responsibility to feel it in some way 

Change comes from an anger 

My mom says put your legs together, maybe she’s right 

 

The Big words remain 

But these bodies are not the same 

Touched in so many ways we can’t even say 

 

Falling to pieces screams from speakers 

Somehow I feel at peace 

Something evanescent collects dispersed parts of who we used to be 

 

One more song to reassemble ourselves 

We are all in the dance 
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Life's a dance, we all have to do 

What does the music require? 

 

Entangling fleeting and sedimentary movements of embodiment 
 

With the chaotic structure and the unsettled and perhaps even troubling aesthetic qualities of 

this poem, I want to produce a milieu for discussing what dance with stratification enabled in 

our exploration of embodiment, gender and becoming. In the poem, I mobilise a coexistence 

of open-ended, spontaneous, liminal movements with habitual, aggregated, unsettling and 

limiting movements, and of the movement in-between and from these two experiences.  

 

Gray carpet gathers the feet 

As weight shifts a body high and low 

Slow feet fly on gentle arms 

Space in-between us dances us to above and below 

 

I have entangled sedimentary and fleeting elements of bodily stratification in the poem to place 

them at the heart of this research assemblage.  

 

Staccato moves on jumping running feet 

Floor offers resistance to music speeding up 

A tender body stutters around 

Tiptoes puppet like 

 

I prioritise neither sedimentary nor fleeting elements, but look for ways of reading them 

together-apart to assist in recognising traces of bodily becoming. Hickey-Moody and Malins 

(2007, p. 6) write that ‘becoming takes place when a body connects to another body (human, 

animal, technical, political) and in doing so, begins to perceive, move, think and feel in new 

ways’. I will dare to suggest that in the research workshop described above, we have sometimes 

deliberately and sometimes unintentionally plugged our bodies in and out of different 

assemblages to question the strata and perhaps even slightly de-stratify our bodyminds.  

 

The poem speaks about the movement from disappearing in a flow of dance (when the notion 

of self dissolves in the moment, and when thinking about dance shifts into a flow of movement) 
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to finding ourselves in aggregated habituated places (such as intensive affective and emotional 

reactions to some of the strata) and moving further away.  

 

Wild dances erupt in corners 

Concerned faces explore the space 

I enjoyed dancing and didn’t feel much anger 

Should I? 

 

Some of the habitual places we have collectively and individually visited in this research 

workshop are all-too-well-known categories which largely contribute to social inequalities 

(such as sex, gender, sexuality, class, race, and ability).  

 

Much has been said about the effect of these categories on young women's lives. It is not 

surprising that anger, ambivalence and contradiction came out of the encounters with sex, 

gender, class, and race. Gonick (2003) argues that ambivalence and contradiction have always 

shaped experiences of femininity. Intersectional feminists (bell hooks, 2014; Collins, 2000) 

argue that class and race bring additional layers of inequality to women's lives.  

 

What was perhaps surprising was the multiplicity of affective forces and emotions that emerged 

in dancing with certain strata. While ambivalence, ambiguity and frustration often form a firm 

structure around gender, class and race, it appears that there were many more emotions and 

affect in our bodily encounters with these qualities in dance. The dance enabled an immediate 

relationship with the strata, a sensory relation which preceded memory and cognition.  

 

Big words come up on the wall 

Dance with and in-between them she said 

Different words different qualities 

I could feel it when I moved 

 

Because of the way we danced in these workshops - with an invitation to focus on whatever 

came up, and, if possible, to allow it space to express itself, and with no demand to translate 

any of the dance experiences (sensory, emotional, or cognitive) into any other form - unnamed 

things were emerging and disappearing. In conversations following workshops, we spoke about 

the pleasure of losing the sense of self in movement, about sudden joy, frustration or sudden 
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goose bumps, about flows of different sensations and emotions, about vulnerability in non-

verbal conversations with other participants, about surprise when anger suddenly transformed 

into something else, or about being stuck in certain movements and struggling to find the way 

beyond them. Only some of it made any sense at the time and only some of it makes sense after 

my analysis.  

 

Affectivity of anger and ‘the more of it’ 
 

While anger, or its absence, dominated most encounters with the strata (visible and audible in 

the poem above), its transient relationship with power, strength, passion, rigidity and unnamed 

sensations and forces circulating in and around our bodies also became evident; for example, 

most of the encounters with limiting or troubling strata started with anger as an immediate 

bodily response, which then shifted into a number of different named and unnamed moods, 

states, and emotions (power, strength, velocity, rigidity, ease, and laughter).  

 

Sudden laughter surprises us all 

So much anger 

I rubbed my ankle and fell 

I am not an angry person 

Laughs to herself 

 

It was an anger at having to move in a certain way, having to behave in a certain way, being 

perceived and treated in a certain way, or being ‘boxed-in’, in a way that didn’t feel true, that 

initiated the flow of sensations, feelings, and thoughts, and eventually asked for re-framing of 

bodily intra-action with the strata.  

 

Fox (2015) suggests that emotions are not only the effects of affect but, in fact, by changing 

bodily capacities to feel, think and act, emotions can produce new flows of affect. In this case, 

it was being affected by the lack of anger, and questioning whether there should be some, that 

brought another mix of sensations and flows, destabilising bodily strata.  Plugging into a 

collective anger that circulated around the room for a while gave permission to some of us, 

who didn’t feel particularly inclined toward feeling the anger, to feel it and move with it. 

Resistance to anger, while deeply engaging with it, was visible/audible in how some young 

women spoke about it. 
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Do I really need that anger in my life 

I don’t like it; it disturbs 

 

And, 

So much anger 

I rubbed my ankle and fell 

I am not an angry person 

 

There was something cathartic and transformative about being touched by a collective anger, 

perhaps similar to that in street rallies or protests when a body is surrounded with a mass of 

other bodies projecting the same message. According to Deleuze and Guattari (2011), affects 

not only affect bodies but they are also ‘projectiles’ that initiate further affects; once a body 

has been affected and has developed certain capacities to think, feel and act in response to 

affect, these capacities will initiate new, unpredictable and rhizomatic affective flows (Fox 

2015). Affective anger that circulated around the room touching upon bodies in different ways 

has, in this case, mobilised non-verbal processes and initiated a shift.  

 

Attracted and repelled at the same time 

Something was shifting a few of us felt 

 

Movements of anger we have assembled in this workshop stress not only affective capacities 

of bodies but also relational aspects of bodies and capacities of singular moments to interrupt 

bodily territorialisation and to open up space for different bodily capacities. Some of the lines 

in the poem above point to relationality and potentiality of anger. 

 

I enjoyed dancing and didn’t feel much anger, Should I? 

 

or the line I have placed on the photograph above the poem (photo no. 8 – Dancing with the 

strata 3) 

Had a lovely dance with Sex but should I be angry, 

What is there to be happy about? 
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The anger we felt, moved with and talked about ranged from wanted to unwanted, from fierce 

to rigid, from powerful to shy and insecure, and often moved from one body to the other.  

 

Sex calls for chaos in her dance 

A body that is able to dances moonwalk at ability 

There’s a value in anger, a responsibility to feel it in some way 

Change comes from an anger 

My mom says put your legs together, maybe she’s right 

 

Plugging into this collective anger that was full of different possibilities somehow opened up 

possibilities for experiencing and assembling our bodies in different ways (moving away from 

stable, stratified forms). Multiple lines of inquiry that questioning strata opened up provoked a 

dynamic engagement with a collectivity of anger, of strength, and of curiosity.  

 

The Big words remain 

But these bodies are not the same 

Touched in so many ways we can’t even say 

 

Somewhere along those lines of inquiry small spaces for destabilising aggregated strata opened 

up and new connections became possible (movement from anger to power, or from joy to 

uneasiness, and further away).  

  

For even our dance with what was most annoying and troubling was not all about negative and 

troubling; there were layers and traces of different, sometimes unidentifiable, senses or forces.  

 

Touched in so many ways we can’t even say 

 

There was movement into the strata and out of it, through which different bodily capacities 

were assembled and re-assembled. There was bodily movement with the music and playful 

encounters with other dancers; there were moments of spontaneous laughter followed by 

silence; and there was also a lingering, uplifting feeling after the workshop when we couldn't 

leave the space and kept chatting, teasing each other and laughing. 
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Something evanescent collects dispersed parts of who we used to be 

One more song to reassemble ourselves 

We are all in the dance 

Life's a dance, we all have to do 

What does the music require? 

 

Attuning to our bodies and bodily reactions that we experimented with in this research brought 

forth a multiplicity of sensory, emotional and affective bodily responses and capacities that 

shape the experiences of being a human and of womanhood. A number of researchers have 

proposed dance as a useful method of attuning to bodies and exploring bodily capacities 

(Manning 2013, Massumi 2002, Rothfield 2011). Attuning to bodily senses in movement is 

somewhat similar to entering a store full of spices or fresh food when you are hungry; sudden 

smells can please or overwhelm your senses as everything in the store has a smell, a texture, 

and a flavour you can feel even though you have not tasted the food. The sensorium of the store 

engages and provokes your whole body, or takes you out of the room if it is too much. Even 

some of the jars and shelves with food you have never tasted before can provoke a strong 

experience of hunger, of longing to know the taste.  

 

Sensing with the body in movement, in a similar way produces and evokes a multitude of 

information, memories and knowledge which only sometimes make sense: the rhythm of your 

moving body, bodily conversations with other bodies, images, feelings, smells, ease, pain, 

pleasure or frustration evoked in movement. The inability to verbalise bodily capacities that 

are assembled in dance or other artistic practices is not so different from difficulties people 

experience in trying to ‘illustrate’ special moments to people who were not there. Despite 

articulating all the details and getting to the point as fast as you can, ‘the thing’ of the event is 

still missing. Something has emerged out of a plurality of forces and a line of flight has taken 

some (usually most) bodies to an experience they had not had before. The assemblage of the 

time and place had the power to produce something. When trying to put it into words, one often 

feels words failing the process: ‘the magic is gone’.  

 

Similar to this is a challenge we faced when trying to put our experience of dancing with certain 

tasks, questions or objects into words. The easiest way was to name an emotion that emerged 

in the dance, but there was often more than one emotion and other sensations in how we 

experienced the assemblage of our dancing bodies: flows of affects, sensations, occasional 
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goosebumps, tingling or pain, spreading of warmth, losing the self in the flow of dance or 

frustration with not being able to ‘get into the flow of dance', feeling and not feeling the music, 

glimpses of other bodies and occasional spontaneous small group formations, or memories 

emerging, affecting the body, and then disappearing. Fox (2015) argues that ‘flows of affect in 

an assemblage can be highly complex, recursive and fragmenting’ especially when dynamic 

relations bring forth ‘relations from memories, experiences or social formations into the mix, 

alongside physical and biological elements and emotional responses to the environment’ (p. 

307). This is what we called ‘the more of it’ and what usually assembled different kinds of 

bodily capacities: curiosity, being surprised, being amazed or angered with/by something, or 

feeling the life moving through you. “The more of it’ was often a theme of our discussions 

following each workshop.  

 

The approach to exploring embodiment that I offer here, aims to foreground bodily knowledge 

and bodily capacities as more than a discursive representation and display of messages and 

power relations inscribed on it from the outside. A number of researchers have suggested 

problems with discursive approaches to bodily knowledge, concluding that a theory of bodily 

knowledge that recognizes bodily agency in co-creating the knowledge is lacking (Markula 

2006, Parviainen & Aromaa 2017). Marks (2000, as cited in Mankekar 2015) suggests that ‘we 

hold knowledge in our bodies and memory in our senses'; however, this holding is surprisingly 

active and productive. The body does not just hold and perform the knowledge that was 

enforced onto it but, as feminist materialist approaches suggest (Barad 2007, Braidotti 2013), 

is an actor in a continuous production of it – but any understanding of how a body does this, 

and how this knowledge is entangled with fleeting, sensory and affective elements of the 

embodiment, is scarce. The ‘more of it’ that we felt but could not express in words in this 

research, perhaps illustrates the complex entanglement of relational, sensory, affective and 

knowing dimensions of our bodily selves. In a way, it speaks about potentialities of what bodies 

feel and do, that is, the potentiality of what we sensed, felt and moved with, in this research, 

even when the majority of it remained at the level of non-verbal processes and knowledge.  

 

Potentiality of what bodies sense, feel and do 
 

When writing this chapter, I received an email from Nitika who participated in this research 

because of her interest in feminism and creativity. My call for non- creatives who wanted to 

play with creativity and dance particularly resonated with Nitika. She wrote to tell me that she 
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had caught herself dancing while making a dinner and had thought about joyful potentialities 

of a dancing body. When analysed in the context of pleasure and joy, dance is often associated 

with the performance of sexuality. Austin (2016) suggests that bodily pleasures experienced in 

dance form a different kind of sexuality, ‘a sexuality free of its usual ties to genitals’ (Austin 

2016, p. 288), a ‘safe’ becoming of a sexual being. While this was occasionally present in my 

research (only indirectly in the data I have presented here), the pleasures of sensing – feeling 

– moving – creating bodies we had been exploring were richer and could not be reduced to 

sexuality as it is more usually understood. Becoming a woman or a sexual being was one of 

the aspects of becoming we were collectively untangling; however, dancing with stratification 

opened up the space for following affective flows between our moving-sensing bodies and, 

thus, for exploring puzzling possibilities triggered by attuning to non-verbal bodily processes. 

In other words, it enabled us to explore the potential of what bodies can sense, feel and do, at 

the same time as exploring the intra-active force of the strata.  

 

Dancing with the strata, or mobilising intra-active forces that emerged in bodily encounters 

with different strata, enabled me, on the one hand, to follow affective flows triggered by 

emotionally charged responses to elements of stratification (anger, strength, power, and 

laughter), and, on the other hand, to follow traces of new potentials for becoming (finding ways 

to move, think, feel in new ways; that is, moving with an anger or moving beyond anger). 

These two lines of inquiry, made possible by concepts I have mobilised in this research 

(stratification, becoming and affect), produced an otherwise unthinkable understanding of 

embodiment: an open-ended, indeterminate, relational, and unpredictable body. Contrary to a 

skin-bounded body we might see when looking into a mirror, or the bodies that I saw when 

looking at visual images produced in this research, attuning to affective flows between moving 

bodies and strata enabled me to imagine a different kind of body, the one that is an active 

sensorium in constant intra-action with its environment (informing it and being informed by 

it). My engagement with the affectivity of this body and with a flux of bodily capacities that 

were assembled and re-assembled in our collaborative work, brought forward interesting 

possibilities of what bodies sense, feel and do (and to understanding how what bodies sense, 

feel and do contributes to social worlds).  

 

The affectivity of certain strata, certain moving bodies and certain emotional responses (such 

as anger) provoked already established bodily assemblages and has perhaps disturbed our 

habitual ways of being in the world.  
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My second line of inquiry offers an insight into how mobilising a puzzling movement between 

stratification and becoming, by questioning the ways we are taught to be in the world 

(questioning stratification of womanhood), can open up new possibilities for differentiation. In 

the poem above I have illustrated how affective bodily encounters with some of the strata 

triggered further rhizomatic affects, somehow opening up a small space for destabilising pre-

established ways of being (opening up new connections, new flows of movement and new 

possibilities for being in the world). In this sense, we have followed Deleuzo- Guattarian advice 

to ‘mimic the strata’ in order to see what it does to us, and how we can work with the strata to 

see our molar or stable identity as movement (Deleuze & Guattari 2011). By mobilising 

movement between stratification and becoming, I have somehow become able to see our 

collective possibilities for further becoming. 

 

In conclusion 
 

Plugging one’s body into a new assemblage is a risky business; however, taking this risk of 

plugging into something new and unpredictable is perhaps necessary, even crucial, for 

experiencing and assembling our bodyminds in new ways, thereby enabling further becoming. 

Creative, intuitive experimentation and play provide the space for moving through and between 

perceptions, emotions, images and thoughts in order to feel these liminal spaces and find some 

freedom in them. It is necessary for breathing life into things and feeling the movement of the 

world. The experimentation with stratification and becoming in which we have engaged in this 

workshop offers a way of looking at the relationality and messiness of embodiment while 

recognising limiting and fixed states as well as flows of becoming. The transversal anger that 

travelled across the room and affected each participant in different ways, spoke about the 

dynamics between fixed states and unpredictable flows of becoming.  

 

Wild dances erupt in corners 

Concerned faces explore the space 

I enjoyed dancing and didn’t feel much anger 

Should I? 

 

In mobilising concepts such as stratification, becoming and affect, I was able to focus on the 

relationality of bodily becoming, and on the ways in which bodies get to produce each other. 
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This kind of analysis opened up intriguing possibilities for exploring non-verbal processes and 

the messiness of embodiment, as suggested in the poem: 

 

The Big words remain 

But these bodies are not the same 

Touched in so many ways we can’t even say 

 

To be able to explore this messiness of embodiment, I needed to turn to two aesthetic forms – 

dance and creative writing. Both of these forms aim to bring the fleeting, the intangible, the 

sensory and affective into the focus, and it is easily done with neither of them. Dance enabled 

the creation of partial, dynamic, and multi-sensory data, and attunement to emerging 

differences. Poetic analysis has, in this sense, enabled engagement with the multiple, dynamic 

and open-ended data that dance produced without the need to reduce it. It supported my playing 

with the highly palpable yet hopeless ineptitude of dance to move toward verbalising bodily 

capacities that were assembled and re-assembled in the dance (‘the more of it’ that most of us 

felt but could not put into words). More so, it offered an invaluable platform for bringing 

aesthetic, chaotic and affective elements of our collaborative work together.  

 

A research method that provokes bodies to think, feel and act in new ways is pivotal in enabling 

investigation of the intangible, fleeting and sensory dimensions of social life. It makes possible 

exploration of embodiment as a continuous, relational process. In this study it contributed to 

imagining ongoing becoming of young women’s bodies, and the dynamic, often intangible, 

ways in which bodies get to produce each other. In Barad’s conception of new materialism, the 

embodiment is not about ‘being specifically situated in the world, but rather of being of the 

world in its dynamic specificity’ (2007, p. 377). Barad writes about response-ability of 

knowledge makers to take account of their knowledge making practices and to attune to 

emerging, entangled differences in their exploration of all dynamic specificities, including 

lively matter. I would suggest that there is a responsibility to conduct research that will not 

only contribute to exploration but also to the production of ‘the emerging differences'. Methods 

that provoke bodies to think, feel and act in new ways are not particularly popular in research 

into the social, but are perhaps pivotal for finding ways to ‘think the unthinkable’. As well, 

they are critical in making a contribution to what Barad calls ‘new possibilities for living 

justly’. 
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Chapter 6: Material assemblages of womanhood: sticky objects and 
stuck feelings  
 

Introduction  
 
In the previous chapter, I focused predominantly on the multiplicity of senses, affects and 

forces that emerged in this collaborative project. I explored affectivity of sensory and emotional 

reactions and ‘the more of it’ that we had often felt in this exploration of the embodiment of 

womanhood but could not name or describe in any adequate way. In this chapter, I examine 

our attempts to organise and understand this multiplicity of forces and sensations.  

 

Here I strip down to the sedimented moments (and stuck movements) that we kept encountering 

in our collaborative work. I take up the challenging task of narrating and analysing the 

confusing moments of stuckness, when the grip of molar processes took hold of us and re-

stratified us into a loss of movement. I look at the confusion, ambiguity and anger that emerged 

in our creative exploration of gender. This is not an easy task. In this performance ethnography, 

we often did not know how to move with more sedimented dimensions of gender, let alone 

how to comprehend all the ways they affect our being. The challenge I confront in this chapter 

is looking at affective encounters that did not necessarily produce enabling effects and at how 

we continued to become in relation to those moments. I look at the confusion, ambiguity, anger 

and stuckness that we found when dancing with elements of gender assemblage. 

 

Unlike in the previous data chapter, where I deliberately avoided centering my analysis on 

verbal information, just as I avoided focusing solely on difficult, perhaps even painful, 

elements of the womanhood assemblage, here I look predominantly at our verbal attempts to 

collaboratively analyse and understand the embodiment of womanhood in this project. I begin 

this discussion by drawing on the fifth workshop where we danced with the question of how 

simple, everyday material objects that produce or symbolize womanhood help us to move 

physically, emotionally and cognitively towards an understanding of the materiality of gender 

and the body. I analyse the stuckness and stickiness that this encounter between our dancing 

bodies and the material objects (symbols of womanhood) we had brought to this workshop 

produced, and explore what we have become in relation to these objects. The discussion further 

leads to an exploration of the ambiguity, ambivalence and confusion provoked by this 

exploration of womanhood. In analysing how this performance ethnography assembled 
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womanhood, I search for ways to diffract more positive and enabling views on gender and the 

body. To this end, I turn intuitively to Spinoza’s concept of joyous encounters (Deleuze 1988), 

encounters that increase the body’s capacity to think, feel and act, to suggest our collective 

rejection and disengagement with the material objects we brought to this workshop to help us 

explore womanhood, as a way of moving towards more productive and enabling encounters 

(away from the objects that made us stuck and toward more possibilities).  

 

‘The material assemblages of womanhood’ workshop 
 
‘The material assemblages of womanhood’ workshop, began slowly.  

 

It was early November, the end of the second semester, and close to the end of the university 

year.  

Assignments were due and exams were coming up.  

 

Most participants walked into the room slightly tired. 

I felt tired too. 

 

We began warming up, finding our breath and  

dancing towards and away, 

inquiring into how many ways we can move our arms towards and away  

from each other.  

 

Suddenly, the room filled with long winged bird-like creatures.  

 

With the expansion in our arms and torsos, we then experimented with towards and away with 

feet and hands, moving feet and hands towards and away from each other in as many ways as 

we could imagine.  

 

I reminded participants that borrowing from, and playing with, movements from other dancers 

is a beautiful way to explore moving in new ways.  

 

On the spur of the moment, something shifted in the room,  

as if some of the tiredness was gone, 
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replaced by curiosity and sudden flows of energy.  

 

We danced towards and away from a spot in the room  

and, finally,  

with a partner. 

Moving towards and away from each other in as many ways we could think of.  

 

 

 

Photo no. 9 - Dancing towards and away 

 

This last dance brought a change to the group dynamics. The ease of bodily conversation and 

connection on the dance floor indicated that we had shifted from dancing on our own to dancing 

as a part of the group body.  

 

Our dance room filled with eye contacts, connection, playfulness, and fleeting bodily 

conversations that culminated at the end of the last warm-up song in spontaneous group 

laughter.  

 

The lost and tired bits of ourselves had finally arrived and we could begin to explore what we 

came here for.  
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Photo no. 10 - A small group dance 

 

The theme of the fifth workshop was ‘Material assemblages of womanhood’. In the lead-up to 

this workshop I asked everyone to bring something with them, an object that symbolises 

something about womanhood that they found to be significant. I suggested that a lipstick, a box 

of tampons, or a football, could all speak about womanhood, depending on our experiences (or 

lack of) with each of the objects. Feminist materialisms reconfigure materiality or thingness as 

vital and agential, suggesting that even inanimate objects have the power to do, to animate, to 

provoke and to challenge (see Barad 2007, Bennett 2010). This power, as I will illustrate below, 

emerges from various assemblages that these objects form with numerous other animate and 

inanimate elements. Some objects have aggregated so much history and meaning that their 

powers to affect cannot be denied (such as the symbolism of lipstick or bras in feminist 

activism), even when the assemblages through which they operate are not so visible. It is this 

power of everyday objects and symbols of womanhood we were about to explore. 

 

Before the workshop began, we placed the objects around the room. 

 

There was one imperfect seashell without a top part,  

one handmade necklace with a word on a heart-shaped pendant saying Shaka,  

one sparkly bright yellow scarf,  

one pair of earrings in a small decorative bag,  
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one white hair clipper,  

a bouquet of deep red roses,  

a bunch of beauty products (lipstick, bronzing powder, tanning face cream, hand cream)  

and a small box of tampons.  

 

Following the warm up, I invited everyone to dance with each of the objects while attuning to 

any sensations, feelings, images or thoughts that might come up in this creative exploration.  

 

A silent exploration began.  

 

Without much enthusiasm,  

we danced with these objects,  

traveling from one to the other,  

observing them from close up 

and afar.  

 

The group body dispersed and all I could see were individual bodies moving slowly,  

hesitantly,  

even unwillingly.  

 

I did the same. 

 

I danced around the room and with each of the objects.  

I wondered about the seashell and the necklace, found earrings and a hair clipper uninspiring, 

and went to a small bunch of beauty products I had brought with me that day, only to find them 

uninspiring as well.  

 

The lipstick with which I had had a dynamic relationship until recently, did not hold my 

attention.  

 

Rather, 

 

turning around,  
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I observed what others were doing.  

 

Not much was happening in the room.  

 

Some bodies were moving particularly heavily,  

some were dancing hesitantly in front of one of the objects,  

and some were looking out the window. 

 

The Sun was about to set and the room was filled with a dazzling orange light, giving everyone 

and everything in the room an aura of miraculous colours and shades.  

 

For a few moments,  

I got mesmerised by the magic of this light,  

but when I came back 

the movement in the room  

was  

becoming 

even 

slower and  

heavier.  

 

No-one looked engaged or inspired.  

 

There was heaviness in our movements  

 

and heaviness in the air.  

 

Unsure what to do,  

 

I asked participants for suggestions. 

 

The unanimous answer was  
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we had enough time with these objects.  

 

We had enough of these objects. 

 

 

Someone commented how potent and inspiring it was to dance in partnership and to feel the 

group earlier on, and so we did that again.  

 

Until the end of the workshop, we danced with each other, explored spontaneous bodily 

conversations, and supported one another to find movement in previously stuck parts of the 

body.  

 

Once again, the room was filled with aliveness, connection and flows. 

 

Becoming-with the judgmental/empowering objects  
 
At the end of the workshop we sat together in a circle to discuss what was surprising in the 

exploration we had just completed. The question was what was positively surprising and what 

was negatively or unpleasantly surprising.  

 

The discussion began with exploring the positives of dancing in partnership and in conversation 

with the whole group, the joy of feeling the flows of connection and inspiration coming from 

each dancing body and observing how it formed our unified group body. For Robin, dancing 

in partnership was fun, responsive and engaging; Carrie found that it gave her energy that she 

did not have when she entered the room enriching her movement - helped her move in new 

ways; Polly loved the spontaneous nonverbal communication that happens in partnership dance 

– she found joy in articulate nonverbal communication with her partner, while Nitika added 

that it wasn’t just communicating the movement but it was also about being a little playful and 

emotionally engaging which made this experience special and potent. 

 

My question about unpleasant surprises brought an instant change in the atmosphere. Nitika, 

while rocking her body forward and backward, opened the discussion.  
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Nitika: I was really surprised how little I wanted to engage with that, with my scarf (pointing 

to the yellow scarf). I brought it because it is shiny, and yellow is my favourite colour, but I 

didn’t want to go there and to engage with that in my dancing. Even more so as when I was 

dancing with this one (black scarf she had on herself). I was so happy, it was flowing and I 

thought “Oh this is so wonderful”. And the other scarf is almost the same purpose but I didn’t 

feel like engaging with it. That was strange. 

 

 

Photo no. 11 - Bright-yellow, sparkling scarf 

 

Tamara: Could you say more about why you chose it (the yellow scarf)? 

 

Nitika: It’s something that is I think very fluid and flowing, very beautiful and something that 

men don’t wear (group laughter), and that’s definitely the reason why I chose that particular 

one - because it has some sparkles. When I was little I didn’t like things like that because they 

are ‘girlish’ and somehow wrong... I don’t think like that anymore. But the things that are 

feminine are dismissed by the guys. I used to tell myself I am not that kind of girl, who spends 

all this time getting ready and likes all these cute feminine things like sparkles... (group 

laughter). Now I tell myself I don’t have to suppress that part of myself just because some 

people might classify it as girly.  
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Photo no. 12 - Nitika dancing with her black scarf 

 

Polly: I think…It might have had to do with having so much energy from previous activities, 

where it was so much energy and communication, and then starting this exploration and it was 

nothing. I looked at those objects and thought ’Oh men, you’re not giving me anything! (group 

laughter), like you’re not interesting. You’re only judging me with those judging eyes’.  So I 

don’t know, a couple of objects I couldn’t connect with because I didn’t know the story. But 

even the object I brought, that has a meaning to me in some way, but still moving with them I 

had this take it or leave it feeling. Like I don’t know if this is doing anything to other people 

but for me it was like... I was just doing random stuff like following patterns and hanging in 

there. I was trying not to objectify the objects.  
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Photo no. 13 - Polly’s friendship necklace 

 

Carrie: I brought a pair of earrings and they are not exactly earrings because I don’t have a 

hole in my ear so it’s just a clip. I bought this because before I started to decorate myself 

everyone will say ‘Oh you’re such a sweet girl’. They just regard me as a girl. But when I first 

started wearing that (the earrings) someone said ‘Oh you’re so charming and you’re 

enchanting’. I felt like a woman. I think this is same like lipstick and other things that some 

people would say are not feminist enough. I don’t think so. I don’t agree with them. I think 

these objects give me the power to be myself, to feel feminine, to feel as a woman, to be strong, 

to be confident. When I feel confident, I just feel this energy from inside my body and I feel like 

I can be accepted and recognised and I can do everything better.  

 

Shony: I got lots of different hair clips. When I was a little girl I always had long hair so I had 

so many hairclips. When you’re a kid and your parents or grandparents teach you how to be a 

girl. Like with these colourful hairclips. This was teaching me a girl should be this way. I know 

it’s not correct but that’s how my parents have taught me a girl should be (group laughter). 

 

Ida: I brought a sea shell. It doesn’t represent womanhood in itself but I was looking at it when 

I was reading the email I thought how sea shells are supposed to be beautiful, the ones you 

find in stores they are always complete and perfect. But this one is slightly broken, the pattern 
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is slightly damaged here and this area doesn’t shine. I was thinking it sort of translates to a 

woman, like no one is really perfect and you are kind of prettier when you’re not.  

 

 

Photo no. 14 - Ida’s imperfect sea-shell 

 

The remaining discussion revolved around difficulties in understanding and respecting the 

objects while not knowing why they were brought to the workshop (Polly: I did not want to 

objectify the objects), the potentiality of movement that the imperfect sea-shell opened for 

some, the heaviness of moving with the objects and the relief and joy we found in letting go of 

the objects and re-engaging with each other.  

 

Sticky objects 
 

Thinking through the questions - What emerged in the encounters with the material objects we 

brought? and What did we (individually and collectively) become in relation to and with these 

things? I became aware of the stuckness and stickiness that moving with the objects produced. 

The language we used to share the experience with each other unveiled the confusion, 

strangeness, boredom, disengagement, wrongness, fear of being judged and dismissed, fear of 

not being taken seriously, holding on in an unpleasant situation, brokenness and imperfection, 

as well as elements of empowerment, strength, joys of femininity and of being seen. The 

atmosphere predominantly coloured by confusion, boredom, and judgement, affected the ways 

our bodies could move. Where there was laughter and co-creation when we danced towards 

and away from each other, here there was a silent, cautious, gallery-like atmosphere when we 
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danced with the objects, our symbols of womanhood. Where there was playfulness and 

connection in the first part of the workshop, there was alienation and disengagement in the 

second part. 

 

The symbolic objects we brought to this workshop to unpack the material assemblages of 

womanhood came overburdened with meanings. It seemed like the scarf, the earrings, the 

friendship necklace all came already full of history and meanings. In their fullness, there was 

not much room to move, so our dance became slow, uninspiring, alienating. Feet stuck to the 

floor; hands stuck to our sides. Polly’s words summed up the lack of impetus to move that most 

of us encountered when attempting to engage with the objects: ‘You’re not giving me 

anything... You’re just judging me with those judging eyes!’   

 

My intention here is to use a feminist materialist lens to analyse how things come to be through 

relations in particular contexts. In that sense, the objects we brought to the workshop are 

primarily relevant not for the purposes they serve or the ways we can define them, but because 

of what the relationship between our dancing bodies and these objects has enabled or limited. 

In becoming-with this data (Haraway 1997), I considered the following questions: What could 

these objects do? How could they make us move? How can they contribute to our 

understanding of the materiality of gender and the body?  

 

It seems safe to say that the symbolic objects we prepared for this workshop, as aesthetically 

beautiful and rich in meaning as some of them were, did not make us move much. They did 

not give us much impetus. The dance with these objects became heavy, uninspiring, almost an 

anguish. Nitika decided to do something more pleasurable and creative instead; Polly just hung 

in there; Robyn felt done and was ready to move on; I faced my own disinterest in these objects 

and observed others and the atmosphere. Something about these objects, whether their 

overburdened histories and meanings, or their symbolic nature and our difficulties in 

respectfully receiving them, made it almost impossible to move with them. In Spinoza’s terms, 

they did not produce affects that would enhance or enrich our ways of being (Deleuze 1988). 

In fact, they did the opposite thing; the relationship between our moving bodies and these 

objects of womanhood produced affects that diminished and limited our possibilities for being 

in that moment.  
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In Deleuzian terms, the highly striated nature of these objects, did not open up possibilities for 

further becoming. The objects were full. There was no room for movement with them. They 

could not open up space for our becoming anything other than who we already were. Rather 

than creating any new space for us, they closed it down and reterritorialized (overcoded) us 

heavier than before. There was no escape from stratification here. We had to face the heavier 

side of womanhood assemblage.  

 

Recalcitrance of matter 
 
I wondered if what vital materialist Jane Bennett frames as negative recalcitrance of things 

(2010) produced what appeared to be affects that diminished our bodily capacities? Drawing 

on Spinoza and Deleuze, Bennett theorises materiality that is ‘as much force as entity, as much 

energy as matter, as much intensity as extensions’ (p. 20). For Bennett, as for relational (new) 

materialist researchers, matter has a curious ability ‘to animate, to act, to produce effects 

dramatic and subtle’ (Bennett 2010, p. 6). Similarly, Barad suggests that ‘matter is substance 

in its intra-active becoming – not a thing but a doing, a congealing of agency’ (2007, p. 183). 

Bennett is particularly intrigued by the resistant force of things or material assemblages, or 

their thing-power, which she defines as ‘the moment of independence (from subjectivity) 

possessed by things, a moment that must be there, since things do in fact affect other bodies, 

enhancing or weakening their power’ (Bennett 2010, p. 3). It would be difficult to deny that 

the thing-power of objects we brought with us to this workshop affected each of us individually 

and produced a puzzling sticky effect on our collective. We each chose those objects because 

they meant something to us. Each object was brought to the workshop because of its assumed 

capacity to help us understand womanhood. Yet, in our ‘intra-active’ becoming (Barad 2007) 

with the bright yellow scarf, the friendship necklace and the lipstick, instead of becoming 

curious, we somehow became stuck. The objects locked us down into confusion, boredom, and 

heaviness.  

 

Bennett’s thing-power to affect is far from the anthropomorphic quality of an inanimate object; 

matter’s power to act comes from its intra-action with other human and non-human elements 

of an assemblage. Materialist ontologies conceptualise the power to act as ‘distributed across 

an ontologically heterogeneous field, rather than being a capacity localised in a human body or 

in a collective produced (only) by human efforts (Bennett 2010, p. 23). In other words, 

assemblages have the power to act and to affect. For Bennett, ‘each member and proto-member 
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of the assemblage has a certain vital force, there is also an effectivity proper to the grouping as 

such: an agency of the assemblage’ (p. 24). Further on, she notes that exactly because each 

element of an assemblage has specific affecting capacities, or what she frames as ‘an energetic 

pulse slightly “off” from that of the assemblage’, an assemblage is never fixed or static but ‘an 

open-ended collective, a “non-totalizable sum” (Bennett 2010, p. 24). 

 

The assemblage that operated in this workshop included the individual assemblage of each 

dancer, the collective assemblage of the group body and our short history of dancing together, 

the symbolic objects of womanhood (the scarf, the seashell, the necklace), the time and place 

of the workshop, the stunning sunset and an orange-coloured room, and individual and 

collective histories, knowledge and ideas about gender. The sticky affect that emerged through 

relations in this assemblage had its own power to produce further affects. We began feeling the 

confusion and ambiguity of the exploration of womanhood. In Polly’s words, this exploration 

was not giving us much; it was closing down our capacities both for relationality (with each 

other and the objects) and for experiencing more of our being. It was obstructing all possible 

lines of flight from the strong grip of molar codes and diminishing our capacities for 

experiencing more of life.  

 

The ‘thing-power’ 

The thing-power of the symbolic objects we explored emerged through their entanglement with 

a wider gender assemblage. This is why we had chosen them, to help us unpack the socio-

material assemblage of womanhood, to help us sense, feel and think how these objects produce 

what womanhood is and can become for each of us. For Polly, womanhood was about fierce 

friendships with women, to kill for them if needed; for Shoni, womanhood was something she 

has been trained in - her hair clipper was a teaching tool on how to be a girl; for Ida, it was 

about imperfection and the search for perfection - no one is really perfect and you are kind of 

prettier when you’re not; and for Nitika and Carrie, womanhood needed to be negotiated and 

performed through becomings with gendered objects (scarf and earrings).  

 

Some of these objects confuse and are ‘wrong’ - I didn’t like things like that because they are 

‘girlish’ and somehow wrong… I tell myself I don’t have to suppress that part of myself just 

because some people might classify it as girly (Nitika); and some objects are, in fact, 

empowering - these objects give me the power to be myself, to feel feminine, to feel as a woman, 
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to be strong, to be confident (Carrie). The objects’ power to act was informed by rather 

confusing and often problematic understandings of gender, in this case womanhood. When 

Nitika ignores her favourite bright-yellow, sparkly scarf, and dances with the black one on her 

neck, she intra-acts with the ‘girlishness’ of ‘girly’ things and their power to frame someone 

as ‘girly’ and thus prone to being dismissed. The scarf became a symbol reflecting her dilemma 

about feminism: whether to be seen as feminine means to be ‘dismissed’, to not be taken 

seriously, to be judged according to someone else’s criteria. Elizabeth Grosz (1994), in her 

seminal discussion on transience of women’s bodies, notes that a hierarchy is an inevitable 

outcome of any dualist thinking. Grosz points out that as soon as there are two of the things, 

one assumes a higher rank than the other - a criterion determining how the other is measured. 

Examples of this can be found in a number of dualisms: body-mind, emotion-ratio, nature-

culture, femininity-masculinity, where one (mind, ratio, culture, masculinity) is traditionally 

considered as a criterion against which the other one is measured, leaving the complex 

relationship between the two largely unexplored (Grosz 1994, pp. 6-10) 

 

While Nitika does not articulate why being ‘girly’ means being ‘wrong’ or dismissed, she 

reacts to this knowing and rejects ‘the girlishness of girly things’. Even though she says that 

worrying about being too ‘girly’ is something she would not do any longer, as she has grown 

to accept her womanhood, the scarf that had symbolised womanhood for her in the workshop 

did not inspire her - But I didn’t want to go there and to engage with that in my dancing… I 

didn’t feel like engaging with it. That was strange. So she danced with the black scarf that she 

had on herself and enjoyed - I was so happy, it was flowing and I thought, Oh this is so 

wonderful! 
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Photo no. 15 - ‘The Black scarf’ 

 

It is possible that some of the ‘strangeness’ and ‘wrongness’ Nitika describes here emerges 

through macro socio-cultural forces reinforced by the yellow scarf. The bright yellow sparkly 

scarf resembles aesthetic representations of Indian culture and South Asian performances of 

femininity, which form Nitika’s background. The black scarf was just a scarf, while the bright-

yellow, sparkly one, might have had the power to produce more than that: it might have had 

the power to reinforce social and cultural scripts about womanhood in the culture in which 

Nitika grew up. In a way, it might have brought into our dance room the macro relations of the 

social world (through the questions of class, race, ethnicity, and gender in South Asia); 

however, Nitika (or anyone else for that matter) did not address this. She decided instead to, 

dance with the black scarf that was flowing and wonderful, and that brought her happiness. In 

other words, she danced with what produced more flows for her and made her feel and be more 

in that moment.  

 

Carrie, on the other hand, deliberately rejected other people’s ideas of femininity. She spoke 

about how intra-action with the objects that co-create her experience of womanhood (earrings, 
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lipstick, and so forth) produces an empowering affect in her body. These objects make her feel 

feminine, strong, and confident. These are powers that she feels when becoming-with the 

material objects of womanhood, powers that enable her to do everything better. This is not only 

a cognitive process; Carrie clearly points to energies and powers she feels in her body when 

becoming woman, powers that enable her to be accepted and recognised and to do everything 

better. Carrie’s becoming-with the objects of womanhood entangles discursive practices 

(performances of femininity) with material becoming (moving from girlhood into adulthood) 

to produce a dynamic, vital affect of joy for her. She feels more of herself when she intra-acts 

with these objects. Unfortunately for the rest of us, she was the only one in the room who felt 

energised and moved by the objects. Unfortunately for us and these objects, her enthusiasm 

remained mostly invisible under the heaviness that the rest of us felt. 

 

Various affects that emerged in our becoming-with the objects we brought, came to life through 

intra-action of our dancing bodies and these symbolic objects of womanhood; yet, it was 

evident that micro and macro forces were coming together through these objects and making 

them more than symbolic representations of womanhood. They became diffractive agents that 

produced limiting and sticky affects. In this play of material and discursive practices, what 

became evident is that womanhood, as pleasurable and enabling as it can be (that is, for Carrie), 

is neither always pleasurable nor enabling, nor is it consistently embodied. The relation 

between young women’s bodies and the materiality of womanhood assemblage produced 

confusing, contradictory affects, the effects of which we struggled to make sense.  

 

Ambivalence and contradictions of womanhood 
 
Like Nitika, Polly was not inspired by either her friendship necklace or any other object. They 

were not giving her anything, they were only judging her with those judging eyes. All she could 

do was hang in there and wait for the activity to be over. Part of her resistance to these objects 

can be traced to the doings of the method I employed in requesting that participants bring 

objects that were rich with meaning. In practice, it was very difficult to understand these 

multiple, dynamic, personalised metaphors. Polly did not want to objectify the objects. She was 

aware that she did not know anything about these objects and did not want to attach her own 

story to what they might mean.  
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Polly, a passionate feminist with a thoughtful mind, had already pointed in previous workshops 

to her struggle with the confusion and ambivalence that some of our explorations of 

womanhood triggered for her. Ambivalence, for example, was a dominant experience for her 

when we danced the movement of womanhood in the second workshop. I discuss this 

workshop in much more detail in the chapter ‘On being and womanhood’. When Polly danced 

her movement of womanhood, ambivalence, tiredness and desire to persist despite the lack of 

motivation dominated her experience - ambivalent, tired, but still doing it, not feeling great 

about it but doing it. That is how she described both what womanhood in general means to her 

and how this particular activity felt. While looking at the list of words we came up with while 

trying to understand each participant’s womanhood dances (collective effort to translate bodily 

expression into language), she said ambivalence is a big word for me for all these words. Polly 

worried about projections we may have triggered in this activity, and projections that happen 

to all of us in the social world - people project all those ideas onto you.  

 

Most dictionaries define ambivalence as a state of experiencing simultaneous and contradictory 

attitudes or feelings (such as attraction and repulsion) towards an object, person, or action; or 

as uncertainty and indecisiveness about how you feel about something or someone. For Polly, 

thinking womanhood in bodily movement resulted in ambivalent feelings about it. Even her 

body did not know how to move and felt labelled - It was like I want to move but my body 

doesn’t want it... it was not happening. Dancing was…oh… felt like I wasn’t giving much and 

I so wanted to give much... but my body felt labelled. Even my knees. And usually it doesn’t. I 

don’t know … weird day I think. Without addressing uncertainty or contradiction in her feelings 

during this activity, Polly remains wondering what happened to her body, yet her contradictory 

feelings about womanhood and uncertainty in how to move with it resemble what often 

emerged as our collective experience in moving with the question about gender and the body.  

 

In the chapter ‘On being and womanhood’ I extensively discuss another participant’s (Ida’s) 

contradictory feelings about womanhood and her transition from experiencing it as something 

that is easy and up to her to embody in as many ways as she wants (as, after all, it is her body 

and her life), to rejecting and resisting it completely in another workshop. In the workshop 

being analysed here, Nitika resisted engaging with an object that symbolised girlishness for 

her, even though she said she was over it (the critiques and dismissal of girlishness), while 

Carrie openly embraced girlishness and argued for the powers she feels when embodying her 

womanhood through aesthetics and beauty rituals. Their contradictory experiences and feelings 
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did not strike our collective as unusual; contradiction and confusion materialized in all of our 

explorations of womanhood; however, they had varying degrees of productivity with some 

confusions more productive than others.     

 

Paradoxical demands of contemporary womanhood 

Looking at girls’ identity work through the discourses of modernity and femininity, Gonick 

(2003) has identified ambivalence and contradiction as shaping forces that inform young 

women’s’ efforts to navigate social worlds and construct independent identities. Becoming girl, 

or woman, as Gonick points out, comes with a degree of contradiction and ambivalence (2003). 

There is much contradiction in how one becomes-with oppositional categories such as good-

bad, smart-popular, feminine-masculine, innocent-slut, girly-nerdy, that are presented to young 

women. These narrow options engender ambivalence and confusion. This is not necessarily a 

negative effect, Ahmed (1999) suggests, as a liminal place of ambivalence has a potent a 

political force: it can disrupt old systems and open up a fresh space for invention – such as 

when Polly does not want to objectify the objects we brought with us but remains confused and 

stuck with them. The subversive power of the place of in-betweenness, can disturb or disrupt 

already established structures and binaries, and perhaps produce new possibilities.  

 

Gonick (2003), however, questions the subversive power of ambivalence in relation to young 

women’s identity work (or becoming), pointing rather to the often burdensome and juggling 

work girls do navigating the complex terrain of womanhood and continuously reworking their 

identities. Gonick, Renold, Ringrose and Wims (2009) note that being a young woman today 

means being an independent and self-reliant, productive subject (embodying traditionally 

masculine values) while remaining feminine, or even hyper-feminine (focused on emotions 

and relationality). The authors argue that the ambivalence and contradiction many young 

women experience in relation to their gender identities, come from the impossibility of meeting 

these complex contradictory demands placed upon them. McRobbie calls this paradox of 

contemporary demands placed on young women ‘a post-feminist masquerade’ (2008). These 

authors argue that the work that young women must continuously perform to create their 

gendered identities in relation to various other processes (class, race, education, and 

relationships), makes the largest contribution to the ambivalence and ambiguity of 

contemporary womanhood. 
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Elusiveness of embodied womanhood 

The ambivalence and contradictions that arose in this research, I would suggest, did a different 

kind of work. The ambivalence that Polly, Rebecca, Ida and others felt and discussed revealed 

the challenges one faces in embodying one’s gender identity. They did not directly address 

performance of their gender identities (though it was a part of this assemblage too), mostly 

discussing their ambivalence and contradictions in embodying it. They spoke about difficulties 

in navigating complex emotions that being a woman presents for them. They spoke about 

knowing how to be a woman and failing at it, feeling it in their bodies and not knowing what 

it is, feeling empowered and feeling dismissed, loving their womanhood and rejecting it 

sometimes simultaneously. They spoke about numerous relations through which their gendered 

embodiment comes to be (friendships, family, relationships, culture, beauty industry and many 

more). Finally, they spoke about the complexities of navigating their own (but also external) 

perceptions of their bodies as gendered on some occasions, and as the embodiment of one’s 

being (more than a gendered body, a being or a soul) on others. They spoke about being 

themselves and feeling at home in their bodies, and about being aware of how their bodies were 

produced through numerous relations (in relation with make-up, hair-clips, scarfs and 

numerous other human and non-human objects). All of this was confusing and often 

challenging.  

 

Still, this confusion and ambivalence posed interesting questions about the possibilities for 

finding or creating more enabling ways for becoming-with multidirectional, often 

contradictory, material-discursive assemblages of womanhood. In becoming with ambivalence 

and contradiction, the participants in this research often searched for ways to experience more 

joyous encounters with their own womanhood, with others, and with the socio-material worlds. 

They repeatedly disrupted my inquiry and instead looked for ways to increase their power to 

sense, feel, think and act in the world. Embodiment was a significant part of this. More often 

than not, ambivalence and confusion were felt and bodily expressed before we were able to 

name them (if we were able to name them at all). Often they were transformed into something 

else (when Nitika refuses to dance with the yellow scarf but enjoys dancing with the black one) 

without us being always able to understand what was going on. These fleeting moments, as 

tiny as they sometimes were, had the disruptive power to produce new affects or to open our 

bodies to be affected in different ways (as when Nitika finds joy in dancing with her black 

scarf). 
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Confusion and confusing anger  
 

When advertising for participants in this research across the university, I called for young 

women interested in creativity and feminist issues. It was this particular combination that 

attracted most of the participants. While they had various levels of awareness of feminist issues, 

they shared a certain willingness to creatively explore their own gender reality. In many senses, 

this random group was unified by their shared interest in exploring gender while doing 

something creative and fun. In responding to my call for participants, young women in this 

performance ethnography had already revealed a certain predisposition for critical thinking 

about gender and the body. This critical predisposition became a relation that kept evolving 

throughout this research. Toward the end of our collaborative work, gender was sensed, felt, 

thought about, moved with and against, unpacked and reassembled in many ways. No wonder 

confusion was so often part of this process.  

 

Looking through the data and trying to understand the confusion and stickiness that was 

generated in this workshop, I came upon similar moments of stuckness or stickiness in previous 

workshops. In the third workshop, for example, in which we explored the stratification of our 

bodies, Licho expressed her resistance to even beginning this exploration: ‘Ah, I can’t be 

bothered to dance anywhere’. She could not be bothered to dance with socio-material 

categories that intra-act with her body (sex, gender, sexuality, class, race, age, and ability), yet 

she did. She danced with each of these categories and later spoke about the anger she felt while 

doing this. Her anger was not the only anger in the room that day. My analysis in the chapter 

‘Dancing with the strata’ (chapter 5) entangles the anger that emerged in this workshop, with 

numerous other named and unnamed sensations, feelings and affects – ‘the more of it’ – which 

speak about the potentiality of what young women sense, feel, think and do. In developing this 

chapter, I have deliberately avoided working directly with the transcript of our discussion 

following that workshop, and have instead woven different threads of verbal and nonverbal 

data together to create the ‘Dancing with the strata’ poem. I did this in order to point to ‘the 

more of’ what we have sensed and felt and could not always put into words – ‘I look at the 

words and they are just blurs to me, BLAH. I want to allow everyone to be just bigger and 

more’ (Rebecca, workshop 2).  
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Anger (and ‘the more than anger’) emerged as a prominent theme in our discussion of the 

embodiment of socio-material categories such as sex, gender and sexuality. The following lines 

from the poem discussed in chapter 5, illustrate the affectivity of this anger: 

 

Do I really need that anger in my life 

I don’t like it, it disturbs 

 

So much anger 

I rubbed my ankle and fell 

I am not an angry person 

 

There’s a value in anger, a responsibility to feel it in some way 

Change comes from an anger 

 

And some lines that did not end up in the final version of the poem: 

Had a lovely dance with Sex but should I be angry 

What is there to be happy about? 

 

Positive is angry is powerful is strong is non-gendered 

Is not a biology, is not only a biology. 

 

I enjoyed dancing and didn’t feel much anger 

 Should I? 

 

My anger is very rigid, stiff like, uncomfortable; 

it is an anger but not an anger.  

 

I began to wonder if some of the stuckness provoked by thingness and symbolism of socio-

material assemblage of womanhood that we explored in this workshop could be read as a 

relation of anger. Throughout this discussion we have already encountered a disturbing anger 

that needed to be avoided (Do I really need that anger in my life; I don’t like it, it disturbs), an 
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overwhelming anger that had the power to hurt (So much anger, I rubbed my ankle and fell, I 

am not an angry person), an absent anger that worried and confused (I enjoyed dancing and 

didn’t feel much anger, Should I?), a rigid anger that felt uncomfortable and stiff (My anger is 

very rigid, stiff like, uncomfortable), a powerful anger, and many other kinds that emerged in 

bodily encounters with various elements of gender.  

 

It was almost never only an anger, as I have discussed in chapter 5, yet there was an undeniable 

presence of anger in our affective responses to various elements of womanhood. I wondered 

whether some of the stuckness, confusion, boredom and heaviness produced in the encounters 

with the objects, symbols of womanhood, was in fact anger that we failed to recognize, feel 

and move with. Yet, unlike the potential anger we had encountered before, this anger did not 

open up possibilities for feeling and experiencing more. This anger did not make us move with 

the objects – we did not shout at them, break them, throw them away, dance powerful angry 

dances in front of them. This anger had, somehow, closed down our bodies. 

 

Nitika has previously said she did not like her feminist anger because it disturbs. Polly has 

described her anger as uncomfortable and rigid, an anger that is a non-anger, an anger that 

disrupts and limits her bodily movement. When attempting to dance with the symbolic objects, 

she was surprised by her body’s resistance to it -  It was like I want to move but my body doesn’t 

want it... it was not happening. Dancing was…oh… felt like I wasn’t giving much and I so 

wanted to give much... but my body felt labelled. Even my knees. And usually it doesn’t. In 

previous workshops, Gigi was overwhelmed with frustration - about womanhood, immediately 

frustration came out-  and anger, even though, she was not an angry person. Several others 

were questioning the absence of anger in their experiences of exploring socio-material 

categorization of bodies - I enjoyed dancing and didn’t feel much anger. Should I? Or Had a 

lovely dance with Sex but should I be angry. What is there to be happy about? There was anger 

at other people’s projections of how womanhood must feel - People project all those ideas 

onto you. That was powerful to see, and powerful anger that made us do things and affect 

change -  There’s a value in anger, a responsibility to feel it in some way. Change comes from 

an anger. 

 

The anger we explored previously, however, particularly the anger I explored in chapter 5, 

emerged as an immediate bodily response to encounters with socio-material categories that 

coproduce our bodily identities. This anger that originated as a powerful and palpable force 
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shifted into a number of different named and unnamed moods, states and emotions (power, 

strength, velocity, rigidity, ease, and laughter) and connected with a number of named and 

unnamed sensations and forces circulating in and around our bodies. The transient nature of 

this anger took us to places where we had not been before. It made us laugh, feel strong and 

powerful, feel part of a collective, find ease of movement, or feel more than we could name. 

The masqueraded anger we encountered in this workshop did not have the power to do this; 

instead, it diminished our individual and collective bodily capacities to sense, feel, think and 

act, and to connect with more of life. It made us feel stuck, disengaged, confused, and bored.  

 

Addressing the ambivalence in her experience of womanhood, Polly said something that has 

resonated with me ever since - Something new comes from this being a confusion, a 

misinterpretation, or an accident almost. It creates other resources in a way. I wondered what 

new something can come from the stuckness we have felt in this workshop. What new can 

come from our reluctant exploration of ambivalence, contradictions and anger related to 

embodiment and gender? What new can this confusion, that was often created for most of us 

in this project, bring? 

 

A Spinozist take on sticky objects and stuck feelings 
 

Polly: You are not giving me anything. You are just judging me with those judging eyes.  

 

In Spinoza’s terms, the objects we have brought to this workshop to help us explore the socio-

material assemblage of womanhood did not help us do much. Contrary to my expectations, 

they did not produce affects that would enhance our powers or help us understand our bodies 

or womanhood anew. These objects did not produce affects that increased our possibilities for 

being (Deleuze 1988); in fact, they did the opposite thing - the relationship between our moving 

bodies and these objects of womanhood produced sticky affects that diminished and limited 

our powers and possibilities for being in that moment. As Polly said, they were not giving us 

anything, only stuckness, judgement and confusion.  

 

Turning to Spinoza’s ethology for help, I follow Hickey-Moody’s and Malins’s advice to move 

beyond predefined entities and subjectivities and to look at how things emerge, at the 

connections, relations and transformations of which they are part (2007). This logic shifts the 

understanding of things as ‘pre-given’ or ‘factual’ towards understanding every-thing in terms 
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of relations and forces. In doing this I refrain from essentialising or vilifying the objects we 

brought to this workshop and I look for relations and capacities that emerged in our individual 

and collective becoming with these objects. I have explored stickiness, confusion, ambivalence 

and masqueraded anger that emerged in the assemblage I analyse here. Somewhat contrary to 

what has been elaborated so far in this chapter, the Spinozist and Deleuzo-Guattarian ethical 

project (see Deleuze 1988, Hickey-Moody 2007, Coffey 2016) ‘prioritises a focus on change 

and possibility, rather than on what is already known’ (Coffey 2016, p. 123). It calls for 

exploring joyous encounters between bodies and the possibilities that evolve through these 

encounters. Joyous encounters are relations that increase bodily capacities to sense, feel, think 

and act in the world. Joyous encounters are those that increase one’s capacity to understand 

oneself, the other and the world. To this end, I turn now to what appeared to be an intuitive 

move away from the sticky objects and towards more enabling encounters (with each other) in 

the workshop being analysed on these pages. I diffractively read rejection of, or disengagement 

with, the sticky objects, as an intuitive (bodily) orientation toward more joyous encounters. I 

read it as movement away from the ‘striated’ side of gender assemblage, toward ‘smoother’ 

spaces of becoming.  

 

Diffracting sticky objects and joyous encounters 

 

In her appeal for diffractive thinking - thinking that does not reflect on what exists but focuses 

on producing difference - Haraway (1997) calls for creative approaches to developing 

knowledge-making apparatus so that we ‘produce more promising interference patterns on the 

reading film of our lives and bodies’ (p. 16).  Haraway’s diffractive thinking, as ‘an optical 

metaphor for making difference in the world’ (1997, p. 16), along with Spinoza’s concept of 

joyous encounters (Deleuze 1988), have inspired my reconceptualising of stuckness and 

stickiness as an orientation toward movement and becoming.  

 

Spinoza defines an individual’s power, that he calls conatus, as a ‘tendency to maintain and 

maximise the ability to be affected’ (Deleuze 1988, p. 99). Deleuze further interprets this power 

as ‘a tendency to maintain and affirm existence’ (p. 99) - in other words, to experience more 

of life. For Spinoza, when we experience what he calls joy, ‘our power expands, compounds 

with the power of the other’ (Deleuze 1988, p. 101) and we can experience and do more. To 

this end, the ‘conatus is the effort to experience joy, to increase the power of acting, to imagine 
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and find that which is a cause of joy, which maintains and furthers this cause; and also an effort 

to avert sadness, to imagine and find that which destroys the cause of sadness’ (Spinoza Ethics 

III, in Deleuze 1988, p. 101). Ultimately, the conatus is a movement to, or an orientation 

toward, increasing the power of acting or creating through joyful (enabling) passions. The 

increased power of acting is the increased power of being in the world; it is the maximisation 

of power of sensing, feeling, thinking and acting with more of the world. For Spinoza, pleasure 

or joy is any emotion that increases the body’s power of action (for instance, sadness can lead 

to more compassion and can thus be a joyful emotion), while pain is any emotion that 

diminishes the body’s power of acting. A joyful encounter in that sense is any relation that 

leads to an expansion of bodily capacities. 

 

Thinking about the Spinozist power of acting, I envision the intuitive rejection of the symbolic 

objects as a bodily orientation toward joyous encounters (like Nitika did in her dance with her 

black scarf). For Spinoza, ‘joy is a change toward the better in the state of body’ (Deleuze 

1988, p. 152).  It is ‘the experience of growth from one state to the other’ (p. 152), where the 

other state assumes a state of greater capacity to affect and to be affected. Spinoza defines all 

bodies by their affective capacity, by what a body is capable of affecting and being affected 

by. Capacity to affect and be affected relates to powers a body might have; increased capacity 

to affect and be affected leads to increased powers. The capacity to affect and be affected can 

perhaps be best explained as a capacity to think, feel, act and be in ways that were not available 

before.  

 

As I have discussed in previous chapters, when a body is affected by something, its capacity to 

think, feel and act is changed. When a body is affecting another body, it is changing that body’s 

capacity to think, feel and act, and is opening itself to being affected in return. In that sense, 

joyful encounters are encounters with material and virtual objects that increase bodily capacity 

to sense, think, feel and act. This increased capacity will lead to more connections and relations, 

thus into experiencing more of life. Hage (2002) develops Spinoza’s concept of joy as the 

‘quantum leap of the body, of the self as it is moving into a higher capacity to act’ (p. 152). 

More importantly, Hage adds, ‘we are capable of reaching even greater joyful leaps when we 

combine communally with others’. In that sense, joy is not an individual endeavour (a 

neoliberal pursuit of happiness) but a relational capacity that leads to further relations.  
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On the other hand, for Spinoza, sad encounters work toward decreasing bodily capacities to 

affect and be affected (Deleuze 1988). They immobilise an individual’s powers by making 

them reactive (consumed by the need to reject or destroy the object of the sad encounter) and 

thus closing down bodily capacities for connection and for being in the world. It is important 

to note that Spinoza’s joy and sadness are not joy and sadness as emotions, but terms he uses 

to refer to encounters that increase or diminish capacities for experiencing oneself, the other 

and the world. Spinoza’s joy is not necessarily a feeling of great pleasure and happiness, as joy 

is mostly understood, but rather a bodily state that introduces higher potential for feeling, 

thinking and acting. To think of joy in Spinoza’s terms, one could think of love, creativity, 

curiosity, open-mindedness, compassion, innovation, learning, ability to listen and hear, non-

judgemental attitudes and more as examples of relational capacities that would lead to 

generating more capacities. To think of sadness, in Spinoza’s terms, would mean to think of 

fixity, habit, violence, closed-mindedness, judgement, resentment and experiencing the world 

according to one’s assumptions, which can often lead to diminishing bodily capacities for 

action and interaction. These kinds of sad encounters are not on what Hage (2002) calls ‘the 

side of life’; they do not enhance possibilities for being and experiencing, but rather work 

against life. 

 

I would like to suggest that spontaneous and intuitive rejection of the sticky affect which 

produced confusion, stuckness and boredom as I have theorized in this chapter so far, is an 

intuitive (bodily) orientation toward more joyous encounters. The sticky affect did not open up 

possibilities for experiencing more; it closed them down. Such that most of us felt disinterest 

in pursuing the exploration and looked for different, more enabling relations (Nitika with her 

black scarf; I and several others with the orange sunset; Polly by suggesting a change in 

activity). This spontaneous move led us back to dancing with each other, to co-creating and 

experiencing more. Rather than being reactive to the sticky affect that confused, closed down 

and angered us in an unfamiliar and uncomfortable way, we oriented ourselves toward more 

joyful and more productive relations. Dancing with each other, witnessing each other’s dances 

and offering useful feedback, and co-creating through spontaneous, emergent bodily 

expression, were all forms of joyful relations through which we could sense, feel, imagine and 

do more. Dancing with each other was more powerful than dancing with the symbols of 

womanhood to which we did not know how to respond. Being seen as a dancing body had more 

power to produce enabling affects and relations than dancing with one’s womanhood in mind. 
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Some of this is affordance of dance as a form of inquiry and as a method in this research. 

Different methods would inevitably produce different affects.  

 

Dance and unpredictable processes of de-territorialisation 

 

Manning (2013), Rothfield (2011) and others propose dance as a method that can help us attune 

to unpredictable processes of de-territorialisation and becoming. De-territorialisation happens 

when subject assemblage opens up to new flows and new connections, especially those that 

provoke, conflict or do not sit well with the previous capacities. Rouhiainen (2008) suggests 

that certain forms of spontaneous, emergent dance (such as dance in this research) can open 

bodily assemblage in interesting ways and promote learning about oneself, others and the 

world. Dance as a form of inquiry in this performance ethnography was inspired by the Open 

Inquiry style of teaching movement (elaborated in my chapter on methodology) because this 

movement supports dancers in following awareness of whatever is present, allowing them time 

to explore and express whatever emerges for them. In chapter five, I argue that dance that 

grows from spontaneous movement and sensing with the body, evokes a multitude of visceral 

and cerebral information, memories and knowledge, which only sometimes make sense. To a 

degree, the way dance as a form of inquiry was conceptualised in this research induced the 

intuitive orientation toward what Hage calls, ‘greater joyful leaps’ (Hage 2002). 

 

Dance made it possible for our collective to move toward something that had more power to 

make us sense, feel and imagine more of life. It was not a cognitive orientation toward 

something that made more sense, but an unpredictable, bodily turn towards where there was 

more to move with (a richer and a more productive terrain to explore). Perhaps it was similar 

to the way we warmed up for this workshop, dancing towards and away with our limbs and 

torsos, space around us and each other, so we danced away from stuckness and confusion, 

towards more enabling spaces. To a degree, this intuitive orientation also emerged from 

complexities and challenges in embodying, understanding and becoming in/with womanhood. 

It emerged from the impossibility of fully grasping a rich and dynamic terrain of womanhood 

assemblage in one dance workshop, or in one research project.   

 

‘Schizoid subjectivity’ and molecular becomings  
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Womanhood confuses, challenges and provokes. It comes easily, until it does not. It is 

something that cannot easily be put into words, as when Rebecca struggles with having to 

verbalise her experience - ‘I look at the words and they are just blurs to me, BLAH. I want to 

allow everyone to be just bigger and more’ (Rebecca, workshop 2).  It is not a simple process 

and it was not presumed to be by the young women in this research. It is something that was 

continuously questioned, decided upon, felt, challenged or endorsed, invented and lived (for 

example, when Nitika rejects the ‘girlish’ objects because they are perceived as less valuable 

but then embraces them verbally while still unable to engage with her favourite bright-yellow 

sparkling (‘girlish’) scarf). In line with Deleuze and Guattari (2011), Braidotti (2011) and 

Grosz (1994) and others, I do not envision womanhood as an attribute of individual bodies but 

as a project of becoming that some participants in this research enjoyed more than some others, 

though they all spoke about their efforts and their struggle to find more potential and enabling 

ways to live their gender. In that sense, I resist situating gender within a socio-cultural realm 

that is neglectful of materiality and individual specificity.  

 

In feminist materialist ontologies, gender is bodied and the body is gendered through relations 

with numerous virtual and real things that connect bodies with the social worlds. In that sense, 

womanhood is produced through the multiplicity of relations and in continuous negotiation 

between the micro and macro world, between past and future. It is a bodily process and a bodily 

practice. Becoming woman seems to happen simultaneously with becoming body and with a 

number of other multidirectional, reversible processes of becoming (becoming student, 

becoming adult, becoming friend, becoming sexual), what Protevi (2013) frames as ‘a range 

of gendering practices that are distributed in a society at various sites with variable goals, 

intensities and efficacies’ (p. 135). Some of these practices resonate well with each other and 

some clash.  

 

For young women in this research, womanhood seems to be future oriented as much as it is 

simultaneously full of the past, such as when Shony discusses how she was taught how to be a 

girl: 

  

‘When I was a little girl I always had long hair so I had so many hairclips. When you’re a kid 

and your parents or grandparents teach you how to be a girl. Like with these colourful 
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hairclips. This was teaching me a girl should be this way. I know it’s not correct but that’s how 

my parents have taught me a girl should be’ (group laughter). 

 

This negotiation of womanhood through reworking its past and future could in this research 

could be summarised as nonlinear, reversible, free from logic, highly contextual yet open to 

lines of flights (Shoni: I know it’s not correct but that’s how my parents have taught me a girl 

should be’). Protevi (2013) suggests however that even this kind of contextual framing of 

gender is too narrow and simplistic as it excludes ‘complex feedback relations with the singular 

body makeup of the people involved’ (2013, p. 135).  Not only do individual body-minds, with 

their habitual yet variable capacities, enter into a complex dynamic relation with other forces 

to continuously produce gender, but they also, with their virtual potentialities (possibilities for 

future becoming) are part of this equation. Womanhood is thus constituted through what a body 

can do at this moment but also in relation to what a body can become able to do. To this end, 

Protevi (2010) suggests that ‘there is no one magic element that enables us to find the key to 

gender or other politically important categories’ (p. 7). 

 

Renold & Ringrose (2011) note that research on young women’s becoming evolves around 

familiar discourses of agency and resistance, which place power and capacities either in the 

hands of young women or solely in their environments. These discourses tend to frame young 

women as either competent and savvy social agents, or as passive victims of sociocultural 

practices and processes, and mostly exclude the body from these analyses.  

 

Drawing on Deleuzo-Guattarian concepts of becoming and assemblage, Renold and Ringrose 

(2011) respond to the limitations of dominant discourses to develop the notion of ‘schizoid 

subjectivities’. ‘Schizoid subjectivity’ stresses complexity, multidirectionality and 

contradictions in young women’s becoming. It is ‘experienced and negotiated’ by young 

women through the complex processes ‘of anti-linear becoming’ (p. 392). With this concept, 

the authors stress ‘the movement and doing of subjectivity as always in processes’ (p. 394), 

which often go in multiple directions. In the following chapter (‘On being and womanhood’), 

I discuss Ida’s ease and then sudden discomfort with womanhood as a process of ‘anti-linear 

becoming’.  

 

Becoming woman is not a linear transition, nor is it a developmental process. ‘Schizoid 

subjectivities’ come to be through multiple relations in the dynamics of micro and macro 
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processes in the social world. Macro (in Deleuzo-Guattarian terms, molar) forces, work toward 

constraining and regulating subjects in relation to social structures and institutions (gender, 

class, race, education and many others). Micro, or molecular forces, are tiny movements in the 

everyday relations that push beyond and against macro structures to create or find spaces for 

reinvention, such as when the participants in this workshop reject dancing with ‘the judging’ 

objects, the symbols of womanhood, and instead engage with each other, or when Nitika rejects 

my instruction to dance with the objects she brought to the workshop (a bright-yellow sparkly 

scarf) and instead dances with the black scarf on her neck. It is also visible in the way Shoni 

questions what she was taught about girlhood from her parents and grandparents by engaging 

with her hairclips. 

 

Renold and Ringrose point out that molecular becomings ‘make visible (if seen) the fragility 

and malleability of the molar’ (2011, p. 394, see also Renold&Ringrose 2008). Understanding 

young women’s identity work as ‘schizoid’ or ‘anti-linear’ becomings, as Renold and Ringrose 

propose, enables theorising becoming as beyond the stressing of only creative possibilities and 

movements of becoming, on the one hand, or accentuating socio-material- cultural processes 

and power dynamics, on the other hand. ‘Schizoid subjectivity’ becomes through the relation 

of these forces in specific circumstances.  

 

Through the focus on molecular processes of becoming that I foreground on previous pages I 

search for more flourishing understandings of the embodiment of young womanhood. I follow 

Grosz’s invitation to conceptualise femininity not as a symptom or result of patriarchal culture, 

but as a force, an intensity of its own (Grosz 1994, see also Markula 2006). This is not to deny 

the complexities of this process, including its often problematic history, but to look afresh at 

how molar structures get to be provoked, challenged, ignored and reinforced through tiny 

movements of becoming. In this performance ethnography, young women’s becoming was 

often experienced through fleeting, sensory, emotional, kinaesthetic, aesthetic, imaginative and 

only sometimes cognitive movements. Much of what we experienced remained unexpressed. 

Only some of what we experienced made sense, then and now. I fail to find a better way to 

finish this argument about the socio-material assemblages of womanhood and the 

unpredictable processes of becoming, than by referring to Gigi’s comment on the impossibility 

of fully expressing what womanhood might be and how it might feel for individual bodies in 

this research.  
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Gigi: It was funny when I looked up at the words (that we came up with when translating each 

participant’s womanhood dances) … It was like oh no, what I was experiencing was not 

captured there. So I went and wrote it down and looked up again and it was still naught. (group 

laughter). Like it was and was not. Or maybe it was but it didn’t like… (humming sounds) 

there’s so much like history and emotions that you can’t put into words. But I’m guessing we 

need to do it because of your research. 

 

Words, just like movement, fell short in our attempts to explore and understand multiple 

relations of material and discursive, of molar and molecular, and of past, present and future, in 

young women’s becoming. Elements of womanhood, in this exploration, confused, angered, 

bored, inspired and enforced us, as was evident in Gigi’s words above: ‘what I was 

experiencing was not captured there. So I went and wrote it down and looked up again and it 

was still naught’. Though we laughed at Gigi’s struggle to frame her experience of womanhood 

in her own words, only to find them insufficient too, I cannot but take her observation seriously. 

There was something paralysing, almost restratifying, in our attempts to capture the 

embodiment of gender in a word, a movement, or a dance. I will return to this discussion of 

womanhood in the final chapter.  

 

In the following chapter I attune to this dynamic of open-ended becoming and becoming within 

the constraints of gender. I also trace the distinctive doings of my method. 
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Chapter 7: On being and womanhood 
 

In this chapter, I work with materials from two of the workshops - the second workshop titled 

‘The Movement of Womanhood’ and the fourth workshop titled ‘Gendered Body across Life 

Phases’. In analysing these materials, I explore the dynamic relation between open-endedness 

of becoming, and becoming with and within the constraints of gender that our collaborative 

work has opened up. The chapter begins with the discussion on the rupture of my method 

(provoked in workshop 2), a rupture that consequently made me question and re-image the 

method, and ends with a discussion of degrees of freedom that could be found when flipping 

the gender assemblage (workshop 4). To build the analysis, I follow rhizomatic traces of affects 

and our individual and collective responses to questions about the relation between becoming 

and womanhood.  

 

In my diffractive becoming-with this data, I observe emerging bodily capacities that were 

assembled in the two workshops. I begin by noticing the bodily capacity to surprise and to be 

surprised, such as when one of the participant’s (Ida) frames womanhood as freeing, as it is up 

to her to embody it anyway she wants, and then surprises herself when she finds herself unable 

to enter the field in the room titled ‘womanhood’. I continue the discussion by looking into the 

intuitive ways in which we were discovering knowledge about the body and gender (such as 

Ida’s surprise), and the intuitive ways in which we were searching for possibilities to expand 

beyond our gender. I take up a small friction in the gender assemblage that some of us 

discovered when dancing with the empty piece of paper in workshop 4, and work it as a 

beginning point of open-ended becoming with which some participants became fascinated or 

comforted. I analyse this need that resonated with most of the participants to expand beyond 

their gender and act in ways that are not informed by or related to their gendered identities. 

 

Later in the chapter, I begin puzzling out the doings of my open-ended, aesthetic, diffractive 

methodology, and particularly my methods. I do this only briefly here before further 

developing it in the chapter that follows this one (‘Embodied inquiry into the social’). In this 

chapter, however, I begin to notice the subtle ways in which my questions and invitations 

repeatedly reminded young women in this study of their womanness. Even without defining 

womanhood in an essentialist way, by asking the participants to, for example, move in the part 

of the room marked as a ‘womanhood’ field, I produced a box into which they were invited to 
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fit. This invitation was not always eagerly welcomed. The chapter that follows this one offers 

a thorough reflection on the doings of my methodology and, particularly, the methods.  

 

The Movement of Womanhood 
 
The second dance workshop was about finding an individual symbolic 'movement' of 

womanhood and opening up non-verbal and verbal conversation on how womanhood feels in 

our bodies. The question we looked at was what this abstract but at the same time embodied 

concept is producing for each of us.  

 

Following bodily warm-up 

 to create heat in the body  

and increase our bodily capacities for movement,  

I invited Moving Bodies to move around the room and 'think’ womanhood ‘in movement’.  

 

After a short individual exploration,  

to contemplate how ‘womanhood’ feels and moves in our bodies,  

I invited each dancer to come up with a simple movement that symbolised womanhood for 

them.  

 

To expand this bodily conversation about womanhood, we each taught others our 

‘womanhood’ movements and each of us were able to lead the group in travelling around the 

room while repeating their movement. 

 

That this was not an easy exploration was apparent in the silent responses to my questions, in 

long pauses between activities and between dancers taking turns, in frequent gazing at my 

dancing body or the floor and in constant demands for clarification and more instructions.  

 

The deeper we went into this exploration, the heavier the room felt. Without any words or 

laughter between songs and activities, the silence became a part of this exploration.  

 

Still, close to the end of those long two hours, I had the sense that we did manage to produce 

something. I did not know yet what that something was. At the end, we sat to talk about this 

experience. 
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The heaviness was palpable – slow bodily movements and hesitant, stumbling wording. The 

conversation stuttered from discussing ‘knowing’ and ‘not knowing’ what womanhood is, ease 

or difficulty with which bodies responded in movement, and emotional tones of bodily 

responses – frustration, ambivalence, confusion, power and strength. Polly spoke about being 

surprised by her bodily response to the question and the accuracy of it: 

 

Polly: ‘So when you gave us a womanhood exercise, I thought I have no idea how to do that. 

How do I do that? And then I saw others moving and I thought OK, that’s kinda easy. The way 

that I was moving felt quite easy to slip into that. I was quite constrained in my movements and 

it was as if I was performing tired or confused and constrained but still kind of moving. And I 

think it’s quite legit. Ambivalent, tired but still doing it, not feeling great about it but doing it 

so it was OK. It was surprising to me to see how easy it was to find it.’  

 

Similarly, Gigi noticed that frustration shaped her bodily response to this exploration and how 

true it felt for her: 

 

Gigi: ‘About womanhood, immediately frustration came out. What I noticed and this is 

interesting, immediately in my body the frustration came out. That’s so accurate to what is 

going on in my head and how I feel about being a woman in my day to day life. There’s a lot 

of frustration and it was cool seeing how it comes together.’ 

 

Others shared similar experiences of frustration and ambivalence or remained silent.  

 

Unlike Polly and Gigi, Rebecca struggled with the inquiry, speaking of her resistance to dance 

with the abstract concept of womanhood while not knowing what it is; however, she was 

positively surprised by what came out of this dance for her.  

 

Rebecca: It is interesting, when you said that we try to embody womanhood, I had this feeling 

of Oh, I don’t know what it means and also… In order to answer this question, I need to go 

into a place of ideas and concept, and that was very unappealing to me. I was like I don’t want 

to go to that place. So I just went to where my body wanted to move. I didn’t think about it but 

moved whatever wanted to move in my body. I didn’t think, I turned off my head and then I 

ended up in this place and it was really quite amazing – I was just aware of the power in my 
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torso and the sexual area and breasts, front of the heart and back of the heart, and just this 

amazing power within that part of my body and how it holds a lot of strength as a woman. That 

felt very good, the experience of that. 

 

Most of us could follow Rebecca in her struggle with the question yet not so much in her 

positive felt-sense of womanhood.  

 

Close to the end of the workshop, Ida, who was mostly quiet in the discussion but seemed to 

enjoy the moving part of the workshop said: 

 

'When you asked us to embody the movement of womanhood in our dance I thought ‘Oh that's 

easy, I am a woman therefore whatever I do is the movement of womanhood'. It felt freeing. I 

thought I can do it any way I want.' 

 

There was a burst of laughter in the room following someone’s comment of how contrary this 

was to what most of us had previously said, followed by a long silence while Ida's words 

reverberated in the air. I asked if there was anything we needed to add to this exploration, but 

no-one responded. We left in silence, some puzzled, some surprised, some disturbed.  

 

A few weeks later we met again. 

 

In the meantime, I was perplexed with the ‘heaviness’ of the previous workshop. It was as if it 

had stuck to my body. The workshop became a ‘failure’ in my thinking about this research and 

the only way I could make some sense of it was to frame it as a ‘disruption of my method’. 

 

Truth be told, it did not make any sense that I made us explore meanings of womanhood in a 

project that is all about producing and following small, emergent differences that matter over 

time. I was disturbed by my obviously representational approach in a project that was supposed 

to critique representations of womanhood and to explore young women’s bodily becomings. 

Despite my intention to explore the multiplicity of capacities that bodies can assemble as part 

of various assemblages, I had that suggested my participants embody and represent what 

womanhood means to them. ‘What was I thinking?’, I wondered.  
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At the same time, I could not stop obsessing about this workshop and some of the things we 

shared in the closing circle. Eventually, the troubling feeling around the workshop made me 

rethink my approach to facilitating creative movement/dance workshops as a method in this 

research. I revisited the decision to focus on ‘what a body can do’, the relations and capacities 

it can assemble and is a part of, instead of exploring representations of various elements of 

young women’s embodiment. This decision meant that I abandoned my ideas about using 

creative emergent dance as a warm-up for ‘more serious’ group and drama work in later phases 

of a workshop (a more detailed discussion of this is in my chapter on the methodology of this 

research). In imagining this research, combining dance and drama work felt like safe ground 

where we would have time to attune to our bodies and explore them in movement (dance warm 

ups) while still producing something ‘more intelligible’ in drama work in later phases of each 

workshop. The second workshop showed that these two approaches do not work together the 

way I had imagined they would, and I was forced to rethink my problematic (still largely 

representational) approach. Eventually, I decided to fully embrace the unknowingness and 

unpredictability of creative, emergent dance as a form of inquiry in this research. 

 

Gendered Body across Life Phases 
 
After puzzling over the second workshop, struggling with whether to include it in my analysis 

or not, I have, at last, decided to revisit the topic but in a different manner. Instead of exploring 

womanhood as an abstract concept, I decided to situate it in relation to the temporality of 

women’s lives.  

 

Our fourth workshop (Gendered Body across Life Phases) began with the room divided into 

four quadrants - with the help of sticky tape - and a role assigned to each of the quadrants. The 

first three quadrants became spaces for exploring different life phases - childhood, girlhood 

and womanhood - and what they produce for our bodily becomings. Instead of adding elderly 

womanhood as a fourth quadrant, justified by the fact that my participants were young women, 

I decided to place an empty piece of paper there. This spontaneous, intuitive move produced 

what will be described below. 
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Photo no. 16 - 'Gendered Body across Life Phases' – the exploration in four quadrants 

 

To warm-up and find more flow in our movements - we danced with the space in front of us, 

beside us, between us, while attuning to other dancers in the room and the space we shared. 

We danced individually, pausing whenever one of us paused in her dance. We played with 

finding our individual ‘comfort’ dances - habitual movements we return to when the 

exploration is uninspiring or overwhelming. We observed each other’s ‘comfort dances’ and 

expanded our movement vocabularies by imitating each other and improvising with the new 

movements.  

 

Once there was enough heat and flow in the room, I introduced the map on the floor. Without 

saying much, I invited everyone to explore this map on the floor, dance where they felt like 

dancing and to observe what emerged.  

  

We started moving around the room individually,  

each of us entering different fields in our own time,  

dancing dynamic assemblages of memories, knowledge, sensations, feelings.  

 

We danced to music that I played for us but moved our bodies in a multitude of ways, 

directions, paces and styles.  

 

There were slow moving bodies 

 and dramatic lyrical dances,  
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bodies that ran around the room (occasionally out of the room)  

and bodies that rarely and reluctantly changed their spots.  

 

Some were looking for company and danced together,  

others did a solitary exploration.  

 

I kept reminding us to be mindful of what this map on the floor is producing 

for each of us  

at each particular moment in time.  

 

To be open to what might come out of this exploration. 

 

Ida danced too. She flowed from quadrant to quadrant, often ending in the empty one, caught 

up in expansive upward moves and what looked like a bodily opening dance. She danced a 

slow graceful dance with her feet in the girlhood field and left it soon only to jump in and out 

of womanhood and back to the empty field.  

 

‘There's a scream inside that we all try to hide 

We hold on so tight, we cannot deny 

Eats us alive, oh it eats us alive, oh 

Yes, there's a scream inside that we all try to hide 

We hold on so tight, but I don't wanna die, no 

I don't wanna die, I don't wanna die, yeah’  

From Sia Furler’s song - Bird Set Free 

 

I look around and notice that Gigi and Charlotte have moved to girlhood and are both dancing 

wild dances - making big leaps, shaking heads and hair in the air, spinning with open arms, 

only to occasionally exchange glances and smiles.  

 

I am struck by how much they both look like teenage girls at this moment (Gigi in her twenties, 

Charlotte in her forties). My body is pulled to join them.  

 

I look back at Ida and see her dance has become more lyrical in the empty field – she's swinging 

her hips and hands, gently moving her head up and down, opening her arms towards the ceiling. 
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I move to girlhood and dance with Gigi – we dance a playful, silly dance, our feet and arms 

and hair everywhere.  

 

For a brief moment I notice my body’s reflection on the glass door and a memory of numerous 

hours of dancing with my reflection in the balcony doors of my childhood room came back. 

My stomach hurts a little.  

 

‘We start running, running 

To escape this town 

We don't know where we're going 

'Til we turn round 

And I keep on running, running 

I don't slow down 

And if I'm lost where shadows fall’  

Lyrics from Birdy’s ‘Light Me Up’ 

 

I move on and glimpse Gigi who is now in womanhood field dancing an expansive, expressive, 

powerful lyrical dance, her limbs passionately claiming the space around her, her face focused. 

She owns this field. My gaze is fixed on her while she engages with all of her body in this 

expression of confidence and ‘sexiness’.  

 

‘And the arms of the ocean are carrying me 

And all this devotion was rushing over me 

And the questions I have for a sinner like me 

But the arms of the ocean deliver me’  

From Florence + The Machine’s song ‘Never Let Me Go’ 

 

We keep dancing for a while, occasionally sharing moments of bodily conversation and quickly 

moving on. I am curious about Ida’s dance and I continue observing her occasionally as she 

moves between empty and childhood spaces, dancing gently with her lower body (feet and 

knees) in childhood and then speeding and opening up in the empty field. I feel how relief is 

spreading in my body, softening my muscles as some of the tension is gone, and I open to the 

affective intensity of this dance. We are doing something. I can feel it in my body.  
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People are moving together 

Close as the flames in a fire 

Feel the beat; music and rhyme 

While there is time. 

We all go 'round and 'round 

Partners of lost and found 

Looking for one more chance 

All I know is, 

We're all in the dance. 

From Feist’s song ‘We’re All in The Dance’ 

 

At the end of the workshop, we gather our warm, sweaty, energised bodies in a circle for a 

closing discussion.  

 

Ida opens it by saying: 'I feel uncomfortable and surprised'. 'I really didn’t like woman and girl 

quadrants; I didn’t want to go there. I’m surprised by it but the empty field was the only 

comfortable one and the child was OK. I didn't go into woman field and I didn't like girl as 

well.' 

 

Another long silence follows her words and we slowly begin discussion on what this map and 

each of the fields produced for our moving bodies. 

 

Diffracting Ida’s antilinear becoming 
 
Diffractive methodology proposes the concept of an encounter, an onto-epistemological space 

where subjective truth (partial knowledge of the active world) is being produced in the moment 

of encounter (Davies 2014). This truth does not exist prior to or independent of an encounter; 

thus, the researcher’s task is not to tell the world of this truth but to ‘become with’ it.  

 

In thinking through/with this data, I am drawn to follow traces of what this embodied 

exploration of womanhood enabled and produced for each of us. When I say us, I do not refer 

to a collective of bounded and stable identities (for example Ida) but to an assemblage of 

permeable, dynamic, open-ended bodily-selves (Ida’s and others’ dancing bodies in a dance).  

This assemblage is a rhizomatic collective body where different elements plug in and out of 
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each other in sometimes predictable and sometimes unpredictable ways; for example, what I 

call Ida’s anti-linear becoming - after Renold and Ringrose (2011) - in the two dance 

workshops, was made possible by her attuning to her moving body (listening to what opens up 

in her dance - comfort and then discomfort), but also by dancing with and being surrounded by 

other participants, following the tasks I proposed and dancing to the music I played to support 

these explorations. Even though she might be the subject of these experiences, they do not start 

or end in her body. Ida’s comfort and discomfort might not be solely hers; they might not 

belong to her body prior to this encounter. Her discomfort was produced in the encounter, while 

Ida was flowing around the room, meeting other dancing bodies, seeing/feeling with her body 

other dancing bodies, observing how they come and go out of the womanhood and other fields, 

witnessing their womanhood dances, trying to bring her body to do what she thought was 

expected of her and failing. Ida’s discomfort is perhaps our collective discomfort as we dance 

with her and respond with silence to her naming it. It is also my discomfort in realising that I 

have largely contributed to producing it with this research. It is my discomfort in becoming 

with this data and not knowing what to make of it. It could also be our collective discomfort in 

negotiating ways of being as women.   

 

At the same time, Ida’s naming her discomfort and stating ‘I didn’t want to go there’ (girlhood 

and womanhood fields) is the beginning of a line of flight, her flight from preconceived and 

limiting ideas on how she should be, her flight from being aged and gendered by the nature of 

this inquiry. It is perhaps also her line of flight from Gigi’s dance of sexiness and a rejection 

of gendering altogether. When she chooses to stay and dance in the empty field, she is, in a 

way, rejecting gendering of her body. She is looking for ways to transcend her gender identity 

and remain open to becoming; however, both of Ida’s experiences, ‘knowing how to do 

womanhood’ and not being able to ‘enter the field of womanhood’, are parts of who she is and 

who she is becoming as an agential but entangled element in different assemblages (that is, 

dance workshop 2 and dance workshop 4). Ida becoming someone who first feels that she can 

do anything as a woman to becoming someone who does not want to think of herself as a 

woman, could be seen as a matter of her intra-active becoming in this project. Her intuitive 

decision to stay in the empty field, could be seen as her flipping her subjectivity assemblage 

‘from its side facing the strata to its side facing the plane of consistency or the body without 

organs’ (Deleuze& Guattari 2011, p. 148). It could be seen as her move toward increasing her 

bodily powers or, at least, finding the space where there is the possibility of an increase of 
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powers (Ida’s dance was evidently more animated in the empty field). It is a move from the 

strata of womanhood toward an unstratified space of rhizomatic possibilities. 

  

Surprising bodily capacities 
 
Deleuze & Guattari (2011) famously argued that in order to know the body we need to ask 

what a body can do, what connections it can make, and what transformation it can undergo. In 

my diffractive becoming-with this data, what becomes evident is the bodily capacity to surprise 

and to be surprised. Gigi and Polly were surprised by the accuracy or truthfulness of their 

bodily responses to the question of how womanhood feels in their bodies (in workshop 2); 

Rebecca was surprised when she discovered where exactly in her body she feels her strength 

as a woman and how pleasant it feels (in workshop 2); I was surprised by a sudden memory of 

dancing in front of the glass door of my childhood room (in workshop 4); Ida surprised us all 

when she said dancing womanhood was easy for her as she was a woman (workshop 2), and 

then surprised herself when she found herself unable to enter the womanhood field in the 

following workshop (workshop 4). In all these examples, our bodies created, worked with and 

responded to these surprises. This thinking might sound as though it is deeply entrenched in 

Cartesian dualism and a continuation of body-mind separation, but it is not. The body in 

feminist materialist thinking is always an active and agential assemblage that cuts across 

spatial, temporal and material boundaries (as in my memory suddenly being enlivened by the 

fact that there was a glass door in front of me in a rather dark room). When I write about the 

body here, I write about body-self (see Rice 2014), an embodied self whose corporeality forms 

an integral part of its identity. Rice suggests that visceral information is as important as cerebral 

in formation of a body-self (an identity). Movement meditation teaches that visceral 

information is a different (but not less valuable) way of knowing oneself, the other and the 

world. Importantly, the body-self I explore here, does not exist in isolation from the multiple 

environments it inhabits. The fact that we, or our bodily-selves, were able to be surprised has 

something to do with the physical space we worked in and its setting; for example, Ida’s 

discomfort had a lot to do with the four papers placed on the floor (photo no. 17) and especially 

with the magnetism and affective intensity that was created around the empty field (marked by 

an empty piece of paper).  
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When Gigi discusses her dance from womanhood to the empty field and back, she notices a 

subtle transition occuring each time. She was aware that her body moved differently in these 

two fields and was intrigued by this transition.  

 

Gigi: ‘I spent a lot of time going from empty to woman field and I observed this progression 

into a woman. I think I’m moving freely in woman section and then I go there (empty) and I 

see oh no, there are so many ways to move that I’m not doing. There’s so much more.’  

 

‘The more of it’ that Gigi had observed has proved difficult to verbalise. Later in our discussion 

she struggles to find words attempting to explain how words cannot convey what she 

experienced in the dance. The shift from movement to words inevitably organises thoughts and 

labels each experience, ‘arranges it in a set of orientations never entirely accurate to vital, multi-

directional, close-range life’ (Taylor 2008, p. 57). What dance destabilises, language tries to 

stabilise in order to communicate. Taylor notes that transition from dance/movement to 

language is close to the transition from smooth to striated space (2008, p. 57); what was once 

open to multi-directional, unpredictable expression (movement/dance) suddenly becomes 

organised, framed and limited by how it is named. Gigi frames this as ‘meaning that is bigger 

than words’ when she tries to explain her dance traversing borders between different fields. 

Dancing across these fields is producing something, but the only way words can hold the 

meaning of this something is by calling it ‘so much more’. The production of this ‘more’ was 

possible because of Gigi’s bodily engagement with the space, including the map on the floor.  

 

The energetic intensity of the map on the floor captured my sensing-feeling-thinking about this 

workshop, months after it had ended. The emptiness coupled with potentiality that some of the 

participants brought into our discussion was puzzling to say the least. To make some sense of 

it, I wrote a poem titled ‘That empty piece of paper full of possibilities’. The poem is based on 

the transcript of our discussion following the workshop, my notes about this workshop, and my 

notes from becoming-with visual materials of the workshop. As in most of the previous poems, 

I have entangled participants’ words with my observations and notes on the affective 

atmosphere in the room and on flows and patterns of movement that spoke to me when 

analysing textual and visual materials from the workshop. Writing poetry is a creative 

endeavour in which I am a beginner, yet poetic expression creates a different kind of narrative 

space where, similar to emergent dance, convention is opened up to creative reframing. Poetic 
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language names, frames and arranges fragments of experience that are beyond the reach of 

linear narration, making them subjective to narration.  

 

In this chapter, poetic expression enables me to interweave various threads of verbal, visual 

and kinaesthetic data and to produce textual artefacts that in some way speak to the aesthetic 

qualities of the emergent dances we created in this project. Poetry enables a subtle shift from 

the striated space of analytic discussion into a smooth space of creative becoming with words 

on the page. I follow Lorde’s (1984) suggestion that it is ‘through poetry that we give name to 

those ideas which are - until the poem - nameless and formless, about to be birthed, but already 

felt. That distillation of experience from which true poetry springs births thought as dream 

births concept, as feeling births idea, as knowledge births (precedes) understanding’ (p. 37). 

 

The poem about the empty piece of paper, and my analysis of it, follow.  

 

Liveliness of the empty piece of paper 
 

 

 

Photo no. 17 and 18 - ‘Gendered Body Across Life Phases’  
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THAT EMPTY PAPER 

FULL OF POSSIBILITIES 

 

Can’t tell you why 

It’s just a feeling 

I like the empty space the best 

So she said and put her foot down 

at the edge of my puzzlement 

 

Hey you like it, I love it 

Can move only in it 

surprised I am too 

that everything else is not for me 

no place where I want to be 

But here you will find me 

where I can stay and just be 

In this moment at least 

 

This empty space 

who would know 

Is to be able just to move 

without thinking 

without knowing 

only by disappearing 

into my own movement 

where I no longer am 

 

This empty is about freedom 

no limits, knowledge, borders 

there are lines around it but I don’t feel them 

Only the spaciousness I see 

it is empty but full to the brim 

so full of possibilities 
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This empty is freeing 

I don’t have to be who I am 

I can relax in the rhythm and just be 

explore the worlds beyond me 

To become who I am not yet 

because I am free 

here at least I am free 

 

So here I am in this moment 

Please don’t ask me to name and describe 

There is no form to be found 

In the empty space 

‘cause it is empty 

this space is empty 

 

Can’t tell you why 

It’s just a feeling 

But I like it the best 

 

In the poem above, I play with participants’ words and my observations to point to the 

magnetism and energetic charge that was created around the empty piece of paper, upon which 

many of us commented in the discussion following the inquiry. The empty piece of paper has, 

somehow, created a field full of possibilities. Some of this magnetism was afforded by creative, 

emergent dance as a form of inquiry. In this research, I have proposed dance as a method that 

can help us attune to unpredictable processes of de-territorialisation, such as when a subject 

assemblage opens to new flows or lines of flight, like overcoming the vulnerability of dancing 

with another, or discovering an unfamiliar freedom of movement in an unlabelled part of the 

room. These kinds of deterritorialisations happen in all kinds of situations and practices in the 

everyday, but dance perhaps makes them more palpable because a dancer is often attuned to 

sudden bodily sensations, emotions and unpredictable reactions. Some of this is visible in how 

we discussed dancing in the field marked by the empty paper. 

 

The magnetic charge of the empty field and the sense of emptiness from preconceived ideas, 

or from ideas at all, that some of us felt when dancing in it, seem to point to subtle processes 
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of de-territorialisation at play. The empty paper has, to my surprise, animated a de-

territorialising force of the openness of possibilities, of the liveliness of materiality (materiality 

of the paper and materiality of moving bodies), and of the open-endedness of the present 

moment. My intention was never to reduce my participants’ experiences of embodiment to a 

certain box with predefined characteristics, yet, by asking them to look into what certain 

dimensions of their embodiment produced for them, I was unintentionally limiting their 

possibilities of simply being in movement, the exact thing that a creative, emergent form of 

dance affords. The empty piece of paper I had - by pure chance - added to the map on the floor 

has disrupted my inquiry. Not only did it provide the space for being free from labels and tasks, 

it also offered a new space for inquiry into what some of the participants named as ‘simply me’ 

or ‘just an expression of myself’. It freed us from having to experience our bodies as sexed, 

gendered and aged, and allowed a space for creative expression of what some participants 

named ‘just themselves’. It also freed us from the implicit developmentalist approach to 

understanding being that had, unfortunately, slipped in and informed this inquiry. 

Developmentalist approaches grant linear transition from childhood to adulthood (child, girl, 

woman) to be ‘normal’ and appropriate; all other ways of existing are considered to be 

problematic.  

 

In that sense, while the map on the floor aimed to bring us closer to different times and places 

in our lives, not to revisit memories stored in our fixed bodies, but to open up the affective 

economy of the ‘embodied womanhood’ to new affective flows, it did more than that. The map 

on the floor has simultaneously created an energetic charge in moving in and especially out of 

predetermined labels (gender, age) when entering the empty field. In a way, it temporarily 

enabled a slight release of the grip of molar identities into unpredictable multiple directions, 

not to set us fully free from majoritarian structures but to stretch and adjust what was possible 

before (Deleuze& Guattari 2011). Some of this stretching began with questioning materialised 

elements of gender strata, as when Gigi dances on the border between fields and notices an 

expansion of her movements when she enters the empty field, or when Ida rejects entering girl 

and woman fields and thus rejects gendering of her body. Most of this stretching, in fact began 

with the empty piece of paper and the space for being in the moment that it created. The empty 

piece of paper, which in our discussion soon became renamed as full, enacted qualities of 

smooth space of becoming, it became a nexus of chaotic rhizomatic multiplicities which were 

named as ‘freedom’, ‘just being’, or ‘more than who I usually am’.  
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This empty is about freedom 

No limits, knowledges, borders 

there are lines around it but I don’t feel them 

Only its spaciousness I see 

It is empty but full to the brim 

So full of possibilities 

 

Some of the affordances of the empty field spring from the creative and emergent nature of the 

dance inquiry in this research. To dance spontaneously and creatively in this project meant to 

dance with attention on one’s body. This kind of mindful attention to the present moment, 

according to meditation teachings, aims to expand one’s capacity to sense, feel, think and act 

free from judgement in any moment; in that sense it aims to generate movement beyond the 

individual’s fixed places. Deleuze imagines this movement away from habitual, fixed, 

authoritarian ways of being, as a line of flight that unsettles well-established patterns and opens 

up a space for new things to emerge. It is a movement from well-established majoritarian 

identities (ones that are fixed on roles and structures), to rhizomatic and unpredictable 

minoritarian identities (those that are not fully defined).  

 

In that sense, the empty piece of paper with its emptiness/plurality of possibilities enabled some 

of us to embody more than one’s territory (more than who we are as queer or cis-gender 

women, humans, students, researchers). To some of us, it produced an experience of what 

Deleuze and Guattari frame as ‘haecceity’ or ‘just-thisness’ (2011, p. 289), a moment when an 

individuality ceases to exist and what remains is ‘a set of nonsubjectified affects’. A pure flow 

of becoming.  

 

This empty is freeing me from myself 

I don’t have to be who I am 

I can relax in the rhythm and just be 

explore the worlds beyond me 

To become who I am not yet 

because I am free 

 

Davies (2011) reminds us that in the moment of haecceity all binaries dissolve; what one 

experiences is not self and the other, not a dancer and a dance, or body and mind, or interiority 
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and exteriority, but ‘relations of movement and rest between molecules, particles and capacities 

to affect and be affected’ (Deleuze& Guattari 2011, p. 289). In the language of movement 

meditation, one becomes ‘at one’ with the dance, unable to distinguish any longer the source 

of the movement and thus dissolving the sense of self in a flow of dance. The emptiness 

associated with moments like this is, for Deleuze and Guattari, productive of opening up one’s 

individual assemblage to new flows and connection. It is also productive of experiencing the 

world in its intra-connectivity. Importantly, for Deleuze and Guattari, this dissolving of an 

identity is not about ‘releasing a true self’, nor about discovering what kind of human one 

‘really’ or ‘essentially’ is (Davies 2011), but about ‘unravelling your body’s human 

organization’ (Deleuze 1995, p. 11). It is about opening it (your body’s human organisation) 

for creative exploration, perhaps making it less important, even for a brief moment.  

 
The significance of similar moments is perhaps best captured in the following excerpts from 

Shoni, Gigi and Charlotte. When she was asked how she had experienced dancing in the field 

marked with the empty piece of paper, Shoni responded as follows:  

 
I feel like this white line is a boundary that separates different periods but in the empty one 

there’s no boundaries. They all disappear and you don’t have to consider so many things (like 

age and similar) and you can focus on what you want to express through your body.  

 

Gigi, in a similar manner, points to joy that she associates with dancing ‘an expression of 

herself’: 

 
…when you do have those moments when you lose yourself that’s... it’s really nice... it makes 

it seem possible to break all these down a little bit. It sort of takes down their importance. Like 

that contrast of dancing with these questions in mind and just dancing...humming sounds. No, 

it’s just so exciting when you find yourself just an expression of you, I guess of your soul, dance 

of your soul, then all the other ideas and expression just disappear, whoa, out of the window.  

 
And for Charlotte: 

in the empty, it was free and easy and relaxed…, I could really feel letting go in this space.  

 
The creative emergent expression that Shoni, Gigi and Charlotte experienced in the empty field 

and frame as an ‘expression of yourself’, ‘letting go of’ and ‘expressing through your body’, 

is similar to that which Davies frames as a creatively evolving Deleuzian subject. It is a subject 
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that is open to new sensations, feelings and thoughts, that have the power to ‘generate new 

ways of being’ (Davies 2011). The fact that some of us spent most of our time in the empty 

field without much thinking about it but by following the impulse to move where we could find 

more freedom to effortlessly express perhaps illustrates the magnetic force of, or the need for, 

the ways of being that are unscripted and potentially new. For Deleuze, these new modes of 

being inspire new ways of thinking which in turn inspire new ways of acting and living 

(Deleuze 2001, p. 66). In that sense, it is possible to say that the empty piece of paper was, in 

fact, full. Its rhizomatic fullness was perhaps due to the perceived boundedness of other fields 

(child, girl, woman), yet, it was affective and productive of us becoming different from who 

we were at the beginning of this exploration. 

 
While writing this chapter, I have struggled with loss of focus and concentration and with a 

strong urge to let my thoughts flow without a direction. I spent days sitting at my desk, reluctant 

to move much, but also unable to put words onto the paper. I re-read the backbone of the 

chapter over and over again only to add a sentence or two a day. Each evening I felt determined 

to start writing more productively early next morning, only to find myself daydreaming or 

meditating through the following day. I blamed my mind-wandering mood to summer 

temperatures and summer atmosphere, to the exhaustion of the last year of the PhD, to my 

laziness and lack of motivation to finish my thesis. When in fact I sat through each day doing 

what young women in my research did when they embraced that empty piece of paper - I 

explored the freedom and potentiality of emptiness, of a smooth space of becoming, a space 

where rhizomatic possibilities connect and disconnect before one, or some of them, become a 

reality. Interestingly, I did not feel bad about not writing much. I was aware of the stress of 

coming deadlines but also of the pleasures of a free-flowing mind, of thoughts that were coming 

and going in no particular order and without any destination, of the expansiveness of each 

moment when it is left unfilled. There was so much freedom and ease in letting my thoughts 

expand across time and space that bringing them over to my thesis once again felt limiting, 

even uncomfortable, yet, it was unavoidable.  

 
 

Gigi’s dance on the borderline 

 
Going back to Gigi’s observation of her dance as traversing the line between womanhood and 

empty fields, I was puzzled by her evocative description of the difference she noticed in how 

her body moved in these two fields: 
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I found child and girl really difficult. I found it difficult to re-embody myself … I thought that 

in a child category I would feel more free and uninhibited but it was reversed around … 

When I was in woman section, that’s when I felt the most as myself and comfortable. And I had 

more tendencies to sexualise myself and to move in a more sexual way. Compared to when I 

went to the empty/or full space. Where I moved with more focus on rhythm and moving in less 

gendered way. I didn’t feel gendered at all. That was really great. And I spent a lot of time 

going from empty to woman field and observed this progression into a woman. I think I’m 

moving freely in woman section and then I go there (pointing to the empty) and I see oh no, 

there are so many ways to move that I’m not doing! There’s so much more! That’s not 

connected to my identity as a woman therefore I don’t move like that usually, but this gave me 

the space to do it so that was cool. 

 

Gigi was an unnamed celebrity in our group. She found it relatively easy to approach our 

explorations creatively, often leading the way for others. The way she moved and danced 

embodied confidence and power. There was an intensity in her movements even when she did 

not know what she was doing or why, as she later shared in our discussions, or when she 

struggled with a task. In the discussions, Gigi often spoke about feeling limited by and 

frustrated because of meanings attached to womanhood. She wanted to find ways to move 

‘beyond gender’, free from it, the way she experienced her brother was moving in the world. 

At the same time, her dance was often described by other participants as an embodiment of 

womanness, sexiness, and confidence. In one of the workshops, Polly and several others picked 

a photo of Gigi dancing as their favourite photo from this project because in Polly’s words, it 

embodied a ‘Fuck you guys’ attitude. In the photo, Gigi, with an almost bald head and in short 

pants and a top, dances while gazing intensely into the distance. There was an intensity and 

provocation in her gaze similar to those in her moves, yet Gigi often pointed to how limited 

she felt by the ways she was taught to move in the world.  
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Photo no. 19 - Gigi’s gaze 

 

When Gigi points to possibilities for moving (becoming) in a less gendered way that she has 

discovered in the empty field, she touches upon what Massumi calls the shadow side of a realm 

of flux and change – a realm of habit and fixity (Massumi 2002, in Blackman 2012). The ease 

and comfort Gigi has found in the womanhood field, even the need to dance there, or the 

pleasure she found in moving in a sexual way, do not have to signify habit and fixity; however, 

the way Gigi is talking about her transversal dance points to it. She calls this ‘a tendency to 

sexualise herself’. A tendency is a proneness, a disposition to a particular kind of action or 

thinking. Gigi’s ‘tendency to sexualise herself’ and the comfort she feels when behaving in 

ways that are familiar - ‘When I was in woman section, that’s when I felt the most as myself 

and comfortable’ - point to an active character or processes of territorialisation, of making of 

a Self. Territories do not just happen. One does not become suddenly entrapped by a territory 

(though it occasionally might feel like that). In a feminist materialist account, embodiment does 

not just happen either. It is actively produced by an agential body - in this case, Gigi’s body 

actively doing gendering rather than being gendered.  

 

For Deleuze and Guattari, and possibly for Gigi in her dance between the womanhood and the 

empty fields, territorialisation is an active process. It is simultaneously an active process and 

an outcome of physical, psychological and social forces that work toward regulating or 

producing something (Deleuze 1994, see also Coffey & Ringrose 2016, Fox 2002). In Fox’s 
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words (2002), territorialisation consists of both social (physical, cultural) forces and active Self 

as it becomes other (territorialised or deterritorialised). This means that sex or gender are not 

externally imposed (as in social constructionist theories) or internally revealed (as a biological 

function), but come to be through a dynamic relation of interiority and exteriority. Gigi does 

something to ‘sexualise herself’ but her doing it is not independent of the world she inhabits 

and co-creates. It is in this world that she mediates the familiar and unfamiliar ways of moving 

and produces her identity. The way she frames it, there is nothing wrong with embodying 

sexualised performances of womanhood; there is a familiarity and pleasure in them, however, 

once these performances start dominating our ways of being, they can become toxic. Cultural 

patterns, if we allow them to dominate or fixate our possibilities, can become toxic. This is 

what Gigi refers to when describing her dance traversing borders of the two fields: 

 
I think I’m moving freely in woman section and then I go there (pointing to the empty) and I 

see oh no, there are so many ways to move that I’m not doing! There’s so much more!  

 
Fox and Alldred (2016b) argue that crystallisation of processes of becoming results in 

aggregated affects - affects that happen frequently and leave permanent traces on bodies. 

Repeated social, cultural and physical forces that encourage one to move and act in sexualised 

ways leave permanent traces on bodies. Aggregation, hence, can temporarily or even 

permanently interrupt or interfere with bodily becoming, as repeated affects draw relations into 

physical, psychological or conceptual combination or a category (such as sexualised female 

body) (Fox &Alldred 2016b, p. 91). These aggregations however have variable degrees of 

stability and, occasionally, a singular affects can ‘break bodies and subjectivities free from 

aggregations’ (p. 109); thus, a deterritorialisation happens. A body is invited to reinvent itself. 

A different kind of organisation becomes possible. Perhaps this is what happens when Gigi 

goes from the womanhood field to the empty one and observes how her body becomes free to 

move in a multitude of ways that were not possible a moment ago, ways that she did not feel 

capable of a moment ago. Surprised by this change, she does not stop to think about it but 

continues to dance and explore ‘many ways to move’ of which she was not previously aware, 

just as Ida does not stop to think where her discomfort is coming from. For both of them it 

happens in that particular moment and in their moving bodies. The body is enacting its agency 

in doing things before the thought is formed and before actions are labelled by words. Again, 

this is not a purely biological body I am referring to, not the body as ‘the last refuge from 

language… and the last bastion of the natural’ (Farnell 1999, p. 346), but an active and agential 
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assemblage in intra-action with multiple other assemblages, the assemblage which produces 

something (sexual dance, discomfort) before the body-self understands what, and before 

language gives a meaning to it. Once the meaning is created, a new (expanded) territory is set 

in place. 

 

The power of words 
 

Words are events; they have a power, an energetic charge and a capacity to materialise and 

transform things (Ursula Le Guin 2004). They can entrap things or set them free. Words, just 

like movements, are material events. The poem I wrote in this chapter, on the liveliness of the 

empty piece of paper, begins with Carrie’s words: 

 

Can’t tell you why 

It’s just a feeling 

I like the empty space the best 

 

So she said and put her foot down 

at the edge of my puzzlement 

 

The intention behind this research was to contribute to advancing a more positive perspective 

on the embodiment of womanhood by emphasising the potential of what young women sense, 

feel, think and do (see Renold & Ivinson 2014, Ivinson & Renold 2016), and how they actively 

and creatively negotiate their embodiment to produce joy and pleasure. This is not to say that 

embodiment or womanhood are all about joy and pleasure, rather but to move the focus from 

problematisation of both - the body and the womanhood - to a more inclusive analysis in which 

often chaotic multiplicities participate in shaping people’s realities. Where I have ended up, 

however, is somewhere else. That empty piece of paper took us all by surprise.  

 
The affective intensity that was created around the empty field made me think about the need 

for empty spaces where being is not narrowed into limited categories but open to the 

unpredictability, multiplicity and flows of life. It made me think about the need some of us 

expressed to explore open-ended possibilities to become. This is perhaps what Gigi calls ‘so 

much more’ than was possible a moment ago. Connection with ourselves and the flow of life 

some of us experienced when dancing in the empty field allude to its potentiality. The empty 
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field is not empty any more - when a body enters it, it becomes a potent space of becoming. In 

Carrie’s words: 

 

Can’t tell you why 

It’s just a feeling 

I like the empty space the best 

 

The affective intensity around the empty piece of paper speaks also about the power of words; 

even the simplest words such as child, girl and woman have a forceful affective capacity as has 

been shown in this chapter. Some of us could not make ourselves enter the fields around these 

words. Some of us entered these fields with immediate ideas about how we should be in them. 

Some of us did not think much, but already knew ways of moving in relation to these words. 

These words had the power to entertain, to confuse, to protect, to hurt, to shape, to violate, and 

to re-enact different times and places in our lives. In that sense, one could say, the empty field 

became a refuge from materialised limits, while other fields seemed full of them. It provided a 

shield from personal, cultural, physical and social forces that inform and co-create young 

women’s becomings from childhood onward, whatever the direction might be. It provided a 

shield from having to re-embody our previous selves with their specific affective 

configurations. The empty field has done so much for us. 

 

The (restratifying) power of questions 

 
Finally, the emptiness of the blank sheet of paper revealed the stratified territory around the 

body and the embodiment of womanhood that this research has been establishing. By exploring 

the embodiment of womanhood, I unintentionally but persistently contributed to materialising 

limits for the research participants’ becomings. My questions and invitations repeatedly 

reminded young women in this study of their womanness. Even without defining womanhood 

in an essentialist way, by asking the participants to embody what womanhood means to them 

(workshop 2), for example, I produced a box into which they were invited to fit. In the example 

above, not only did the meanings attached to the words child, girl, and woman, have power to 

affect, but the implicit linear order from childhood through girlhood to womanhood had its 

own reterritorializing power. Some participants, like Ida, refused to be reterritorialised in that 

way; instead, they decided to experiment with the empty piece of paper and search for new 

possibilities for becoming. Ida’s antilinear becoming was possibly a rejection of gendering as 
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much as it was rejection of my research agenda. In this performance ethnography, I had 

facilitated different activities to help us open up the affective economy of embodied 

womanhood; however, each time I introduced a new topic and a new tool, I unintentionally 

materialised limits around our individual and collective possibilities for becoming. I had re-

stratified us as women, young women, cis-gender, gay or straight. This kind of stratification is 

always deeply encoded in dualities (woman-man, straight-gay, fixed-fluid), as much as my 

intention was to avoid them. Setting limits around the research area is not necessarily wrong, 

as without some kind of limits research would not be possible, yet, it is perhaps these very 

limits that Ida and others were rejecting when they questioned and challenged what 

womanhood produces for them in the workshop described above.  

 

Degrees of freedom 
 
 

Freedom is not about breaking or escaping constraints. It’s about flipping them over 

into degrees of freedom. You can’t really escape the constraints. (Zournazi & Massumi 

2002, p. 222). 

 
Just as we cannot escape gravity, and we can live and move within its constraints (to be more 

precise, exactly because of its constrains), Massumi suggests we cannot escape gender. Gender, 

like other socio-material realities (race, class), is part of the fabric of who we are. Deleuze and 

Guattari advise that social difference is not a bad thing per se as it helps in creating a unitary 

sense of ‘self’. Who we are, in this sense, is partly defined by those to whom we belong and 

where we belong. It is also defined by who we know we are not. There is nothing wrong with 

knowing ‘who one is’ as long as these definitions do not limit or reduce the body to particular 

modes of being and interacting. For Deleuze and Guattari, ‘outside the strata or in the absence 

of the strata we no longer have forms or substances, organization or development, content or 

expression’ (2011, p. 554). In other words, without some form of social organisation, what we 

are left with is as challenging as life within the social organisation. For Deleuze and Guattari, 

as for Massumi, the challenge is not to completely free ourselves from stratification, but to 

loosen the grip of fixed (molar) identities and find flows of movement, flows of becoming: 

 

The cultural ‘laws’ of gender are part of what makes us who we are, they’re part of the 

process that produced us as individuals. You can’t just step out of gender identity. But 

just maybe you can take steps to encourage gender to flip… It’s a relational 
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undertaking. You’re not acting on yourself or other individuals separately. You’re 

acting on them together, their togetherness, their field of belonging. The idea is that 

there are ways of acting upon the level of belonging itself, on the moving together and 

coming together of bodies per se. (Zournazi &Massumi 2002).  

 
Not only can we never fully escape gender, but perhaps we do not even need to do so. Not 

everything related to gender is destructive or limiting. Throughout this research, I have written 

about a number of positive and enabling elements of gender explored by the participants in this 

research. Early in this chapter, I wrote about the pleasure, ease and strength that some of the 

participants experienced when thinking about womanhood (Rebecca, Ida). Later on I 

introduced Gigi, describing the comfort and confidence she has found when invited to move as 

a woman. Despite what she named as ‘a tendency to sexualise’ herself, Gigi did not find her 

affective response to moving in the womanhood field to be unpleasant. There was joy and ease 

associated with it, together with some fixity. There was also admiration and respect expressed 

by others towards her because of how she moved. Like Gigi, Ida thought that womanhood was 

easy as it gave her the freedom to do whatever she wanted to, until it was not easy anymore, 

until it started to confuse her. What Gigi, Ida and a number of other participants pointed to is 

perhaps not the need to transgress gender and the embodiment of gender all together (even if 

that would be possible), but rather it is the need to expand beyond it and to act in ways that are 

not informed by or related to their gendered identities. What they expressed is the need to find 

a friction in molar machines and to have freedom to open up and expand beyond, to gender 

one’s self differently. However small this friction might be, it is a rupture that opens us up to 

new ways of being. As small as that ‘beyond’ might be, it is enough to offer hope.  

 
Grosz (2017) notes that freedom is never granted to any of us from the outside. The freedom 

that comes from the outside does not increase bodily capacities and powers; it does not 

contribute to expanded possibilities, to further becomings. Freedom, or, for Massumi, the 

degrees of freedom, is obtained through the struggle individuals and collectives endure to 

become more than they are (Grosz 2017). It comes from the activity, from finding ways to 

perceive, feel, think and act in ways that previously were not familiar or possible. It comes 

from acting upon ourselves and others, or, in other words, from affecting others and remaining 

open to being affected. Massumi suggests that understanding how we affect others, and thus 

inevitably open ourselves up to being further affected, offers hope (Zournazi &Massumi 2015). 

He advises that this relational capacity of being (of affects too) is the reason why focusing on 
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the next experimental step, rather than the big utopian picture, is not settling for less but is 

rather a reason for hope. In that sense, what Grosz advises is perhaps similar to what Ida, Gigi, 

Carrie and others have shared in this chapter; it is the significance of the need or the struggle 

to expand beyond capacities and relations that were previously possible, and it is the 

importance of the need to find ways to expose one’s body-self to new experiences in order to 

learn how to feel, think, act and relate in new ways, to embody more movements than one knew 

how to do a moment ago, with and within the constraints of gender. This is not necessarily a 

push against identity and gender as much as it is a push against constraints on becoming. To 

this end the empty piece of paper created a field full of possibilities, not because these 

possibilities were absolute or transformative, but simply because they were the possibilities for 

something that was not there a moment ago.   

 

The possibilities of constraints and tension 
 

Close to the end of writing this thesis, I was drawn to look back at my becoming as a researcher 

and academic writer, navigating the ever-growing fields of feminist knowledges about the body 

and gender with my love for dance and movement, curiosity and hunger for creative expression, 

and within the constraints of academic procedures and rituals. I am invited to look at my 

becoming of an academic researcher and meditation teacher that happened somehow 

simultaneously. Close to the end of this journey, I find myself entering two different worlds - 

one full of hunger for striation, organisation, rigorous mapping in order to know and 

understand, and the other full of pausing, emptying, breathing and silencing in order to 

curiously wonder and, again, to understand.  

 

My thinking and becoming-with this thesis is made possible through the congruous and 

incongruous encounters of these two worlds, through their pushing, pulling and rubbing against 

each other: smooth space together with the striated one, empty space next to the filled one. It 

would be easy to say that the rules and procedures of academia posed significant limits to what 

this thesis, and the chapter above, could look like. Yet, had it not been for the constraints of 

academic rituals I am not convinced that I would have become a creative 

researcher/writer/poet. It was mostly through my attempts to name ‘the nameless and formless, 

about to be birthed, but already felt’ (Lorde 1984, p. 37), and to make it a subject of thought, 

that I encountered ‘fractures in the molar’ through which the aesthetic device emerged. It was 

in my rubbing against possibilities of language that poetry emerged. I was neither a poet nor a 
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writer when I began this research; I was very reluctant to name myself a dancer too, yet 

somehow, in the years of dedicated research and intuitive creation of this research, with and 

against the possibilities of contemporary academia, I have become nearer to both than I ever 

was. I am assuming this too speaks about ‘the degrees of freedom’ that are obtained through a 

struggle to become more than one was, that Grosz (2017) and Massumi (Zournazi &Massumi 

2002) so seductively discuss. 
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Chapter 8: Embodied inquiry into the social – what the method can 
‘do’ 
 
In this chapter I reflect on what this theoretically-informed performance ethnography has 

enabled me to do in the exploration of the embodiment of womanhood, as well as considering 

what remained unattainable. In reflecting on the methodology and methods of this research, I 

give a form to the emergent embodied methodology I developed in this research. The 

cartography of this embodied methodology grows primarily from the analysis of the doings of 

my methods, some of which have been discussed in analysis chapters. My intention in 

undertaking this research was to problematise and challenge the idea of women’s embodiment 

from a feminist perspective, in order to make bodies (and embodiment) more intelligible. 

Drawing on a rich history of research on the body within feminist philosophy and theory (Grosz 

1994, Birke 1999, Bordo 1993, Bray&Colebrook 1998, Braidotti 2002, 2011), I sought to 

contribute to advancing a more inclusive perspective on the embodiment of womanhood by 

emphasizing the potentiality and relationality of what young women sense, feel, think and do 

(see Renold & Ivinson 2014, Ivinson & Renold 2016). In doing so, I looked for ways to unsettle 

more dominant understandings of embodiment and gender that evolve around fixity and binary 

thinking (body-mind, women-men, and interiority- exteriority) and to propose a more fluid and 

relational way of looking at the embodiment of womanhood that does not fixate neither 

embodiment not womanhood.  

 

Dance as a method and poetic analysis as an embodied form of writing emerged in this project 

as forms through which to develop, communicate and share meanings on the body and gender. 

In sensing with our dancing bodies, the participants and I practised attuning to flows of sensory, 

emotional, cognitive, imaginative and other information that taught us something about our 

bodies, our ways of being (including out ways of gendering), and our ways of relating to others 

and the world at large. Creative writing, particularly poetry, emerged as an affective aesthetic 

form through which to analyse and share the ‘something’ we explored in dance - often elusive, 

intangible, sensory and affective dimensions of embodiment, of gender, and of being in the 

world. On the pages below, I reflect on the contributions and limitations of this emergent 

embodied methodology as I build the case for wider use of creativity and aesthetics in social 

research. Creative and aesthetic methods have the power to provoke, challenge and surprise; 

by causing slips from the ‘majoritarian thought’ (Hickey-Moody 2013), they make us feel, 

think and act afresh. This potentiality of creative methods presents a ground for profound 
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reimagining of social research landscapes, such as the reimagining I have advanced with this 

research.  

 

I begin this chapter by bringing myself, as a researcher deeply entangled with the research, into 

the foreground. In feminist materialist ontology, knowledge-making apparatus is inseparable 

from the knowledge or meaning it can produce (Barad 2007). My particular ways of being in 

the world, including my dance experience and creative interests, informed the possibilities and 

impossibilities of this research. In the opening pages of the following chapter, I bring my 

dancing body to the page to set the scene for the meaning-making apparatus that evolved 

through the thesis. This body is not more significant than other dancing bodies already 

introduced in previous chapters, thus it is introduced so close to the end, yet this body is so 

closely entangled with the research assemblage so that its doings need to be made visible.  

 

What it means to dance in order to explore and become 
 
I dance to connect with whatever is present in my body-mind at any particular moment. Dance 

is my checking-in practice. Some people have long conversations with their friends, write 

journals, or take long walks to construct and reflect upon their understanding of the world. I 

dance to come to this understanding. I attune to my body and move it in any way it feels 

appropriate at a time. Sensing with my body in movement enables me to connect to a range of 

sensory, emotional, affective, cognitive, and imaginative information that forms my body-mind 

at any given time. Drawing on Spinoza’s and the Deleuzo-Guattarian concept of affect, Hickey-

Moody suggests ‘the materiality of sensation’ is how our ‘imagination is grounded in the body’, 

it is ‘one of the ways in which bodies speak’ (2013, p. 82). By attuning to flows of visceral 

information, I began to create a map of my interior exteriority. I map all the ways my body 

moves to express a range of sensory information, feelings, and thoughts, about my daily reality, 

and to move beyond that reality. Each time I dance, this map is slightly different. I might feel 

different, have different thoughts and images as I dance, or move in a slightly different manner. 

However, some things persist. As many other dance practitioners, I intimately know places 

where my body cannot move, places where I am stuck. Those places where we feel so 

segmented that when we find ourselves in them it seems there is no way out.  

 

As the participants in this research have often made plain, dance is not all about ephemeral, 

transient movements. Some movements force themselves upon us over and over again. Some 
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aggregations are difficult to move past. Over ten years of dancing different forms of dance as 

a form of inquiry, I have not moved past my sensitivity to belonging to a place. Each time I 

come across inquiry into belonging to a place or the ground we live on, a common theme in 

movement meditation practices, I find myself unable to move. My sensitivity to belonging, 

particularly to a place, is actually a complete inability to feel belonging to a place coupled with 

a sincere longing for it. It is a segmentation of conflicting feelings from being born at a place 

with a rather troubling history that went through a horrifying civil war during my teenage years, 

leading to a change of borders/national identities several times in subsequent years thus 

resulted in my confused sense of identity (among many other confusions). That conflict is a 

story in itself. The fact that my mixed family could not find a place in this conflict is another 

story.  

 

It was not an easy place to belong; its reverberations still inform the ways I experience myself, 

others and the world. It emerges in my dance every now and then, for example, when we 

explored grounding as a movement priciple during the first module of my Open Floor Teacher 

Training, and were asked to imagine the ground on which we belonged, I fell asleep. I was not 

tired nor unwell and yet I fell asleep on the floor of the room full of people dancing to 

reasonably loud music. This had never happened to me before. When I woke up, embarrassed 

by my lack of discipline and poor dedication to my training, my colleagues were deeply 

engaged in conversation about what this inquiry brought up for them. I had nothing to say. In 

my dreamy state, I was happy to just listen.  

 

This short excerpt, I believe, speaks to transience, multiplicity and unavoidable segmentations 

of embodiment (and movement). It points to unpredictable and surprising moments of 

discovery that embodied methods, such as dance, afford. It perhaps also speaks about 

unpredictable relations through which a body is made. Women’s bodies, as I have argued 

earlier in this research, are often understood in terms of societal pressures toward certain 

performances of femininity. That short example from my dance inquiries, as well as this 

research more generally, aim to open up a discussion on the multiplicity of relations and 

capacities through which embodiment (and gender) is continually made and remade.  

 

My inability to feel belonging to a place still informs my dance, but not always. On most days 

I dance with flows of impulses and information that produce various effects. By allowing some 

of these impulses to express themselves, I create the space for new flows. In this way, my 
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moving body is continuously reinventing itself (myself), albeit partially. Again, this is not to 

say that dancing body is all about flows of movement, or that dance is the only form that affords 

becoming. Dance, rather, makes becoming more tangible. Because a dancer is often more 

attuned to subtle processes of deterritorialisation, dance makes becoming more palpable. As a 

dancer, I also know places where my dance is way too familiar, where I express what I very 

well know about myself. I do my ‘thing’ but do not get to learn much about myself. At other 

times, I learn so much about myself, others and the world that I become different to myself. 

Flows of movement are, like Deleuzian flows of life, unpredictable. In spite of well-worn maps 

of movement across bodily territories, a sudden hunch can take us into an unfamiliar territory, 

a place where the grip of who we know we are and how we are supposed to be, is not so strong 

and the possibilities for becoming abound. We might find ourselves dancing in a new way, 

feeling different as we move our bodies or imagining something previously unthinkable. This 

is what Deleuze and Guattari call the ‘lines of flight’ that rupture established territories (of a 

self) and open up the space for something new. Contrary to molar processes that tend to 

organise, codify and stratify bodies, things and ideas, according to changeable but externally 

determined rules, the lines of flight decode, unmake and modify the same bodies, things and 

ideas (Albrecht-Crane & Slack 2007, p. 101). I understand the line of flight as a voluntary or 

involuntary leap of faith into the unfamiliar. Most lines of flight are subtle, almost 

imperceptible, but their value is significant. They point to the chaotic multiplicities of the 

world, even when it appears to be striated and organised; in other words, if noticed, they point 

to ‘the fragility and malleability of the molar’ (Renold & Ringrose 2011, p. 394).  

 

Dance and flows of (relational) becoming 
 
Creative practices such as dance as a form of inquiry have the potential to ‘tip the most 

favourable assemblage (meaning subjectivity) from its side facing the strata to its side facing 

the plane of consistency’ (Deleuze and Guattari 2011, p. 148, comment in brackets is added), 

the plane of consistency (the plane of immanence) being a mode of existence characterised by 

continuous expansion of relations, transformations and capacities of all bodies. Deleuze and 

Guattari define this place as a pure affect or pure becoming (2011). Creative practices, thus, 

have the power to forge new flows of becoming. I deliberately use the evocative verb ‘forge’ 

to illustrate how forceful (even painful) rhizomatic becoming can be. I have most certainly 

experienced dance classes where I was emotionally or mentally overwhelmed, provoked, or 

invited to cross into an unfamiliar (perhaps unsafe) territory. Sometimes this happened because 
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of what I brought into a class in the form of my experiences and capacities that did not sit well 

with what others brought; sometimes it was triggered by the invitations of the dance facilitators 

or by the tasks they proposed. I felt a previously unfamiliar sense of exposure and vulnerability 

the first time I was asked to dance in front of a group of observers; I found sublime joy in 

dancing ‘the angry’ or ‘powerful’ dance to express and change some of my reactions to 

everyday encounters; and I have been moved to tears while resonating with another dancer’s 

inquiry into a painful or unfamiliar place. Similarly, the participants in this research have 

spoken about being shocked, surprised, confused, deeply moved and overwhelmingly angered 

by some of our creative inquiries, and thus being made to move in new ways. 

 

Polly: ‘Something good comes from this being a confusion, a misinterpretation, or an accident 

almost. It creates other resources in a way.’ 

 

Not every deterritorialisation has to be intense though. Sometimes we simply allow ourselves 

to be affected by what is happening on the dance floor and some of the resonances will shape 

the way we move. New possibilities for being might emerge, such as when the anger that some 

of the participants felt when dancing with the stratification of their bodies (Chapter 5) began 

travelling around the room and affecting us collectively (yet each of us in a peculiar way). 

 

Do I really need that anger in my life; 

I don’t like it, it disturbs. 

 

I enjoyed dancing and didn’t feel much anger 

Should I? 

 

My anger is very rigid, stiff like, uncomfortable; 

it is an anger but not an anger. 

 

For Deans and Wright (2018), dance, particularly spontaneous or improvisational dance, 

always takes a dancer into creative and imaginative realm of discovery. Though this discovery 

often begins with the known (feelings, thoughts, and movements that are familiar), it often 

takes a dancer into the unknown, into discovering new realms that were unfamiliar a moment 

ago (such as dancing transversal, affective anger and the ‘more of it’ in chapter 5).  
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The Open Floor dance modality that informed my method draws on recent studies in 

neuroscience (see for example Bonnie Badenoch’s ‘A symphony of gifts from relational 

neuroscience’) to suggest the relational nature of the embodied being. Recent research into 

neuroplasticity suggests, as some materialist philosophers (such as Spinoza and 

Deleuze&Guattari) have done - for decades now (even for centuries in the case of Spinoza) - 

that our experiences, connections, and relations keep (re)shaping who we are, that we are 

relationally co-constituted. The air we breathe, the food we eat, the environment we live in 

(including its socio-cultural-political climate), the human and non-human beings we connect 

with, and the nature of those connections, all shape our individual (and collective) ways of 

being. Our cells, tissues and internal systems (that is, our nervous and digestive systems) are 

continually reconfigured through these relations. These ideas break the notion of the 

independent, bounded self in a similar way to the Deleuzo-Guattarian notion of becoming 

(2011) or the Baradian concept of intra-action (2007). Barad’s concept of intra-action focuses 

on the inseparability of individual from their environment(s). Intra-action actually makes the 

entangled, simultaneous becoming of an individual and their environment more visible. 

According to Barad,  

 

… Bodies do not simply take their place in the world. They are not simply situated in, 

or located in, particular environments. Rather, “environments” and “bodies” are intra-

actively co-constituted. Bodies (“human”, “environmental”, or otherwise) are integral 

“parts” of, or dynamic reconfigurings of, what is (2007, p. 170).  

 

What Barad calls ‘what is’ is what Spinoza calls “Substance’ (Nature or God) and Deleuze and 

Guattari call ‘life’, the unpredictable rhizomatic network of human and nonhuman bodies, 

systems, energies and ideas. In that sense, what Barad is suggesting here is that human bodies 

(dancing or not) are continuously becoming in relation to and with their environments, while 

constituting those environments and being constituted by them.  

 

Dance is then a process of becoming, becoming a dancer, a creative embodied expression, and, 

in this research, part of a small exploratory dance collective. What happens in a dance is 

informed by the dancers’ physical, emotional, intellectual and aesthetic capacities, while 

further informing those capacities. So, dance, like many other creative practices, speaks about 

who we are at any particular moment (such as young women in this research) as much as it 

opens up spaces for further becoming (for example, becoming ‘more than who we are’ that I 
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discuss in the chapter ‘On being and womanhood’). I draw on Rothfield (2011) and Manning 

(2013) to suggest that creative practices, such as dance, have the power to deterritorialise. 

When we are not expected to explain ourselves, we can allow ourselves to be surprised by who 

we find ourselves to be. We can be surprised by who we feel we can become (such as when 

Ida is surprised when she finds herself unable to enter the womanhood field in the room as 

discussed in chapter 7). Playful, creative practices provide conditions for this kind of inquiry 

into what is and what is not yet. As Deleuze and Guattari suggest, ‘the smooth always possesses 

a greater power of deterritorialization than the striated’ (Deleuze&Guattari 2011, p. 530).  

 

So many dances that were created throughout this research pointed to the deterritorialising 

power of the smooth space of spontaneous bodily expression in dance. It had the power to open 

up subject assemblage to new flows, such as new ways of becoming with a sense of confusion, 

ambiguity, and uncertainty but also with strength, desire and passion about what womanhood 

is. It had the power to open our body-minds (even to force us into opening up) to becoming 

aware of whatever is about to be materialised in our dance inquiries (senses, visceral affects, 

feelings, ideas, and confusions). It had the power to destabilise our gender assemblages through 

complex, transversal flows of intangible, sensory, affective and cognitive information 

instigated by dancing bodies in this project.  

 

Dance between ‘the smooth’ and ‘the striated’ spaces of becoming 
 

In this research, sensing with our moving bodies to explore the embodiment of gender produced 

an interesting dynamic between the spontaneous, playful dances - in which we mostly engaged 

to warm up and to prepare for a more structured, purposeful exploration of gender - and our 

exploration of gender. Some of these dances afforded more freedom than others. Deleuze and 

Guattari (2011) distinguish between smooth and striated spaces to point to the rhizomatic flows 

of becoming that some spaces facilitate, in comparison with the formulaic, limited possibilities 

of other spaces. The ‘smooth space’ they define is a space full of possibilities existing at the 

moment before possibilities become a reality; it is a space of chaotic, immeasurable, 

‘rhizomatic multiplicity’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 2011, p. 409). When certain possibilities 

become reality, that is when smooth space starts becoming organised, structured or formed, 

and that is when ‘striated space’ takes its place. Yet, these two spaces do not exist separately 

from each other but are in a constant movement of differentiation, folding and unfolding. 
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‘Smooth space is constantly being translated, transversed into a striated space; striated space is 

constantly being reversed, returned to a smooth space’ (p. 524).  

 

The way we danced, moving from a playful, pluripotential, rhizomatic expression (that is, 

dancing towards and away with our arms and feet or with a partner) into a purposeful 

exploration of gender (that is, dancing the movement of womanhood or with objects that 

symbolise womanhood), resembles to a degree the movement between smooth and striated 

spaces. While the first part of each workshop, the warm-up phase, afforded ‘losing oneself in 

a flow of dance’ and playing with the fleeting, sensory, untranslatable moments of bodily 

becoming, the second part of each workshop plugged us back into our molar identities to 

question the machinic assemblage of womanhood. This plugging back into the molar was what 

we were supposed to do - exploring gender was why we gathered. Yet, each of these spaces 

enabled something different. Whereas the first part taught us how to attune to our body-minds 

and opened us up to unpredictable flows of life, the second part brought our molar identities 

back in so that we could question and reinvent them through the movements of 

deterritorialisation and lines of flight.  

 

What we were collectively able to create in this research in terms of open-ended, dynamic, 

multisensory and perhaps intimate exploration of the embodiment of gender reflects the 

dynamics of smooth and striated spaces of becoming. Some of the inquiries brought forth 

vitality and the potentialities of what bodies can sense, feel and do, even when it was beyond 

rational understanding. Such as when Nitika rejects dancing with her favourite bright-yellow 

scarf that symbolises womanhood for her and instead dances with another scarf that energises 

and vitalises her dance (in Chapter 6), or when Rebecca is surprised by sudden clarity about 

where exactly in her body she feels her strength as a woman and how pleasant it feels (in 

chapter 7). Other inquiries brought forth elements of stuckness, confusion or anger, or the need 

to push beyond whatever was limiting, such as when the attempt to explore the material objects 

of womanhood that we each chose and brought to the workshop was interrupted by an 

overwhelming stuckness, stickiness and ambiguity that was collectively experienced (Chapter 

6). We did not want to engage with those objects, not even to remove them from the space or 

to destroy them.  

 

Because of the embodied nature of the inquiry, and my decision not to ask for an explanation 

of anything we created in dance, we formed sensory and affective relations with ourselves, 
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others and the world. Perhaps best described as intimate relations with Life, these were often 

impossible to name or frame afterwards. What we could tap into were their effects. In the 

movement between the smooth and striated spaces of this research, we were occasionally able 

to expand our pre-established ways of being and welcome new possibilities for differentiation.  

 

At times, dance allowed a certain freshness and vagueness of expression, making it possible 

for us as dancers to be new and surprising to ourselves, yet it has simultaneously made the 

translation of some of these experiences into comprehensible language an impossible task, such 

as when Gigi struggles to frame her experience of womanhood after noticing that it was absent 

from our collective efforts to name how we felt when moving with womanhood in mind: ‘What 

I was experiencing was not captured there. So I went and wrote it down and looked up again 

and it was still naught. (laughter)’ (Gigi, in chapter 6). Though we laughed at Gigi’s struggle 

to frame her experience of womanhood in her own words, only to find them insufficient too, 

this happened to others as well. We framed this inability to capture the intimacy and liveliness 

of visceral encounters with certain elements of the womanhood assemblage ‘the more of it’ 

(discussed in chapter 5), that which kept evading and outwitting our attempts to organise and 

understand. ‘The more of it’ can perhaps be best understood as ‘the more’ of life that was 

always present and somewhat tangible in our inquiries (in flows of affect, energies, sensations, 

memories, feelings and thoughts) but stubbornly remained beyond the grasp of words. 

 

In searching for ways to work with what appeared to be almost untranslatable, I turned to a 

diffractive reading of dynamic, multisensory, open-ended data and to poetic device. Becoming-

with the data in unpredictable ways, and allowing myself to be affected by creative artefacts 

that we collaboratively produced, sometimes resulted in poetry (such as in chapters 5 and 7) 

and sometimes in rhizomatic mapping of various affects produced throughout this research 

(most evidently in chapter 6). The movement between ‘the smooth’ and ‘the striated’ spaces of 

this research remained alive through my writing.  

 

Relationality of dance as Spinoza’s ethics 
 
The Open Floor movement modality stresses the relationality of our embodied ways of being. 

It builds on the ways we continually affect each other and are affected by others to enrich the 

ways we move on the dance floor and off it. One of the aims of this practice is to create dance 

communities that strive to produce enabling affects and increase dancers’ capacities to affect 
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and be affected. In that sense, Open Floor dance can be seen as a substantially Spinozian 

practice. In a Spinozian sense, Open Floor utilises an embodied practice such as dance to 

contribute to enriching individuals’ capacities for sensing, thinking, feeling and acting in the 

world; in an endeavour to increase our individual and collective powers to act. This does not 

always happen in a rational or logical fashion; rather, dance de-stabilises what was previously 

stable and produces a dynamic multiplicity of senses and forces that only sometimes, when 

organised, make sense. They, nevertheless, affect our ways of being. My short sleep on the 

dance floor in the midst of the inquiry into belonging might not have made much sense at the 

time, yet it affected how I understood myself in the world. It has created a new departure point 

for future imagining of my relation with the world. It has assembled what was previously only 

viscerally known to me and transformed it into a materialised event of becoming. The 

materiality of my being has somehow interrupted my conscious choices and assembled a new 

event of becoming. I am yet to discover where this event might take me.  

 

The desire to know oneself, Spinoza advises, is not a self-centred endeavour toward improving 

one’s life just for its own sake, but an attempt toward understanding more of the world and 

toward aligning with life (Nature or God). As our subjectivities and the world itself are 

essentially relationally produced, any understanding of a self assumes understanding of a 

network of relations and connections (with other humans, things and ideas) through which self 

is continually (re)produced. Grosz theorises with Spinoza to suggest that ‘living beings are not 

autonomous entities but capacities for embodied engagement, action, and conceptualization 

that are strengthened or weakened by their relations with other forces and powers’ (2017, p. 

57). This deepening of our understanding of ourselves and our place in the world enables us to 

act for our own well-being, which inevitably involves the well-being of others, the community 

and the world (Grosz 2017). For Spinoza, this orientation represents our love of God, or Nature 

or the Substance, the love for everything that exists that eventually keeps us working on ‘the 

side of life’ (Hage 2002).  

 

For Spinoza, knowing what enhances our powers to act and to be acted upon, and what 

contracts these same powers, is an ethical project. Grosz sees Spinoza’s ethical project as ‘a 

movement oriented by encounters with others - other humans and human institutions, other 

living beings, and the nonliving material order that constitutes the whole of nature, an ethics 

not based on autonomy and self-containment, the quelling of external impingements, but 

through engagements that enhance or replete one’s powers’ (2017, p. 56). Sensing with a 
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moving body and creatively expressing through the body can be seen as different ways of 

learning about oneself, of gaining understandings about oneself and of one’s ways of gendering 

oneself and relating to the gendered world that are often imperceptible or neglected. Gigi was 

most certainly surprised when she noticed the subtle difference in her dance between the empty 

and womanhood fields in our fourth workshop (in the chapter ‘On being and womanhood’). 

There was no reason for her to move so differently in these two fields, yet she did. Noticing 

this subtle but palpable difference made her ponder how she actively genders herself and to 

what purpose. It made her aware of the power of spaces where she can just be: ‘it’s just so 

exciting when you find yourself just an expression of you, I guess of your soul, dance of your 

soul, then all the other ideas and expressions just disappear, whoa, out of the window’. 

 

To this end, embodied methodologies strive to create space for appraising the plurality of 

visceral information, not because it is more important than any other information but because 

it is an alternative (though often missed) way to learn about ourselves and the world. Embodied 

methodologies do not suggest sovereignty of materiality but respond to neglect and 

misinterpretation of ‘the thing-power’, that is matter’s capacity to contribute to the world’s 

ongoing becoming (Bennett 2010). This is perhaps visible in Rebecca’s frustration with trying 

to put her experience of dancing while contemplating womanhood into words: ‘I look at the 

words and they are just blurs to me, BLAH. I want to allow everyone to be just bigger and 

more’ (Rebecca, in chapter 6).  

 

My analysis suggests that attuning to or thinking with the moving body can enrich one’s 

understanding of how various relations affect us, and which of these affects enhance or 

diminish our powers of acting, and ultimately our powers of being in the world, or, in Baradian 

terms, ‘of the world’ (2007). Grosz develops Spinoza to say that ‘by understanding how we are 

affected by the relations in which we engage, we come to understand our powers to act, our 

capacity to transform passions, which affect us passively, into activity, the capacity to affect’ 

(2017, p. 57). This means that understanding our gendered identities as flows of relations, some 

of which will increase and some diminish our capacities to act in the world, is a necessary step 

toward understanding our powers to act. ‘Wisdom’, according to Spinoza, ‘is not an abstract 

knowledge of things in general, but a knowledge of what enhances and expands as well as what 

diminishes or contracts our beings and that of the world (Grosz 2017, p. 91). It is therefore our 

ethical task to continue working toward increasing our powers to act and be acted upon, our 

powers to affect and be affected by. In Grosz’s words, Spinoza teaches us that ‘a good life 
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consists in maximizing our powers of body and mind while avoiding those bad encounters that 

diminish our powers’ (Grosz 2017, p. 87).  

 

Conceptualising embodied research  
 
Spinoza’s ethical project seems to be of critical significance for social research. He reminds us 

that things come to be through their connections, relations and transformations, and that 

research is always another relation into which a body enters and as such it will inevitably 

produce certain effects. Deleuze and Guattari (2011) build on Spinoza to suggest a focus on 

socio-material production rather than construction of the world. Spinoza further reminds us of 

the responsibility to mediate effects that will contribute to maximising all involved bodies’ 

powers (through knowledge of what increases and what contracts their powers). Most affects 

produced throughout this research worked toward increasing our knowledge of ourselves 

(through understanding out gendered beings) and the world.  

 

In this performance ethnography, I work with two aesthetic forms (dance and creative writing) 

to assist the creative exploration of embodiment and gender. I have already suggested that 

creative experimentation and play can provide the space for moving through and between 

sensations, feelings, images and thoughts in order to feel these liminal spaces and, perhaps, 

open up one’s assemblage to further flows of becoming. The spontaneous, intuitive bodily 

experimentation of this research offers a way of looking at the relationality and messiness of 

embodiment (and gender) while recognising sedimented and stuck states as well as flows of 

becoming. To this end, dance method facilitated the inquiry into the relationality of becoming, 

and the ways in which bodies get to produce each other. It provided an entry into an 

apprehension, rather than a comprehension, of rich non-verbal processes that are part of the 

ongoing production of bodies and gender. Finally, it facilitated a collaborative exploration of 

the messiness of embodiment (of gender, and of living).  

 

To be able to explore this messiness of embodiment, I needed to turn to two aesthetic forms. 

Dance method assisted production of dynamic, sensory, affective and relational ‘data’ about 

the embodiment of womanhood. Poetic analysis supported my becoming-with these multiple, 

dynamic, sensory and affective artefacts. Writing poetry offered a nonlinear, non-structured 

expression of emerging differences in this exploration of embodiment. While dancing during 

this research, we did not need to know what a dance or a movement was representing; rather 
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we allowed ourselves to express and discover in movement. When dancing with stratification, 

for example, we did not need to know what certain strata (age, gender, or sexuality) meant to 

us in order to allow ourselves to be affected in the encounter with it. In writing poetry, I did 

not need to know what certain movements, body parts, or words were doing; I could allow 

myself to be affected by them and to let those affects do something on the page in front of me.  

 

Both dance and poetry aim to bring the fleeting, the intangible, sensory and affective into focus, 

and neither is easily done. Dance enables the creation of partial, dynamic, multisensory data 

and attunement to emerging differences. Poetic analysis, in this sense, enables engagement 

with the multiple, dynamic and open-ended data that dance produces without the need to reduce 

it. It supported my playing with the highly visible yet unmasterable ineptitude of dance to move 

toward verbalising bodily capacities that were assembled and re-assembled in the dance (‘the 

more of it’ that most of us felt but could not put into words) as much as it offered a plateau for 

bringing aesthetic, chaotic and affective elements of our work together.  

 

To this end, I feel courageous enough to say that a research method that provokes bodies to 

think, feel and act in new ways is critical to the social sciences if they are to open an 

investigation into the intangible, fleeting and sensory dimensions of social life, if they are to 

explore the dynamics of being. In this performance ethnography, this research method 

contributed to imagining ongoing becoming of young women’s bodies, and the dynamic, often 

intangible, ways in which bodies get to produce each other.  

 

With this research, I follow Barad’s concept of responsibility and her invitation to knowledge-

makers to take account of their knowledge-making practices to attune to emerging, entangled 

differences in their exploration of all dynamic specificities, including lively matter. Barad 

argues that ‘we are responsible for the cuts that we help enact’ (2007, p. 178); by ‘cuts’ she 

means agential cuts, the ways we as researchers participate in materialising different 

phenomena. With concepts such as intra-action and agential cuts, Barad draws attention to 

researchers’ accountability for ‘making marks on bodies’ (p. 178), for the ways we become-

with and materialize different phenomena. We are responsible for what comes to matter and 

for what is excluded from mattering in our knowledge-making practices. To this end, I suggest 

that there is a responsibility to conduct social research that will not only contribute to the 

exploration but also to the production of ‘the emerging differences' in the world’s ongoing 

becoming. In this research, I take up this task to explore and produce relational and open-ended 
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understandings of the embodiment of gender. Methods that provoke bodies to think, feel and 

act in new ways are not particularly popular in research into the social, but are perhaps pivotal 

for finding ways to ‘think the unthinkable’.  

 

Aesthetic methods  
 

Hickey-Moody has written extensively about the power of aesthetic and affective methods to 

‘make new mixtures of thought, to change research landscapes through shifting the registers 

on which particular issues or questions tend to be worked in the humanities and social science’ 

(2013, p. 85, see also Hickey-Moody & Page 2016). Hickey-Moody argues that ‘working with 

aesthetic sensibilities can become new core to how research in the humanities and social 

sciences is able to effect changes in research landscapes’ (p. 85). This is possible because 

creative and aesthetic methods can disrupt how we feel and think about something. They can 

surprise, challenge or expand our reactions to particular phenomena. In Davies’ words, they 

can help us ‘think the unthinkable’. Davies draws on Cixous to suggest that it is an ethical task 

to find ways to think the unthinkable so that we are not caught in the same old places, solving 

the same old problems (2018, p. 7). For Cixous, writing from the materiality of one’s body and 

the materiality of the world is central. To this she adds willingness to let go of one’s idea of a 

self and the world, and willingness to be surprised by what emerges through the writing process 

(Davies, 2018). For both, Davies and Cixous, creative and diffractive writing provides a space 

for thinking the world anew. 

 

In her work with the Restless Theatre, a dance theatre inspired by cultures of disability, Hickey-

Moody explores how an aesthetic form such as dance theatre ‘sources and extends the limits 

of “what a body can do”’ (2007, p. 81), in this case what a disabled body can do. Through 

producing aesthetic affects, Restless challenges and enriches dominant understandings of 

disability among all participants in the creative production of the theatre, as well as in their 

audiences. For Hickey-Moody (2007) ‘creativity challenges ready-made perceptions’. Because 

‘it slips between cracks in consciousness’ it challenges the audience and provokes ‘original 

ways of knowing’ (p. 86). Aesthetic forms assemble bodies and ideas differently from science, 

for example, because they operate with sensations. Sensations are, in Hickey-Moody’s reading 

of Deleuze and Guattari, ‘blocks of becoming’; they can create ‘movements within thought’ 

(p. 93) and instigate new ways of thinking. By surprising us with new sensations, feelings and 
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thoughts about a phenomenon, aesthetic methods open up a liminal space for ‘thinking the 

unthinkable’, or what was previously impossible to imagine.  

 

In Hickey-Moody’s work with Restless, dance theatre instigated reimagining of what disability 

is and what a disabled body can do. In my research on the embodiment of gender, dance 

provoked a reimagining of how bodies and gender come to be. It allowed us to look at the ways 

bodies affect each other and produce each other. By sensing with our bodies and thinking about 

gender in movement (while dancing), we were invited to ‘think outside the boundaries of 

“majoritarian” thought’ (Hickey-Moody 2007, p. 93). We were invited to reimagine what a 

body can do, and how things, bodies, concepts, and energies, continually make and remake 

possibilities for embodiment and gendering. In my becoming-with the open-ended and 

multisensory data produced in this research, the poetic form afforded another aesthetic space 

for reimagining possibilities for both the young women’s bodies in this research and the 

research itself. Both my body and those of my participants’ were continually provoked to 

reassemble our ways of thinking and doing - in relation to social strata such as gender, in 

relation to each other, to our own bodies, and to our unpredictable sensory worlds.  

 

To this end, I suggest creative innovative methods in social research as ways of working with 

the fleeting, intangible and affective dimensions of socio-material worlds, particularly as a way 

of provoking bodies (those of researchers, participants, and audiences) to feel, think and act in 

ways previously unimaginable.  

 

The doings of creative method  
 

Creative methods, like embodied methods, do not come without struggle. In this research, 

working with non-representational, non-verbal, dynamic and multisensory data presented a 

significant challenge. The questions How to make sense of the dynamic, fleeting, multisensory 

data? How to present in a comprehensible, academic text what was created in a 

multidirectional, multisensory, playful exploration? How to ‘translate’ movement into words? 

and How to understand the doings of dancing bodies? inspired my diffractive orientation and 

play with poetry, visual images and rhizomatic mapping. Diffractive methodology does not 

aim to explore and represent an independent reality, to present the world ‘as it is’; rather it is 

an orientation toward an ongoing production of a studied phenomenon, research apparatus, and 

the world. In my diffractive orientation, I follow Davies’ (2014) advice to attune to differences 
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as they emerge in research encounters and to follow how they come to be, what they open and 

close and for whom, and to consider why that matters. The discussion I develop on these pages 

is a process of my becoming-with this research; it is my ‘agential cut’ (Barad 2007) into the 

multiplicity and pluripotentiality of young women’s bodily becomings instigated by this 

research process. Most certainly it is not the only or the ‘real’ representation of womanhood 

and becoming, but what we produced in this research does offer a starting point for 

conceptualisation of the embodiment of gender that moves beyond simplistic dualist notions 

(body-mind, women-men, interiority- exteriority) to propose a fluid and relational way of 

looking at the embodiment of womanhood as a series of processes.  

  

In developing embodied methodology that she frames as a ‘fleshier model of qualitative 

inquiry’ (p. 58), Chadwick (2017) notes the danger of focusing on researcher’s bodily 

experiences to compensate for difficulties in exploring, transcribing and analysing participants’ 

bodily experiences. Instead of replacing participants’ bodily experiences with that of the 

researchers, Chadwick suggests focusing on the ways of ‘listening to and analysing the bodies 

and fleshy articulations’ that are potentially already part of qualitative data (p. 71). She traces 

‘fleshy’ articulations in transcripts of interviews with women who have given birth, writing 

poetic representations of their bodily experiences. For Chadwick, as for me in this research, 

poetry offers a way of working with a multiplicity of sensory information and contradictions 

in bodily expression. The poetic device offers a way of working with dynamic, open-ended 

data to produce similar affects to those experienced by researchers. In writing poetry, I work 

with traces of affects that remained on participants’ bodies, minds and words, and on my own. 

Poetry offered itself as a way of simultaneously working with multiple data while bringing into 

my analysis the elements of aesthetics that were produced in our dance workshops. I did not 

plan to write poetry when I started this research. It was only when I faced the impossibility of 

thinking about this research in any way other than poetic way, that I turned to the poetic device 

and its power to ‘give name to the nameless so it can be thought’ (Lorde 1984, p. 38). 

 

The multiple hats of a creative researcher 
 

In order to make this research happen, I needed to be able to facilitate a collaborative research 

process, to run movement/dance-as-a-form-of-inquiry workshops with a group of newcomers 

to dance practice, and to be one of the dancing bodies in the research. This was quite possibly 

too much to expect. In an attempt to juggle different hats, - that of researcher, dance facilitator, 
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and dancer, - I was occasionally lost. As a dancer exploring the embodiment of womanhood, I 

often felt the confusion, ambiguity and curiosity reported by some the other participants, and 

felt the need to look deeper into it. As a dancer, I was curious about the ways my body was 

becoming in the research process, and how that becoming intra-acted with my gendered 

identity. As a dancer, I was inspired and curious.  

 

As a dance facilitator, I wanted to offer more support, instruction and clarification about this 

kind of inquiry to participants. I wanted to relieve some of the tension and confusion created 

in our inquiries, and to lead us deeper into the dance.  

 

Finally, as a researcher, I wanted to ask more about participants’ experiences and to learn more 

from them. I wanted to engage in more powerful explorations, to ask better questions. I wanted 

to see dances that were affective and provocative. I was afraid of ‘not-knowing’ what was 

happening to my participants and of not being able to make sense of their inquiries. In juggling 

between these three hats, I often had to ‘drop’ my plans and go ‘with the flow’ of the research 

process. This came significantly more easily to the dance facilitator and dancer in me, than it 

did to the researcher. The doings of this research assumed a significant amount of un-doing of 

the researcher.  

 

The doings of different spaces 
 

Shifting between ‘the smooth’ and ‘the stratified’ space in the workshops, produced various 

outcomes and some limitations. It supported developing participants’ bodily expression and 

finding joy in spontaneous intuitive play with other dancers. The warm-ups supported us in 

learning how to improvise with our bodies, in finding flow in our movements, and in 

developing a sense of the group body. In the warms-ups we learnt how to dance in this research 

and how to do a dance inquiry. In a way, everything we produced in this research was supported 

by what we did in the warm-up segment of each workshop. It provided a sense of an empty 

space where our movements (and ways of being) were not limited but open to the 

unpredictability, multiplicity and flows of life. It also provided an avenue of retreat when the 

inquiry felt too limiting or troubling. 

 

 In the chapter 7, ‘On being and womanhood’, I wrote about the intuitive rejection of gendering 

that some of us experienced when offered a chance to avoid it (dancing in the empty field), in 
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the interest of exploring open-ended possibilities to become. In the chapter ‘Material 

assemblages of womanhood’ I wrote about the disengagement from and rejection of material 

objects that we brought with us in order to explore the womanhood assemblage. Instead of 

exploring what we could become in relation to these objects, we decided to reject the affects 

they were producing. To this end, the ‘stratified’ segments of some of the workshops produced 

affects that were not always appealing to everyone.  

 

In a way, by exploring the embodiment of womanhood, I had unintentionally but persistently 

contributed to materialising limits for the research participants’ becomings. My questions and 

invitations repeatedly reminded young women in this study of their womanness. Even without 

defining womanhood in an essentialist way, by asking the participants to embody what 

womanhood meant to them (in workshop 2), for example, I produced a box into which they 

were invited to fit. I placed limits around our individual and collective possibilities for 

becoming that dance as method had afforded. Occasionally, this shift between moving in an 

open-ended space and moving within a territory did not cause much tension; it was productive 

and even fun; however, occasionally it caused tension, confusion or even resistance. We did 

not always know how to transition from one space to the other. We did not always know how 

to move in and through this research.  

 

The paradoxes of embodiment 
 
The movement meditation that informed my method teaches that embodiment is about being 

and becoming, not only about being this or that kind of body (sexed, gendered, or raced) but 

about being a living thing, a life itself (zoe). Placing one’s attention or focus on the body is 

therefore expected to lead into an experience of being, of being present in the moment, of being 

at ease or at peace with oneself and the world. To this end, from a movement meditation 

perspective, a corporeal inquiry is an inquiry into the ways of being. The more attention one 

places on the body, the more the corporeal body dissolves into the state of being and becoming. 

Meditation draws on this relationship between attention, breath and the dissolving of a self into 

the ‘waste’ idea of a being. This being that meditation teaches about is not an isolated, fixed 

individual, but can be seen as a waste network of living and non-living things and ideas that 

we call life.  
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Because, the focus in movement meditation is not on how the body moves but on what 

movement enables, which is often an exploration of the embodied ways of being in the world, 

my intuitive decision to draw on movement meditation brought a productive tension into this 

research. To pay attention to the body, or to attune to bodily language and experience the flow 

of bodily expression, one needs to interrupt more dominant modes of expression such as 

thought and language. This is often referred to as ‘quieting the mind’. In Buddhist teachings, 

this mindful attention to the present moment aims to expand one’s capacity to sense, feel, think 

and act free from judgement in any moment; in that sense it aims to generate movement beyond 

an individual’s fixed places. Deleuze imagines this movement away from the habitual, 

repetitive, authoritarian ways of being as a line of flight that destabilises well-established 

patterns and opens up a space for new things to emerge (Davies 2011). To this end, exploring 

the embodiment of womanhood in this meditation- and dance-inspired, theoretically-informed 

performance ethnography presented the participants with a paradoxical task: I have 

simultaneously invited participants to ‘lose themselves’ in movement and expand beyond their 

dominant ways of being (by attuning to flows of sensation and movement), while asking them 

to explore the stratification (fixation, codification) that gendering does to their bodies and ways 

of being. I have asked them to attune to their bodies and the flows of sensation, emotion, 

energies and life in order to explore the embodiment of womanhood.  

 

The analysis presented in earlier chapters reflects this dynamic of moving between experiences 

of the embodiment of gendered identities and the experiences of self-expression and becoming 

beyond our gendered identities that we had occasionally found in the dance. This is perhaps 

most visible in the chapter ‘On being and womanhood’ where I take up this challenge to unpack 

the dynamics of open-ended becoming and becoming with and within the constraints of gender 

that this collaborative inquiry has opened up. Elements of the same dynamics speak through 

my discussion in the chapter on ‘Dancing with the stratification’, especially in the analysis of 

the poem ‘This was so powerful’. 

 

Open-endedness of the inquiry  
 
Throughout this thesis I suggest that attuning to the moving body leads to unpredictable 

connections and relations through which new capacities can assemble; for example, in this 

performance ethnography a particular piece of music, affective atmosphere in the room or 

around a dancer, sharing a dance with someone or dancing with a task, all had the power to 
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connect individuals to emotions, memories or thoughts and bring them to places and situations 

across time and space, leading from there in unpredictable directions. In this research the open-

endedness of the method mediated an exploration of embodiment as a series of processes of 

which gendering is a significant but not sole dimension. When the body is experienced as a 

series of processes, embodiment is simultaneously about gender, sexuality, race, class, 

ethnicity, belonging, longing, ability, vitality, talents and choices, economy, ecology, politics 

and so much more. Embodiment can then be explored as a multidirectional reversible process 

of connecting to and disconnecting from different material and virtual bodies, sometimes 

having complementary and sometimes conflicting effects. Open-ended inquiry, thus, enables 

exploration of the body as a series of encounters or events through which the body is affecting 

and being affected by other bodies. In that sense one could say, bodying and gendering never 

stop. We are never done.  

 

What was excluded and why that matters 
 

Dance method oriented this collaborative, creative inquiry toward more powerful affective 

relations especially toward enabling affects and relations that co-produce the embodiment of 

young womanhood. Dance afforded joyous encounters with various elements of womanhood 

assemblage, and with individual and collective bodies that participated in this ethnography. 

Much, however, was left out of our inquiry.  

 

Mundane processes through which bodies and gender assemble have remained beyond the 

scope of our exploration.  We did not focus on our intra-action with consumer culture, with 

media and popular culture; nor did we focus on everyday affects and relations that might not 

leave strong traces but can accumulate and become part of the embodiment assemblage. What 

was left out of a research is entangled with what sense-making is possible. In this case, 

particular daily relations through which bodies and gender are assembled have largely 

remained unnamed.  
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Chapter 9: In conclusion - Becomings of the body and gender 
 
 
This chapter offers a summary of ideas and knowledges about the body and gender that my 

creative, open-ended and relational approach has facilitated. In the pages to come, I discuss 

where my becoming-with this performance ethnography has taken me in terms of 

understanding gender and the body. The ‘agential cut’ (Barad 2007) I am making here, between 

the discussion on my method presented in the previous chapter and the discussion on the theme 

of this research, is truly artificial. My understanding of the body and gender in relation to 

processes of becoming is enabled by my choice of creative research methods - spontaneous, 

emergent dance and creative writing. Similarly, the way dance and creative writing worked as 

methods in this research is inseparable from the focus of the research, that is the embodiment 

of young womanhood. The artificial cut I make here then, between the ontology and 

epistemology underpinning my research, serves only the purposes of clarity and cohesiveness 

for this discussion. In the way that the previous chapter outlines the ‘doings’ of the method, 

this chapter attempts to build on those ‘doings’ in outlining the conceptualisation of the body 

and gender that this inquiry has assembled.  

 

Non-representational exploration of body and gender 
 
In the introductory chapter to his influential book on non-representational methodologies, 

Vannini (2015) writes: ‘Life is movement – geographic and existential kinesis’ (p. 3). If life is 

a constant movement, ‘a viscous becoming in time-space’ (p. 3), then capturing this moving 

world in categories, codifying it, slicing it and analyzing it to create an objective representation 

does not make much sense. The worlding of the world keeps unfolding as we attempt to capture 

it. To respond to what appears to be an entangled, relational, ever-changing world (see Lorimer 

2005, Thrift 2008, Zembylas 2017), social researchers have been turning away from humanist, 

(de)constructionist thinking towards what appears to be a diverse body of thought referred to 

as non-representational or more-than-representational theories. Non-representational thinking 

encompasses a number of theories ranging from cultural geography to education, social theory 

and feminist theory and philosophy, such as body becoming theories (Rice 2014, Coleman 

2008), critical posthuman feminism (Braidotti 2011, 2013), feminist materialisms (Barad 2007, 

Grosz 1994, Haraway 1997, 2008, Alaimo &Hekman 2008, Coole & Frost 2010), actor-

network theory (Thrift 2008), and affect theory (Clough 2008, Blackman 2012, Massumi 

2002).  
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What this diverse field of work has in common is a loss of interest in de/construction and a 

growing interest in seeing relationality and entanglements of the world in its becoming. For 

Lorimer, this diverse field of work under the umbrella of non-representational thinking seeks 

to find ways to work with ‘our self-evidently more-than-human, more-than-textual, 

multisensual worlds’ (2005, p. 83). By attuning to all bodies and things (human and more-than- 

human), and to their multiple, dynamic connections, relations and actions, various non-

representational theories shift the scholarly gaze from finding meanings in representations of 

the world to examining what happens in the active world (Zembylas 2017). The point is to 

redirect attention from the meanings of representations towards the materiality and relationality 

of things, to look at what things and events (or assemblages of things and events) do, produce 

or enable, rather than what there is and what it means. As Zembylas (2017) puts it, non-

representational thinking means ‘making sense of the world as it emerges from the ongoing 

practical action, the contingency of events, and relational- material entanglements’ (p. 397).  

 

In this attempt, non-representational work, according to Vannini, ‘tries to be restless and 

willfully immature. It seeks to push limits and strives for renewal’ (p. 5). Further, says Vannini, 

this kind of work ‘aims to rupture, unsettle, animate, and reverberate rather than report and 

represent’ (2015, p. 5). In doing this, non-representational work remains unfinished, partial, 

and troubling rather than interpretive. It does not offer well-elaborated or clear ways of 

understanding socio-material worlds but rather poses questions or leaves us questioning. 

 

To this end, my concluding discussion on embodiment of womanhood does not aim to define 

or interpret what these processes mean in any universal or objective way. I do not strive to 

define the body or womanhood, nor do I aim to dissect the relation between gender and the 

body that was assembled in this research. In the following discussion, I draw instead on 

dynamic, open-ended, multisensory data produced in this performance ethnography in order to 

unsettle more dominant understandings of embodiment and gender that revolve around fixity 

and binary thinking (body-mind, women-men, and interiority-exteriority). My discussion 

proposes a fluid and relational way of looking at the embodiment of womanhood as a series of 

processes of becoming and un-becoming, those processes that are situated in socio-material 

and historical contexts but are never completely limited by them.  
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The body as flow of connections and relations  
 

My intention in this research was to problematise narrow conceptions of (women’s) 

embodiment which repeatedly define women’s bodies as inert, passive objects upon which 

culture writes meanings. In the Introduction and Theorising Embodiment chapters (chapters 1 

and 2), I consider a wide range of perspectives on gender and the body to show that a largely 

unifying presumption is that women’s bodies are a problem. They are objectified, sexualised, 

controlled, abused, and gazed at, to name but a few of the most common descriptors. In 

contemporary discourses about women’s embodiment, women’s bodies are portrayed as fixed, 

passive objects subject to socio-cultural inscription (see Bordo 1993). Women’s bodies, as I 

envisage them and as I have experienced them in this research, are neither passive nor fixed 

objects. At the same time, the meanings ascribed to them are neither stable nor consistent (see 

also Budgeon 2003, Coleman 2008, Renold & Ringrose 2008, Coleman & Ringrose 2013, 

Coffey 2013, 2016). As a dancer, I know too well how rich my experience of embodiment can 

be and how much it can change from one occasion to another, from one dance to another. As a 

woman, I also know that my embodiment cannot be defined by social and cultural projections 

of what women’s body is, even though the projections are still entangled with who I am. As a 

dancer, I am familiar with flows of sensations, of energies and aliveness that make my body 

feel afresh every now and then. As a woman, I am familiar with a multitude of named and 

unnamed feelings, memories, stories, knowledges and experiences that constantly make and 

provoke how I act in the world. None of this feels static to me; neither did it emerge as static 

in the collaborative exploration of the body and gender associated with this research.  

 

Feminist materialist approaches suggest a focus on matter as productive (Barad 2007, Frost 

2005). The body in feminist materialist thinking is always an active and agential assemblage 

that cuts across spatial, temporal and material boundaries. As I have previously suggested, the 

human body in relational materialist ontology (see Barad 2007, Bennett 2010, Braidotti 2013) 

is not a bounded system endlessly working toward preserving its equilibrium (biological body), 

but an open-ended system in constant intra-action with its environment, where each gets to 

produce the other (the body produces its environment as much as the environment produces 

the body). Similarly,  for Deleuze & Guattari (2011), the body is not what it is but what it can 

do; hence, in order to know the body, we need to ask what a body can do, what connections it 

can make, and what transformations it can undergo. 
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I have argued that when the body is experienced as a series of processes, embodiment is as 

much about gender, as it is about sexuality, race, class, ethnicity, belonging, longing, ability, 

vitality, talents and choices, economy, ecology, politics and so much more. The body can then 

be explored as a multidirectional reversible process or event of connecting to and disconnecting 

from different material and virtual bodies, which sometimes have complementary and 

sometimes conflicting effects. This body is far from static or agentless; it is an agential flow of 

diverse lines of becoming (some that are perceived as more favourable than others). In this 

research, some of these lines took us to pleasurable places (such as the expansion some of the 

participants felt when dancing with the empty paper in chapter 7); some elicited elements of 

stuckness and confusion (such as dancing with the symbols of womanhood in chapter 6); and 

some made the interplay between various lines of becoming more visible (such as dancing with 

the transversal anger and ‘the more of it’ in chapter 5).  

 

My orientation toward fleeting, affective and intangible elements of embodiment enabled the 

exploration of how bodies - in this case dancing bodies - affect, produce and transform each 

other. This was sensed through a number of encounters of dancing bodies with each other and 

with various elements of gender assemblage; for example, in the chapter ‘Dancing the Strata: 

affective flows of moving dancing bodies in the exploration of bodily becoming’ I explored 

the affectivity of anger in relation to elements of stratification (sex, gender, age, class, race and 

others). I looked at how anger triggered by certain strata (sex, gender, race, or class) travelled 

across the room and affected each of us, though everyone slightly differently, and at what these 

encounters with transversal anger produced for some of us. I explored a sudden anger, powerful 

anger, rigid anger, shy anger, absent anger, and what my participants framed as ‘the more of 

it’ that they experienced in visceral encounters with certain strata or certain types of anger. 

This affective anger produced a flux of different bodily capacities (strength, power, rigidity, 

ease, and pleasure) before it dissolved into flows of connection between our dancing bodies. 

In the chapter ‘Material Assemblages of Womanhood’, I looked at the affectivity of stuckness 

and ambivalence that emerged in the exploration of the material assemblage of womanhood. 

Again, I explored how boredom, heaviness and confusion travelled across the room and 

affected each of us, connecting us to each other but affecting each participant in a slightly 

different manner. In doing so, my diffractive analysis facilitated a focus on embodiment as 

flows of connections and relations. 
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In contrast to the skin-bounded body we might see when looking into a mirror, or to the 

individual bodies that I saw dancing in this performance ethnography, a different kind of body 

could be imagined via the focus on affective flows between moving/dancing bodies - the body 

that is an active sensorium in constant intra-action with its environment. My engagement with 

the affectivity of this body and a flux of bodily capacities that were assembled and re-assembled 

in our collaborative work (to surprise, to resist, to confuse, to discover, and to bring joy), 

brought forward interesting possibilities of what bodies sense, feel and do. Perhaps more 

accurately, it evoked puzzling and surprising possibilities of what bodies sense, feel, think and 

do, indicating how this often intangible sensing, feeling, thinking and doing contributes to the 

ongoing production of sociomaterial worlds. More so than what we felt and were able to 

express and analyse, it is those fleeting moments when we felt or experienced something for 

which we had no words that point to dynamic bodily potentiality and bodily indeterminacy. 

Gigi’s unsuccessful attempt to describe how she felt while dancing womanhood, when others 

have already failed to capture her experience, only to find her words insufficient too: ‘What I 

was experiencing was not captured there. So I went and wrote it down and looked up again 

and it was still naught’ (Gigi, followed by group laughter). Another example is Rebecca’s 

assertion of her dissatisfaction with having to name her bodily experience of womanhood - ‘I 

look at the words and they are just blurs to me, BLAH. I want to allow everyone to be just 

bigger and more’. 

 

Clough (2008) suggests that studying affect prompts exploration of the indeterminacy of the 

body and of the surprising bodily capacity for self-organisation, the capacities that often slip 

away from the researcher’s gaze. For Massumi (2002), studying affects fosters a focus on the 

sociality of being as affect travels across spaces and objects, connecting and disconnecting 

them in unpredictable ways. It provides an entry point into the relationality and connectedness 

of the world. To this end, following affective flows triggered by sensory and emotional 

responses to elements of womanhood allowed me to look at the relationality and messiness of 

embodiment while recognising limiting and fixed states, as well as flows of becoming. 

Equipped with concepts such as affect, becoming and relationality of matter, I could explore 

how bodies make and remake each other (affect each other), come together to produce new 

possibilities (connections and relations), and search for new ways to live old and new 

dilemmas. In my research, some of these processes were more tangible than others. That is why 

we often spoke about ‘the more of’ what we sensed, felt and experienced in this research but 
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could not articulate. Many of our experiences floated away before we could even grasp them, 

let alone begin making sense of them.  

 

The indeterminacy of the body 
 

Spinoza’s account of the body suggests that because bodily capacities, or ‘what a body can do’, 

cannot be known in advance, the exploration of embodiment needs to take account of various 

affects that affect the body and that a body is capable of producing; that is, it needs to focus on 

networks of events through which the body is produced and that it participates in producing. 

In this research, I focused on the ways bodily relations, capacities and affects emerged in our 

collaborative exploration of different elements of womanhood and circulated among the 

participants, producing various, often unpredictable, effects, some of which increased and 

some decreased bodily capacities. Among numerous bodily capacities that were assembled 

throughout the research, there was a capacity to surprise (even to surprisingly fall asleep in the 

middle of a dance floor, or to be surprised by the truthfulness of bodily responses in questioning 

how womanhood feels in your body, like Gigi and Polly did),) and to be surprised (when Ida 

surprises herself by being unable to dance in the womanhood field, or when Rebecca is 

surprised by discovering where exactly in her body she felt strength as a woman and how 

pleasant it felt). There was a capacity to attune to one’s visceral world and learn from it (being 

struck by sudden anger, power, heaviness, or boredom and then changed by moving with it), 

to plug into other dancers’ movements and emotions (to connect and co-create beyond words), 

to find new ways to move one’s body (Gigi’s dance on the border between womanhood and 

empty fields), to reach across time and space in order to re-embody or transform memories, 

stories, lessons, or pressures, and to continuously remain ‘true to oneself’ while becoming 

different or new.  

 

The Big words remain 

But these bodies are not the same 

Touched in so many ways we can’t even say 

 

Young women in this research also spoke about curious bodily capacities to feel spontaneous 

joy, pleasure, and flows of life and energies moving across their bodies, connecting them to 

other dancers, objects, ideas or memories. 
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Gigi: … when you do have those moments when you lose yourself that’s…it is really nice…it 

makes it seem possible to break all those down a little bit… it’s just so exciting when you find 

yourself just an expression of you, I guess of your soul, …, then all the other ideas and 

expressions just disappear, whoa, out of the window. 

 

This aliveness of the dancing body was not experienced in opposition to other moments when 

we felt stuck or limited by elements of womanhood assemblage; it was often experienced 

simultaneously. Such as, when Gigi dances on the border between the womanhood and empty 

fields, finding joy, strength and confidence in doing her sexy dance in the womanhood field, 

while simultaneously enjoying expanding beyond her familiar self when she crosses the border 

to the empty field. There was joy and aliveness in her dance of sexiness and there was joy and 

aliveness in rediscovering herself afresh when freed from gendered norms (even for a moment). 

More importantly, there was aliveness and flows of life that would suddenly come and go as 

we continued to explore the complex entanglement of embodiment and gender. 

 

Gigi: ‘I spent a lot of time going from empty to woman field and I observed this transition into 

a woman. I think I’m moving freely in woman section and then I go there (empty) and I see oh 

no, there are so many ways to move that I am not doing. There’s so much more.’ 

 

Not only joy and aliveness came suddenly and unpredictably. In the chapter ‘On Being and 

Womanhood’ I wrote about unpredictable resistance to gendering that this research was 

producing, when some of us decided to avoid exploring what I framed as gendered life phases 

and danced only in the part of room marked with an empty piece of paper. This resistance was 

spontaneous and intuitive (it was not preceded by thinking and decision-making) but it 

provided a space for seeking becoming outside of gender assemblage (dancing an expression 

of one’s self). 

Can’t tell you why 

It’s just a feeling 

But I like the empty space the best 

 

 In the chapter ‘Material Assemblages of Womanhood’ I explored the ambivalence and 

confusion that emerged in a number of our inquiries. More often than not, the ambivalence and 

confusion were felt and expressed bodily before we were able to name them (if we were able 
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to name them at all). Often, they were transformed into something else, without us being 

necessarily able to understand what was going on. These fleeting moments of surprising bodily 

capacities and relations, tiny as they sometimes were, had the power to affect us in new ways 

and to provoke new bodily capacities, relations and transformations. In a way, they continually 

poked and provoked how we experienced our bodily-selves and womanhood, making it a flow 

of experiences rather than a bounded understanding. 

 

Polly: Something new comes from this (referring to an exploration in the second workshop) 

being a confusion, a misinterpretation, or an accident almost. It creates other resources in a 

way. 

 

Frost (2011) suggests that feminist materialist ontologies, with their focus on unpredictability 

and indeterminacy of matter, on surprising, serendipitous and sometimes anomalous 

entanglements through which matter comes to matter, make it easier for social and cultural 

sciences to acknowledge the impossibility of ever fully knowing ourselves and the world 

around us. This includes the impossibility of ever fully knowing how our bodies enable, inform, 

provoke and partake in our dynamic and complex ways of being in the world. 

 

So here I am in this moment 

Please don’t ask me to name and describe 

There is no form to be found 

In the empty space 

‘cause it is empty 

This space is empty 

 

Can’t tell you why  

It is just a feeling 

But I like it the best 

 

Womanhood as processes of becoming  
 
In my becoming-with the data generated throughout this creative project, I have repeatedly 

encountered movement between what Deleuze calls molar processes and molecular becomings. 

This movement spoke to me in our dance with stratification (in the Chapter ‘Dancing with 
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stratification’) where we explored how stratification works on our bodies, what it produces, 

and how it limits and/or enforces bodily potentials; it spoke to me in our creative exploration 

of the materiality of womanhood (in Chapter 6) where we danced with confusion, ambiguity, 

anger and desire in relation to our gendered ways of being; and, finally, it spoke to me in our 

dance between womanhood and being (Chapter 7) where we danced with womanhood in mind 

and searched for cracks through which to expand beyond it. It seems that what came to life in 

this project, perhaps most evidently, is the dynamic of unpredictable, rhizomatic molecular 

becoming and the sedimentation of molar processes.  

 

For Deleuze, becoming is always molecular. It leads to birthing of molecular or minor 

identities, those that come to be through unpredictable cracks in familiar forms, through 

rhizomatic movements away from the ‘plane of organization’ and toward experimenting with 

possibilities. Molecular becomings are all becomings that lead away from predetermined, fixed 

ways of being and toward increased possibilities for relating with the world, for affecting and 

being affected. What is crucial for Deleuze and Guattari is that becomings can happen at any 

time. 

 

We can be thrown into becoming by anything at all, by the most unexpected, most 

insignificant of things. You don’t deviate from the majority unless there is a little detail 

that starts to swell and carries you off (Deleuze&Guattari 2011, p. 322).  

 

Importantly, molecular becomings do not lead to a particular destination. Deleuze stresses that 

molecular identities are not defined by who (or what) they are, but by relations, connections 

and transformations of which they are capable - what they can do. The more relations, 

connections and transformations of which a subject is capable, the more that subject contributes 

to the ongoing processes of becoming of the world. In that sense, discovering how we actively 

and continually gender ourselves, and imagining new ways of doing it (such as Gigi’s dance at 

the border between the empty and womanhood fields, or Nitika’s dance with the black scarf 

and her rejection of the scarf that symbolised womanhood), contributes to increasing our 

capacities for relating with more of the world. The fewer relations, connections and 

transformations of which one is capable, the more fixed and sedimented is their identity - the 

less they can experience and contribute to the world in its ongoing becoming (for example, by 

taking gender as a firm category and living in ways to remain ‘true’ to it). Even molecular 

becomings, however, once they have found some space to rupture and provoke molar, and have 
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released some particles from the sedimentation, will eventually become codified and, in a way, 

re-stratified. 

 

With this research, I propose a conception of womanhood (of gender) as a movement within 

and between molar and molecular, a movement by which molecular becomings challenge and 

escape the sedimentation of structures and open up molar identities (to further flows of 

becoming), and in which newly-formed flows of desire or becoming become codified and 

segmented as molar again. Gender is often conceptualised as a molar concept, a stratification 

of subjectivity. While Deleuze expands the poststructural conception of gender as a social 

construct to include various materialities that participate in producing gender (human body 

being the most evident one), gender is still largely posited as a limiting (stratifying) concept 

that confines our ways of being.  This is more so in the case of women and other marginalised 

groups than it is for most men. Interestingly, masculinity scholars have recently been pointing 

to ways in which gender operates to limit possibilities for men’s becoming (for example in 

emotional expressivity, showing vulnerability, or adopting to changing family roles) (see for 

example the recent study of young men’s perceptions of ‘The Man Box’ by The Men’s 

Project& Flood 2018).  Thus, gender continues to be conceptualised (and perhaps lived) as a 

limiting construct. 

 

The paradox of womanhood 
 
In my becoming-with the participants of this performance ethnography, I conceptualise 

womanhood as both - a sedimented molar structure that comes with certain predispositions and 

boundaries (such as ways of presenting and moving as a woman) and as a flow of molecular 

becoming that challenges and pushes against codification of molar (finding new ways to move 

or be oneself). Perhaps ironically, despite the fact that in this largely non-representational 

research we have repeatedly found ourselves entangled with aggregations and representations 

of womanhood, and have thus explored womanhood in terms of its territorialising effect on our 

bodies, I propose a different kind of imagining. Drawing on Braidotti’s conceptualisation of 

womanhood as a becoming of a kind (Braidotti 2002), and Grosz’s notion of womanhood as a 

force, an intensity of its own (Grosz 1994), I understand womanhood as a movement in multiple 

directions. It is a movement toward stratification (creation of identity) and away from it 

(rupturing or troubling of an identity); a movement toward molar processes and away from or 

against them, in the search for molecular becomings. In that sense, womanhood can be 
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conceptualised as a movement away from a dualist economy of gender and towards it, perhaps 

even at the same time (as some of us have experienced in this research). A conception of 

womanhood as a movement towards and away from molar avoids seeing gender only in 

segmented, striated spaces; instead it invites conceptualisation of gendering as a purposeful but 

also free-flowing process.  

 

Nitika: When I was little I didn’t like things like that because they are ‘girlish’ and somehow 

wrong... I don’t think like that anymore. But the things that are feminine are dismissed by the 

guys. I used to tell myself I am not that kind of girl, who spends all this time getting ready and 

likes all these cute feminine things like sparkles... (group laughter). Now I tell myself I don’t 

have to suppress that part of myself just because some people might classify it as girly.  

 

This paradoxical way of looking at womanhood sees womanhood as a series of movements in 

all kinds of directions, sometimes with purpose, sometimes without it. Thus, womanhood can 

be understood as a ‘real thing’ (in situations where gender is reaffirmed) and ‘no-thing’ (in 

situations where one’s gender is not relevant or where one challenges or expands the gendered 

territory). It could be understood as a fact of life (part of who I am) or as a social construction 

(who I am made to be). Finally, it could be understood as something that presents a challenge 

and obstacle for young women’s becomings as much as it is a series of processes that fuel and 

kindle their becoming, as young women in this research have repeatedly felt and occasionally 

named.  

 

Rebecca: I ended up in this place and it was really quite amazing - I was just aware of the 

power in my torso and the sexual area and breasts, front of the heart and back of the heart, 

and just this amazing power within that part of my body and how it holds a lot of strength as a 

woman. That felt very good, the experience of that. 

 

Carrie: I think this is same like lipstick and other things that some people would say are not 

feminist enough. I don’t think so. I don’t agree with them. I think these objects give me the 

power to be myself, to feel feminine, to feel as a woman, to be strong, to be confident. When I 

feel confident, I just feel this energy from inside my body and I feel like I can be accepted and 

recognised and I can do everything better. 
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Paradox is most commonly defined as a statement or situation that seems impossible or difficult 

to understand because it contains two opposing facts or characteristics. The impossible nature 

of paradox lies in its capacity to simultaneously hold contradictory yet interrelated elements 

that coexist, provoke, and even strengthen each other. Niels Bohr, the famous quantum 

physicist who has largely inspired Barad’s agential realist approach, has famously argued that 

‘It is the hallmark of any deep truth that its negation is also a deep truth’ (as cited in Delbruck 

1986, p. 167). In that sense, paradox is inseparable from the becoming of socio-material worlds.  

 

Ida: It (the sea-shell she brought to the workshop) doesn’t represent womanhood in itself but I 

was looking at it when I was reading the email I thought how sea shells are supposed to be 

beautiful, the ones you find in stores they are always complete and perfect. But this one is 

slightly broken; the pattern is slightly damaged here and this area doesn’t shine. I was thinking 

it sort of translates to a woman, like no one is really perfect and you are kind of prettier when 

you’re not.  

 

The conceptualisation of gender that I offer here draws on an understanding of gender as 

simultaneously limiting and enabling, as a series of processes which increase, decrease, 

provoke, multiply, or diminish one’s capacities for further becoming. While perhaps less than 

a logical conception, this paradoxical understanding offered me a way of working with messy, 

contradictory and open-ended, multisensory data. When Ida, for instance, experiences 

womanhood as something that is ‘easy’ because it is up to her to imagine and live it (as she 

wishes to), but she then finds herself unable to enter the part of the room that symbolises 

womanhood (without any explanation). Ida’s discomfort and surprise with her spontaneous 

bodily reaction contain obvious elements of paradox, as does Gigi’s dancing on the border 

between womanhood and empty fields of the room and experiencing simultaneous expansion 

of her being into the unknown (when feeling more in the empty field) and contraction into 

familiar though pleasurable sexiness of the womanhood field. There is an obvious paradox in 

how Gigi’s dance and visceral understanding of herself change in relation to a simple line on 

the floor and two sheets of paper (one saying empty field and the other saying womanhood 

field). It is not just that she experiences a change; it is that this change leads Gigi in two 

opposing directions simultaneously, yet, she is somehow capable of holding them both at the 

same time.  
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Gigi: ‘I think I’m moving freely in woman section and then I go there (empty) and I see oh no, 

there are so many ways to move that I’m not doing. There’s so much more.’  

 

These two situations and numerous others, in which as participants in this research we 

experienced contradictions, inconsistencies, peculiarities, and oddness, and stumbled in 

making sense of them, made me think of womanhood in terms of a paradox. Womanhood as a 

paradoxical process of gendering is, then, a movement toward becoming a woman while 

simultaneously resisting, challenging, provoking or reimagining how womanhood can be 

imagined or lived. This is not to say that all of these processes are always available to every 

woman, as they are not. Numerous other socio-material categories will inevitably determine a 

part of what is possible and what is impossible for one (including class, race, education, space 

and place). Many things and processes will remain unavailable to many women. It is more to 

say that womanhood is not a one-directional process of becoming but a series of 

multidirectional, multisensory, open-ended becomings.  

 

Womanhood as deterritorialising force 
 

For Deleuze and Guattari (2011), exactly because a woman is a molecular identity identified 

in relation to something that she is not (man) and created from the periphery of social 

organisation, women have more opportunities to challenge the molar. In fact, generally 

speaking, women are often forced to seek alternative ways to satisfy their desires, and are thus 

led into forming new relations. When predetermined structures do not provide conditions for 

their becoming, women are compelled to look for cracks and push against the molar. This is 

what Deleuze and Guattari argue for with their widely misunderstood concept becoming- 

woman. According to their philosophy of becoming, because women more often find 

themselves at the periphery of the social, they hold more capacities for discovering the cracks 

in the social.  

 

More precisely, as women we are often faced with bounded spaces and made to search for new 

pathways into deterritorialisation, for new lines of flight that will create new relations and 

enable more freedom; for example, for decades (even centuries) women have been excluded 

from the public sphere and have had to forge their way into the public domain (to fight for their 

rights to political participation, education, and employment). While this is not the case in the 

westernised world any longer, it is still a reality in parts of the developing world, such that 
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women have to creatively, collaboratively and continuously provoke existing systems (molar). 

This movement of rupturing and pushing against molar, while freeing women’s becoming from 

predetermined pathways (gendered roles and identities), says nothing about where becoming 

will take each individual assemblage. The issue that many of us have with this argument is the 

notion that minoritarian becoming will not necessarily take us away from gendered 

subjectivity. It will not completely dismantle gender as a molar process. It can however provide 

more space for flows of desire and becoming with and within this molar formation. Eventually, 

small cracks can lead to the collapse of segments of a larger process, or to fresh reassembling 

of possibilities. 

 

Coffey argues that the Deleuzian notion of bodily becoming does not mean that ‘all becomings 

are positive’ (2016, p. 90), or that everything is possible at any time, as critiques of materialist 

ontologies often believe they see in feminist materialist ontologies. On the contrary, Coffey 

stresses that ‘the point is not to show that gender is endlessly fluid or loose, but rather that it is 

actively produced in ways that are both restrictive and creative, often simultaneously’ (p. 90). 

Based on her analysis of how young people’s bodies, and their gendered subjectivities, become 

through a range of body work practices, Coffey understands gender as ‘a complex relational 

assemblage produced through affects, relations and doings’ (p. 146).  

 

In the previous pages I have drawn on Spinozist-Deleuzian concepts of becoming and affect to 

suggest that young womanhood is actively produced (and provoked) through events of 

becoming in a range of ways, often simultaneously contradicting its own production. The 

embodiment of gender, as I have explored it in this collaborative, creative project, is actively 

produced in a range of ways that are always embedded in a place and time of their becoming, 

but never fully limited by them. I have discussed the ways in which gender as a molar process 

informs and limits young women’s becomings in this research, as much as it kindles and 

provokes their further unpredictable becomings. Gender seems to be a limiting and enabling 

process, sometimes simultaneously.  

 

To this end, gendering can be imagined as a movement toward becoming a woman (which 

many of my participants found to be risky, though joyful and enriching) while simultaneously 

moving away from it and challenging it (resisting, rejecting and provoking what womanhood 

might mean and how it could be lived). Neither of these movements is more ‘real’ or significant 

than the other. Who one is and keeps becoming as a woman (and as a being), as participants in 
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this research have repeatedly experienced, is created through creative agency, possibilities, 

challenges and limitations.  

 

Complexity, ambiguity and messiness of gender  
 

Through the prisms of feminist materialisms, it could be said that gender is bodied and the 

body is gendered through relations with numerous virtual and real things that connect bodies 

with social worlds. In that sense, as I have previously suggested, womanhood is produced 

through a multiplicity of relations and in continuous negotiation between the micro and macro 

worlds, between past and future. It is a bodily process and a bodily practice.  

 

As I have discussed in previous chapters, becoming woman seems to happen simultaneously 

with becoming body and with a number of other multidirectional, reversible processes of 

becoming (becoming student, becoming adult, becoming friend, becoming sexual, or becoming 

independent). It is not a simple process to identify, define, or embody; hence, the creative 

exploration of gender we embarked on in this research elicited many contradictions, messy 

emotions, confusions, ambivalence, ambiguities, and even frustrations, that would often 

transform into something else soon after or even before we noticed and named them. It is not 

so much that womanhood evades our grasp or defies exploration, but rather that it is so rich in 

networks of real and virtual things that continuously (re)make it, the networks that assembled 

womanhood in our explorations almost as every-thing and no-thing.  

 

Protevi (2013) advises that it is not only individuals with their habitual yet variable capacities 

who enter into a complex dynamic relation with other forces to continuously produce gender, 

but it is also their virtual potentialities (possibilities for future becoming) that are part of this 

equation. Womanhood is therefore constituted through what a body can do at this moment but 

also in relation to what a body can become able to do. To this end, Protevi (2010) joins 

Massumi (2015) and Grosz (2017), when he says that ‘there is no one magic element that 

enables us to find the key to gender or other politically important categories’ (p. 7). 

Womanhood (gender) seems to persistently evade and outwit. In my empirical work exploring 

womanhood through dance, I too found no magic key to gender; rather I have discovered a 

complex flow of sensory, emotional, affective and cognate bodily responses and capacities that 

shape the experience of being a human and of womanhood, sometimes in congruent ways, 

other times in conflicting and opposing ways.  
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Feminist materialist perspective on embodiment and gender – ethics, entanglements 
and diffractive knowledges 
 
 

Coming to the end of this writing, I am inclined to spiral back to where I began. To the exciting 

and provocative Spinozian-Deleuzo-Guattarian notion of embodiment (and subjectivity) as a 

series of processes, a fluid assemblage of things, but not a thing in itself, and to these theorists’ 

subsequent orientation toward exploring socio-material production rather than construction of 

the subject and the world (Deleuze 1988, Deleuze&Guattari 2011). Like Spinoza and Deleuze, 

Braidotti (2018) sees (posthuman) subjectivity not as individual endeavors but as collective 

processes. In her words, ‘all human and non-human entities are nomadic subjects-in-process, 

in perpetual motion, immanent to the vitality of self-ordering matter’ (p. 6). These nomadic 

subjectivity processes have ‘a multi-faceted effect’; they come to be through a non-linear time-

continuum of what they are ceasing to be and what they are in the processes of becoming 

(Braidotti 2018, pp. 6-7).  

 

What qualifies as subjectivity, according to Braidotti, is neither a continuation nor an identity, 

but ‘complexity, embodied and embedded diversity and multiple becomings’ (p. 7). In that 

sense, a social researcher’s task is to find new ways to explore complexity, diversity and the 

multiplicity of socio-material (or Barad’s material-discursive) becomings; it is to look at how 

the active world produces itself and how particular socio-material productions matter. In this 

research, dance method provoked reimagining of how bodies come to be and how gender 

comes to be. It allowed us to look at the ways in which bodies (material and immaterial) affect 

each other and produce each other. It allowed me to explore the ongoing becoming of young 

women’s bodies, and the dynamic often intangible ways in which bodies get to produce each 

other. This kind of an inquiry is never complete. It asks for reinvention of methods or an 

orientation toward inventive methods that not only explore the world but engage with it (Lury& 

Wakeford 2012). This, again, is not a simple undertaking.  

 

To the extent that we conceive of our research and writing in representationalist terms, 

that is, presuming the capacity of the researcher to represent with words or images a 

reality that lies before, and independent of, the researcher’s gaze, then, we create an 

unresolvable contradiction if we want to theorise that work as post-humanist and new 

materialist. (Davies 2017, n.p.) 
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As a solution to this contradiction, Davies (2017), Wolfe (2017a, 2017c), Hickey-Moody, and 

Palmer & Sayers (2016), among many others, whose steps I have been retracing, animate 

diffractive methodology inspired by Haraway’s (1997) and Barad’s (2007) notion of diffractive 

thinking. Diffraction is different from reflection in that it is productive of its object; ‘it is an 

optical metaphor for making difference in the world (Haraway 1997, p. 16). To resolve this 

challenge in my empirical work, I followed Davies (2017) who suggests employing diffractive 

methodology because it attends to ‘an individual life in its material and epistemological 

specificity, not by searching for the essential, independently existing entity, but by exploring 

the lines of force that run through him, opening and closing down possibilities of thinking and 

being’ (p. 267).  

 

The diffractive approach I develop springs from my engagement with the two key concepts: 

affect and becoming. As Wolfe positions affect in her feminist research on the production of 

shame in schoolgirls ‘as central to meaning making and co-created by researcher and 

researched with the world’ (2017b, p. 3), I also understand affect and becoming as 

collaboratively produced in the research encounter and as pivotal to meaning-making. To this 

end, my research in Wolfe’s words ‘prioritises the concept of production through encounter, 

between the micro and the macro, the local and the global’ (2017b, p. 3). What is produced 

through a research encounter becomes productive of real and virtual bodies, their past and 

future, micro and macro, and continues to arrive long past the encounter itself. How my 

gendering body and the gendering bodies of my participants came to be in this creative 

collaborative research evolved from the affective encounters we experienced and the meaning-

making processes they ignited. Some of these happenings and processes were pure 

happenstance, such as becomings incited by the empty piece of paper discussed in the chapter 

‘On Being and Womanhood’. Some others were more foreseeable, such as, for example, the 

anger, confusion and ambivalence we experienced in dancing with various elements of 

womanhood assemblage. Some are yet to come.  

 

The embodied, gendering selves we have collaboratively explored are among many 

possibilities that could have come alive, but did not. It could be said that they are the virtualities 

that became actualized (Braidotti 2018) through our collaborative efforts. Barad suggests that 

‘possibilities aren’t narrowed in their realization; new possibilities open up as others that might 

have been possible are now excluded: possibilities are reconfigured and reconfiguring’ (2007, 
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p. 177). For Barad, intra-actions through which phenomena and subjectivities (and knowledge 

too) are formed ‘are constraining but not limiting’ (2007, p. 177). This allows recognition of a 

certain open-endedness and indeterminacy of any becoming as ‘the world and its possibilities 

for becoming are remade with each moment’ (p. 366). Whatever knowledge we have produced 

in this dance-inspired exploration of the embodiment of womanhood is among many possible 

knowledges, yet it is the one that spoke to our collective of embodied inquirers and to me as a 

researcher. Whatever knowledge was produced through this research does not represent the 

sole possibility, and is not an end in itself. It is a possibility that continues reconfiguring.  

 

I began this creative exploration with Braidotti’s notion of women’s bodies as assemblages that 

cuts across natural and cultural and that could be seen as flows of becoming. While my inquiry 

into the embodiment of womanhood has not engaged in a significant way with the bodying 

aspect of the embodiment (for example, with more material aspects of dancing and gendering 

bodies such as physiology or kinaesthetics), it has deliberately opened up a space for 

recognising what Braidotti calls a radical relationality and productivity of self-organising force 

of Life (zoe) (Braidotti 2013). If my becoming-with this research has led anywhere, it is toward 

opening up a space in social research for embracing the unpredictability, relationality and self-

organising force of the world (in all of its multiplications of worldling) embodied and 

embedded in active and productive human and non-human subjects.  
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Appendices: 
 
Appendix 1: Plain Language Statement 

 

"Becomings of moving bodies: young women, bodies and affect"  

 

Dear Participant, 

 

You are invited to participate in the above research project, which is being conducted by Prof 

Johanna Wyn and A/Prof Helen Cahill (supervisors) and Mrs Tamara Borovica (Ph.D. 

candidate) at the Youth Research Centre, The University of Melbourne. The research will 

contribute to Mrs Borovica’s Ph.D. thesis, and has been approved by the Human Research 

Ethics Committee. 

 

The aim of this project is to contribute new knowledge about young womanhood, by exploring 

the embodied nature of young women’s experiences. This research goes against most 

contemporary literature where women’s bodies are explored in relation to problems they 

potentially cause -  such as problems related to appearance, or the work women must do to 

maintain acceptable standards of femininity, or the experiences women have in relation to 

being victimised or exploited as sexual objects. This problem- centric approach is widely used 

to study young women’s embodiment. More recently researchers have become more interested 

in positive approaches to understanding what people can do or accomplish with their bodies, 

how they experience pleasure, wellbeing, joy and creativity in regards to their bodies. ‘Moving 

Bodies’ study (a short title that will be used to refer to the study), along with a number of 

feminist studies, is investigating the complexities of women’s experiences of their bodies 

(positives, negatives and all in-between) and ways in which one’s sense of the body is integral 

to their very sense of self. In ‘Moving Bodies’ study researchers are interested in creative 

exploration of young women’s experiences of embodiment, how they think, feel and talk about 

their bodies when invited to be creative and playful. As this is a participatory study, it means 

that each participant will have a right to influence the content of the study and to add what they 

think is an important aspect of young women’s embodiment. The researcher will then facilitate 

collaborative creative exploration of that issue. Your contributions will only be visible to other 

participants. Should you decide to participate, you would be asked to contribute to this in two 

ways. First we would invite you to participate in 6 two-hour long creative workshops that will 

be held once a fortnight at the University of Melbourne. These workshops are designed to 

provide a safe and fun space for a collaborative exploration and learning. Workshops will be 

based on improvisation, playful movement and performance. No previous experience is 

needed; workshops are designed for a group of willing beginners to movement practices and 

to feminist discussions. 

Second, we would ask you to participate in 4 two -hours long reflective workshops that will 

involve collaborative analysis of the data from the creative workshops. These workshops will 

be held once in two months. Your perspective will make a valuable contribution to the data 

analysis. 

Prior to signing a consent form, we would ask you to identify your support network (a friend, 

a family member, or professional support worker) whom you can contact in case participation 

in this study causes you to feel disturbed or at unease.  

 

With your permission, the creative workshops will be video and audio recorded and 

conversations will be audio recorded. The time commitment from you will be 20 hours over a 
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period of one year. A detailed timetable will be available to you prior to the beginning of the 

research. 

 

We intend to protect your anonymity and the confidentiality of your responses to the fullest 

possible extent, within the limits of the law. Your name and contact details will be kept in a 

separate, password-protected computer file from any data that you supply. This will only be 

able to be linked to your responses by the researchers. In the final report, you will be referred 

to by a pseudonym unless you decide differently. We will remove any references to personal 

information that might allow someone to guess your identity; however, you should note that as 

the number of people who will participate in this study is very small, it is possible that someone 

may still be able to identify you. 

 

Once the thesis arising from this research has been completed, a brief summary of the findings 

will be available to you on application at the Youth Research Centre, Graduate School of 

Education. It is also possible that the results will be presented at academic conferences. The 

data will be kept securely in the Youth Research Center for at least five years from the date of 

publication.  

Please be advised that your participation in this study is completely voluntary. Should you wish 

to withdraw at any stage, or to withdraw any unprocessed data you have supplied, you are free 

to do so without prejudice. 

 

If you would like to participate, please indicate that you have read and understood this 

information by signing the accompanying consent form and returning it in the envelope 

provided. The researchers will then contact you with more detailed information on the flow of 

the research process.   

 

Should you require any further information, or have any concerns, please do not hesitate to 

contact Tamara Borovica at tamara.borovica@unimelb.edu.au or 8344 9633. There will also 

be two information meetings prior to signing consent forms and should you have any additional 

questions or dilemmas, please ask the researcher for a time and date of the meetings.  

 

Should you have any concerns about the conduct of the project, you are welcome to contact 

the Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics, The University of Melbourne, on ph: 8344 

2073, or fax: 9347 6739.  

Also, in the case that participation in this research starts bringing old unpleasant memories, or 

makes you feel sad, angry or confused; please contact Counselling Service of at the University 

of Melbourne, on ph: 8344 6927, for a professional support.  

 

Regards, 

 

Associate Professor Helen Cahill (Supervisor) ph: 8344 9641 

Prof Johanna Wyn (Supervisor) ph:  8344 9643         

Mrs. Tamara Borovica (Ph.D. Candidate) ph: 8344 9633 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tamara.borovica@unimelb.edu.au
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Appendix 2: Consent Form 
 
PROJECT TITLE: “Becomings of moving bodies: young women, bodies and affect” 

Youth Research Centre, Graduate School of Education,University of Melbourne 

 

Name of participant: 

 

Name of investigator(s): Prof Johanna Wyn, A/Prof Helen Cahill, Ph.D. Candidate Tamara Borovica 

 

1. I consent to participate in the project named above, the particulars of which - including 

details of creative workshops and collaborative data analysis and expectations from the 

participants - have been explained to me.  A written copy of the information has been 

given to me to keep. 

 

2. I authorise the researcher and assistant to use for this purpose the creative workshops and 

collaborative data analysis (include phrase used at 1 above) referred to under (1) above. 

 

3. I acknowledge that: 

 

(a) the possible effects of the creative workshops and collaborative data analysis 

(include phrase used at 1 above) have been explained to me to my satisfaction; 

 

(b) I have been informed that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time 

without explanation or prejudice and to withdraw any unprocessed data 

previously supplied; 

 

(c) The project is for the purpose of research; 

 

(d) I have been informed that the confidentiality of the information I provide will be 

safeguarded subject to any legal requirements; 

 

(e) I have been informed that the creative workshops will be video and audio 

recorded and I consent to this; 

 

(f) I have been informed that I can choose to be referred to by pseudonym or 

identified by name in any publications arising from the research and that this 

decision is solely mine; 

 

(g) I have identified my personal support network (a friend, a family member or 

professional support worker) and agreed with them that in case I feel disturbed by 

anything that happen at the movement workshops I will call them for support. I 

also know that professional counselling is available at the Counselling Service at 

the University of Melbourne. 

 

 

Signature Date 

 (Participant) 
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